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1.0 SCOPE
This section describes the 1971 Voyager Flight Spacecraft Telecommunication System. R
includes the description of the ground and spacecraft functions required for tracking, tele-
metering, and commanding of the spacecraft by the DSN. Also included is the descrit_on
of the relay telecommunication system required for telemetry reception of the data relayed
from the flight capsule. An assumed capsule relay telecommunication system is described,
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
The following documonts contain information which apply to the Voyager Telecommunicatic_
System.
JPL Documents
EPD-283
TM 33-83
Rev 1
MC 4-310A
GE Documents
VB-220-SR101
VB-220-SR102
VB-220-FD107
VB-220-FD109
VB-220-FD110
VB-220-FD112
VB-220-FD113
VB-233-AA101
DSN Planned Capability for the period 1965 - 1980.
System Capabilities and Development Schedule of
the DSIF, 1964-68.
Functional Specification. Mariner C Flight
Equipment. Telecommunication System.
"Contractor Performance Measures of the Tele-
communication System," letter from A. Gluckson,
17 May 1965.
Design Characteristics
Design Restraints
DSN Interface
Telemetry Criteria
Telemetry Channel Assignment
Flight Sequence
Layout and Configuration
Telecommunication Trade-Off Studies
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3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
3.1 GENERAL
The 1971 Voyager Telecommunication System represents a logical extension of the techniques
and equipment designs developed and demonstrated by JPL on the Ranger and Mariner
programs. The increased size of the Voyager spacecraft has permitted significant increase
in storage capacity and in reliability through equipment redundancy. The increased size of
Voyager, coupled with the increased capability of the DSIF, permits a large increase in
transmission capability. Extensive use of integrated circuits for digital functions has
reduced the weight of many elements of the Voyager Telecommunication System, compared
to their counterparts in the Mariner System.
The Telecommunication System described in this document is the result of many trade-off
studies and the use of engineering judgment based on past experiences. A ground rule was
to keep the system conceptually simple and based on proven techniques wherever possible.
A 50-watt power amplifier was selected as a reasonable step forward in the area of power
amplifiers. A 7.5-foot diameter parabolic antenna was selected as the best compromise
from weight, simplicity, and reliability considerations. A strong program on optimum
redundancy was undertaken to maximize reliability versus weight.
In the following pages, a telecommunication system is described which is the result of the
considerations indicated above and many others which are documented in the trade-off
studies.
3.2 COMMUNICATION REQUIREMENTS
3.2.1 GENERAL
The telecommunication system must perform the following general functions:
1. Telemeter certain engineering parameters and scientific phenomena from the
spacecraft and capsule to the DSIF stations.
2. Communicate commands from the stations of the DSIF to the recipient spacecraft
subsystem on board the spacecraft and the capsule.
B Track the relative angular position, velocity, and range of the spacecraft with
respect to a designated coordinate system to enable the Space Flight Operations
Facility to compute the parameters of the space flight trajectory.
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3.2.2 MISSION PHA SE
The general requirements of 3.2.1 above may be expanded by mission phase to delineate the
requirement imposed on the communication system by the mission. Table 3-1 is a summary
of the requirements. Table 3-2 is a summary of the required telemetry modes and rates.
3.2.2.1 LAUNCH PHASE
There are three portions of the launch phase which must be considered; pre-launch, launch
to shroud separation, and shroud separation to injection.
1. Pre-Launch
In the 45 to 60 days before launch, it is necessary to completely check out all
modes of operation of the spacecraft. The system will be checked completely by
use of the umbilical to the launch vehicle and by radio.
2. Launch to Shroud Separation
During launch until separation of the shroud, it is necessary to transmit 100 BPS*
telemetry to the DSIF #71 station. This telemetry consists of engineering data,
10 BPS capsule data, and data from the science payload (Data Mode ID. Command
or ranging is not a requirement. Telemetry will also be relayed to the Launch
Vehicle.
3., Shroud Separation to Injection
DSIF #7 1 will track the spacecraft through shroud separation and continue to track
to the horizon. Unless the Ascension station continues the track, there is no
other DSIF station available to track the spacecraft while it is in parking orbit.
The spacecraft will continue to transmit 100 bps (Mode ID data as during launch.
There is no requirement for command, Doppler tracking, or ranging.
3.2.2.2 INJECTION PHASE
During the Injection Phase, 100 bps (Mode ID telemetry will be transmitted from the space-
craft. In general, no DSIF station will be able to receive telemetry from the spacecraft
during this phase. There is no requirement for command, Doppler tracking, or ranging.
*Rates given are nominal round numbers.
used throughout this report are:
Actual transmission rates and the nominal rates
Exact Nominal Exact Nominal
8533 1/3 8000 533 1/3 500
4266 2/3 4000 106 2/3 100
2133 1/3 2000 3 1/3 3 1/3
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LAUNCH PHASE
Time
l>re-Launch
45 to 60 days
Launch to
Shroud Separation
0 < T _<225 sec.
Shroud Separation
to Injection
225 _ T <-2460 SeCo
T_emet_ Checkout of
all modes
a. Rate: 106 2/3 BPS
(Mode II)
b. Time: _100%
c. Antenna Coverage:
Launch vehicle to
DSIF #71
d. Relay via Launch
Vehicle
a. Rate: 106 2/3 BPS
(Mode II)
b. Time: 0 to 100%
c° Antenna Coverage:
Earth oriented
antenna while in
parking orbit
d. Relay via Launch Vehicle
Command Checkout of
all modes
NA NA
Doppler
Tracking
and
Ranging
Checkout of
all modes
NA NA
DSIF
Station
DSIF 71 DSIF 71 Not Defined
(Possibly Ascension Station)
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Table 3-1. Communication System
Requirements by Mission Phase
INJECTION
PHASE
1260SeCo_<T _<1111min
Rate: 106 2/3 BPS
i
ACQUISITION
PHASE
41 rain __T _ 1111 rain
Rate: 106 2/_ BPS
(Mode _1)
INTERPLANETARY CRUISE
(BEFORE FIRST MANEUVER)
1 day -<T < 10 days
Rate: 106 2/3 BPS
(Mode II)
Time: _ 100%
Antenna Coverage
Cone Angle:
0 to 100 degrees rain.
Clock Angle:
0 to 360 degrees
Store flare data
and dump at 2133 1/3
BPS rate (Mode IV
(Mode I1)
Time: 0 to 100%
Antenna Coverage:
Use Launch Phase
Antenna.
Relay via Launch Vehicle
ao
b.
O°
Time: _ 100_0
Antenna Coverage
Cone angle: _ to
100 degrees _Lino
Clock Angle: 0 to
360 degrees
ao
be
Co
do
NA
NA
a. Rate: 1 BPS minimum
b. Time: _ 100%
c. Antenna Coverage
Same as above
(minimum)
(This allows complete
command capability
for a false Can.pus lock)
I
a° Time: _ 100%
b. Antenna Coverage
Same as abov_
(minimum)
ao Rate: 1 BPS minimum
b. Time: _ 100%
c. Antenna Coverage
Same as above
(minimum)
%. Time: _ 100%
b. Antenna Coverage
Same as above
(Minimum)
Not Defined
(Possibly Ascension Station)
1. Johannesburg
2. Woomera
3. Canberra
1. Johannesburg
2. Woomera
3. Madrid
4. Canberra
5. Goldstone
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Time
During S/C Turns
Before Burn
1day <T -< 10 days
duration: _ 1 hour
FIRST MANEUVER
During Stabilized
Attitude and Burn
1day <- T <- 10 days
duration: _ 1 hour
During S/C Turns
After Burn
lday <T -<10days
duration: _ 1 hour
Telemetry ao Rate:
Optional:
3 1/3 BPS
(Mode I)
106 2/3
ao Rate:
Dump Stored Data:
(Mode IV) 2133 1/3
After Dump: 106 2/3
BPS (Mode I & II)
ao Rate:
Optional: 106 2/3
or 3 1/3 BPS
(Mode I)
b. Time: 0 to 100 %
Co
d°
Antenna Coverage:
Toward Earth from
any S/C attitude
i0 BPS Capsule Data
and 3 1/3 BPS
Engineering data
(Mode I) will be stored
Do Time:
Before Burn:
During Burn:
0 to 100%
lOO%
Co Antenna Coverage:
Toward Earth from
any S/C attitude
b. Time: 0 to 100%
Co
d°
Antenna Coverage:
Toward Earth from
any S/C attitude
10 BPS Capsule Data
and 3 1/3 BPS
Engineering data
(Mode I) will be stored
Command a. Rate: 1 BPS
b. Time: 0 to 100%
e. Antenna Coverage:
Same as above
a. Rate: 1 BPS
b. Time: _ 100%
c. Antenna Coverage:
Same as above
a. Rate: 1 BPS
b. Time: 0 to 100%
c. Antenna Coverage:
Sa_me as above
Doppler
Tracking
and Ranging
a. Time: 0 to 100%
b° Antenna Coverage:
Same as above
ao
Do
Time: Before and
after Burn: _ 100%
During Burn:
0 to 100%
Antenna Coverage:
Same as above
a. Time: 0 to 100%
Do Antenna Coverage:
Same as above
DSIF
Station
1. Johannesburg
2. Woomera
3. Madrid
4. Canberra
5. Goldstone
1. Johnannesburg
2. Woomera
3. Madrid
4. Canberra
5. Goldstone
1. Jotmannesburg
2. Woomera
3. Madrid
4. Canberra
5. Goldstone
INTERPLANETARY
CRUISE
Rate:
Dump Stored Data
after maneuver at
2133 1/3 BPS
(ModeIV)
After Dump 1062/3
BPS (Mode ll)
Late Cruise:
Mode VI @ 106 2/3
BPS
Time: 0 to 100%
c. Antenna Coverage:
Toward Earth
Rate: 1 BPS 30 BPS
Time: _ 100%
Antenna Coverage:
Same as above
a. Time: _ 100%
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Table 3-1. Communication System
Requirements by Mission Phase {Cont'd}
TRAJECTORY CORRECTION PHASE
During S/C Turns
Before Burn
Any time during cruise
Duration: _ 1 hour
During Stabilized
Attitude and Burn
Any _ime during cruise
Duration: _ 1 hour
During S/C Turns
After Burn
Any time during cruise
Duration: _ 1 hour
a. Rate: 3 1/3 BPS a° Rate: Dump stored data:
2133 1/3 BPS (Mode IV)
After Dump: 106 2/3 BPS
(Mode I & II)
a° Rate: 3 1/3 BPS
(Mode I)
b. Time: 0 to 100%
C°
do
Antenna Coverage:
Toward Earth from
any S/C attitude
10 BPS Capsule and
3 1/3 BPS Engineer-
ing data (Mode I) will
will be stored
bl
e°
Time:
Before Burn: _ 100%
During Burn: 0 to 100%
After Burn: _ 100%
Antenna Coverage:
Toward Earth from any
S/C attitude
b. Time: 0to 100%
e° Antenna Coverage:
Toward Earth from
any S/C attitude
d° 10 BPS Capsule and
3 1/3 BPS Engineer-
ing data (Mode I)
will be stored
a. Rate: 1 BPS a. Rate: 1 BPS
b. Time: 0 to 100% b. Time: _ 100%
c. Antenna Coverage: c. Antenna Coverage:
Same as above Same as above
a. Rate: 1 BPS
b. Time: 0 to 100%
e. Antenna Coverage:
Same as above
a. Time: 0 to 100% a. Time: _ 100% a. Time: 0to 100%
Antenna Coverage:
Same as above
1. Johannesburg
2. Woomera
3. Madrid
4. Canberra
5. Goldstone
Do Antenna Coverage
Same as above
b. Antenna Coverage
Same as above
b. Antenna Coverage
Same as above
1. Johannesburg 1. Johannesburg
2. Woomera 2. Woomera
3. Madrid 3. Madrid
4. Canberra 4. Canberra
5. Goldstone 5. Goldstone
1. Johannesburg
2. Woomera
3. Madrid
4. C mberra
5. Goldstone
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Time
SPACECRAFT
CAPSULE
SEPARATION
PHASE
Encounter - 1 day
Duration: _ 5 hours
FLIGHT
CAPSULE
TRAJE C TORY
DEFLECTION
AND CRUISE
PHASE
Encounter - 1 day
To Encounter
Telemetry Same as Interplanetary Trajectory
Correction Phase
Same as Cruise except 10 BPS
data is received from the capsule
by radio
Command Same as Interplanetary Trajectory
Correction Phase
Same as Cruise
Doppler
Tracking
and Ranging
Same as Interplanetary Trajectory
Correction Phase
Same as Cruise
DSIF
Stations
Goldstone only Same as Cruise
VB233FDI01
Table 3-1. Communication System
Requirements by Mission Phase (Cont'd)
FLIGHT
SPACECRAFT
ORBITAL
INSERTION
AND CAPSULE
ENTRY PHASE
At Encounter
Duration: 4 hours
ao Same as Interplanetary
Trajectory Correction
Phase except Mode VI
is used when applicable.
b. Store capsule entry data
ORBITAL
OPERATION
PHASE
After Encounter
Duration: 1 mo to 6 mos
a. 1st Orbit: Dump stored data
at 2133 1/3 BPS (Mode IV)
After 1st Orbit 8533 1/3 BPS
to 2133 1/3 BPS nominal
(Mode III& Mode V) 533 1/3
BPS back-up 3 1/3 Emergency
(Mode I)
bo Time: _ 100%
Co Antenna Coverage:
Toward Earth from any
S/C attitude
ao Same as Interplanetary
Trajectory Correction
Phase
Rate: 1 BPS
Time: _ 100%
Antenna Coverage:
Same as above
ao Same as Interplanetary
Trajectory Correction
Phase
Time: _ 100%
Antenna Coverage:
Same as above
GoldsLone only 1. Johannesburg
2. Woomera
3° Madrid
4. Canberra
5. Goldstone
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3.2.2.3 ACQUISITION PHASE
During the acquisition phase, the spacecraft will be in a position where it may be tracked
by the Johannesburg DSIF station and subsequently other DSIF stations. Telemetry trans-
mission will be at a rate of 100 bps (Mode ID.
Telemetry reception by the DSIF stations should be nearly continuous during this phase.
Command capability is required as well as ranging and Doppler tracking. The spacecraft
will lock to the Sun and roll to calibrate instruments and then to acquire Canopus. In order
to provide for commands prior to Canopus lock, the omnidirectional antenna must provide
coverage from zero to at least 100 degrees cone angle for all roll attitudes of the space-
craft about the Sun axis.
3.2.2.4 INTERPLANETARY CRUISE (BEFORE 1ST MANEUVER)
The spacecraft will be fully stabilized. The telemetry rate will be 100 bps (Mode 11).
Coverage will be continuous. Command and tracking are required. During a flare mode,
if a large quantity of data is accumulated, the telemetry rate will be changed to 2 kbps
(Mode IV) to dump the data.
3.2.2.5 1ST MANEUVER
The first maneuver occurs 1 to 10 days after launch. It is assumed that the spacecraft may
assume any attitude during the maneuver. There are three distinct phases to the maneuver;
the turn to the maneuver attitude before burn, the stabilized attitude and burn, and the
return to the cruise attitude after burn.
1. Before Burn
As the spacecraft turns to the maneuver attitude, telemetry will be transmitted
but antenna coverage will not be continuous. Either 3-1/3 or 100 bps (Mode I)
data may be transmitted. Because antenna coverage may not be continuous, 13-1/3
bps capsule and engineering data will be stored. Command and tracking capability
will be dependent upon the spacecraft antenna coverage, which may be maximized
by selecting the order in which turns are made.
2. Stabilized Maneuver Attitude
When the spacecraft reaches the maneuver attitude, it will transmit stored data
at a 2000-bps rate (Mode IV). After completion of the data dump, it will transmit
100 bps (Mode 11) telemetry verifying the proper attitude. During burn, data
Mode I at 100 bps will be transmitted. Command and tracking are required during
this time.
12of248
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3. After Burn
As the spacecraft returns to cruise attitude it will continue to transmit 3-1/3 or
100 bps (Mode I) data and store 13-1/3 bps engineering and capsule data. Again
antenna coverage will not be continuous.
3.2.2.6 INTERPLANETARY CRUISE
After a maneuver, stored data will be dumped at 2000 bps (Mode IV). In the normal cruise
mode, 100 bps (Mode H) telemetry will be transmitted. During a flare mode, if a large
quantity of data is accumulated, the telemetry mode will be changed to 2 kbps (Mode IV)
to dump the data. In late cruise, Mode VI will be used to obtain approach guidance data.
Command and tracking are required.
3.2.2.7 INTERPLANETARY TRAJECTORY CORRECTION PHASE
This phase has the same communication requirements as the first maneuver except that,
if telemetry is required, 3-1/3 bps will be transmitted during the spacecraft turns,
rather than the 100 bps.
3.2.2.8 SPACECRA FT-CAPSULE SEPARATION PHASE
Approximately one day before encounter, the spacecraft will assume a capsule separation
attitude and release the capsule. The communication requirements are the same as for an
interplanetary trajectory correction maneuver.
3.2.2.9 FLIGHT CAPSULE TRAJECTORY DEFLECTION AND CRUISE PHASE
After separation of the capsule, the spacecraft will reassume cruise attitude. Communica-
tion requirements will be the same as interplanetary cruise, except that 10 bps data will
be received by radio link from the flight capsule for relay to Earth.
3.2.2. ±vl" FLIGHT o_A,_,_uA _,_,,_DUTTAT E_.qFWTT6)N AND CAPSULE ENTRY PHASE
Two and one-half hours before orbital inse/'tion time, the spacecraft will turn and assume
the insertion attitude. The communication requirements are the same as the interplanetary
trajectory correction phase, except that 10 bps data will be received from the capsule
until occulted by the Martian horizon. During capsule entry, data will be stored as well
as transmitted in real time. Mode VI (approach guidance) is used when applicable.
3.2.2. II ORBITAL OPERATION PHASE
During the first orbit, stored entry data will be transmitted at 2000 bps (Mode IV). When
there is no scan science data, telemetry will be Mode V, nonscan science. During the
six-month orbital life, the spacecraft will transmit rates as high as 8000 bps (Mode HI).
The minimum data rate for mission success is considered to be 500 bps. Tracking and
command will be continuous.
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3.3 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The Voyager telecommunication system is composed of four subsystems.
are:
These subsystems
a. Radio
b. Command
c, Data Handling and Storage
d. Relay Radio
Subsequent sections will descr_e the subsystems in detail.
3.3.1 GENERAL
Figure 3-1 is a simplified block diagram of the Flight Spacecraft Telecommunication System.
3.3.1.1 RADIO SUBSYSTEM
The radio subsystem has the capability of transmitting 20 watts or 50 watts at S-band. It
utilizes a 7.5-foot steerable parabolic antenna as the main antenna for high data rate trans-
mission. This antenna may be steered at least 225 ° from the +z axis of the spacecraft
through the -z (sun-pointing axis) about an axis approximately parallel to the Canopus
sensor axis. Thus, during maneuvers, the antenna may be pointed toward the earth from
any orientation of the z axis by rolling the spacecraft about the z axis. The antenna may
also be nodded about an orthogonal axis approximately + 20 degrees to provide for variations
in the Canopus cone angle. A medium gain antenna of the Mariner C type is used as a
"Science" backup in the event of failure of the high gain antenna. This antenna is fixed
to the spacecraft and is not deployed.
Two low gain antennas are provided. The primary low gain antenna is similar to the
Mariner C crossed slot antenna. It has maximum gain on the spacecraft sun axis and
command may be received through this antenna to a cone angle of 100 ° minimum at any roll
attitude of the spacecraft. The secondary low gain antenna has a toroidal pattern. The
toroidal plane is in the plane of the ecliptic when the spacecraft is in the normal cruise
attitude. This antenna is used for communication to and from the spacecraft during turns
when the steerable high gain antenna is non-operable. It is also a backup for the primary
antenna in case of malfunction.
A launch antenna is provided for radiation to a parasitic antenna on the shroud during launch.
One hundred mflliwatts of solid state transmitter power is radiated during launch, parking
orbit, and injection.
The radio subsystem contains redundant elements to insure a high probability of success for
the telemetry, command, ranging, and Doppler tracking functions.
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The radio subsystem is contained in 1-1/2 bays and weighs 86 pounds (conservatively)
excluding antennas. It requires a maximum of 160.5 watts when a 50-watt transmitter
is required.
3.3. i. 2 COMMAND SUBSYSTEM
The command subsystem is based upon and is an expansion of the Mariner B and C command
systems. It supplies 6 quantitative commands and 185 discrete commands to various space-
craft and capsule subsystems. Two data rates are available; 1 sub-bit/see and 30 sub-bits/
sec. Since the data is Manchester coded, this corresponds to 1/2 command bit/sec and
15 command bits/see. The high rate command capability allows high rate reprogramming
of CC&S and DAE functions. This capability is available throughout the mission as long
as the high gain antenna is functioning.
Since mission success requires command capability on the spacecraft, redundant elements
have been included in both the command subsystems and the radio subsystem to give a very
high probability of success to this function. The probability of being able to command all
functions at 1 bit per second for a nominal mission of 5042 hours (cruise plus approximately
one month in orbit} is 0.97. The probability of being able to command all functions at 30 bps
is 0.96. This is the over-all command function reliability and includes the reliability of
the receiving portion of the radio subsystem.
The command subsystem is contained in 1/2 bay. The weight of the command system is
33.5 pounds (conservatively) and requires a maximum of 20.2 watts.
3.3.1.3 DATA HANDLING AND STORAGE SUBSYSTEM
The data handling and storage subsystem has 6 modes of operation. These are described
in Table 3-2. It has the capability of providing six discrete bit rates to the radio subsystem;
8533-1/3, 4266-2/3, 2133-1/3, 533-1/3, 106-2/3 and 3-1/3 bits/_ec. Bulk storage in the
form of tape recorders provides a total storage capacity of 6 x 10 bits. Three tape re-
corders, each with 2 x 10-bit storage, are provided. Magnetic Core Memory storage
with an 85,995 bit capacity is provided for flare mode storage, data storage during mane-
uver, and for multiplexing telemetry data with the video data. The telemetry commutator
has a 280-channel input capability.
Since mission success requires a high probability of success for the telemetry functions,
redundant elements have been included in the data handling and storage subsystem as well
as the radio subsystem. For example, the probability of successfully providing real time
telemetry data for a nominal mission of 5042 hours is 0.96. The probability of success-
fully providing high rate telemetry data during planet operations (encounter plus one month)
is 0.99.
The data handling and storage subsystem is contained in 2 bays and requires a maximum
of 22.5 watts.
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3.3.1.4 RELAY RADIO SUBSYSTEM
The relay radio subsystem receives 10 bps data transmitted from the capsule. This data
is received by a 200 Mc vhf link during the 1-day flight of the capsule, and during entry
of the capsule. The capsule communication system has not been defined, so reasonable
assumptions have been made.
The relay system operates at a frequency of 200 Mc. The modulation is PSK/FM/PM
and the receiver is a modulation restrictive phase-locked loop. The data detector de-
modulates the telemetry subcarrier, matched filters the data, and provides the data input
to the telemetry system.
The receivers and detectors are redundant. It occupies 1/6 of a bay and weighs 14 pounds.
The power requirement is 11 watts.
3.3.2 MISSION PHASE DESCRIPTION
The following description indicates how the telecommunication system meets the Mission
Phase requirements of Subsection 3.2.2. Table 3-3 is a summary of the telecommunication
system operation by mission phase.
3.3.2.1 LAUNCH PHASE
1. Pre-Launch
During the 45 to 60-day pre-launch period, all modes of the telecommunication
system are checked through the umbilical. All signals are transferred to the
spacecraft by means of radiating elements within the shroud. The 100 bps Mode H
Telemetry is transmitted by a 100-mw S-band solid state exciter through the
launch antenna to a parasitic antenna on the shroud.
2. Launch to Shroud Separation
During launch, the 100 bps Mode H telemetry is transmitted through the launch
antenna and the parasitic antenna on the shroud to the DSIF #71 station at the
Cape. This station is assumed to have a 10-foot diameter parabolic antenna and
a 12 db noise figure receiver. The telemetry data is also relayed via the Launch
Vehicle telemeter up to separation.
3. Shroud Separation to Injection
DSIF #71 tracks the launch beacon through shroud separation until the spacecraft
is over the horizon (approximately 5 minutes after launch). The spacecraft will
continue to transmit 100 mw through the launch antenna which is now radiating
directly. The orientation of the launch antenna will be toward Earth when the
spacecraft is in parking orbit. The Ascension station with a 30-foot antenna and
PARAMP may track the spacecraft.
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3.3.2.2 INJECTION PHASE
During the injection phase, the spacecraft will continue to transmit the 100 mw, 100 bps
(Mode H) telemetry signal through the launch antenna.
3.3.2.3 ACQUISrrION PHASE
After injection, all antennas will be deployed. After deployment, the 100 -mw launch beacon
will be shut off, never to be used again. The same exciter drives a 20-watt power amplifier
which radiates from the primary low gain antenna. The spacecraft will become visible to
the Johannesburg DSIF station, and subsequently, the Australian DSIF sites. These sites
may range, Doppler track, and command the spacecraft, as well as receive the 100 bps
(Mode IO telemetry.
The primary low gain antenna is of the Mariner C type. During this phase, Earth may be
located at cone angles as high as 110 degrees at any clock angle. The primary low gain
antenna, located on the -z side of the solar panels, provides at least -11 db gain at this
extreme angle except for a clock angle where the solar panels interfere with the pattern.
For this clock angle, the secondary low gain antenna, however, provides coverage at a
gain of at least -8 db. The spacecraft may therefore always be commanded from a DSIF
station through at least one of the low gain antennas if a false Canopus lock occurs.
3.3.2.4 INTERPLANETARY CRUISE (BEFORE FIRST MANEUVER)
During cruise, the spacecraft will continue to transmit 20 watts from the primary low gain
antenna. The telemetry rate is still the same 100 bps (Mode H) used since launch. During
this mode, the spacecraft may be commanded through either of the two low gain antennas or
the high gain antenna.
3.3.2.5 FIRST MANEUVER
For the first maneuver the spacecraft will be sent, via the command system, the proper
maneuver turns and gimbal angle information for the high gain antenna. The high gain
antenna will be programmed to a position, such that, when the spacecraft is in the proper
maneuver attitude, the antenna will be pointed toward Earth.
1. During Turn Before Burn
During the turn, capsule and engineering data will be stored (Mode I) at 13-1/3 bps.
Either the primary or the secondary low gain antenna may be employed to obtain
partial coverage during the turn and the transmission rate may be reduced to 3-1/3
bps (Mode I). Either 20 or 50 watts may be transmitted.
2. Stabilized Maneuver Attitude
After the spacecraft becomes attitude stabilized, the high gain antenna will be
pointing toward Earth and the DSIF stations will again lock to this signal. Reception
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of this signal gives a gross verification that the spacecraft has assumed the proper
attitude for the maneuver. At the same time the telemetry system is switched by
C&S command, to a 2000 bps (Mode IV) dump mode and the stored telemetry data
will be transmitted. After completion of the dump, the data rate will return to the
100 bps (Mode H) cruise telemetry mode in order to obtain capsule data. During
burn, the data mode is switched to Mode I at 100 bps.
3. During Turn After Burn
During this turn, operations are the same as during the turn before burn.
3.3.2.6 INTERPLANETARY CRUISE
After a maneuver, the spacecraft will normally switch to Mode IV and dump buffer stored
data at a 2133-1/3 bps rate. After the first maneuver, this may be delayed until the high
gain antenna comes into use, unless the backup secondary antenna is used. At about
15 x 106 km range, transmission will be switched to the 20-watt transmitter through the
high gain antenna. Normal cruise telemetry is 100 bps (Mode ID telemetry, except Mode VI
is used to transmit the approach guidance data during the late cruise phases.
3.3.2.7 INTERPLANETARY TRAJECTORY CORRECTION PHASE
Additional midcourse correction maneuvers will be required by the spacecraft. As far as
the telecommunication system is concerned, these are the same as the first maneuver
described in 3.3.2.5, with one exception. To transmit telemetry during the turns, the
telemetry rate must be reduced to 3-1/3 bps in order to establish an adequate margin.
The secondary low gain antenna and a 50-watt power amplifier will be used.
3.3.2.8 SPACECRAFT-CAPSULE SEPARATION PHASE
The communication system will operate the same as during a maneuver, except that the
10 bps capsule data will be received by the relay radio subsystem instead of the capsule
umbilical.
3.3.2.9 FLIGHT CAPSULE TRAJECTORY DEFLECTION AND CRUISE PHASE
The communication system will operate the same as during cruise, except that the 10 bps
capsule data will be received by the relay radio subsystem instead of the capsule umbilical.
3.3.2. i0 FLIGHT SPACECRAFT ORBITAL INSERTION AND CAPSULE ENTRY PHASE
The communication system will operate the same as during the Spacecraft-Capsule Separa-
tion Phase. Entry data is relayed and stored during the entry phase.
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Time
Pre-Launch
45 to 60 days
LA UNCH PHASE
|
Launch to
Shroud Separation
0<T<225 sec
Range, KM NA R< 107
DSIF Equipment
Required
NA 10 foot antenna
System Noise Figure:
12 db
Telemetry .
o
Data Handling &
Storage Subsystem
All Modes are checked.
Radio Subsystem
a. Antennas
All Antennas are
used. Signals
transferred through
umbilical.
Rate: 106-2/3 BPS
(Mode ID
Power Output: 100 mw
Antenna:
Launch Antenna
(Low Gain Antenna
transmitting through
parasitic antenna on
shroud)
Command
o
b. Power Output All
Modes.
Relay Radio
Checkout by radiation
to relay antenna in
shroud. Signals are
transferred through
umbilical.
Q Command Subsystem
All modes are checked
2. Radio Subsystem
Same as above
NA
Doppler
Tracking &
Ranging
Checkout of all modes NA
ShroudSeparation
To Injection
225 < T -< 2460 sec
NA
Not defined
Rate: 106-2/3 (Mode ID
Power Output: 100 mw
Antenna:
Launch Antenna (After
shroud separation, trans-
mission continues through
the Launch Low Gain
Antenna which is on the
Earth side of the space-
craft in parking orbit. )
NA
NA
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Table 3-3. Communication System
operation by Mission Phase
INJECTION PHASE A CQUISITION PHA SE INTERPLANETARY CRUISE
(Before ist maneuver)
1260 sec < T -< 2460 sec
NA
Not Defined
41 min < T < Iiii rain
i
7,500_<R<5x105
85 foot antenna !diplexed.
h
10 kw Transmit Maser
1 day-<T <10days
6x 105_<R_<4x 106
85 foot antenna diplexed.
10 kw Transmit. Maser
Same as shroud
separation to injection
a. Rate: 106-2/3
BPS (Mode
b. Power Output: 20W
(Primary)
Ce Antenna: Primary
Low Gain, Positive
gain from 0 to 40 °
from sun axis (cone
angle)
Rate: 106-2/3 BPS (Mode ID
Power Output:
Primary: 20 w
Backup: 50 w
Antenna: Primary: Primary Low Gain
Backup:
Secondary Low Gain:
Toroidal Pattern approxi-
mately omnidirectional in
ecliptic plane, 90 ° half-
power beamwidth in planes
normal to ecliptic
NA a. Rate: 1 BPS or
30 BPS
b. Antenna: Same
as above
Rate: 1 BPS or 30 BPS
Antennas: Same as above
NA Transponder, Power
Amplifier & Antenna
Same as above
Transponder, Power
Amplifier and Antenna:
Same as above
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Time
Range
DSIF Equipment
Required
DURING S/C TURNS
BEFORE BURN
1 day _<T _ 10 days
Duration: _ 1 hr
6x 105 <R <4x 106
i
85-foot Antenna Diplexed
10 kw Transmit. Maser
FIRST MA NE UVER
DURING STABILIZED
ATTITUDE AND BURN
1 day -< T -<10 days
Duration: _ 1 hr
6x105<R-<4x106
85-foot Antenna Diplexed
10 kw Transmit. Maser
-- , .=
Telemetry Rate: 106-2/3 or 3-1/3
BPS (Mode I)
Power Output: 20 w or
50w
Antenna: Primary or
secondary low gain
Rate:
Primary:
Dump stored data:
2133-1/3 BPS (Mode IV)
After data dump:
106-2/3 BPS (Mode 19
Backup: 3-1/3 BPS
(Mode 19
Power Output:
Primary: 20 w
Backup: 50 w
Antenna:
Primary: High Gain
Backup: Secondary
Low Gain
Command Rate: 1 BPS
Antenna: Primary or
secondary low gain
Rate: 1 BPS or 30 BPS
Antennas: Same as above
Doppler
Tracking and
Ranging
NA Transponder, Power
Amplifier and Antenna
Same as above
/
DURING S/C TURNS
AFTER BURN
lday<T <10days
Duration: _ 1 hr
6x 105 <R_4x 106
, j, ,
85-foot Antenna Diplexed
10 kw Transmit. Maser
INTERPLANETARY CRUISI_
(After 1st Maneuver)
6x 105 <-R-<l.3x 108
85-ft Antenna Diplexed
10 kv¢ Transmit. Maser
Rate: 106-2/3 or 3-1/3 BPS
(Mode I)
Power Output: 20 w or 50 w
Antenna: Primary or secondary
low gain
Rate: 1 BPS or 30 BPS
Antennas: Primary or secondaly
low gain
Rate: 2133-1/3 BPS
Date Dump (Mode IV)
106-2/3 BPS (Mode II
or Mode VI)
Normal Cruise
Power Output:
Primary: 20 w
Backup: 50 w
intermittent
Antenna:
Primary: High Gain
after 15 x 10 _ km
a. Medium Gain
antenxm (late)
b. Primary Low Gain
c. Secondary Low Gain
Rate: 1 BPS or 30 BPS
Antennas:
Same as above
NA
i |•|
Transponder, Power
Amplifier and Antenna
Same as above
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Table 3-3. Communication System
! Operation by Mission Phase(Cont'd)
INTERPLANETARY TRAJECTORY CORRECTION PHASE
During S/C Roll
Pitch and Yam
Before Burn
i i
Any time during Cruise
Duration: _ 1 hr
During Stabilized
Attitude and Burn
Any time during Cruise
Duration: _ 1 hr
During S/C Roll
Pitch and Yaw
After Burn
Any time during
Cruise
Duration: _ 1 hr
4x 106<R< 1.3x108
i
Receive:
210-ft Antenna.
with diplexed feed.
Maser
Transmit:
10/100 kw
85-ft antenna
4 x 106 _<R _ 1.3x108 4x 106 <R <_1.3x10 $
Receive: Receive:
210-ft Antenna 210-ft Antenna
with diplexed feed. with diplexed
Maser feed. Maser
Transmit: Transmit:
10/100 kw 10/100 kw
O
85-ft antenna 85-ft antenna
Rate: 3-1/3 BPS
(Mode I)
Power Output:
50w
Antenna: Primary or
Secondary Low Gain
Rate: a. Rate:
Data Dump: 2133-1/2 3-1/3 BPS
(Mode IV) (Mode l)
After Dump: 106-2/3
or 3-1/3 BPS
(Mode I)
Power Output: b. Power Output:
Primary: 20 w 50 w
Backup: 50 w
Antenna:
Primary: High Gain
Backup: Secondary
Low Gain
el Antenna:
Primary or
Secondary
Low Gain
Rate: 1 BPS
Antenna: Primary or
Secondary Low Gain
Rate: 1 BPS or
30 BPS
Antenna Coverage:
Same as above
Rate: 1 BPS
Antenna:
Primary or
Secondary
Low Gain
NA Transponder, Power
Amplifier and Antenna
Same as above
NA
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SPACECRAFTCAPSULE
SEPARATIONPHASE
FLIGHT
TRAJEq
i
PSULE
?ORY
PHASE
Time Encounter - 1 day
Duration: 5 hrs
Range < 1.3 x 108
DSIF Equipment
Required
Same as I. T. C. P. (Interplanetary
Trajectory Correction Phase)
Encounte_ 1 day
to Encoun_r
|
<1.3 10 !x
Same as _se except 10 BPS
data is redieived from the
capsule byia 200 Mc radio link
Telemetry Same as I. T. C. P. Same as Cruise except 10 BPS
data is received from the
capsule by a 200 Mc radio
link
Command Sa3Ile Same
Doppler
Tracking
and Ranging
Same SalTle
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Table 3-3. Communication System
Operation by Mission Phase (Cont'd)
FLIGHT SPACECRAFT
ORIBITAL INSPECTION
PHASE
I
ORBITAL
OPERATIONS PHASE
At Encounter
Duration: 4 hrs
6mos<T<12 mos
< 1.3 x 108 1.08 x 108/3.25 x 108
Same as I.T.C.P. 210' antenna, diplexed.
10 kw or 100 kw on 85',
or 210' as backup.
Same as I. T. C. P. a. Rate: 1st orbit:
2133-1/3 BPS Mode IV
8533-1/3 BPS (Mode V and
Mode III). After first orbit:
8533-1/3 BPS (Mode III)
533-1/3 BPS backup (Mode IH)
Power Output:
Early Orbit: 20 w
Late Orbit: 50 w
20 or 50 w backup
Antenna:
Primary: High Gain
Bac_:p: Mpd_11m
Gain Mariner C type
23.5 db transmit
Same Rate: 1 BPS or 30 BPS
Antenna: Same as above
Same Transponder, Power Amplifier
and Antenna
Same as above
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3.3.2.11 ORBITAL OPERATIONPHASE
When scan science data is not available, Mode V (non-scan science) will be transmitted
at 8533-1/3 bits/sec. When scan science is available for transmission, the spacecraft
will transmit Mode HI data at a 8533-1/3 bps rate.
The normal mode of operation uses a 20-watt power amplifier and the high gain antenna
until the telemetry margin requires switching to the 50-watt power amplifier. This is the
only time an r.f. switching operation is used in the primary system.
High rate science data (50 k bps) may be recorded during any portion of the orbit, although
it is normally recorded only when the spacecraft is within 15 degree_ of the terminator
line (approximately 2 hours). Assuming a nominal storage of 4 x 10 bits, this data may be
transmitted to Earth in 14 hours which is less than the nominal orbital period.
Several backup modes are available to the system in case of equipment failures. These
are described in detail in the sections on Radio, Data Handling, and Storage and Command.
The data handling and storage subsystem has the capability of transmitting the science and
engineering data at 4266-2/3, 2133-1/3 and 533-1/3 in addition to the prime rate of 8533-1/3
bps. These lower rates would be used in case of the loss of the 50-watt power amplifiers,
in late orbit or loss of the high gain antenna.
During long sun occultation periods, in order to conserve battery power, the transmitter
power may be reduced to 20 watts.
3.4 DETAILED DESC_ON
3.4.1 SPACECRAFT RADIO SUBSYSTEM
3.4.1 o 1 REQUIREMENTS
The Voyager 1971 Radio subsystem shall be designed to perform the following functions:
a. Receive the r-f signal transmitted to the spacecraft from DSIF.
b. Coherently translate the frequency and phase of the received signal by a fixed
ratio (240/221).
c. Demodulate the received r-f signal and send a composite command signal to the
spacecraft command subsystem.
d. Phase modulate the transmitted r-f signal with a composite telemetry signal.
e. Transmit a modulated r-f signal to the DSIF stations using the translated r-f
signal (b. above} or an independent frequency source.
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f. Receive and re-transmit a range code via the turn-around ranging channel.
g. Provide appropriate antenna patterns for the functions described in a. and e.
above.
h. Transmit a modulated r-f signal during launch phase for telemetry purposes.
3.4.1.2 DESCRIPTION
A simplified block diagram of the Voyager radio subsystem is shown in Figure 3-2. The
configuration shown combines three transponders and three power amplifiers with multiple
high and low gain antennas in a manner which ensures reliable performance of the functions
outlined above. Principal features of the system are:
lo Primary modes of operation are restricted to transponders No. 1 and No. 2,
power amplifiers No. 1 and 2, the primary low gain antenna, and the high gain
antenna. The combination of transponder No. 3, power amplifier No. 3, the
secondary low gain antenna and the Mariner C antenna is considered a backup
system. These components could be replaced by more advanced designs if desired.
This would allow flight test of later developmental equipments without jeopardizing
mission success.
2. No single failure of the radio subsystem will result in failure to achieve mission
objectives. Note that the backup system alone will satisfy subsystem requirements.
. Capability for transmitting telemetry is the primary consideration. With one
exception, any of the three transponders shown may be used as a source for any of
the three power amplifiers. Similarly, the amplifiers may be connected in multiple
combinations to the four main antennas.
. Each transponder operates on a different frequency. The receiver portions are on
all of the time thus providing three open channels for command at all times. In
the event of failure, each of the receivers may be switched to alternate antennas.
In the normal mode with attitude stabilization, command capability is provided
through any of the four main antennas. In the event the spacecraft is unstabflized,
command through the primary and secondary low gain antennas is possible. The
secondary low gain antenna is particularly selected for large coverage.
. The number of r-f switches is minimal when the amount of equipment is considered.
There is a maximum of two r-f switches in a given r-f path. Switching prior
to the power amplifiers is avoided through the use of hybrid couplers. Modes of
operation are selected so that none of the switches in the primary r-f paths are
operated until sometime after Mars orbit is achieved.
6. Each transponder is equipped with a turnaround ranging channel. This channel
may be turned on or off by command as desired.
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. The power amplifiers are selected to provide maximum performance tempered
by reliability considerations. The 50-watt capability is provided to maximize
the data return. It will support 3-1/3 bps telemetry through the low gain antennas
after encounter and well into the orbit operations phase. The 20-watt devices,
however, will certainly have a more impressive history of reliable performance
by the time Voyager is assembled. The preferred design of Figure 3-2 strikes
a reasonable compromise.
3.4.1.3 PRIMARY MODES OF OPERATION
A brief summary of Radio subsystem modes vs mission phase follows:
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Launch Phase:
Injection Phase:
Acquisition Phase:
1st interplanetary Cruise Phase:
1st Maneuver Phase:
Interplanetary Cruise Phase
(after maneuver):
Interplanetary Trajectory
Correction Phas e:
Spacecraft Capsule Separation
Phase:
Flight Capsule Trajectory
Deflection Phase:
Flight Spacecraft Orbital
Insertion Phase:
Orbital Operations Phase:
Telemetry via transponder No. 1 and the
launch antenna
No change
No change until deployment, then normal
two way operation via transponder No. 1,
power amplifier No. 1, (20-w mode), and
the primary low gain antenna.
No change
During turns, telemetry via cruise system
as above, or via transponder No. 3, power
amplifier No: 3 and the secondary low gain
antenna. In maneuver attitude, two way
operation via transponder No. 2, power
amplifier No. 2, and the high gain antenna.
Same as previous cruise phase.
A 50-watt power amplifier may be used
until telemetry margin requires the use of
the high gain antenna.
Same as first maneuver.
Same as first maneuver.
Same as cruise.
Same as first maneuver.
Initially no change. After approximately 30
days in orbit, change over to the combination
of transponder No. 1, power amplifier No. 1,
(50-watt mode) and the high gain antenna
would be made. This change would require
antenna transfer switch No. 2 to be operated.
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3.4.2 SPACECRAFT DATA HANDLING AND STORAGE SUBSYSTEM
3.4.2.1 REQUIREMENTS
The requirements for the spacecraft data handling and storage equipment are:
lo Collect and condition engineering data from all spacecraft subsystems for both
stored and real time modes in support of normal operation, diagnosis of failures,
and verification of spacecraft design to support future development.
2. Collect and condition digital scientific data from the data automation system (DAE)
for stored, real time, and flare modes.
3. Collect and condition digital capsule data for both real time and stored modes
until capsule impact.
4. Convert and commutate engineering data samples to 7-bit digital words in accordance
with fixed frame formats to allow unambiguous sample identification.
5. Store and playback digital data types 2, 3 and 4 as required to achieve the mission
requirements.
6. Time multiplex both stored and real time engineering, scientific, and capsule
data for transmission to Earth.
7. Modulate a single subcarrier with the time multiplexed data and bit, word, and
frame synchronization information.
8. Provide a PSK modulated telemetry signal which shall phase modulate the r-f
carrier of the S-band link to Earth.
9. Provide suitable control and timing signals to execute these functions in accordance
with one set of operational modes.
Modes shall be selected by either stored or real time commands.
3.4.2.2 SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The Data Handling and Storage Subsystem (Figure 3-3) is comprised of the data encoder
subsystem and the data storage subsystem. In the data encoder, 280 performance or
engineering signals are commutated and encoded into seven-bit binary words. Commutation
is performed with a high speed deck and two levels of fixed ratio subcommutation. Digital
accumulators are provided for conditioning and encoding pulse type inputs in seven-bit words
and for processing serial and parallel digital input signals. An analog-to-digital converter
is used to encode analog inputs. The encoded digital and analog samples are combined into
serial NRZ data.
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In addition to the system performance and engineering data, serial NRZ digital data is
collected from three subsystems. Prior to bus capsule separation, 10 bps from the capsule
data encoder is collected through the in-flight disconnect umbilical. After separation,
10 bps capsule data is collected through the capsule relay radio subsystem. Two small
buffer registers allow the incoming capsule data to be synchronously formatted. The data
automation equipment supplies low data rate (< 100 bps) nonscan planetary and interplanetary
science data as a serial NRZ digital signal. All the data are time multiplexed together to
form a single real time data signal. The real time data is formatted into frames using one
of four types of formats selectable by command.
In addition to the capsule data buffers, two other types of storage are provided. Medium
capacity is provided by three 28,655 bit core memories and high capacity bulk storage by
three 2 x 108-bit tape recorders.
The medium capacity storage provides temporary storage for maneuver, capsule and
science flare data. Data is simultaneously stored and transmitted when data priority is
high and/or the transmission link is marginal. Engineering and non-scan science data is
also stored during transmission of tape recorded data in the orbital mission phase.
The high capacity bulk storage is required to temporarily store scan instrument data. Scan
data is expected to average 50 kbps for 2 hours, requiring an approximate storage capacity
of 4 x 108 bits.
The buffered real time data and stored scan data are time multiplexed together cn playback
of the scan data and the NRZ data bits, together with a PN code which provides bit and
word sync, PSK modulates a square wave subcarrier. The radio selects one of three re-
dundant subcarrier outputs by selecting, upon command, one of three exciters.
The subsystem is bit and word synchronous, deriving timing from a 63-bit PN code.
There are 9 PN bits/data bit. A basic clock of 153.6 kc is obtained from C&S.
The six basic telemetry modes were defined in Table 3-2.
Transmission rates of 8533-1/3, 4266-2/3, 2133-1/3, 533-1/3, 106-2/3 and 3-1/3 bits/
second may be selected by command.
The data handling and storage subsystem utilizes extensive redundancy to provide reliability.
3.4.3 SPACECRAFT COMMAND SUBSYSTEM
3.4.3.1 REQUIREMENTS
The general requirements for the Command Subsystem are:
1. Detect commands in the form of binary PSK modulation on a sine wave subcarrier
which is the output of the spacecraft radio subsystem demodulator.
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3.4.3.2
Decode the discrete commands, routing commands to recipient subsystems.
One hundred and eighty-five discrete commands are required.
Decode the quantitative commands routing the commands to the Data Automation
Equipment, C&S and the Data Handling and Storage Subsystem. Six quantitative
commands are required.
DESCRIPTION
The spacecraft command subsystem provides the means for detection, synchronization,
and decoding necessary to route commands to the recipient spacecraft subsystem.
1. Basic Subsystem Description
The modulated subcarrier signals are transmitted to the spacecraft and are
recovered in one of the redundant spacecraft radio receivers. Figure 3-4 presents
a flow diagram for the Voyager commm-_d link. The radio receiver output is
applied to its associated command detector. The command detector recovers the
sub-bit information and sync and routes the sub-bits to a program control unit
which recovers the command bits and sync. Command bits and sync are then
presented to the redundant decoders through the decoder access unit. The addressed
decoder then determines which command has been sent and issues an output by
means of an isolated switch closure to the designated spacecraft subsystem. The
high data rate detector is switchable by command to any spacecraft receiver to
enhance the reliability of high data rate channels.
A. Command Types
There are two types of commands:
1. Discrete commands (DC)
Two-hundred ten commands which result in a single momentary closure
of an isolated switch.
2. Quantitative Commands (QC)
Thirty-six commands which result in the serial transfer of binary informa-
tion to the spacecraft user through isolated switches.
B. Command Word Format
A command word may consist of 10, 45, or 63 bits. The first 10-bit word is
used for discrete commands and the 45- or 63-bit word is utilized for quantita-
tive commands. The first 10 bits of a quantitative command word are desig-
nated for command address. The remaining bits are transferred to the QC
user. Each command word is preceded by a unique sub-bit code of 6 sub-bits.
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C. Bit Rates
Commands may be transmitted at either 1/2 or 15 command bits per second.
Command bits are encoded into two Manchester sub-bits. The detectors
operate at the sub-bit rates of 1 and 30 sub-bits per second.
3.4.4 SPACECRAFT RELAY TELECOMMUNICATION SYSTEM
3.4.4.1 REQUIREMENTS
The general requirements for the Relay Telecommunication System are:
1. Receive and demodulate a 200 mc carrier relayed from the Flight Capsule.
2. The relay carrier is PCM/FM/PM modulated with 10 bit/second telemetry.
3. Provide the following inputs to the spacecraft data handling and storage subsystem.
1. 10bps data
2. Data bit sync
3. An indication of signal presence which will also indicate the condition of the
received data.
3.4.4.2 SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTION
A block diagram of the relay radio subsystem is shown in Figure 3-5. A hemispherical type
pattern satisfies the relay communication requirements from the time of capsule separation
until impact. The remainder of the system consists of a single preselector and preamplifier
which will drive two identical receiver/detector combinations. The output selector will
provide data, bit sync, and signal present to the data handling and storage equipment.
The output selector will base its decision on receiver AGC level and an in-lock indication
from the phase-lock loop in the detector which provides data bit sync.
The system will be able to communicate over an 8000-km range at 200 Mc in the presence
of an interfering noise spectral density of -150 dbm/cps. A capsule modulation technique
which provides a 5 x 10 -4 bit error rate under these conditions is PSK/FM/PM. Both
bit sync and data are frequency modulated onto a subcarrier, and the subcarrier, in turn,
is phase modulated onto the 200-Mc carrier.
A carrier tracking Type 1, second order phase-lock receiver with a constant loop noise
bandwidth of 200 cps is used to demodulate the carrier. The receiver has automatic acqui-
sition which allows it to sweep the range of frequency uncertainty due to Doppler and
oscillator instabilities, and have a 90% probability of lock within 10 seconds. The re-
ceiver has coherent AGC which is used to provide an indication of receiver operation. It
is also telemetered back to Earth to indicate received signal strength.
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The subcarrier is demodulated by a discriminator which is preceded by a 100 cps filter.
The data bits are detected using matched filter integrate and dump techniques. The bit
sync is recovered in a very narrow phase-lock loop which also provides an indication to
the output selector of detector operation. This modulation and demodulation technique of
sending both data bits and bit sync provides a detection process which does not restrict the
code format in order to obtain bit sync.
4.0 INTERFACE DEFINITIONS
The detailed boundary definitions and interface characteristics between the telecommunica-
tion subsystems and other spacecraft systems are specified in the individual subsystem
functional descriptions.
5.0 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
This section gives the over-all performance characteristics of the telecommunication
system. The "Contractor Performance Measures of the Telecommunication System"
document issued by JPL has been used as a guide in preparation of this section.
Also contained in this section is the reliability analysis of the telecommunication system.
5.1 SYSTEM PARAMETERS
In order to define the characteristics of the spacecraft and ground system, Table 5-1 has
been prepared. It lists all of the important characteristics of the DSIF stations and the
spacecraft telecommunication system which affect system performance. Specific param-
eters of the telemetry, command, and ranging channels are as follows:
5.1.1 TELEMETRY PARAMETERS
The following is a listing of the characteristics of the telemetry channel:
1. Type of encoding - single channel, square wave, phase shift keying with PN sync,
9 PN bits/data bit.
2. Channel Requirements
a. Engineering measurements: 280
b. Event counters : 8
3. Word Length: 7 bits
4. Transmission rate:
bits/sec.
8533-1/3, 4266-2/3, 2133-1/3, 533-1/3, 106-2/3, 3-1/3
5. Threshold telemetry data signal-to-noise ratio in a 1 cps noise bandwidth that
results in the minimum acceptable telemetry bit error rate (5 x 10-3):
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a. 8.0 db/cps for 3-1/3 bps
b. 5.9 db/cps for all other bit rates
6. Telemetry sync tracking loop threshold SNR defined in the phase-lock loop
threshold noise bandwidth:
a. 17 db for 3-1/3 bps
b. 24 db for all other rates
7. Mean bit sync acquisition time as a function of threshold SNR:
Data Rate (bps) Mean Acquisition Time (sec)
8533-1/3 0.25
4266-2/3 0.5
2133-1/3 1.0
533-1/3 4.1
106-2/3 2 0.6
3-1/3 132
8. Probability of loss of sync at threshold SNR:
B W 1
PL = PL = < 10-7 3-_ BPS
= < 10 -16 all other rates
9. Transmitter modulation index:
a. 0.58 +- 0.058 radians peak for 3-1/3 bps
b. 1.0 + 0.1 radians peak for all other data rates
10. Data Channel Modulation loss:
a. 5.23 +- 0.5 db for 3-1/3 bps
b. 1.5 +- 0.5 db for all other data rates
11. Carrier Modulation Loss
a. 1.54 ± 1.1 db for 3-1/3 bps
b. 5.38 +- 1.4 db for all other rates
5.1.2 COMMAND PARAMETERS
The following is a list of characteristics of the Command Channeh
1. Number of Commands
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a. Discrete 185 assigned _ 246 available
b. Quantitative 36 assigned J
2. Modulation type: Digital PSK with PN sync
3. Word Length: 10, 45, or 63 bits
4. Transmission Rate:
.
.
.
a. Sub-bit rate: 1 or 30 per second
b. Command bit rate: 1/2 or 15 per second
Command sync tracking loop threshold SNR defined in the phase-lock loop threshold
noise bandwidth:
a. 16 db for 1 SBPS
b. 20.2 + 1.0 db for 30 SBPS
Command sync tracking loop threshold noise bandwidth
+0.05
a. 0.5 -0.05 cps for 1 SBPS (2 cps for acquisition)
+0.6
b. 3.0_0.5 cpsfor30SBPS
Threshold command data signal-to-noise ratio in a 1 cps noise bandwidth that
results in the minimum acceptable bit error rate (10-5):
a. 13 db for 1 SBPS
b. 25.2 db for 30 SBPS
8. Mean bit sync acquisition time at the threshold SNR:
e
10.
a. 5.5 min per code try at 1 SBPS
b. 5.0 sec per code try at 30 SBPS
Probability of an out-of-lock indication at command data signal threshold:
a. < 10 -6 for 1 SBPS
b. < 10 -6 for 30 SBPS
Probability of a bit error given an out-of-lock indication at command data signal
threshold:
a. < 10 -5 for 1 SBPS
b. < 10 -5 for 30 SBPS
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11. S-Band Carrier Modulation Loss:
+0.3
a. 1.4_0.2 db for ISBPS
b. 4.7 _ 1.0 db for 30 SBPS
12. Sync channel modulation loss:
+0.6 db for 1 SBPS
a. 9.0_0.8
+0.2b. 6.1 dbfor 30SBPS
-0.1
13. Command Channel Modulation Loss:
+0.7
a. 9.1 db for I SBPS
-0.1
+0.3 db for 30 SBPS
b. 6.4_0.2
14. At command threshold, minimum SNR in transponder carrier 18 cps threshold
bandwidth: 8.0 + 1.0 db.
15. Transmitter modulation index:
a. 1 SBPS Command rate
Data: 0.56 + 0. 056 radians peak
Sync: 0.4 ± 0.04 radians peak
b. 30 SBPS Command rate
Data: 1.0 +_ 0.1 radians peak
Sync: 0.7 + 0.07 radians peak
5. i. 3 RANGING PARAMETERS
The following is a list of characteristics of the ranging channel:
1. Type: DSIF Mark I
2. Maximum Unambiguous Range
a. Short Code: _ 10,000 Km
b. Lunar Code: _ 800,000 Kin
c. Planetary Code: _ 40 x 106 Km
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3. Code Components
Bit Length
Component Short Lunar Planetary
Clock 2 2 2
X 11 11 7
A 31 31 11
B 63 7 23
C 127 15 31
D - - 47
E - - 103
. Threshold signal-to-noise ratio in a 1 cps noise bandwidth that results in minimum
acceptable performance for the ranging system: 16 db.
5. Maximum acceptance code acquisitiontime: At threshold signal-to-noise ratio.
a. Short Code: 380 sec (6.3 minutes)
b. Lunar Code: 1625 sec (27.0 minutes)
c. Planetary Code: 1545 sec (25.8 minutes)
6. Ranging phase-lock loop threshold noise bandwidth:
+0
0.8 -0.16 cps
7. Transponder turn around ranging channel noise bandwidth:
10.
2.5 ± 0.25 Mc
8. Transmitter Modulation Index:
a. Ground: i. 0 ± O. 1 radian peak
b. Spacecraft: 1.0 + O. 1 radian peak
9. Carrier Modulation Loss:
+1.5
a. Ground: 5.5 db
-1.3
+1.5
b. Spacecraft: 5.5
-1.3
db
Ranging Modulation Loss:
+0.6
a. Ground: 1.5 db
-0.5
+0.6
b. Spacecraft: 1.5
-0.5
db
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5.2 PERFORMANCESUMMARY
Graphs for each spacecraft mode of operation have been plotted versus communication range
with time as a secondary abscissa. Performance was plotted vs range to fix a reference in-
dependent of various mission launch dates. For purposes of calculations, a May 3, 1971
launch date and November 1, 1971 arrival mission were chosen. These graphs are included
in Appendix H. A summary of the performance of the telecommunication system is shown
in Table 5-2.
5.3 PERFORMANCE DEFINITIONS
The following definitions shall apply to the over-all telecommunications system performance:
5.3.1 PERFORMANCE MARGIN
The performance margin is defined as the ratio of the nominal received signal level (carrier
or modulation) to the nominal threshold signal level expressed in ¢_. R shall be considered
acceptable when the margin is positive and equal to or greater than the magnitude of the
linear sum of the adverse system tolerances. When the performance margin drops below
the sum of negative tolerances, the channel shall be defined to be in the "greyout" area.
When the performance margin is negative, the channel shall be defined to be in the blackout
area.
5.3.2 NOMINAL RECEIVED SIGNAL LEVEL
The nominal received signal level is defined as the received signal level calculated from
the nominal system parameters (gains, losses, and power levels). The calculation excludes,
as far as possible, all arbitrary margins, pads, or unknown factors.
5.3.3 NOMINAL THRESHOLD SIGNAL LEVEL
The nominal threshold signal level shall be the received signal level required to achieve
a specified threshold signal-to-noise ratio in the effective noise bandwidth of the detector or
demodulator given the system noise spectral density.
5.3.4 THRESHOLD SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO
The threshold signal-to-noise power ratio shall be the signal-to-noise ratio required at
the detector that will result in the minimum acceptable system performance.
5.4 SYSTEM RELIABILITY ANALYSIS
The probability of success for the telecommunication system has been apportioned by
mission phase, and also subsystem. Table 5-3 is a summary of this apportionment. The
last column in the table is the reliability apportionment of each subsystem and the over-all
telecommunication system for the entire mission. This apportionment was based on the
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primary objective for the Voyager 1971 mission as outlined in the Preliminary Voyager
1971 Mission Specification. These probabilities of success were considered design goals
for the telecommunication system and its respective subsystems,
5.4.1 SYSTEM RELIABILITY
In evaluating the probability of success, the mission was divided into the same four time
increments as were used in the reliability apportionment. An environmental use factor Of
8 was used in the evaluation to adjust for the effect of shock and vibration on the various
equipments during the launch phase.
A typical reliability characteristic for a redundant system is shown in Figure 5-1. The
time axis reflects the mission times used in the reliability apportionment. From this
curve it is evident that the probability of success for a particular mission phase is an
incremental value. To determine the reliability of the radio subsystem at encounter, for
example, the incremental probability of success for launch, cruise, and encounter must
be multiplied together.
Launch phase
1.0
Proba- E_unter Phasebility
of
Success I
I
I
I
I
I
Cruise
Phase
I
I I
I I
' Phaseo I I ,
0 16 4288 4336 5056 Time
Figure 5-1. Typical Reliability Characteristic
for a Redundant System
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Reliability Apportionment
PHASE
Time
Radio
Command
Data Handling
and Storage
Telecomm
I
Launch
2 hrs.
0.99978
0.99959
0.99978
0. 99913
II
Cruise
4272 hrs.
0.9816
0.9653
0.9814
0.9298
m
Encounter
48 hrs.
0.99978
O.99959
0.99978
0.99913
IV
Orbit
720 hrs.
0.9969
O.9942
0.9969
0.9911
Over-all
Mission
5042 hrs.
0.9781
0.9590
0.9779
0.9171
A summary of the probability of success for the incremental time periods of launch, cruise,
encounter, and orbit for the system operational modes of telemetry, command, Doppler
tracking, and ranging is tabulated in Table 5-4.
Table 5-4. Summary of Telecommunication System Reliability
MISSION PHASE
Launch
Cruise
Encounter
Orbit
OPERATIONAL
MODE
Launch Telemetry (Real)
MISSION
TIME
Time)
Cruise Telemetry
High Rate Command
Low Rate Command
Doppler Tracking
Ranging
High Rate Telemetry
High Rate Command
Doppler Tracking
Ranging
High Rate Telemetry
High Rate Command
Low Rate Command
Doppler Tracking
Ranging
2 hrs
4272 hrs
4272 hrs
4272 hrs
4272 hrs
4272 hrs
48 hrs
48 hrs
48 hrs
48 hrs
720 hrs
720 hrs
720 hrs
720 hrs
720hrs
PROBABILITY
OF
SUCCESS
0.99997
0.95384
0.96714
0.98144
0.99739
0.99554
0.99974
0.99962
0.99992
0.99987
0.94961
0.99366
0.99473
0.99857
0.99761
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5.4.2 RELIABILITY ANALYSIS
A comprehensive reliability analysis of the telecommunication system was made. Each
subsystem was analyzed separately, with the exception of the radio subsystem and the low-
rate command subsystem. For the mode involving these equipments, the two subsystems
were considered as one subsystem.
The subsystem analyses were based on the failure rates listed in Table 5-5.
Since the complete analysis of the entire telecommunication system was extremely lengthy
and involved, only an example analysis is included as Appendix I. This analysis exemplifies
the scope and detail of the reliability analysis performed for the telecommunication system.
5.4.2.1 COMMAND SUBSYSTEM
The probability of success for the command subsystem was evaluated for both the 1 bps
command mode and the 30 bps command mode.
The i bps command analysis included the radio subsystem receiving system. This was
done because each receiver of the radio subsystem formed a single series string with a
1 bps detector in the command subsystem. The reliability of the 1 bps command could
have been improved by adding a transfer switch at the interface of the radio subsystem
and the command subsystem. However, the implementation and control of such a switch
was questionable.
The 30 bps command capability was included in the system because of the up-link channel
capacity. A switch was added at the interface of the radio subsystem and the 30 bps com-
mand detector so that any receiver could provide a command signal to the 30 bps detector.
This improved the reliability of the 30 cps command mode.
A summary of the command subsystem reliability analysis for each mission phase is
tabulated in Table 5-6.
5.4.2.2 RADIO SUBSYSTEM
The probability of success for the radio subsystem was evaluated for each of its possible
eight operational modes. For each mode the subsystem reliability was determined using
the incremental times associated with each mission phase. During a nominal mission
certain modes are not used. These were not evaluated.
A summary of the radio subsystem reliability evaluation for each mission phase is tabulated
in Table 5-7.
5.4.2.3 DATA HANDLING AND STORAGE SUBSYSTEM
The probability of success for the elements of the Data Handling and Storage Subsystem is
shown in Table 5-8.
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Table 5-5. Failure Rates for Telecommunication System Components
SUBSYSTEM FAILURE RATE (%/1000 HOURS)
COMMAND SUBSYSTEM
Command Detector
Program Control
Power Supply #1
Power Supply #2
Decoder Access Logic
Decoder
Telemetry (1/3 total)
Commands
RADIO SUBSYSTEM
Exciter (1 or 0.4 w)
Exciter (100 or 200 mw)
Receiver
Power Amplifier
Transmit Switch Normal
Transmit Switch (activated)
Transfer Switch (normal)
Transfer Switch (activated)
Directional Coupler (2 corm)
Hybrid (2 conn)
Diplexer (3 conn)
RELAY SUBSYSTEM
Relay Detector
Relay Receiver
Pre-selection and Pre-amp
DATA HANDLING AND STORAGE
SUBSYSTEM
DATA STORAGE
Power Supply
Magnetic Cone Memory 0VICM)
MCM Control
Magnetic Tape Recorder 0VITR)
MTR Control
Capsule Relay Buffer (CRB)
CRB Control
0.502746
0.048
0.1244
0.1244
0.0220
3.7240
O. 0560
0.9707
0.9266
1.7169
0.7826
0.025
0.250
0.020
0.200
0.010
0,010
0.030
0.5398
1. 8380
0.2200
0.100
1.470
0.825
10.0
0.330
0.520
0.125
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Table 5-5. Failure Rates for Telecommunication System Components (Cont'd)
SUBSYSTEM FAILURE RATE (%/1000 HOURS)
DATA ENCODER
Power Supply (Dual)
Mode Control
Rate Control
P-N Generator
Programmer
Commutator (incl. Signal Conditioners,
Subcommutator Deck Drive and
Address Decoder Matrix)
Digital Accumulator
A/D Converter (incl. Data XFR Re
Data Selector (incl. Modulators}
:ister)
0.213
0.05O
0.025
0.090
0.200
0.900
0.750
O.455
O.040
Table 5-6. Summary of Command Subsystem Reliability
Operational
Mode
High Rate
Command
Low Rate
Command*
Phase I
T=2hrs
0.9998866
0.999964
Phase H
T = 4272 hrs
0.967794
O.981445
Phase I_
T = 48 hrs
0.999643
0.999669
Phase IV
T = 720 hrs
0.994022
0.994731
Over -all
T = 5042 hrs
0.961555
0.975916
*The analysis of the 1 bps command subsystem included the dependent portion of the
radio subsystem. The above results reflect the combined reliability of both subsystems.
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Operational
Mode
Receive High
Rate Command
**Receive Low
Rate Command
Transmit
Telemetry
Transmit
Cruise
Telemetry
Transmit
High Data
Rate
Telemetry
Transmit
Maneuver
Telemetry*
Rang_ug
Doppler
Tracking
Table 5-7 Summary of Radio Subsystem Reliability
Phase I
T = 2 hrs
0.999844
0. 999845
0.99999
(not used)
Phase H
T = 4272 hrs
0.999331
O.981445
0.999958
0.999958
0.999947
O.995541
0.997387
Phase HI
T = 48 hrs
0.999979
0.999669
0.999998
0.999997
0.999998
0.999869
0.999915
Phase IV
T = 720 hrs
0.999639
O.994731
0.999974
0.999913
0.999968
0.997479
0.998571
Over-all
Mission
5042 hrs.
0.998951
0.975916
0.999774
0.999932
0.999844
0.999913
0.993031
O.995876
*This mode is in addition to normal cruise telemetry.
**This is same as 1 bps command results.
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Table 5-8. Summary of Telemetry Subsystem Reliability
Func_onal Phase I Phase H Phase I_ Phase IV Overall
Block T = 2 hrs T = 4272 hrs T = 48 hrs T = 720 hrs T = 5042 hrs
Data Encoder 0.99999 0.99767 0.99998 0.99963 0.9993
Data Storage* 0.99998 0.95607 0.99976 0.99419 0.9503
*These figures are for all functions of the Data Storage Subsystem, including at least one
MTR. As calculated in this analysis, the MCM control is the weakest part of the sub-
system. However, the principal scan science function can be accomplished without the
MCM's. The probability of success for the portion of the system required to provide
scan science data through the mission is:
Data Storage, 1 MTR, no MCM 0.99
Data Storage, 2 MTR, no MCM 0.98
Data Storage, 3 MTR, no MCM 0.80
6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND CONSTRAINTS
6.1 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
The Telecommunications System is physically contained in spacecraft bays 3, 4, 6, 7 and
11. Subsystem locations are as follows:
Bay 7 Telemetry - Data Handling Equipment
Bay 6 Telemetry - Data storage
_,v 11 Cnmmand-Decoders. Detectors and Pro_ram Controls, Decoder Access
Switch and Power Supply
Bay 4 Relay - Detectors, Receivers and Power Supply Radio - 2 Transponders
Bay 3 Radio - 1 Transponder, Power Amplifiers, RF Switching, Diplexers and
Monitoring Circuits
Proposed system packaging is shown in Figures 6-1 (Bay 11 Command}, 6-2 (Bay 4 Relay
and Radio} and 6-3 (Bay 3 Radio} respectively. The telemetry subsystem packaging is
shown in Figures 6-4 and 6-5.
The particular packaging concept used is, to an extent, dictated by the requirement that all
equipment housing contribute to the structural integrity of the spacecraft. As may be noted
from these figures, the subsystem housings are designed not only to furnish their primary
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MAGNETIC TAPE _ _ _
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Figure 6-5. Electronic Assembly No. VI - Data Storage
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functions of containment and environmental protection but also to supply the required
structural stabilization to the equipment bay shear plates. The housings will be attached
rigidly to these plates so that the shock and low frequency vibration pulses are transmitted
to each housing at a one to one ratio. Since each housing is a rigid unit it will move as
such and not allow movement between individual components. The high frequency vibra-
tion pulses will be attenuated somewhat by the vehicle structure but will furnish some
input which will excite housing resonances. Since the amplitude will be small, component
motion due to this vibration will be small and will not degrade system performance.
Attachment of the housings to the outer plate will also serve as a heat transfer path. Basic
over-aU heat transfer design is dictated by the vacuum environment and the over-all
spacecraft configuration. Temperature control of the equipment is by active means.
._utomatically controlled louvers, external to the equipment, either open to permit radia-
tion interchange between the bay outer plate and the low temperature free space sink, or
close to conserve thermal energy. Since the equipment bays do not have a uniform power
density, each wlll be controlled separately and each is an independent consideration.
A worst case analysis was performed to define the problem of temperature control. This
computer implemented analysis evaluated equipment bay 3 which houses the majority of
the Radio Subsystem and contains the components with the highest power densities. The
area of particular interest was the TWT and its power supply which concentrates 95 watts
of dissipated power over a small area. The results of this analysis showed that it is
possible to effectively radiate the dissipated power to space with a maximum outer plate
temperature of approximately 150°F (66°C) under the TWT.
During the pre-launch phase the outer plate and the subsystem cannot be adequately cooled
by natural heat transfer methods. R wtll therefore, be necessary to supply conditioned
air to the plate. A preliminary calculation has shown that bay 3 will require that 16°C
air at a velocity of 4 ft/sec be delivered to the outer plate. The other bays, having much
less power dissipation will require a velocity of only 2 ft/sec.
During launch, the power dissipation of the subsystems will be much less than normal.
The major source of heat will be the aerodynamic heat input from the outer spacecraft
shroud. However, due to the short time period (_ 100 sec) and the intervening spacecraft
members, very little of this heat will be transmitted to the equipment. Therefore no
special cooling provisions are necessary.
RFI protection of the system is furnished by the individual housings where required.
Cabling of the system is demonstrated in Figures 6-6 (Bay 11 Command) 6-7 (Bay 4 -
Relay and Radio) and 6-8 (Bay 3 - Radio). All DC wiring will be to plug-in connectors
of the Cannon 50 pin type. The RF cables will necessarily be of the manual connect type
as added insurance toward low power losses and system reliability.
Because of the above mentioned RF connections and the need to maintain coax lead lengths
it is not always feasible to maintain a standardized pattern for connectors and mounting
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holes. The Command, Telemetry and Relay subsystems will meet this standardization fully;
however, the Radio Subsystem will not.
A summary of the subsystem size, weight, and power by bay is tabulated in Tables 6-1
(Bay 11 Command), 6-2 (Bay 4 - Relay and Radio), 6-3 (Bay 3 - Radio), 6-4 (Bay 7, Data
Handling), and 6-5 (Bay 6, Data Storage). It should be noted that the weights indicated
are conservative and realistic. It is as probable that a subsystem will weigh less than the
indicated number as it is that it will weigh more.
Table 6-1. Physical Characteristics, Bay 11 - Command
.
.
3.
.
1
Component
Command Detectors
and Program Controls
Decoders
Power Supply
(Redundant Unit)
Decoder Access
Unit
Cables (Est. of
cables internal
to bay)
TOTAL
Volume
Cu. In.
150
225
75
75
1050
Weight
Lbs.
4.2
3.0
3.0
32.9
6.2 CONSTRAINTS
6.2.1 WEIGHT
POWER WATTS
Drain
2
4.5
20.2
0.2
20.2
Dissip
2
0.2
20.2
20.2
Quantity
The maximum weight limit for the telecommunications subsystem shall be 325 lbs.
6.2.2 POWER
The maximum power drain for the telecommunication system shall be less than 250 watts.
6.2.3 The maximum dimension of the reflector of the non-deployed antenna shall be 7.5 feet.
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Table 6-2. Bay 4 - Relay and Radio
Component
1. Transponder
1.1 Receiver and
Power Supply
1.2 Exciter and
Power Supply
2. Relay Radio
2.1 Preselector
and Preamp
2.2 Receiver
2.3 Receiver
Selector
3. Detector
4. Power Supply
5. Cables
5.1 Relay
5.2 Radio
TOTAL
Volume Weight POWER WATTS
Cu. In. Lbs, Drain Dissip
522 13.3
150
75
75
1419
7.14 7.14
(75%
eft)
8.32 7.9
4.4 5.4 5.4
43.2
Relay
14.6
Radio
28.6
1.5 1.5
11.2 2.8
ff5%
elf)
Quantity
2
1
2
1
2
1
*Max. Radio - 2 Rcvr and P.S., 1 Exctr and P.S.
Relay
*Min. Radio - 2 Rcvr and P.S.
Relay
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Drain
22.6
11.2
33.8 w
14.28
11.20
25.48 w
Dissip.
22.2
11.__ 2
33.4 w
VB233FD101
Component
1. Transponder
1.1 Receiver and
Power Supply
1.2 Exciter and
Power Supply
2. Power Amplifier
2.1 TWTA and Power
Supply
Table 6-3.
Volume
Cu. In.
522 13.3
161 6.0
2.2 ESFK and Power 219 8.1
Supply
3. Housing 877 4.5
3.1 Diplexer 49 1.9
3.2 Transfer 19 0.9
3.3 Antenna 5 0.35
Switch
3.4 Hybrid 8 0.5
Coupler
3.5 Directional
Coupler 8 0.5
3.6 Isolator 4 0.5
3.7 Load 1 0.25
Bay 3 - Radio
Weight POWER WATTS
Lbs. Drain Dissip
7.14 7.14
(75%
eff}
8.32 7.9
Quantity
4. Cables 4.5
145
(35%
eft)
145
(35%
84
(10 ms)
10
(10 ms)
95
95
1
3
2
2
2
1
1
0. i 1
(max)
TOTALS
(with TWT) 1882 50.8 *
(with ESFK) 2056 57.1
• *Power Dissip Max - Rcvr., Exciter and High Power TWT 110 watts
Min - Rcvr and Low Power TWT 44.6 watts
*Power Drain Rcvr
Exciter
P.A.
**
7.14 J 1
8.32
145.00- --1
160"_i s
1(95
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Component
Commutator
Data Selector
Modulator Programmer,
PN Gen.
A DC' s and Transfer
Req.
Power Supply
MCM and Controls
Capsule Buffer and
Controls
Power Supply
Harness
TOTAL
Component
Tape Recorders
(1 record, 1 playback)
Motor Controls
Cable
TOTAL
VB233FD101
Table 6-4. Bay 7 - Data Handling
Volume Weight POWER WATTS
Cu. In. Lbs. Drain Dissip
450 14.0
450 5.0
150 4.0
150 4.8
300 13.0 _
150 1.5
150 5.0
5.6
1800 52.9
Table 6-5.
11.0 11.0
1.7Ave 1.7Ave
12.7 w 12.7 w
Bay 6 - Data Storage
Volume Weight
Cu. In. Lbs.
POWER WATTS
Drain Dissip
560 15.0 9.0 9.0
75 1.5 0.8 0.8
2.6
1755 49.1 9.8 9.8
Quantity
1
1
1
1
1
Quantity
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A PPENDIX I
RELIABILITY EVALUATION EXAMPLE
PROBABILITY OF RECEIVING LOW DATA RATE COMMANDS
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i.0 INTRODUCTION
Since the complete analysis of the telecommunications system was such a huge undertaking,
only the computation for the probability of receiving a low data rate command was selected
to illustrate the reliability analysis performed for this system. The results of the analysis
are presented in Section 2.0, followed by the analysis in Section 3.0.
I.1 SCOPE
The analysis of this example is made using the radio and command subsystems. This was
necessary because of the interdependency of each subsystem in providing command signals.
Figure I-1 is the block diagram of the system analyzed. The signal path between the radio
and command system shows that neither subsystem could be analyzed without considering
the other subsystem.
The system was evaluated for all commands, i.e., the analysis considered that all com-
mands must be present at the outputs of the decoder of the command subsystem.
For direct comparison with the reliability apportionment the following elapsed mission
times were used to determine the reliability of the low-rate command mode.
Launch phase
Cruise phase
Encounter phase
Orbit phase
t = 16 hrs.
t = 4288 hrs.
t = 4336 hrs.
t = 5056 hrs.
The time, t = 16 hours, reflects the launch period of two hours plus an environmental use
factor of 8 to adjust for the effect of shock and vibration to the equipment during launch.
The time, t = 5056 hours, is the over-all mission time of 5042 hours plus the environmental
use factor during the two-hour launch period. The other times of t = 4288 hours and t = 4336
hours are used to determine the 4272, 48 and 720 apportionment time periods of the mission.
A typical reliability characteristic which details the mission profile as a function of mission
time is shown in Figure I-2.
1.2 GROUND RULES
The analysis considered that the primary low gain antenna would be used and that switching
would occur only in the event of a failure. The failure rates for the switches considered
that the normal or quiescent state of the switch had a smaller failure rate that when the
switch was activated.
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1.0
PROBABILITY
OF
SUCCESS
. LAUNCH PHASE
UISE PHASE
[[ _/ENCOUNTER PHASE
I I
' I '
4272 :[: 48 _--720
16 4288 4336 5056
EQUIVALENT MISSION TIME (HOURS)
Figure I-2. Typical Reliability Characteristic for Voyager Mission
2.0 SYSTEM RELIABILITY
The probability of receiving and decoding low data rate commands as a function of mission
time was derived using the reliability model shown in Figure I-3. Each block represents
the probability of success for each subsystem component or string of components. Each
block was derived as a function of mission time according to the general reliability func-
tion
-_,t
R = e (1)
where k is the failure rate and t is time.
The probability of success, Rt, of receiving and decoding low rate command was derived
as a function of the component reliabilities to be
where
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R t
= RAC1 ((RAC 2) [RAC6xRACll 1
+ RAC 2 (I-RAC 2) IRAC4 x RAC 3 x RAC 7
+ RAC 2 (1-RAC 2)
RAC_= 1-RAC 4
x RAC101
x RAC_) a_Ac 7 x P_AClo)] (2)
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Equation (2) was evaluated for the mission times given in Section 1.1. For each component
reliability four calculations were performed. The results of these calculations are listed
in Table I-l, together with a description of each component.
To find the probability of success for the incremental time periods of cruise, encounter,
and orbit the following expressions were used.
R t = 4288
Cruise, R t=4272 - Rt=16 (3)
R t = 4336
Encounter, R t = 48 - Rt = 4288 (4)
Orbit, R t = 720 =
R t -- 5056
R t = 4336
(5)
Using the values of R as listed in Table 1 in equations (3), (4), and (5) the reliabilityt
of the low rate command system for each mission phase was found to be
Cruise: R t = 4272 = 0.98144
Encounter: R t = 48 = 0.999660
OrbR: R t = 720 = 0.994731
The reliability for the over-all system was calculated using
or
R(LowRateCommand)= (R t =16)
R(Low Rate Command) = 0.975916
427  t (6)
The analysis used in evaluating the system shown in Figure I-1 is included in the next
section.
3.0 ANALYSIS
The low data rate command function analyzed is shown in Figure I-1. This function con-
sisted of the following subsystem components:
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a. Single String Items
1. Telemetry Monitoring
2. Decoder Access Logic
3. Power Supply OR Circuit
b. Two Power Supplies
c. Two Redundant Receiver Strings
i. Diplexer
2. Receiver
3. Command Detector
4. Program Control
d. Transfer Switches (normal)
e. Transfer Switches (activated)
f. Two Redundant Decoders
3.1 SINGLE STRING ITEMS
The reliability of the single string items was determined by adding the failure rates of
each item as follows:
Decoder Access Logic = 0.0220 x 10 -5
Telemetry Monitoring = 0.0560 x 10 -5
OR Circuit = 0.0776 x 10 -5
SAC = 0.1556 x 10-5
i
and applying the failure rate SAC 1 = 0.1556 x 10-5 of the single string items to the
expression
RAC 1 = exp(-SAC lxt)
or
RAC 1 = exp (-0.1556 x 10 -5 x t). (7)
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3.2 POWER SUPPLIES
There are two power supplies that support redundant equipment. In order to have this
redundant capability both power supplies must operate. Both power supplies also supply
an OR circuit which is in line with all single string equipment. If a loss of one power sup-
ply occurs the other power supply will still support the single string items.
The reliability of a power supply operating was determined by using the failure rate of the
power supply, SAC 2 = 0.1244 x 10 -5, in the expression
RAC 2 = exp(-SAC 2xt)
or
RAC 2 = exp (-0.1244 x 10 .5 x t). (s)
3.3 RECEIVER STRINGS
There are two receiver strings in parallel. One of the two must operate for system
operation. The failure rate of one receiver string, SAC3, was determined by adding the
failure rates of the items in the string.
Diplexer (2 corm) = 0.020 x 10 .5
Receiver - 1.7169 x 10 -5
Comm.nd Detector = 0,502746 x i0-5
Program Control = 0. 048 x 10 -5
SAC 3 = 2.287646 x 10 -5
Thus, the reliability of one receiver string is
RAC 3 = exp (-2.287646 x 10 -5 x t). (9)
3.4 TRANSFER SWITCH (Normal)
The reliability of the transfer switch in its normal mode was determined by applying the
failure rate of the switch, SAC 4 = 0.0200 x 10 -5, to the expression.
or
RAC 4 = exp (-SAC 4 x t)
-5
RAC 4 = exp (-0. 0200 x 10 x t). (10)
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3.5 TRANSFER SWITCHES (Activated}
There are two transfer switches in the active state used if a failure occurs in the primary
receiver string. The reliability for these switches was determined by adding their failure
rates
Transfer Switch (active}
-5
0.200 x 10
Transfer Switch (active}
-5
0.200 x 10
SAC 5
-5
= 0.400 x 10
and applying SAC 5 to the expression
RAC 5 = exp(-SAC 5xt)
or
RAC 5 = exp (-0.400 x 10 -5 x t). (11)
3.6 REDUNDANT RECEIVER STRING EVALUATION
The analysis for the redundant receiver strings included the transfer switches. The
transfer switch (normal} associated with the primary low gain antenna is in the primary
receiver string. If a failure occurs in this string, the input signal can be switched by
the two active transfer switches from the primary low gain antenna to the secondary re-
ceiver string. The switch (normal} between the secondary low gain antenna and secondary
receiver string was also considered as a redundant path. The reliability block diagram for
this condition is shown in Figure I-4.
The reliability expression for the following diagram is
RAC6 = (RAC 4) (RAC3)+ _I-RAC4xRAC 3) (1_C3_ [1-(1-RAC 5) (1-RAC4) 1
(12) --
3.7 DECODERS
The decoder analysis was divided into several portions:
1. Single string items
2. Discrete commands
3. Quantitative commands
4. All commands.
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RAC4
RAC5
RAC
4
J AC3 ]
-I
RAC 3
Figure I-4. Reliability Evaluation Block Diagram for
Redundant Receiver Strings
3.7.1 SINGLE STRING
A single string item was that portion of the decoder which must operate for any commands
to be detected. The failure rate for this item, SAC7, was determined by adding the failure
rates of its components.
Quantity Failure Rate x 10 -5 Total (10 -5)Module
LP FF 12 0.002 0.024
LP Dual AND 2 0.002 0.004
Dual AND Driver 12 0.002 0.024
-5
SAC 7 = 0.052 x 10
The total failure rate SAC 7 was applied to the expression
or
RAC 7 = exp (-SAC 7 x t)
-5
RAC 7 = exp (-0.052 x 10 x t). (13)
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3.7.2 DISCRETECOMMANDS
There were 125 discrete commands assumed. The analysis was made considering the
probability of receiving all discrete commands. The total failure rate, SAC 8, for a dis-
crete command was determined by adding the failure rates of the equipment as follows:
Module Quantity Failure Rate x 10 -5 Total (10 -5)
IS 1 0.01 0.01
Input AND 1 0.002 0.002
SAC 8 = 0.012 x 10 -15
or
SAC 8 was applied to the reliability expression
RAC 8 = exp (-SAC 8 x t)
-5
RAC 8=exp(-0.012x10 xt) (14)
3.7.3 QUANTITATIVE COMMANDS
There were 35 quantitative commands analyzed to consider the probability of receiving
all quantitative commands. The failure rate for a quantitative command, SAC 9, was de-
termined by adding the failure rates of the equipment as follows:
Module Quantity Failure Rate x 10 -5 Total (10-5)
LP FF 1 0.002 0.002
LP Dual AND 2 0.002 0.004
IS Switch 3 0.01 0.03
IP Switch 1 0.01 0.01
Input AND 1 0.002 0.002
SAC 9 = 0.048
The expression for the reliabfllty of receiving quantitative commands can be written as
RAC 9 = exp(-SAC 9xt)
or
RAC 9 = exp (-0.048 x 10 -5 x t) (15)
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3.7.4 ALL COMMANDS
The reliability for all commands RAC10 was determined by applying the failure rate
SAC10 = 3.672 x 10-5, which was determined by subtracting the single items from the
complete decoder, i.e., 3.7240 x 10 -5 - 0.052 x 10 -5 = 3.674 x 10 -5 to the expression
or
RAC10 = exp (-SAC10 x t)
RAC10 -- exp (3.672 x 10 -5 x t). (16)
3.8 REDUNDANT DECODER EVALUATION
The analysis of the redundant decoders was made by considering that both single string
items of the decoders were operating. For this condition the 250 commands of each de-
coder were in parallel. If, however, one single string item failed, the remaining decoder
with 250 commands must operate as illustrated in Figure I-5.
I AC7 ]
I RAC7 i
T
RACI0 1J
_ AC8 _ DC
--_ AC9 _35:C
---4
I
I
RAC " I
8 I 215 DC I
RAC 9 I
I
RAC10 I! I
i__ J
L
Figure I-5. Redundant Decoder Configuration
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The reliability expression for Figure I-5 was:
+ 2 (RAC7) (1-RAC7) (RAC10) (16)
4.0 CONCLUSION
This type of analysis was done for the entire telecommunication system. The results of
the analyses performed are not conclusive but provide a guide on which to base future de-
signs. Reliability analyses are considered among the set of mathematical tools available
to the systems engineer in defining the system.
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APPENDIX II
This appendix contains sample calculations, design control tables and
graphs of the performance characteristics of the telecommunication
system, for each of the modes of operation.
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1. POLARIZATION LOSS
The following equation was used to compute the polarization loss factor:
4ATA R+ (1 -AT 2)(1--AR2 )cos 2 0]
1 1+
Kp _ _ _ (1 + A T 2)(1 + AR2)
where
A T = transmitting antenna axial ratio
A R = receiving antenna axial ratio
e = orientation angle between polarization ellipses. + signs indicate same
and opposite sense polarization respectively. Calculated values assume
same sense of polarization, and that @= 90 o.
S/C Hi-Gain/DSIF 85'
A T = 1.0db+l.0 A R = 0.7db+0.3
II1 A R 0.92 orA T = 0.9or .8 = 9
r -1
I I. 4 (.9)(.92)+ (1- .92) (1 - .922) COS 180 ° I
Kp _ -2 Li+ (1+ .92) (I+ .922) ]
K = -.03 db
P
Repeating for the extreme two cases the polarization loss factor is:
-.07
K = -. 03 db
p +. 03
2. TEMPERATURE CONTRIBUTIONS OF SUN
If the sun appears in the beamwidth of the spacecraft antennas, its effect will be to increase
the total receiving system temperature. Considering the antenna to be a generator of noise
power for the rest of the system, it can be considered a resistor, the value of which is the
radiation resistance of the antenna at temperature T. This temperature is defined as that
which a resistor must have to produce noise power equal in amount to the antenna noise power.
If the antenna is in thermal equilibrium with its surroundings, its equivalent temperature can
be expressed as
TA - 41"I (@, ¢_)'r (0, ¢)d _
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G (e, 2 ) is the directional antenna gain function
r (e, 2 ) is the directional effective temperature
TA - 4[I G(e, 2) TS(0, 2)sinede d2
T S(8, 2) = 7x10 4 0 <2 <2II
G(e, 2)_ Gmax 0< 8 < 8 S
sine_ e
2=2n o=e
• fs
2=0 e=o
G x7x10 4ede d2
max
T A = Gmax x7x 104x2II x
4ri
2
e
S
TA = 7x104 Gma x 0s 2
4
r2 =tan% = __ _ % 1.393x106 = 3x10 -3
s rI s 2x227.8x106
e 2 = 9x10-6
T. = 160°Ko
A
This represents an increase in system noise spectral density of 0.4db.
* Note: From N.G. Roman, "Cosmic Noise Background with Hi-Gain Antenna. ,,
NRL Progress Report.
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3. CONTRIBUTION OF RECEIVER CIRCUIT LOSS TO SYSTEM TEMPERATURE AND
SYSTEM TEMPERATURE CALCULATIONS
Shown below is a block diagram of a generalized receiving system:
T L
a w
An- I
tenna I
Cir- I
cult I
L T I
C CI
H
Trans-
m is s ion
Line
Lt
T t
Di-
plexer
Ld -----,
T d
Transmitter, Pt
Re-
ceiver
N
r
T
r
Each block has its own factor and temperature. The effective temperature of a lossy
network can be obtained by (1 - Loss factor) T, where T is the temperature of the network
in OK. For the general case, it can be shown that the effective noise temperature of the
receiving-antenna system T S is equal to
Ta + (Lc- 1) Tc + Lc (LT- 1) T t+ LcLt (Ld-1) T d PT
Tsystem = Lc L tL d + LD
+ (Nr- i)T r
where
PT = transmitter power (watts)
= 10-23 wattsK Boltzmann' s constant 1.38 x /°K
cps
L D = Transmit/receive isolation factor of diplexer
LcLtL D = Loss factor represented as a number greater than 1.
Making the following approximations:
1. Neglect transmitted power coupling into the receiver
2. Lump all receiver circuit losses together and assume a single temperature
(T O = 300°K)
where
Tsystem :- To/LToTA L+ (1-LToTAL) T + (N r-l) T- O O
L = Total receiver circuit loss factor
TOTAl_
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For S/C Hi-Gain
LTOTA L =
1 - LTOTA L
For S/C primary lo-gain =
For S/C secondary lo-gain =
For S/C medium gain =
3,15 db = 0.5
300 ° = 150°K
135°K
162°K
135°K
Using a receiver noise figure of 8 db +- 1 db and assuming the receiver to be at 300°K, the
excess receiver noise temperature = (N r - 1) 300 °.
where
N = Receiver Noise Factor
r
System Temperature:
TSystem =
For S/C Hi-Gain
TA/LToTAL+(Nr - 1) 300 ° + 1 - LTOTAL300°
For sun in beam L
TOTAL
I1 - LTOTAL_ 00° = 150°K
Tsystem = 1900°K I 2920119001
For sun not in beam
zT._.U ]
T--stemb_ = 1740°K or 13501
The other receiving situations were calculated and are very nearly identical to the above
numbers for the case where the sun is not in the beam. For purposes of calculations the fol-
lowing T will be used:
system
J22201740 ° or 1350
4. NOISE SPECTRAL DENSITY CALCULATIONS
The expression for noise power density (NSD) originating in a lossy passive network having
a thermal temperature of T degrees is given as
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hf
hf
exp_ - 1
h = Planck's constant
f = frequency
K = Boltzmann' s constant
hf
<< 1 at 2300 Mc
KT
hf hf
_ 1 +
KT KT
Therefore NSD PowerKT
cps
-23 watts dbw
K = 1.38x10 o = -228.6
cpsx K cpsx°K
Then the NSD for each mode is computed using the system temperatures previously
calculated. The values used are those for which the sun is not in the antenna beamwidth.
1 351 1962dbwl19731NSD = -228.6 + 32.4 31 3 cps -195.11
dbw
= -196.2_ ± 1.1
cps
5. PRIMARY LOW-GAIN ANTENNA GAIN
Figure II-1 is a plot of primary lo-gain antenna gain vs. mission time. The curve was
generated using earth cone angle plot together with the antenna gain pattern.
6. MARINER LO-GAIN ANTENNA GAIN
Figure II-2 is a plot of primary lo-gain antenna gain vs. range. The curve was generated
by placing an overlay with the Medium Gain pointing loss characteristics at Julian Date
244 1286.5 with the pointing loss being 3 db at that point. This gave good system performance
for times after encounter.
7. SIMULTANEOUS RANGING/COMMAND (1-SBPS)/TE LEMETRY (106.6 BPS)
The theoretical modulation indices were given in Table II-1. A more practical set of
parameters was chosen and the analysis performed. The results are given below:
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Figure II-1. Primary Low-Gain Antenna Gain vs Mission Time (Sheet 1 of 2)
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Figure II-1. Primary Low-Gain Antenna Gain vs Mission Time (Sheet 2 of 2)
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UPLINK:
PRNMOD INDEX = 1.0 radians peak
DATA MODE INDEX = 0.14 radians peak
SYNC MOD INDEX = 0.1 radians peak
DOWNLINK:
PRN MOD INDEX = 1.0 radian peak
DATA MOD INDEX = 0.3 radian peak
The ranging channel modulation loss increased from 1.5 db to 2.15 db due to the telemetry
channel. Comparing this to the situation with
S/C: Hi-gain/50 watt
DSIF: 85'/10 KW
the range decreased from 2.6 x 10 8 to 2.4 x 10 8 at blackout. Listed in the table are the
theoretical modulation indices for each channel. They were computed subject to the con-
straint that the ranging and telemetry channels will threshold simultaneously. The same
holds true for ranging and command.
8. DESIGN CONTROL TABLES
Following are the design control tables from which the performance graphs were drawn.
A list of source data is given below:
a. JPL TM 33-83
b. JPL MC-4-310A
c. JPL EPD-283
d. DOR 1076 DSN
e. J. Thomas {Motorola)
f. J. Painter (Motorola)
g. R. Eckstein {Motorola)
h. F. Stocklin {Motorola)
i. D. Hummels (Motorola)
j. D. McArtor {Motorola)
k. C.D. McBiles {Motorola)
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3O
< 20
0
_J
i00 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300 320
RANGE X 10 6 (KM)
Figure II-2. Medium Gain Antenna Gain vs Range -3 db Point at 244, 1286.5
lo E sttmated:
Using.
For
For
For
20 watt/85' DSIF = 0 db reference
50 watt/85' DSIF = add +4 db
20 watt/210' DSIF = add 10.1 db
50 watt/210' DSIF = add 14.1 db
Using: 85' DSIF/10 KW = 0 db reference
For
For
For
85' DSIF/100 KW = add +10 db
210' DSIF/10 KW= add +9.3 db
210' DSIF/100 KW = add +19.3 db
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Mode
Hi Gain/20 watt/85'/10 KW
Hi Gain/20 watt/85'/100 KW
Hi Gain/50 watt/85'/10 KW
Table II-l.
PRN
DATA
SYNC
PRN
DATA
SYNC
PRN
DATA
SYNC
VB233FD101
Theoretical Modulation Indices*
Uplink
(1SBPS)
1.0 radians peak PRN
0.05 radians peak DATA
0.04 radians peak
Downlink
(106.6 BPS)
0.95 radians peak
0.35 radians peak
1.0 radians peak PRN
0.03 radians peak DATA
0. 025 radians peak
0.87 radians peak
0.50 radians peak
1.0 radians peak
0.07 radians peak
0.05 radians peak
PRN 0.97 radians peak
DATA 0.3 radians peak
Hi Gain/50 watt/85'/lO0 KW PRN
DATA
SYNC
1.0 radians peak
0.04 radians peak
0. 025 radians peak
PRN
DATA
0.92 radians peak
0.45 radians peak
Hi Gain/50 watt/210'/10 KW
Hi Gain/50 watt/210'/100 KW
PRN
DATA
SYNC
PRN
DATA
SYNC
1.0 radians peak
0.7 radians peak
0.05 radians peak
1.0 radians peak
0.04 radians peak
0. 025 radians peak
PRN 0.95 radians peak
DATA 0.3 radians peak
PRN 0.92 radians peak
DATA 0.45 radians peak
*Circuit instabilities prohibit use of the low modulation indices shown.
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TELECOMMUNICATION DESIGN CONTROL TABLE II-3
PROJECT : yOYAGER '71
CHANNEL: TRACKING/IQ6.6 BPS
MODE: PARASITIC ANTENNA/IO0 mw/lO' DSIF '71
NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
PARAMETER
Total Transmitter Power
Transmitting Circuit Loss
Transmitting Antenna Galn
Transmitting Antenna Pointing Loss,
0
Space Loss
22,.q.sS__MC, R= 107 KM
Polarization Loss
19
2O
21
(includes
Receiving Antenna Gain
..... Ing i:::)
Receiving Antenna Pointing Loss
Receiving Circuit Loss
Net Circuit Loss
f
DATE July 22_ 1965
PAGE _i_._ of 2
VALUE TOLERANCE SOURCE
20 dbm ±I.0 J
1.27 + 20 ±.37 I,G,H
nn
0 ----
140.3 --
3.0
34.6
____
.5 ±.I
+1.97
130.9 -1.47
+2.47
Total Received Power -110.9 dbm -1.97
Receiver Noise Spectral Denslty(N/B)
T System =_
Carrier Modulation Loss
dbm
-162. I cp--"i
5.38
-116.3 dbm
16.9
Received Carrier Power
Carrier APC Noise BW (2_0= 48 cps )
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-TRACKING (one-way)
±I. I
-+I.4
+3.87
-3.37
+0
-i
Threshold SNR in 2BLO 0 --
+I. i
Threshold Carrier Power -145.1 dbm -2.1
Performance Margin 2R_R
+5.97
-4.47
O
G
H
H.K
H,K
H_K
H:K
H
H
H,K
HsF
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-TRACKING (two-way)
Threshold SNR in 2BLo
Threshold Carrier Power
Performance Margin
H
'D
B
H
H
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TELECOMMUNICATION DESIGN CONTROL TABLE
PROJECT : VOYAGER' 71
CHANNEL: TRACKING/106.6 BPS
i
II-3 DATE July 22, 1965
PAGE 2____of
MODE: !" PARASITIC ANTENNA/100 mw/10' DSIF 71
NO. PARA METER
22
23
24
25
26
i|
27
28
29
3O
31
32
33
34
35
_CARRIER PERFORMANCE
VALUE
Threshold SNR in 2BLo 6.0
Threshold Carrier Power
-13A.1 dhm
Performance Margin
22.8
TOLERANCE
DATA CHANNEL
Modulation Loss
Received Data Subcarrler Power
Bit Rate (I/T) (106.6 BPS)
1.5
+I, 1
-2.1
+5.97
-4.47
Required ST/N/B
Threshold Subcarrier Power
Performance Margin
-112o4 db,
20.3
SYNC CHANNEL
Modulatlon Loss
23.5
1.5 +-.5
Receiver SYNC Subcarrler Power
SYNC APC Noise BW(2BLo= 1CPS )
-112,4 dbm
0
24.0Threshold SNR in 2BLo
Threshold Subcarrter Power
-138.1 dbu
36 Performance Margin
COMMENTS:
1.
2.
.
25.7
+2.97
-2.47
+-.4
±1.0
±2.5
+5.47
-4.97
Q
98 of 248 6.
SOURCE
B
H
H
H.F
v
H
E
E
H
H
HmF
H
E
E
H
H
Shroud separation at .107 KM.
Calculations are normalized to antenna gain and polarization
loss.
DSIF-71 assumed to have a I0' parabollc antenna with 12 db
+-1 db total receiving NOISE FIGURE,
48 CI_ tracking bandwidth was assumed for dynamic tracking
capabillty at launch.
20 db coupllng loss assumed for launch to parasitic antenna.
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TELECOMMUNICATION DESIGN CONTROL TABLE II-4
PROJECT: VOYAGER '71
CHANNEL" TRACKING/106.6 BPS
MODE: LAUNCH ANTENNA/100 mw/lO' DSIF t7_
DATE July 22. 1965
PAGE..I__of 2
NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
2O
21
PARAMETER VALUE
Total Transmitter Power 20 dbm
Transmitting Circuit Loss
(includes
Transmitting Antenna Gain
Transmitting Antenna Pointing Loss
Space Loss
2295 MC, RfJ_-2L-_KM
Polarlzatlon Loss
(includes
Receiving Antenna Galnpolnting loss)
1.27
1R3_5
,05
34,6
Receiving Antenna Pointing Loss
Receiving Circuit Loss .5
Net Circuit Loss
Total Received Power
Receiver Noise Spectral Density(N/B)
+1200
T System = 4500OK -!O_O
Carrier Modulation Loss
153,7
-133,7 dbm
- 162.1 db___m
5.38
Received Carrier Power -139.1 dbm
Carrier APC Noise BW (2BLO= 48 cps)
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-TRACKING (one-way)
Threshold SNR in 2BLo 0
Threshold Carrier Power
Performance Margin
16.9
-145. i dbm
6.0
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-TRACKING (two-way)
Threshold SNR in 2BLo
Threshold Carrier Power
Performance Margin
TOLERANCE
±1.0
+.37
+.15
-.05
+1.0
--j5
+,i
+1.6
-2-O
+3.0
-2.6
±1__1
±i. 4
+4.4
-4,0
+0
-1..0
m_
+I.I
-2.1
+6.5
-5.1
SOURCE
J
O
G
H
H
H,K
H,K
H,K
H
H
H,_
H,F
H
D
B
H
H
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TELECOMMUNICATION DESIGN CONTROL TABLE
PROJECT : VOYAGER' 71
II-4
CHANNEL: TRACKING/106.6 BPS
DATE July 22 t 196,5
PAGE 2 of 2
MODE: LAUNCH ANTENNA/100 mw/lO' DSIF 71
NO.
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
PARAMETER
CARRIER PERFORMANCE
Threshold SNR in 2BLo
T_reshold Carrier Power
P_rformance Margin
DATA CHANNEL
Modulation Loss
Received Data Subcarrter Power
Bit Rate (I/T) (106.6 BPS)
Required ST/N/B
Threshold Subcarrier Power
Performance Margin
SYNC CHANNEL
VALUE
6.0
-139.1 dbn
0
1.5
-135.3 dbn
20,3
5.9
-135.9 db_
TOLERANCE
+.5
i
+3.5
-3.1
+-.5
+i .6
SOURCE
B
H
H
H,F
H
E
E
H
H
Modulation Loss 1.5 -+.5 H,F
Receiver SYNC Subcarrier Power +3.5
-135.3 dbn -3.1 H
SYNC APC Noise BW(2BLO= 1 CRS ) 0 +.4 E
Threshold SNR in
2BLO 24 +-1.0 E
Threshold Subcarrter Power
±2.5
Performance Margin
COMMENTS:
H
H
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TELECOMMUNICATIONDESIGN CONTROL TABLE II-5
PROJECT : VOYAGER ' 71
CHANNEL: TRACKING/106.6 BPS
MODE: LAUNCH ANTENNA/I00 mw/85 t JOHANNESBURG
DATE July 22, 1965
PAGE_of 2
NO.
1
2
3
I,
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
PARAMETER VALUE TOLERANCE SOURCE
Total Transmitter Power 20 dbm +1.0 J
Transmitting Circuit Loss 1.27 +.37 I
-3.0 ±.5 GTransmitting Antenna Gain (Includes
puf.ti.$ lugs)
Transmitting Antenna Pointing Loss
Space Loss
2295 MC, R= 12 x 103 KM
182
.03Polarization Loss
Receiving Antenna Gain 53.0
Receiving Antenna Pointing Loss 0
Receiving Circuit Loss .2
Net Circuit Loss
Total Received Power
Receiver Noise Spectral Density(N/B)
133.5
-11_.5 dbm
-181.2 db__m
cps
5.38
Received Carrier Power -118.9 dbm
T System = 55°K ±10 °
Carrier Modulation Loss
Carrier APC Noise BW (2_0= 48 cps )116. 9
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-TRACKING (one-way)
0Threshold SNR in 2BLO
Threshold Carrier Power -164.3 dbm
Performance Margin 45.4
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-TRACKING (two-way)
Threshold SNR in 2BLO
Threshold Carrier Power
Performance Margin
+1.0
--.5
G
H
H
C
C
-+.I C
+i. 5
-2_O
+3.0
-2.5
H
H
+.7
-.9 C
±I. 4
+4.4
-3.9
+0
-1.0
+.7
-1.9
H_F
H
D
B
H
H
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TELECOMMUNICATION DESIGN CONTROL TABLE
PROJECT : VOYAGER ' 71
CHANNEL: TRACKING/106.6 BPS
II-5 DATE _July 22, 1965
PAGE___ of _2..__
MODE : LAUNCH ANTENNA/IO0 mw/8 5' JOHANNESBURG '
NO. PARAMETER
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
CARRIER PERFORMANCE
Threshold SNR in 2BLo
Threshold Carrier Power
Performance Margin
VALUE
6.0
-158,3 db_
TOLERANCE
+.7
-1.9
+6.3
-a 6
SOURCE
B
H
DATA CHANNEL
Modulation Loss 1.5 ±.5 HzF
+3.5
Received Data Subcarrier Power
Bit Rate (I/T) (106.6 BPS)
Required ST/N/B
Threshold Subcarrier Power
Performance Margin
SYNC CHANNEL
-115 dbm
-155 dbm
40.0
-3.0
-+.5
+1.2
-1.4
+4.9
-4.2
H
E
E
H
H
Modulation Loss 1.5 +-.5 HzF
+3.5
Receiver SYNC Subcarrier Power -115 dbm -3.0 H
0
24.0
-157.2 dbm
42.2
SYNC APC Noise BW(2BLo= i CPS )
Threshold SNR in 2BLo
-+I.0
+5.8
-5.1
Threshold Subcarrter Power
Performance Margin
Range is for 30 minutes after transfer orbit injection
(See flight mechanics section)
COMMENTS:
i.
E
E
H
H
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TELECOMMUNICATION DESIGN CONTROL TABLE II-6
PROJECT : VOYAGER ' 71
CHANNEL : TRACKING/106.6 BPS
MODE: _ LAUNCH ANTENNA/100 mw/85'. WOOMERA
DATE July 22_
PAGE 1__!__of 2
1965
NO. PA RA METER VALUE TOLERANCE SOURCE
1 Total Transmitter Power 20 dbm ±i.0 J
Transmitting Circuit Loss 1.27 ±.37 I
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
I0
11
12
Transmitting Antenna Ga_nn_ includesinlr loss) -3_0
Transmitting Antenna Pointing Loss.
G
G
Space Loss
2295 MC, R= 14 x 103 KM
Polarization Loss
183.7
•03
Receiving Antenna Gain 53.0
Receiving Antenna Pointing Loss 0
Receiving Circuit Loss
,2
Net Circuit Lose 135.2
Total Received Power -115.2 dbm
H
+.07
- .03 H
+1.0
C
C ,
+I c
+1.5
-2_n H
Receiver Noise Spectral Density(N/B)-181.2 db__m
CDB
T Sy.te= ". 55OK±1o°
+3
-2.5 H
+.7
-.9 C
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
L
121
Carrier Modulation Loss 5.38
Received Carrier Power -120.6 dbm
Carrier APC Noise BW (2_0= 48 cps ) 16.9
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-TRACKING (one-way)
+i. 4
+4.4
-A N
+0
-1.0
Threshold SNR in 2BLO 0 -- B
+.7
Threshold Carrier Power -164.3 dbm -1.9 H
Performance Margin
43 7
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-TRACKING (two-way)
+6.3
-4 R
H,F
D
Threshold Carrier Power
Performance Margin
109 of 248
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TELECOMMUNICATION DESIGN CONTROL TABLE
PROJECT: VOYAGER'71
11-6
CIIANNEL: TRACKING/I06.6 BR$
DATE July 22. 1985
PAGE 2 of 2_._.__
MODE:
V
NO.
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
LAUNCH ANTENNA/IO0 mw/85 ' WOOMERA
PARAMETER
CARRIER PERFORMANCE
Threshold SNR in 2BLo
Threshold Carrier Power
Performance Margin
DATA CHANNEL
Modulation Loss
VALUE
6.0
158.3 dbm
37,7
1.5
,,
Received Data Subcarrier Power
-116.7 db_
Bit Rate (I/T) (106.6 BPS) 20.3
Required ST/N/B 5.9
Threshold Subcarrier Power
-155 dbm
Performance Margin 38.3
SYNC CHANNEL
Modulation Loss 1.5
Receiver SYNC Subcarrler Power
SYNC APC Noise BW(2BLO= I CPS )
Threshold SNR in 2BLo
Threshold Subcarrter Power
Performance Margin
-ll6.7dbm
0
24.0
-157.2
40.5
Range is for 30 minutes after transfer orbit
(See Flight Mechanics Section)
TOLERANCE
+.7
-1.9
COMMENTS:
i.
±,5
+3.5
-3.2
m
+.5
.1.2
-1.4
+4.9
-4.4
+-.5
±.4
±I.0
+2.1
-2.3
+5.8
-5.3
SOURCE
B
H
H
_I:F
H
E
,,E
H
H
H_F
H
E
E
H
H
injection
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TELECOMMUNICATION DESIGN CONTROL TABLE
PROJECT: VOYAGER '71
CHANNEL: TRACKING/f06.6 BPS
MODE:- LAUNCH ANTENNA/100 mw/85' CANBERRA
II-7 DATE July 22_ 1965
PAGE I of 2
NO.
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
I'
14
15
16
17
18
19
2O
21
PARAMETER
Total Transmitter Power
Transmitting Circuit Loss
Transmitting Antenna Galn (Includes
DolntinE
Transmitting Antenna Pointing Loss
VALUE TOLERANCE SOURCE
20 dbm
1.27
oss) -3.0
+1.0 J
• .37 I
0
Space Loss
2295 MC, R= 14,8 x 10_M
Polarization Loss
184.2
.03
+.07
- .03
G
H
H
+I.0
Receiving Antenna Gain 53.0 -.5 C
Receiving Antenna Pointing Loss 0 -- C
Receiving Circuit Loss .2 ±.i C
135.7Net Circuit Loss
Total Received Power .... -115.7
Receiver Noise Spectral Denslty(N/B) dbm
-181.2 cp----s
T System = 55OK ±10 o
Carrier Modulation Loss 5.38
Received Carrier Power -121.1 dbm
Carrier APC Noise BW (2BL0_48 CPS ) 16.9
+1.5
-2.0
+3.0
-2,5
+.7
--.9
+I. 4
+4.4
-4.0
+0
-L. 0
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-TRACKING (one-way)
0Threshold. SNR In 2BLo
Threshold Carrier Power -164.3 dbm
+6.3
Performance Margin 43.2 -4.6
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-TRACKING (two-way)
Threshold SNR in 2BLO
Threshold Carrier Power
Performance Margin
H
H
C
HtF
H
rt
_t3
B
H
H
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TELECOMMUNICATION DESIGN CONTROL TABLE
PROJECT : VOYAGER '71
CItANNEL: TRACKING/106.6 BI>J
II-7 DATE July 22. 1965
PAGE_of 2_
MODE:
LAUNCH ANTENNA/IO0 mw/85' CANBERRA
NO. PARAMETER
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
.
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
CARRIER PERFORMANCE
VALUE TOLERANCE
Threshold SNR in 2BLO 6.0 -
+.7
Threshold Carrier Power -158.3 db_ -1.9
+6.3
Performance Margin 37.2 -4.6
DATA CHANNEL
Modulation Loss
Received Data Subcarrier Power
Bit Rate (I/T) (106.6 BPS)
1.5
-117.2 dbv
20.3
5.9Required ST/N/B
±.5
+.5
+1.2
-1.4
SOURCE
B
H
H
H,F
H
E
E
Threshold Subcarrier Power
-155 dbm H
+4.9
Performance Margin 37.8 -4.4 H
SYNC CHANNEL
Modulatlon Loss
+.51.5 H°F
Receiver SYNC Subcarrler Power
-117.2 dbn H
SYNC APC Noise BW(2BLO_ 1 CPS ) 0 +.4 E
Threshold SNR in 2BLo 24 -+I.0 E
Threshold Subcarrier Power
Performance Margin
-157.2 dbm
40.0
H
H
COMMENTS:
1. Range is for 30 minutes from transfer orbit injection.
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TELECOMMUNICATION DESIGN CONTROL TABLE II-8
PROJECT: VOYAGER '71
CHANNEL. TRACKING/106.6 BPS
MODE:
DATE July 22# !965
PAGE 1 of 2
PRIMARY LO-GAIN ANTENNA/20 Watt/85' Jnh_nnesburg
,.NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
PARAMETER ............. VALUE TOLERANCE SOURCE
Total Transmitter Power 43 dbm ±1.0 J
Transmitting Circuit LossA 1.94 ±.37 I
Transmitting Antenna GainB
-10.5 ±2.0 G,H
Transmitting Antenna Pointing Loss 0 -- G
G
Space Loss 196 -- H
2295 MC, R= 59000
Polarlzatlon Loss C
KM
+i. 0
--.5
H
Receiving Antenna Gain 53.0 C
Receiving Antenna Pointing Loss 0 -- C
Receiving Circuit Loss ±.I
+2.97
-3.47
.2 C
Net Circuit Loss 155.6 H
+4.47
Total Received Power -112.6 dbm -3.97 H
Receiver Noise Spectral Density(N/B) -181.2 db_._mm +.7
cps -.9 C
T System - 55OK ±10 o
-118 dbm
Carrier Modulation Loss
Received Carrier Power
Carrier APC Noise BW (2BLO= 48 cps )
±1.4
+5.87
-5,37
+0
--1-
H,F
H
D16.9
H
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-TRACKING (one-way)
Threshold SNR in 2BLO 0 -- B
+.7
Threshold Carrier Power -164.3 dbm -1.9 H
+7.77
o-
Performance Margln 46.3 -6.07
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-TRACKING (_wo-way)
2.0 ±I.0 B
+1.7
-162.3 dbm -2.9 H
+8.77
44.3 -7.07 H
Threshold SNR in 2BLO
Threshold Carrier Power
Performance Margin
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TELECOMMUNICATIONDESIGN CONTROL TABLE II-8
PROJECT : VOYAGER '71
CHANNEL : TRACKING/106.6 BPS
DATE July 22, 1965
PAGE 2 of __
MODE: "PRIMARY LO-GAIN AI_TENNA/20 watt/85' JOHANNESBURG
NO. PARA METER
CARRIER PERFORMANCE
22 Threshold SNR in 2BLo
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
VALUE
_,0
TOLERANCE
31
32
33
,34
35
36
Threshold Carrier Power
-158.3 dbm
+7.77
Performance Margin 40.3 -6.07
DATA CHANNEL
SOURCE
S
H
H
Modulation Loss ±.5 H.F
+4.97
Received Data Subcarrler Power -4.47 H
Bit Rate (I/T) (106.6 BRS) - E
Required ST/N/B +.5 E
" ' +1.2
Threshold Subcarrler Power -1.4 H
+6.37
Performance Margin -5.67 H
SYNC CHANNEL
1.5
-114. I dbm
20.3
5.9
-155 dbm
40.9
1.5
-114.1 dbm
0
24
-157.2 db.
43. i
Modulation Loss
Receiver SYNC Subcarrler Power
+-.5
+-.4
+-I.0
+2.1
-2.3
+7.27
-6.57
SYNC APC Noise BW(2BLO= 1 CPS )
Threshold SNR in 2BLo
Threshold Subcarrler Power
Performance Margin
COMMENTS:
A. PAl to primary Lo-Gai'n.
B. For II0 ° earth cone angle.
C. Antenna gain includes polarization loss.
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TELECOMMUNICATION DESIGN CONTROL TABLE II-9
PROJECT: VOYAGER '71
CHANNEL: TRACKING/106.6 BPS
MODE: PRIMARY LO-GAIN ANTENNA/20 Watts/S5 t WOOMERA
DATE July 22, 1965
PAGE_I__of 2
.NO.
1
2
3
4
,5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
£D
16
17
18
19
PARAMETER VALUE TOLERANCE SOURCE
Total Transmitter Power 43 dbm ±I.0 J
Transmitting Circuit LossA 1.94 ±.37 I
B
Transmitting Antenna Galn
Transmitting Antenna Pointing Loss
i
Space Loss 196.3
KM2295 MC, R= 61000
Polarization Loss
±2,0
3.0 -- H
+I. 0
Receiving Antenna Galn 53 -•5 C
Receiving Antenna Pointing Loss 0 -- C
Receiving Circuit Loss .2 ±.I C
+2.97
Net Circuit Loss 155.9 -3.47 H
+4.47
Total Received Power -112.9 dbm -3.97 H
Receiver Noise Spectral Denslty(N/B)
T System - 55OK ±10 °
Carrier Modulation Loss
Received Carrier Power
dbm
-181.2 cps
5.38
-118.3 dbm
1_ Ct
Carrier APC Noise BW ,_'"BLO = _AQ cps)I
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-TRACKING (one-way)
±1.4
+5.87
-537
+0
--1=0
G,H
G
C
Threshold SNR in 2BLo 0 -- B
+.7
Threshold Carrier Power -164.3 dbm -1.9 H
Performance Margin 46
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-TRACKING (two-way)
Threshold SNR in 2BLO +1.0
+1.7
-2.9
+8• 77
-7,07
i
_ _'r---
2.0
20 Threshold Carrier Power -162 3 dbm
21 Performance Margin 44
HIF
H
D
H
B
H
H
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TELECOMMUNICATIONDESIGN CONTROL TABLE II-9
PROJECT : VOYAGER/71
CHANNEL: TRACKING/106.6 BPS
DATE July 22, 19_5
PAGE 2 .of
MODE:
NO.
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
PgIMARY LO-GAIN ANTENNA/20 watts/85' WOOMERA
PA RA METER VA LUE
CARRIER PERFORMANCE
Threshold 8NR in 2BLo 6.0
Threshold Carrier Power
-158.3 dh.
Performance Margin
40
TOLERANCE
+.7
--.9
SOURCE
B
H
DATA CHANNEL
Modulation Loss 1.5
+7.77
-6,07
_.5
+4.97
H
HIF
Received Data Subcarrler Power
Bit Rate (I/T) (106.6 BPS)
Required ST/N/B
Threshold Subcarrier Power
Performance Margin
-114.4 dbn
20,3
5.9
-155 dhm
-4.47 H
- E
_+_5 E
+1.2
-1.4 H
SYNC CHANNEL
Modulation Loss
40.6
1.5 +.5
+4.97
H
H_F
Receiver SYNC Subcarrler Power
SYNC APC Noise BW(2BLo= 1 CPS
Threshold SNR in 2BLo
Threshold Subcarrier Power
Performance Margin
-114.4 db,
) 0
24
-157.2 dbm
42.8
-4.47
+-.4
+-1.0
+2.1
-2.3
+7 •27
-6.57
H
E
E
H
H
COMMENTS:
A. PAl to primary Lo-Galn.
B. ii0 ° earth cone angle.
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TELECOMMUNICATION DESIGN CONTROL TABLE
PROJECT: VOYAGER '71
CHANNEL: TRACKING/106.6 BPS
MODE:
II-lO DATE July 22_ 1965
PAGE_of 2
PRIMARY LO-GAIN ANTENNA/20 Watts/85' CANBERRA
NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
PARAMETER VALUE TOLERANCE SOURCE
Total Transmitter Power 43 dbm ±I J
Transmitting Circuit Loss
1.94 ±.37
Transmitting Antenna Gain A -10.5 ±2.0
Transmitting Antenna Pointing Loss
e
Space Loss
2295 MC, R= 61500
Polarization Loss B
KM
Receiving Antenna Gain
196.4
53
+I.0
--.5
I
G_H
G
H
C
CReceiving Antenna Pointing Loss 0 ±0
Receiving Circuit Loss .2 ±.i C
Net Circuit Loss 159
Total Received Power -!!_ dbm
Receiver Noise Spectral Denslty(N/B) dbm
-181.2 _-_ps
5.38
T System I 55OK ±i0 o
Carrier Modulation Loss
Received Carrier Power
+2.97
-3.47
+4.47
-3.97
+.7
--.9
±1.4
+5.87
-5.37
+0
.iCarrier APC Noise BW (2BLO= 48 cps )
-118.4 dbm
16.9
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-TRACKING (one-way)
Threshold SNR in 2BLo 0
+7.77
-6.07
H
H
C
H,F
H
D
-- B
+.7
Threshold Carrier Power -164.3 dbm -1.9 H
Performance Margin
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-TRACKING (two-way)
45.9 H
Threshold SNR in 2BLo 2.0 ±1.0 B
+1.7
Threshold Carrier Power -162.3 dbm -2.9 H
Performance Margin 43.9 H
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TELECOMMUNICATIONDESIGN CONTROLTABLE II-10.
PROJECT:VOYAGER'71
CIIANNEL :TRACKING/106.6 BPS
DATE July 22, 19.6.5
PAGE . 2 of 2_____
MODE: PRIMARY LO-GAIN ANTENNA/20 watts/85' CANBERRA
NO. PARA METER
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
CARRIER PERFORMANCE
Threshold SNR in 2BLo
Threshold Carrier Power
Performance Margin
DATA CHANNEL
Modulation Loss
Received Data Subcarrler Power
Bit Rate (I/T) (106.6 BPS)
Required ST/N/B
'rhreshold Subcarrler Power
Performance Margin
SYNC CHANNEL
n
Modulation Loss
Receiver SYNC Subcarrier Power
SYNC APC Noise BW(2BLo= 1CPS )
Threshold SNR in 2BLo
Threshold Subcarrier Power
Performance Margin
VALUE
6.0
-158.3 dbm
39.9
TOLERANCE
1.5 -+.5
+4.97
-114.5 dbm -4.47
20.3
5.9
-155, dbm
40.5
1,5
-114.5 dbm
+-.5
+1.2
-1,4
+6.37
-5.67
+-.5
+4.97
-4.47
SOURCE
B
H
H
HjF
H
E
E
H
H
COMMENTS:
A. For ii0 ° earth cone angle.
B.
0 +-.4 E
24 -+i.0 E
-157,2 dbm
42.7
H
H
Antenna gain includes polarization loss.
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TELECOMMUNICATION DESIGN CONTROL TABLE II-ll
PROJECT: VOYAGER 71
CHANNEL: TRACKING/f06.6 BPS
MODE: PRIMARY LO-GAIN ANTENNA/20 Watts/85' DSIF
DATE July 22 s 1965
PAGE__I__of 2
NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
i0
II
12
I"
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
PARAMETER VALUE TOLERANCE SOURCE
Total Transmitter Power 43 dbm ±i J
Transmitting Circuit Loss 1.94 ±.37 I
Transmitting Antenna Galn A 3.5 ±2.0 G,H
Transmitting Antenna Pointing Loss 0 -- G
Space Loss 250 --
2295 MC, R= 3.2 x 107K M
Polarization Loss
±i.0
-- .5Receiving Antenna Gain 53 C
Receiving Antenna Pointing Loss 0 ±0 C
Receiving Circuit Loss .2 ±.I C
Net Circuit Loss 196.5
+3.0
-3_5
+4.5
-4.0
H
H
Threshold Carrier Power -170.4 dbm H
+7.3
Performance Margin ii.5 -6.1 H
Threshold SNR in 2BLo
Carrier APC Noise BW (2BLo= 12 cps ) 10.8
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-TRACKING (one-way)
0
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-TRACKING (two-way)
l
Threshold SNR in 2BLo 2.0 ±I.0 B
+i. 7
Threshold Carrier Power -168.4 dbm -2.4 H
+8.3
Performance Margin 9.5 -7.1 H
129 of 248
5.38 ±1.4 H,F
+5.9
Received Carrier Power -158.9 dbm -5.4 H
T System = 55OK ±10 o
Carrier Modulation Loss
±0
+.7
-1.4
D
R
Total Received Power -153.5 dbm
Receiver Noise Spectral Denslty(N/B) dbm +.7
-181.2 cps -.9 C
VB233FD101
TELECOMMUNICAT ION DESIGN CONTROL.TABLE
PROJECT : VOYAGER 71
CHANNEL : TRACKING/106.6 BPS
II-ll DATE July 22, 1965
PAGE_of_2____
MODE: PRIMARY LO-GAIN ANTENNA/20 watts/85' DSIF
NO. PARA METER
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
CARRIER PERFORMANCE
Threshold SNR in 2BLo 6.0
VALUE TOLERANCE
Threshold Carrier Power -164.4 dbm
+7.3
Performance Margin 5.5 -6.1
DATA CHANNEL
Modulation Loss
Received Data Subcarrler Power
1.5
-155 dbm
20.3
5.9
Bit Rate (I/T) (106.6 BPS)
Required ST/N/B
Threshold Subcarrier Power
-155 _bm
Performance Margin
0
1.5
±.5
±,_
+1.2
-i.4
+6.4
-5.7
-+.5
SOURCE
130 of 248
A. See Figure II-l.
COMMENTS:
36 Performance Margin 2.2
i
-157.2 dbn
+2.1
-2.3 H
+7.3
-6.6 H
Receiver SYNC Subcarrier Power
-155 dbm
SYNC APC Noise BW(2BLo= 1 CPS ) 0 -+.4 E
Threshold SNR in 2BLo 24 ±i.0 E
Threshold Subcarrier Power
HjF
H
E
E
H
H
HjF
H
Modulation Loss
SYNC CHANNEL
B
H
H
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TELECOMMUNICATION DESIGN CONTROL TABLE II-12
PROJECT: VOYAGER '71
CIIANNEL: TRACKING/106.6 BPS
MODE: SECONDARY LO-GAIN ANTENNA/20 Watt/85' DSIF
DATE July 22. 1965
PAGE_of 2
NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
2O
i
21
PARAMETER VALUE TOLERANCE SOURCE
Total Transmitter Power 43 dbm -+l J
Transmitting Circuit Loss 2.46 +.37
Transmitting Antenna Gain 0 G
Transmitting Antenna Pointing Loss. 0 +0 G
Space Loss 246.8 -- H
2295 .MC, R= 23 x 106 KM
Polarization Loss
Receiving Antenna Gain
Receiving Antenna Pointing Loss
Receiving Circuit Loss
Net Circuit Loss
Total Received Power
Receiver Noise Spectral Denslty(N/B)
T System - 55OK ±i0 o
Carrier Modulation Loss
.03
53
0
196.5
-153.5 dbm
-181.2 dbm
cps
5.38
-158,9 dbm
10.8
Received Carrier Power
Carrier APC Noise BW (2_O= 12 cps )
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-TRACKING (one-way)
Threshold SNR in 2BLO 0
Threshold Carrier Power -170.4 dbm
Performance Margin 11.5
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-TRACK ING (two-way)
Threshold SNR in 2BLo 2.0
-168,4 dbm
9.5
Threshold Carrier Power
Performance Margin
+.07
+.03
+.i
+1.7
-2.5
+3.5
-2.7
±I. 4
+4.9
-4.1
+0
--.5
H
C
¢
C
H
H
C
H,F
H
D
-- B
+.7
-1.4 H
±I.0
+1.7
-2.4
+7.3
-5.7
H
B
H
H
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TELECOMMUNICATION DESIGN CONTROL TABLE II-12
PROJECT : VOYAGER 71
CHANNEL :TRACKING/IQ6.6 BI_
MODE: SECONDARY LO-GAIN ANTENNA/20 watt/85' DSIF
DATE .July 22:196_5
PAGE 2 of 2__
NO. PARA METER
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
CARRIER PERFORMANCE
Threshold SNR in 2BLo
VALUE TOLERANCE
6.0
Threshold Carrier Power -164.4 db.
Performance Margin +6.3
5.5 -4.7
DATA CHANNEL
+.7
-1.4
Modulat£on Loss 1.5 ±.5
Received Data Subcarrler Power +4.0
-155 dbm -_,.2
Bit Rate (I/T) (106.6 BI_S)
Required ST/N/B
Threshold Subcarrier Power
Performance Margin
SYNC CHANNEL
20.3
5.9
1.5
-155 dbm
+.5
Modulation Loss
Receiver SYNC Subcarrier Power
SYNC APC Noise BW(2BLo= 1CPS )
Threshold SNR in 2BLo
Threshold Subcarrier Power
Performance Margin
+1.2
-1.4
+5.4
-4.4
+.5
+4.0
-3.2
SOURCE
B
H
.... H
H,F
H
E
E
H
H_F
H
D +.4 E
24 +-i.0 E
-157.2
2.2
+2.1
"2.3
+6:3
-5.3
H
H
COMMENTS:
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TELECOMMUNICATIONDESIGN CONTROL TABLE
PROJECT: VOYAGER '71
CHANNEL: TRACKING/106.6 BPS
II-13
MODE: HI-GAIN ANTENNA/20 Watt/85' DSIF
DATE July 22, 1965
PAGE 1 of 2
NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
PARAMETER VALUE TOLERANCE SOURCE
Total Transmitter Power 43 dbm J
Transmitting Circuit Loss A 2.57 I
=
Transmitting Antenna Gain 32.5 G
Transmitting Antenna Pointing Loss 7 G
Space Loss 278.5 H
.03
2295 MC, R= 8,72 xl08KM
Polarization Loss H
Receiving Antenna Gain 53 C
Receiving Antenna Pointing Loss 0 C
Receiving Circuit Loss .2 C
Net Circuit Loss 196.5 H
Total Received Power -153.5 dbm H
dbmReceiver Noise Spectral Density(N/B)
T System = 55OK ±i0 o
Carrier Modulation Loss
-181.2
5.38
-158.9 dbm
_n 8
,a. ,,J.
Received Carrier Power
Carrier APC Noise BW (2_0= 12 cps )
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-TRACKING (one-way)
Threshold SNR in 2BLo 0
C
+I
+.47
+.4
--,6
+.07
-.03
+i':0
--,5
±.I
+1.7
-2.0
+3.0
-2.7
+.7
--.9
+1.4
+4,4
-4.1
+0
+.7
-1.4
+5.8
-4.8
-+I.0
+1.7
-2.4
'+6.8
-5.8
H_F
H
D
S ..
Threshold Carrier Power -170.4 dbm H
Performance Margin 11.6 H
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-TRACKING (two-wa_)
Threshold SNR in 2BLo 2.0 B
Threshold Carrier Power -168.4 dbm H
Performance Margin 9.6 H
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TELECOMMUN ICAT ION DES IGN CONTROL TA BLE I1-13
PROJECT : VOYAGER '71
CIIANNEL: TRACKING/I06.6 BPS
DATE July 22. 1965
PAGE_2_ of _2_----
MODE: HI-GAIN ANTENNA/20 Watt/85' DSIF
NO. PARAMETER
22
23
24
25
26
,m
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
CARRIER PERFORMANCE
Threshold SNR in 2BLo
Threshold Carrier Power
Performance Margin
VALUE TOLERANCE
6.0 m
+.7
m164.4 dbm -1.4
+5.8
-4.8
SOURCE
B
DATA CHANNEL
Modulation Loss
Received Data Subcarrler Power
Bit Rate (I/T) (106.6 BPS)
5.6
1.5
-155 dbm
-+.5
+3.5
-3.2
H
H
H.F
H
20.3 - E
Required ST/N/B 5.9 +.5 E
Threshold Subcarrier Power
-155 dbm
Performance Margin
+1.2
-1,4
+4.9
-4.4
SYNC CHANNEL
0
H
H
Modulation Loss 1.5 ±.5 HaF
+3.5
Receiver SYNC Subcarrier Power -155 dbm -3.2 H
SYNC APC Noise BW(2BLo= 1ClmS ) 0 ±.4 E
24
-157.2
Threshold SNR in 2BLo
Threshold Subcarrier Power
±i .0
Performance Margin
COMMENTS:
A. PAl to Hi-Galn Antenna.
2.2
E
H
H
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TELECOMMUNICATION DESIGN CONTROL TABLE II-14
PROJECT: VOYAGER '71
CIlANNEL:
MODE:
TRACKING/533 BPS
MEDIUM GAIN ANTENNA/20 Watt/85' DSIF
DATE July 22, 1965
PAGE__I___of 2
NO.
i
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
i0
11
12
13
14
q
£D
16
17
18
19
2O
21
PARAMETER
Total Transmitter Power
VALUE
Transmitting Antenna Pointing LossB
,43 dbm
Transmitting Circuit Loss A
I. 58
Transmitting Antenna Gain 21
--m
KM
Space Loss
2295 MC, R= 1.2xi08
Polarization Loss B
Receiving Antenna Gain
Receiving Antenna Pointing Loss
Receiving Circuit Loss
Net Circuit Loss
Total Received Power
Receiver Noise Spectral Denslty(N/B)
T System.. ssog ±]00
Carrier Modulation Loss
261.8
53
0
.2
,.
189.6
-146,6 dbm,,,
-181.2 db_.__m
cps
5.38
TOLERANCE
+I
+ 37
--e
+.25
+i.0
--°5
+.I
+I. 5
-I,7
+2.7
-2.5
+1.4
SOURCE
J
I
O,H
C
C
C
H
H
C
H,F
+4.1
Received Carrier Power -152 dbm -3.9 H
+0
Carrier APC Noise BW t._ _ 1o !0
_LO- ._ cps) .8 -.5 D
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-TRACKING (one-way)
Threshold SNR in 2BLO 0 -- B
+.7
Threshold Carrier Power -170.4 dbm -1.4 H
+5.5
Performance Margin 18.4 -4.6 H
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-TRACK ING (two-way)
+-I 0
t
+1.7
-2.4
Threshold SNR in 2BLo 2,0 B
Threshold Carrier Power -160.4 dbm H
+6.5
Performance Margin 16.4 -5.6 H
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TELECOMMUNICATIONDESIGN CONTROLTABLE II-14
PROJECT : VOYAGER ' 71
CHANNEL: TRACKING/533 BPS
DATE July 22, 1965
PAGE __._.of _.2.._._
MODE: MEDIUM GAIN ANTENNA/20 Watt/85' DSIF
NO. PARA METER
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
CARRIER PERFORMANCE
VALUE
Threshold SNR in 2BLo 8.0
Threshold Carrier Power -164.4 db_
Performance Margin 12.4
DATA CHANNEL
Modulation Loss
Received Data Subcarrier Power
TOLERANCE
m
+.7
-I .4
+5.5
-4.6
SOURCE
H
H
1.5
-148.1 dbm
Bit Rate (I/T) (533 BPS) 27.2
Required ST/N/B 5.9
Threshold Subcarrier Power -148.1 dbm
Performance Margin
+.5 H.F
SYNC CHANNEL
Modulation Loss
Receiver SYNC Subcarrier Power
SYNC APC Noise BW(2B'o=u 2 CPS
Threshold SNR in 2BLo
Threshold Subcarrier Power
Performance Margin,
0
1.5
-148.1 dbm
) 3.0
24
-154.2 dbm
6.1
+3.2
-3.0
-+.5
+1.2
-i .4
+4.6
-4.2
+-.5
-+.4
+-i.0
+2.1
-2.3
H
E
E
H
H
H_F
H
E
E
H
H
COMMEh_r S :
A. PA2 to Mariner Antenna
B. Antenna gain includes polarization loss and pointing loss.
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'rEI,ECOMMUNICATION DESIGN CONTROL TABLE II-15
PROJECT: VOYAGER '71
CHANNEL: TRACKING/3 1/3 BPS
MODE: PRIMARY LO-GAIN ANTENNA/20 Watts/85' DSIF
NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
I0
ii
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
DATE July 22_ 1965
PAGE I____ of 2
PARAMETER
Total Transmitter Power
Transmitting Circuit Loss
Transmitting Antenna Gain B
Transmitting Antenna Pointing Loss
VALUE TOLERANCE SOURCE
43 dbm ±1 J
_.94 -.+ 37 I
0.5 ±2.0 G,H
Space Loss
2295 MC, R= 6.8 x 107KM
A
Polarization Loss
Receiving Antenna Gain
Receiving Antenna Pointing Loss
Receiving Circuit Loss
Net Circuit Loss
0 ---- G
E--257.3
+i.0
+-0
+ 1
_o
C
C
C
H_
53
0
+2.97
-3.47
+4.47
-3.97 H
C
,2
205 9 '__
Total Received Power -162.9 dbm
Receiver Noise Spectral Density(N/B) dbm
-181.2
T System = 55°K ±i0 °
Carrier Modulation Loss 1.54
Received Carrier Power -164.4 dbm
Carrier APC Noise BW (2BLo = 12 cps ) 10.8
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-TRACKING (one-way)
0Threshold SNR in 2BLo
-170.4 dbmThreshold Carrier Power
6,0
-+I.I
+5.57
Performance Margin
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-TRACK ING (two-way)
Threshold SNR in 2BLo 2.0
Threshold Carrier Power -168.4 dbm
Performance Margin 4.0
HaF
-5.07 H
+0
-..5 D
-- B
+.7
-1.4 H
+6.97
-5.77 H
±I. 0 B
+1.7
-2.4 H
+7.97
-6.77 H
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TELECOMMUNICATION DESIGN CONTROL TABLE II-15
PROJECT: VOYAGER '71
CIIANNEL: TRACKING/3 1/3 BPS
MODE: PRIMARY LO-GAIN ANTENNA/20 watts/85' DS
NO.
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
3O
DATE July 22, 1965
IF
31
32
33
34
35
36
PARAMETER VALUE
CARRIER PERFORMANCE
Threshold SNR in 2BLO 8.0
Threshold Carrier Power -164.4 db.
Performance Margin
PAGE 2 of __
TOLERANCE SOURCE
B
DATA CHANNEL
0
Modulation Loss 5.23
Received Data Subcarrier Power
-168.1 dbz
Bit Rate (I/T) (3 1/3 BPS)
5.1
Required ST/N/B 8
Threshold Subcarrier Power
mm
+.7
-1.4
+6.97
-5.77
H
H
H_F
Performance Margin
SYNC CHANNEL
Modulation Loss
-168. i db_
0
5.23
H
E
-+.4
+4.87
-4.37
-+.4
H
H
Receiver SYNC Subcarrier Power -168.1dbm
SYNC APC Noise BW(2BLO= .25 CPS) -6.0 -+.4 E
Threshold SNR in 2BLo 17.0 ±.5 E
Threshold Subcarrier Power
-170.2 dbn
Performance Margin 2.2
HIF
H
H
H
+1.6
-I .8
+6.67
-5.97
COMMENTS:
B. See Figure' II-l.
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TELECOMMUNICATION DESIGN CONTROL TABLE II-16
PROJECT: VOYAGER '71
CHANNEL: TRACKING/3 1/3 BPS
MODE: SECONDARY LO-GAIN ANTENNA/20 Watt/85' DSIF
DATE July 22, 1965
PAGE___!_lof 2
NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
I0
II
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
PARAMETER VALUE TOLERANCE SOURCE
Total Transmitter Power 43 dbm ±I.0 J
Transmittlng Circuit Loss 2.46 ±.37 I
Transmitting Antenna Gain 0
Transmitting Antenna Pointing Loss
• 0 --
Space Loss 256.3'
2295 .MC, R= 67"5xi06 KM
Polarization Loss 03
+i.0
Receiving Antenna Gain 53 -.5
Receiving Antenna Pointing Loss 0 ±0
Receiving Circuit Loss .2 ±.I
Net Circuit Loss 205.9
Total Received Power
Receiver Noise Spectral Denslty(N/B)
T System = 55OK ±i0 o
Carrier Modulation Loss
-162,9
-181.2 dbm
cps
i. 54
-164.4 dbm
10.8
Received Carrier Power
Carrier APC Noise BW (2BLo= 12 cps )
6.0
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-TRACKING (one-way)
+I .7
-2.5
+3.5
-2.7
+I. 1
+4.6
-3.7
+0
-- ..5
G
H
H
C
C
C
H
H
C
H,F
H
D
Threshold SNR in 2BLo 0 -- B
+.7
Threshold Carrier Power -170.4 dbm -1.4 H
+6.0
Performance Margin -4.5 H
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-TRACKING (two-way)
Threshold SNR in 2BLo 2.0 ±I.0 B
+1.7
Threshold Carrier Power -168.4 dbm -2.4 H
Performance Margin 4.0 H
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TELECOMMUNICATION DESIGN CONTROL TABLE
PROJECT: VOYAGER '71
CHANNEL: TRACKING/3 1/3 BPS
II-16 DATE July 22, 1965
PAGE 2 of __
MODE:
NO.
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
SECONDARY LO-GAIN ANTENNA/20 watt/85' DSIF
PARA METER
CARRIER PERFORMANCE
Threshold SNR in 2BLo
Threshold Carrier Power
Performance Margin
DATA CHANNEL
Modulation Loss
Received Data Subcarrier Power
VALUE
6.0
-164.4 dbm
0
5.23
-168.1 dbm
TOLERANCE
-+.4
+3.9
-3.0
SOURCE
B
H
H
HmF
H
Bit Rate (I/T)(3 1/3 BPS)
5.1 - E
Required ST/N/B 8.0 -+i.0 E
Threshold Subcarrier Power
Performance Margin
SYNC CHANNEL
+1.7
-1.9
+5.8
-4,7
-+.4
+3.9
-3.0
5.23
-168,1 dbm
-6.0
+1.6
-1,9
+5.8
-4.6
17.0
Modulation Loss
-170,2 dbm
2.1
Receiver SYNC Subcarrier Power
SYNC APC Noise BW(2BLo= .25 CPS)
Threshold SNR in 2BLo
Threshold Subcarrier Power
Performance Margin
H
H
COMMENTS :
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TELECOMMUNICATIONDESIGN CONTROL TABLE II-17
PROJECT" VOYAGER '71
CHANNEL: TRACKING/2.133 KBS
MODE: HI-GAIN/20 Watt/85' D$_F
DATE July 22, 19,65
PAGE I_!__ of 2
NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
i0
II
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
PARAMETER VALUE TOLERANCE SOURCE
Total Transmitter Power 43 dbm ±I.0 J
Transmitting Circuit Loss 2.57 ±.47 I
Transmitting Antenna Gain
Transmitting Antenna Pointing Loss
;Space Loss
2295 MC, R= 1"98xi08
Polarization Loss
KM
32.5
.7
265.6
G
G
H
H
.03
+I.0
Receiving Antenna Gain 53 -.5 C
Receiving Antenna Pointing Loss 0 -- C
Receiving Circuit Loss . .2 ±.I C
+1.7
Net Circuit Loss 183.6 -2.0 H
-140.6 dbm
dbm
-181.2 cps
Total Received Power
Receiver Noise Spectral Denslty(N/B)
T System = 55OK ±i0 o
Carrier Modulation Loss
Received Carrier Power
Carrier APC Noise BW (2BLo= 12 cps)
5,38
-146 dbm
10.8
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-TRACKING (one-way)
Threshold SNR in 2BLo 0
Threshold Carrier Power
Performance Margin
+3.0
-2,7
+.7
--.9
±1.4
+4.4
-4.1
+0
--,5
+5.8
-4,8
-170.4 dbm
24.4
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-TRACKING (two-way)
H
C
H.F
H
D
B
H
H
Threshold SNR in 2BLO 2.0 ±I.0 B
+1.7
Threshold Carrier Power 168.4 dbm -2.4 H
+6.8
Performance Margin 22.4 -5.8 H
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TELECOMMUNICATION DESIGN CONTROL TABLE If-17
PROJECT : VOYAGER '71
CIIANNEL: TRACKING/2.133 gRS
MODE: HI-GAIN/20 watt/85' DSIF
NO. PARAMETER
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
CARRIER PERFORMANCE
Threshold SNR in 2BLo
VALUE
6.0
DATE July 22, 1965
PAGE_._2._ of __2___
TOLERANCE
Threshold Carrier Power
-164.4 dbm
Performance Margin 18.4 -4.8
DATA CHANNEL
Modulation Loss
1.5
-142.1 dbm
36
33.2
Received Data Subcarrier Power
Bit Rate (I/T) (2. 133 KBS)
+.7
-1.4
 5.8
+ 5
+3.5
-3.2
Required ST/N/B 5.9 ±.5
+1.2
Threshold Subcarrier Power !-142.1 dbm -1.4
Performance Margin
SYNC CHANNEL
0
1.5
-142. i dbm
Modulation Loss
Receiver SYNC Subcarrier Power
SYNC APC Noise BW(2BLo= 4 CPS )
Threshold SNR in 2BLo
Threshold Subcarrier Power
Performance Margin
COMMENTS:
±.5
SOURCE
B
H
H
HaF
H
E
E
H
H
H,F
H
6.0 E
24 ±i.0 E
+2.1
-151.2 dbm -2.3 H
9 +5.8
.I -5.3 H
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TELECOMMUNICATIONDESIGN CONTROLTABLE II-18
PROJECT: VOYAGER' 71
CHANNEL" TRACKING/4.267 KBS
MODE: HI-GAIN ANTENNA/20 Watt/85' DSIF
DATE July 22, 1965
PAGE__I__of 2
NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
I0
II
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
PARAMETER VALUE TOLERANCE SOURCE
Total Transmitter Power 43 dbm ±I.0 J
Transmitting Circuit Loss 2.57 ±.47 I
Transmitting Antenna Gain 32.5
Transmitting Antenna Pointing Loss
Space Loss
2295 MC, R=/_L-l_KM
Polarization Loss
Receiving Antenna Gain
Receiving Antenna Pointing Loss
Receiving Circuit Loss
Net Circuit Loss
.7
262,6
.03
53
0
,2
180.6
-137.6 dbmTotal Received Power
Receiver Noise Spectral Density(N/B) -181 2 dbm
" cp---_
T System = 55OK +10 °
Carrier Modulation Loss 5.38
Received Carrier Power -143 dbm
Carrier APC Noise BW (2BLo= 12 cps) 10.8
+.i
+1.7
-2,0
+3.0
-2.7
G
G
H
H
C
C
C
H
H
+.7
-.9 C
-+1.4
+4.4
-4.1
H,F
H
+0
-..5 D
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-TRACKING (one-way)
Threshold SNR in 2BLo
Threshold Carrier Power
Performance Margin
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-TRACKING (two-way)
Threshold SNR in 2BLo
0
Threshold Carrier Power
Performance Margin
-170.4 dbm
27.4
2.0
-168.4 dbm
25.4
-- B
+.7
-1.4 H
+5.8
-4.8 H
±I.0 B
+I. 7
-2.4 H
+6.8
-5.8 H
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TELECOMMUNICATIONDESIGN CONTROLTABLE II-18
PROJECT: VOYAGER '71
i
CIIANNEL: TRACKING/4.267 KBS
DATE July 22j 1965
PAGE_2__ of __2__-
MODE: HI-GAIN ANTENNA/20 Watt/85' DSIF
NO. PARA METER
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
JJ
34
35
36
.,=
CARRIER PERFORMANCE
VALUE TOLERANCE SOURCE
Threshold SNR in 2BLo 6.0 - B
Threshold Carrier Power +.7
-164.4 dbm -1.4 H
Performance Margin +5.8
21.4 -4.8 H
DATA CHANNEL
Modulation Loss
Received Data Subcarrier Power
Bit Rate (I/T) (4.267 KBS)
Required ST/N/B
1.5
-139. i dbm
36.2
5.9
_139. i dbm
¢
+ 5
-to
+1.2
-1.4
+4.9
-4.4
1.5 +.5
+3.5
Threshold Subcarrier Power
Performance Margin
SYNC CHANNEL
Modulation Loss
tt:F
H
E
E
H
H
Receiver SYNC Subcarrier Power
-139.1 dbm -3.2
SYNC APC Noise _w(_-_LO = 5.o_oj 7.5 +.4 E
Threshold SNR in 2BLo 24 ±I.0 E
-149.7 dbr
10.6
Threshold Subcarrier Power +2.1
-2.3
+5.8 [
-5.3Performance Margin H
COMMENTS:
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T:_LECOMMUNICATIONDESIGN CONTROLTABLE
PROJECT: VOYAGER'71
II-19
CHANNEL : TRACK/8,533 KBS
MODE: HI-GAIN ANTENNA/20 Watt/85' DSIF
DATE July 22, 1965
PAGE l_!___of 2
NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
2O
21
PARAMETER VALUE
Total Transmitter Power 43 dbm
TOLERANCE SOURCE
259.4
J
ITransmitting Circuit Loss 2.57
+.4
Transmitting Antenna Gain 32.5 -.6 O
Transmitting Antenna Pointing Loss .7 _- G
Space Loss
_QQ_ MC, R= Q g Y ]07KM
Polarization Loss .03
Receiving Antenna Gain 53
Receiving Antenna Pointing Loss
Receiving Circuit Loss
Net Circuit Loss
0
.2
177.4
Total Received Power -134.4 dbm
Receiver Noise Spectral Density(N/B) dbm
-181.2 cp---_
5.38
-139.8 dbm
10.8
T System _ 55OK +i0 o
Carrier Modulation Loss
Received Carrier Power
Carrier APC Noise BW (2BLo=I2 CPS )
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-TRACKING (one-way)
Threshold SNR in 2BLo 0
Threshold Carrier Power -170.4 dbm
+.i
+1.7
-2.0
+3.0
-2.7
+.7
--.9
+I. 4
+4.4
-4,1
+0
--., 5
tl.O
+1.7
-2.4
+6.8
-5.8
Performance Margin 30.6
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-TRACKING (two-way)
Threshold SNR in 2BLo 2.0
Threshold Carrier Power -168.4 dbm
Performance Margin 28.6
H
H
C
C
C
H
tt
C
H,F
H
D
B
H
H
B
H
H
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TELECOMMUNICATIONDESIGN CONTROLTABLE
PRO.IECT: VOYAGER_71
CIIANNEL: TRACKING/8.533 KBS
II-19 DATE July 22 a 196_5
PAGE___ o f _2____
MODE :
NO.
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
HI-GAIN ANTENNA/20 watt/85' DSIF
PA RA METER
CARRIER PERFORMANCE
Threshold SNR in 2BLo
Threshold Carrier Power
Performance Margin
DATA CHANNEL
Modulation Loss
VALUE
@.O
-164.4 db.
24.6
1.5
Received Data Subcarrier Power
-135.9 dbm
Bit Rate (I/T) ('8.533 KBS)
39.4
Required ST/N/B 5.9
Threshold Subcarrier Power
-135.9 dbm
Performance Margin 0
SYNC CHANNEL
Modulation Loss
Receiver SYNC Subcarrier Power
SYNC APC Noise BW(2BLo=8 CPS )
Threshold SNR in 2BLo
Threshold Subcarrier Power
Performance Margin
COMMENTS :
TOLERANCE
+.7
-1.4
+5.8
-4.8
+ 5
+3.5
-3.2
+_,
+1.2
-14
+4.9
-4,4
+._
+3.5
-3.2
1.5
-135,9 dbm
9.0 +.4
24 +i.0
+2.1
-2.3
+5.8
-5.3
SOURCE
R
H
H
H,F
H
E
I
E
H
H
HAF .
H
-148.2 dbm
12.3
E
E
H
H
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TELECOMMUNICATION DESIGN CONTROL TABLE
PROJECT : VOYAGER ' 7]
CIIANNEL : TRACK/1SBPS
MODE: 85'/10 KW/PRIMARY LO-GAIN ANTENNA
II-20 DATE July 22j 1965
PAGE 1__!___of 2
NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
PARAMETER VALUE TOLERANCE SOURCE
+.5
Total Transmitter Power 70 dbm -0 B
Transmitting Circuit Loss .4 ±.1 B
Transmitting Antenna Gain 51
Transmitting Antenna Pointing Loss
Space Loss
2113 MC, R= 1.3 x 108KM
Polarization Loss C
Receiving Antenna Gain B
0
261.7
+i.0
--,_
B
B
Receiving Antenna Pointing Loss C
Receiving Circuit Loss A
2.52 ±.65 I
Net Circuit Loss 214.1
-144.1 dbm
dbm
-166.2 cps
1.4
-145.5 dbm
Total Received Power
Receiver Noise Spectral Density(N/B)
T System . 1750°K +_
Carrier Modulation Loss
Received Carrier Power
+I. 25
-I,75
+2.25
-1.25
±I. I
---=
Carrier APC Noise BW (2BLo = 18 cps ) 12.6
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-TRACKING (one-way)
H
H
H,F
H
Threshold SNR in 2BLo
Threshold Carrier Power
Performance Margin
CAR RIER PERFORMANCE-TRACKING (two-way)
Threshold SNR in 2BLO 3.8 -- B
Threshold Carrier Power -149.8 dbm ±1.1 H
+3.55
Performance Margin 4.3 -2.65 H
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TELECOMMUNICATION DESIGN CONTROL TABLE II-20
PROJECT: VOYAGER '71
CHANNEL: TRACK/I SBPS
DATE July 22_ 1965
PAGE2_/___of2_____
MODE: 85'/i0 KW/PRIMARY LO-GAIN ANTENNA
NO. PARA METER
22
"23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
CARRIER PERFORMANCE
Threshold SNR in 2BLo
Threshold Carrier Power
Performance Margin
DATA CHANNEL
Modulation Loss
Received Data Subcarrier Power
Bit Rate (I/T) (I-SBPS)
Required ST/N/B
VALUE
8.0
-145.6 dbm
TOLERANCE
+i.0
t2.1
SOURCE
B
H
.l
+.7
H
9.1
-153.2 dbm
0
-.5
13
Threshold Subcarrier Power
-153.2 dbm ±1.1
+3.85
Performance Margin 0 -3.05
SYNC CHANNEL
9.0
-153.1 dbm
Modulation Loss
32 Receiver SYNC Subcarrier Power
33 SYNC APC Noise BW(2BLo= 5 CPS
34
H,F
H
L
35
36
L
H
H
H,F
H
) -3.0 +.4 L
Threshold SNR in 2BLo 16 - L
21.5 H
H
Threshold Subcarrier Power
Performance Margin
-153.2 dbm
COMMENTS:
A. Primary Lo-Gain to receiver #i
B. See Figure A5-5.
C. Included in Antenna gain.
,i
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TELECOMMUNICATION DESIGN CONTROL TABLE II-21
PROJECT : VOYAGER ' 71
CHANNEL: TRACK/I SBPS
MODE: 85'/i0 kw/MEDIUM GAIN (MARINER) ANTENNA
DATEJI'ly _2; 1965
PAGE l__!__of 2
NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
I0
II
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
PARAMETER VALUE
Total Transmitter Power 70 dbm
Transmitting Circuit Loss .4
Transmitting Antenna Gain 51
Transmitting Antenna Pointing Loss
Space Loss
-3 8
._2113MC, R-'-_KM
B
Polarization Loss
Receiving Antenna Gain
B
Receiving Antenna Pointing Loss
A
Receiving Circuit Loss
269
13.3
2.46
TOLERANCE
+.1
+l.U
+i .3
-1.5
-+.75
SOURCE
B
B
B
A
H
H
G
Net Circuit Loss 207.6 H
+3.15
Total Received Power -137.6 dbm -2.85 H
-166.2 db____m
cpsReceiver Noise Spectral Denslty(N/B)
+450
T System = 1750OK -425
Carrier Modulation Loss
+-i.i
+.3
--.2
+3.35
-3.15
1.4
Received Carrier Power -139 dbm
Carrier APC Noise BW (2BLoffi 18 CPS ) 12.6
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-TRACKING (one-way)
Threshold SNR in 2BLo
Threshold Carrier Power
Performance Margin
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-TRACK ING (two-way)
H
H,F
H
Threshold SNR in 2BLo
Threshold Carrier Power
Performance Margin
3.8
-149.8 dbm
10.8
±I.i
B
H
H
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TELECOMMUNICATIONDESIGN CONTROLTABLE II-21
PROJECT: VOYAGER '71
CIIANNEL: TRACK/I SBPS
DATE July 22j 19_65
PAGE 2 of 2__
MODE:
NO.
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
85'/i0 k_/MEDIUM GAIN (MARINER) ANTENNA
PARA METER VALUE
CARRIER PERFORMANCE
Threshold SNR in 2BLo 8.O
Threshold Carrier Power
-145.6 dbr
Performance Margin 6.6
TOLERANCE
-+i.0
+2.1
SOURCE
B
H
DATA CHANNEL
Modulation Loss 9.1
Received Data Subcarrier Power
Bit Rate (I/T) (I SBPS)
+.7
--.5
H
H,F
-146.7 dbm
0
H
Lm
Required ST/N/B 13 - L
Threshold Subcarrier Power -153.2 dbn -+i.I H
+4.75
Performance Margin 6.5 -4.65 H
36
SYNC CHANNEL
Modulation Loss 9.0
-146.6 dbm
-3
16
-153.2 dbm
6.6
Receiver SYNC Subcarrier Power
SYNC APC Noise BW(2BLo=.5 CPS )
Threshold SNR in 2BLo
Threshold Subcarrier Power
Performance Margin
-+.4
+1.8
COMMENTS:
A. Mariner antenna Vla receiver #3.
H,F
H
L
L
H
H
B. Included in antenna gain.
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TELECOMMUNICATION DESIGN CONTROL TABLE II-22
PROJECT: VOYAGER '71
CHANNEL' TRACK/ISBPS
MODE : 85'/I0 KW/HI-GAIN ANTENNA
DATE July 22 z 1965
PAGE l__!__ of 2
NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
i0
II
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
2O
21
PARAMETER TOLERANCEVALUE
Total Transmitter Power 70 dbm
Transmitting Circuit Loss .4 ±.I
Transmitting Antenna Gain 51 +1.0
--,_
0
290.7
.4
Transmitting Antenna Pointing Loss
SOURCE
B
B
B
B
H
H
Space Loss
2113 MC, R= 3.9 x 109KM
Polarization Loss
Receiving Antenna Gain 30.3 ±I.0 G
Receiving Antenna Pointing Loss .7 -- G
Receiving Circuit Loss A
3.15 ±.75 I
Net Circuit Loss
214.1
-144.1 dbm
dbm
-166.2 cps
Total Received Power
Receiver Noise Spectral Density(N/B)
T System - 1750°K _t_
Carrier Modulation Loss
+2.75
-3 25
+3.75
-2.75
-+i.i
+3.95
-3,05
Received Carrier Power
Carrier APC Noise BW (2BLo= 18 cps)
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-TRACKING (one-way)
H
H
H
H,F
H
1.4
-145.5dbm
12.6
Threshold SNR in 2BLO
Threshold Carrier Power
Performance Margin
i
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-TRACKING (two-way)
Threshold SNR in 2BLo
±i. 1
B
H
H
3.8
-149,8 dbm
4.3
Threshold Carrier Power
Performance Margin
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TELECOMMUNICATIONDESIGN CONTROLTABLE II-22
PROJECT: VOYAGER'71
CIIANNEL: TRACK/ 1 SBPS
DATE July 22. 1965
PA GE.___L__ of _.2..---
MODE: 85'/10 KW/HI-GAIN ANTENNA
NO. PARAMETER
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
3O
31
32
33
34
35
36
.i
CARRIER PERFORMANCE
Threshold SNR in 2BLo
Threshold Carrier Power
Performance Margin
DATA CHANNEL
VALUE
Modulation Loss
Received Data Subcarrier Power
Bit Rate (I/T) (1SBPS)
Required ST/N/B
Threshold Subcarrier Power
Performance Margin
SYNC CHANNEL
8.0
-145.6 dbn
.1
TOLERANCE SOURCE
B
H
Modulation Loss
Receiver SYNC Subcarrier Power
SYNC APC Noise BW(2B-o=-L 5 CPS
9.1
+5.95
-5.15 H
+.7
13
-153• .2 dbn
9.0
-.5
±i,I
+5.35
-4.55
HjF
H
L
-153. i dbm
H
H
Threshold SNR in 2BLo
Threshold Subcarrier Power
Performance Margin
) -3
16
COMMENTS:
+.4
m
-153.2 db_ -+1.5
+6.05
• i -4.85
H_F
H
L
L
H
H
A. Hi-Galn to receiver #i.
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TELECOMMUNICATIONDESIGN CONTROLTABLE II-23
PROJECT: VOYAGER' 71
CHANNEL: TRACK/ISBPS
MODE: 85'/10KW/SECONDARY LO-GAIN ANTENNA
DATE July 22, 1965
PAGE_of.. 2
NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
I0
ii
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
PARAMETER VALUE SOURCE
Total Transmitter Power 70 dbm
Transmitting Circuit Loss .4
Transmitting Antenna Gain 51
Transmitting Antenna Pointing Loss 0
Space Loss
2113 MC, R= I'02xi08 KM
Polarization Loss
Receiving Antenna Gain
Receiving Antenna Pointing Loss
A
Receiving Circuit Loss
Net Circuit Loss
260.76
1
-.5
0
3.34
214.1
Total Received Power -144.1 dbm
Receiver Noise Spectral Denslty(N/B) -166.2 db___mm
cps
+450T System = 1750OK _A?5
Carrier Modulation Loss 1.4 H,F
Received Carrier Power -145.5 dbm
Carrier APC Noise BW (2BLo= 18 cps) 12.6
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-TRACKING (one-way)
Threshold SNR in 2DLO
Threshold Carrier Power
Performance Margin
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-TRACKING (two-way)
Threshold SNR in 2BLo
Threshold Carrier Power
Performance Margin
3.8
-149.8 dbm
4.3
TOLERANCE
+.5
-0 B
Z.l B
+I. 0
-.5 B
-- B
---- H
+.i
-.I H
+.5
-I.0 G
- G
+.75 H
+2.5
-2,45 H
+2.95
-2.55 H
+I. 1 H
+.3
--°2
+3.15
-2.85 H
-- I
+-I.I H
+4.25
-3,95 H
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TELECOMMUNICATION DESIGN CONTROL TABLE II-23
PROJECT : VOYAGER '71
CHANNEL : TRACK/I SBPS
DATE July 22. 1965
PAGE__2___ o f 2._-----
MODE:
NO.
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
85'/i0 KW/SECONDARY LO-GAIN ANTENNA
PA RA METER
CARRIER PERFORMANCE
Threshold SNR in 2BLo
Threshold Carrier Power
Performance Margin
.i
VA LUE
8.0
-145.6 dbn
TOLERANCE
DATA CHANNEL
SOURCE
B
H
H
+5.25
-4.95
Modulation Loss 9.1
Received Data Subcarrier Power -153.2 dbn
Bit Rate (I/T) (1 SBPS) 0
Required ST/N/B 13
Threshold Subcarrier Power
-153.2 dbm +i.I
+3.55
Performance Margin 0 -3.35
+2.45
H.F
SYNC CHANNEL
Modulation Loss
Receiver SYNC Subcarrier Power
SYNC APC Noise BW(2BLo=5 CPS ) -3 ±.4
Threshold SNR in 2BLo 16
Threshold Subcarrier Power
-153.2 db_
Performance Margin
.i
COMMENTS:
A .
-2.25 H
- L
- L
H
H
L
L
+1.5 H
+5.25 ,D
-4.65 H
+.6
-.8.
+3.75
-3.15
Secondary Lo-Gain antenna to receiver #3.
H
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TELECOMMUNICATIONDESIGN CONTROLTABLE II-24
PROJECT: VOYAGER '71
CIIANNEL : TRACK/30 SBl_
MODE : 85'/I0 kw/PRIMARY L0-GAIN ANTENNA
DATE July _2: 1.q_5
PAGE __l___ of
i
NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
J
21
PARAMETER VALUE TOLERANCE SOURCE
+.5
Total Transmitter Power 70 dbm -0 B
Transmitting Circuit Loss .4 ±.i B
Transmitting Antenna Gain
51
0
+i.0
--._
Transmitting Antenna Pointing Loss
Space Loss 254 -
•_2113 MC, R= _-r_l_KM
B
Polarization Loss
A
Receiving Antenna Gain
B
Receiving Antenna Pointing Loss
Receiving Circuit Loss
Net Circuit Loss
Total Received Power
Receiver Noise Spectral Density(N/B)
T System 1750OK
Carrier Modulation Loss
1.0
2.52
201.S
-134.8 dbm
-166.2 dbm
cps
4.7
-139.5 dbmReceived Carrier Power
Carrier APC Noise BW (2BLO=18 CPS ) 12.6
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-TRACKING (one-way)
Threshold SNR in 2BLo
+.65
+1.25
-1.75
+2.25
-I,25
-+I.i
B
B
I
H
H
H
-+i.0 H,F
+3.25
-2.25 H
Threshold Carrier Power
Performance Margin
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-TRACKING (two-way)
3°8
-149• 8 dbm
-+I 1
+4.35
-3.35
Threshold SNR in 2BLo
Threshold Carrier Power
R
H
H10.3Performance Margin
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TELECOMMUNICATION DESIGN CONTROL TABLE II-24
PROJECT : VOYAGER ' 71
CIIANNEL: TRAC_/._n SBP_
MODE: 85 '/i0 kw/PRIMARY LO-GAIN ANTENNA
DATE July 22, 1965
PAGE2____ 2
NO.
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
3O
31
32
33
34
35
36
PARAMETER
CARRIER PERFORMANCE
Threshold SNR in 2BLo
Threshold Carrier Power
Performance Margin
DATA CHANNEL
Modulation Loss
Received Data Subcarrier Power
Bit Rate (I/T) (30 SBPS)
Required ST/N/B
Threshold Subcarrier Power
Performance Margin
SYNC CHANNEL
Modulation Loss
Receiver SYNC Subcarrier Power
SYNC APC Noise BW(2BLo=3 CPS )
Threshold SNR in 2BLo
Threshold Subcarrier Power
Performance Margin
VALUE TOLERANCE
-+I.0
+2.1
,L
+5.45
SOURCE
B
-4.45
+.3
--.2
+2.45
-1,55
H
H
- L
- L
-+I.i H
+3.45
-2.85 H
8.0
-145.6 dbm
6.1
_-141.2 dbm
14.8
10.2
,141.2 dbr
0
6.1
-140.9 dbm
4.8
20.2
-141.2 dbm
.3
H.F
v
H
+.2
--.1
+2.35
-1.45
+.8 L
+I.0 L
-+1.8 H
+4.15
-3.25 H
COMMENTS:
A. See Figure II-l.
B. Included in antenna gain.
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TELECOMMUNICATIONDESIGN CONTROLTABLE II-25
PROJECT: VOYAGER ' 7 } .......
CIIANNEL : TRACK/30 S3i_:__
MODE: 85' - 10KW/Hi-C-AIN ANTENNA
DATE July 22_ 1965
PAGE_!__of 2
NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
2O
21
PARAMETER VALUE TOLERANCE SOURCE
Total Transmitter Power
Transmitting Ci','cuit Loss
Transmitting Antenna Gain
+.5
70 dbm -0
.4
51
+ 1
+I .0
--,5
B
B
B
BTransmitting Antenna Pointing Loss, 0 --
Space Loss 281.45 -_ .... H
2113 MC, R= 1"32xI09
Polar}zatlon Loss
KM
:4
Receiving Antenna Gain 30.3
Receiving Antenna Pointing Loss .7
Receiving Circuit Loss 3.15
Net Circuit Loss 204.8
Total Received Power -134.8 dbm
dbm
-166.2 --
cps
Receiver Noise Spectral Denslty(N/B)
T System = 1750OK +450
•--425.-
Carrier Modulation Loss 4.7
Received Carrier Power -139.5 dbm
12.6
H
-+I.0 G
---- G
+ 75 Ha,
+2.75
-3,25
+3.75
-2,75
+I. 1
Carrier APC Noise BW (2BLo= 18 cps ):
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-TRACKING (one-way)
-+i 0
+4.75
-3,75
H
H
H
H.F
H
Threshold SNR in 2BLo
Threshold Carrier Power
Performance Margin
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-TRACKING (two-way)
-+I.I
3.8Threshold SNR in 2BLo
-149.8 dbmThreshold Carrier Power
Performance Margin 10.3
B
H
H
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TELECOMMUNICATIONDESIGN CONTROLTABLE II-25
PROJECT :VOYAGER '71
CIIANNEL :TRACK/30 SBPS
DATE July 22, 1965
PAGE2of
MODE: 85'/I0 KW/HI-GAIN ANTENNA
NO. PARA METER
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
CARRIER PERFORMANCE
VALUE TOLERANCE
Threshold SNR in 2BLo 8.0 ±I.0
Threshold Carrier Power
-145.6 db_ ±2.1
Performance Margin +6.85
6.1 -5.85
DATA CHANNEL
SOURCE
B
H
H
Modulation Loss 6.4 H_F
Received Data Subcarrier Power +3.95
-141.2 db_ -3.05 H
Bit Rate (I/T) (30 SBPS) 14.8 - L
Required ST/N/B
10.2
Threshold Subcarrier Power
-141.2 dbm ±I,I
Performance Margin +5.05
0 -4.15
+.2
--.i
+3.85
6.1
SYNC CHANNEL
Modulation Loss
H
H,F
Receiver SYNC Subcarrier Power -140.9 dbm -2.95 H
SYNC APC Noise BW(2BLO = 3 CPS ) 4.8 ±.8 L
Threshold SNR in 2BLo 20.2 ±I.0 L
Threshold Subcarrier Power -141.2 dbm ±2.9 H
Performance Margin
COMMENTS:
.3 H
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'rELECOMMUNICATION DESIGN CONTROL TABLE
PROJECT : VOYAGER ' 71
11-26
CIIANNEL :
MODE :
TRACK/30 SBPS .....
85'/10 kw/SECONDARY LO-GAIN ANTENNA
DATE July 22, 1965
PAGE 1 of 2
NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
I0
II
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
PARAMETER VALUE TOLERANCE SOURCE
+.5
rotal Transmitter Power 70 dbm -0 B
Transmitting Circuit Loss
.4
51
+.I
+I. 0
--.5Transmitting Antenna Gain
Transmitting Antenna Pointing Loss. 0 -- B
Space Loss 251.46 -- H
2113 MC, R= 4"2xi07
Polarization Loss
.i
KM
Receiving Antenna Gain -.5
Receiving Antenna Pointing Loss 0
Receiving Circuit Loss 3.34
Net Circuit Loss
Total Received Power
Receiver Noise Spectral Denslty(N/B)
T System = 1750ow +450
-425
Carrier Modulation Loss
Received Carrier Power
-q04.8
-134.8 dbm
dbm
-166.2 cps
4.7
-139.5 dbm
) 12.6Carrier APC Noise BW (2BLo = 18 cps
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-TRACKING (one-way)
Threshold SNR in 2BLo
Threshold Carrier Power
Performance Margin
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-TRACKING (two-way)
Threshold SNR in 2BLO 3.8
-149.8 dbm
I0.3
Threshold Carrier Power
Performance Margin
H
+.5
-I.0 G
---- G
+.75 H
+2.55
-_.45
+2.95
-2,55
+I. 1
+-I.0
+3.95
-3,55
B
m
B
H
H
H
HsF
H
I
---- m
+I.I H
+5.05
-4.65 H
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TELECO_7:,IUNICATIONDESIGN CONTROLTABLE II-26
PROJECT: VOYAGER'71
CIIANNEL: TRACK/30 SBPS
DATE July 22, 1965
PAGE 2 of 2
MODE :
NO.
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
85'/I0 kw/SECONDARY LO-GAIN ANTENNA
PARAMETER
CARRIER PERFORMANCE
Threshold SNR in 2BLO
Threshold Carrier Power
Performance Margin
DATA CHANNEL
Modulation Loss
Received Data Subcarrier Power
Bit Rate (I/T) (30 SBPS)
Required ST/N/B
Threshold Subcarrier Power
Performance Margin
SYNC CHANNEL
VALUE
8.0
-145,6 db_
6.1
6.4
-141.2 dbm
14.8
10.2
-141.2 dbm
0
TOLERANCE
-+1.0
-+2,1
+6.05
-5.65
+I.I
+4.25
-3.95
SOURCE
B
H
H,F
H
L
L
H
H
+.2
Modulation Loss 6.1 -.i H,F
Receiver SYNC Subcarrier Power +3.05
-140.9 db_ -2.75 H
SYNC APC Noise BW(2BLo= 3 CPS ) 4.8 ±.18 L
Threshold SNR in
2BLo 20.2 ±i.0 L
Threshold Subcarrier Power
-141.2 dbm ±2.9 H
Performance Margin +5"95
.3 -5.65 H
COMMENTS :
231 _f _8[
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TELECOMMUNICATIONDESIGN CONTROLTABLE II-27
PROJECT" VOYAGER'71
CIIANNEL: TRACK/30 SBPS
MODE :_
NO.
3
DATE July 22:]965
PAGE l_!_.__ of 2
85'/10 kw/MEDIUM GAIN (MARINER) ANTENNA
PARAMETER VALUE
Total Transmitter Power 70 dbm
Transmitting Circuit Loss
.4
Transmitting Antenna Gain
4
TOLERANCE SOURCE
+.5
-0 B
I Transmitting Antenna Pointing Loss
5 Space Loss
--2_MC, R= 3 x 108
Polarization Loss
KM
51
0
+.I B
+I .0
-.5 B
B
6
7
H
Receiving Antenna Gain +1.3
-1.5 G
08 Receiving Antenna Pointing Loss
Receiving Circuit Loss 2.46
Net Circuit Loss
9
I0
ii Total Received Power
Receiver Noise Spectral Density(N/B)
+450
T System = 1750OK -425
Carrier Modulation Loss
12
13
14
_34.8 dbm
-166.2 db____m
cps
4.7
-139.5 dbm
12.6I15
16
17
18
Received Carrier Power
Carrier APC Noise BW (2BLo = 18 CPS )
C ARR IER PERFOF_MANCE-TRACK ING (o ne-way)
I
- G
+.75 H
-+i.I
-+I.0
+4.65
-3.85
H
H
H_F
H
Threshold SNR in 2BLO I
Threshold Carrier Power
Performance Margin
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-TRACKING (two-waT)
19
2O
21
3.8Threshold SNR in 2RLo
Threshold Carrier Power
-149.8 dbm
B
Performance Margin 10.3
-+i,i H
+5.75
-4.95 H
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T ELECOMMUN ICAT ION DES IGN CONTROL TA BLE
PRO.IECT: VOYAGER '71
CHANNEL: TRACK/30 SBPS
II-27 DATE July 22, 1965
PAGE 2 o f __2._.--
MODE: 85'/I0 kW/MEDIUM GAIN (MARINER) ANTENNA
NO. PARAMETER
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
CARRIER PERFORMANCE
Threshold SNR in 2BLo
Threshold Carrier Power
Performance Margin
DATA CHANNEL
TOLERANCE
±I ,0
+-2.1
VALUE
8.0
-145.6 dbm
6,1
i
6.4
-141.2
14,8
10.2
-141.2 db_
0
6.1
-140.9
)
4.8
20.2
-141.2 db_
.3
SOURCE
B
H
H
Modulation Loss +.3
-.2 H,F
+3.85
Received Data Subcarrier Power -3.15 H
Bit Rate (I/T) (30 SBPS)
L
Required ST/N/B
m
Threshold Subcarrier Power ±I.I H
Performance Margin
SYNC CHANNEL
H
Hodulation Loss H,F
Receiver SYNC Subearrier Power +3.75
-3.05 H
SYNC APC Noise BW(2BLo= 3 CPS +-.8 L
Threshold SNR in 2BLo ±i.0 L
Threshold Subcarrier Power ±1.8 H
+5.55
Performance Margin -4.85 H
COMMENTS:
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TELECOMMUNICATION DESIGN CONTROL TABLE
PROJECT : VOYAGER ' 71
CIIANNEL: RANGING
MODE: HI-GAIN ANTENNA/50w/85'/10KW
II-28 DATE July 22, 1965
PAGE l.._!.__.of 2
NO. [
l
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
I0
!ii
12
13
14
l
[15
I
[16
I
]17
i
]18
I
]19
i
120
! ,
]21
PARAMETER VALUE TOLERANCE SOURCE
+.5
Total Transmitter Power 70 dbm -.0 B
Transmitting Circuit Loss
.4
Transmitting Antenna Gain 51.0
Transmitting Antenna Pointing Loss
Space Loss
2113 MC, R= 2.6 x 108KM
i Polarization LossRece ving Antenna Gain
0
268
+.i
|
+i .0
--.5
191.5
B
B
B
H
.4 H
30.3 ±I.0 G
J
[ Receiving Antenna Pointing Loss 7 G
Receiving Circuit Loss 3.15 ±.75 H
Net Circuit Loss
Total Received Power
-121.5 dbm
dbm
-166.2
cpsReceiver Noise Spectral Density(N/B)
+450
T System. = 175Q°K -425
Carrier Modulation Loss 4.7
Received Carrier Power -126.2 dbm
Carrier APC Noise BW (2B_o=L 18 cps) 12.6
CARRIERPERFORMANCE-TRACKING (one-way)
Threshold SNR in 2BLo
Threshold Carrier Power
Performance Margin
CARRIER PERFORMANCE-TRACKING (two-way)
Threshold SNR in 2BLo 3.8
+2.75
-3.25
, +3.75
-2.75
+i. 1
H
H
H,F
-+I.0 H
+4.75
-3.75 I
---- S
Threshold Carrier Power
-149.8 dbm ±I.I H
HPerformance Margin
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TELECOMMUNICATIONDESIGN CONTROLTABLE II-28
PROJECT: VOYAGER'71
CHANNEL: RANGING
DATE July 22, 1965
PAGE_of
MODE: HI-GAIN ANTENNA/50w/85'/10KW
NO. PARA METER
CARRIER PERFORMANCE
22 Threshold SNR in 2BLo
i
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
Threshold Carrier Power
Performance Margin
PRN CHANNEL
Modulation Loss _
Received PRN Power
Bit Rate (I/T)
Required PRN Power/N/B
Threshold Subcarrier Pc,.::r
Performance Margin
SYNC CHANNEL
Modulation Loss
Receiver SYNC Subcarrier Power
SYNC APC Noise BW(2BLo= )
Threshold SNR in 2BLo
Threshold Subcarrier Power
Performance Margin
VALUE
6.0
-147.6 dbr
21.4
-123 dbm
TOLERANCE
-+I.i
+.5
+4.25
-3,2.,5
43.2
-123 dbm +i.l
+5.35
0 -4.35
SOURCE
B
H
H
F
H
H
COMMENTS:
Mod indices used for this calculation are as follows:
Uplink PRN - 1.0 radian peak
Downlink - 1.0 radian peak
244 of 248
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PROJECT:
CHANNEL:
MODE:
VB233FD101
TELECOMMUNICATION DESIGN CONTROL TABLE II-29
VOYAGER '71 DATE:
CAPSULE TO ORBITER I RELAY LINK Page
I0 bps DATA
July 22_ 1965
1 of 1
NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
PARAMETER VALUE
Total Transmitter Power +43.0 dbm
0.5Tr-n_mitttnK Circuit Loss
Tr.nsmitttng An_nna Gain
Tr.n_mttt!n Z Anterma Pointing Loss
Space Loss
200 MC, R = 8000 KM
Polarization Loss
Receivin_ Antenna Gain
Receiving Antenna Pointing Loss
Receivtr_ Circuit Loss
0.0
0.0
156.5
3.0
0.0
0.0
0.5
Net Circuit Loss 160.5
Total Received Power -117.5 dbm
Receiver Noise Spectral Density (N/B)
T System = 72j000°K (Interference)
Carrier Modulation Loss
-150 dbm (max):
3.Sdb
Received Carrier Power -121.0 dbm
Carrier APC Noise BW (2BLO = 200 CPS)
CARRIER PERFORMANCE
23.0
Threshold SNR in 2BLO 6.0
Threshold Carrier Power -121.0 dbm
Performance Margin 0.0
SUBCARRIER PERFORMANCE
Subcarrier Modulation Loss 3.0
Received Subcarrier Power -120.5 dbm
TOLERANCE
+1.0
+0.2
-9,0
+0.2
-0.0
+0.4
-3.0
+1.2
-4.0
+0,0
-17.0
_+0.7
+1.19
-4.7
+0.4
--m--
+0.4
-17,4
+19.3
SOURCE
-5, 1
+0.7
+1.9
Discriminator Predetection BW (100 CPS) 20.0
Threshold SNR in Predetection BW 9.5
Threshold Subcarrier Power -120.5 dbm
Performance Margin 0.0
-4.7
+0.4
+0,4
-17.4
+19.3
-5,1
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VOYAGER RADIO SUBSYSTEM
Index
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Functional Description
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Performance Parameters
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VB233FD102
i.0 SCOPE
This functional description covers the description of the 1971 Voyager radio subsystem.
The relay radio subsystem is not included as part of this subsystem.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
Reference to the following documents is required for completeness in this description.
VB-220-SR-101
VB-220-SR-102
VB-220-FD-107
VB-220-F D-109
VB-220-FD-110
VB-220-FD-112
VB-220-FD-113
VB-233-FD-101
VB-233-AA-102
Design Characteristics
Design Restraints
DSN Interface
Telemetry Criteria
Telemetry Channel Assignment
Flight Sequence
Layout and Configuration
Telecommunication Subsystem
Radio Subsystem Trade-off Studies
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
3.1 GENERAL
3.1.1 REQUIRED FUNCTIONS
The 1971 Voyager radio subsystem is designed to perform the following functions:
a. Receive the R-F signal transmitted to the spacecraft from the DSIF.
b. Coherently translate the frequency and phase of the received R-F signal by a fixed
, )ratio (240/2zl).
c. Demodulate the received R-F signal and send a composite command signal to the
spacecraft command subsystem.
d. Phase-modulate the transmitted signal with the composite telemetry siglml.
e. Transmit a modulated R-F signal to the DS1F stations, using the tran'_lated R-F
signal (Item b above) or an independent frequency source.
f. Receive and retransmit a range code signal via the turn-around ranging channel.
g. Transmit a modulated R-F signal during launch phase for telemetry purposes.
2 of 130
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3.1.2 COMPETING CHARACTERISTICS
The relative priority assigned to functions required of the radio subsystem is as follows:
a. Proper transmission of telemetry on the down link.
b. Proper reception and demodulation of the up link signal for command.
c. Provide coherent translation of the received signal (240/221} for two-way Doppler
tracking.
d. Proper operation of the PRN ranging turnaround channel.
3.1.3 BLOCK DIAGRAM
A block diagram of the preferred radio subsystem is shown in Figure 3-1. The system
combines three transmitters and three receivers in redundant fashion consistent with the
priorities of subsection 3.1.2. A condensed list of radio components is given below:
Component Quantity
Mark I S-Band Transponder
20 Watt Power Amplifier
20/50 Watt Power Amplifier
50 Watt Power Amplifier
Diplexer
7 1/2 Foot High-Gain Antenna
Primary Low-Gain Antenna
Secondary Low-Gain Antenna
Mariner C Type Medium-Gain Antenna
Launch Antenna
Hybrid and Directional Coupler Assembly
Antenna Switches
3
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
The equipment listed is connected as shown in Figure 3-1 to provide both a conservative and
uncomplicated approach to radio subsystem design. General considerations of the preferred
design are:
a. No single failure of the radio subsystem will result in failure to achieve mission
objectives.
b. The antenna system has a 7 1/2 foot steerable antenna that provides for a high data
rate capability when the spacecraft is in normal attitude after a range of 15 x 106 km
is reached. Prior to this time the primary low-gain antenna is used. The secondary
low-gain antenna provides the greatest angular coverage for maneuvers and
emergency conditions. The Mariner C type medium-gain antenna, which is neither
deployed nor steered, functions as a backup to the high-gain antenna and provides
good coverage during late cruise and early orbit.
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Capability for transmitting telemetry is a primary consideration. Any of the three
exciters shown may be used as a source for any one of the three power amplifiers,
except that exciter 1 may not drive power amplifier 3. Similarly, the amplifiers
may be connected in multiple combinations to the four antennas shown.
The three receivers shown remain on continuously. They are addressed on separate
frequencies, thus providing three open channels for command at any time. In the
event of failure, each of the receivers may be switched to alternate antennas. In
the normal mode with attitude stabilization of the spacecraft, command capability is
provided through any of the four main antennas. If the spacecraft is unstabilized,
command through the primary and secondary low-gain antennas is possible.
The number of R-F switches is minimal when the amount of equipment is considered.
There is a maximum of two R-F switches in a given transmit path. None of the
switches would change position or be energized during normal operation until some
time after a Mars orbit is achieved.
The combination of Mark I transponder No. 3, power amplifier No. 3, the secondary
low-gain antenna, and the Mariner C high-gain antenna is provided as a backup
system, and is not normally required. It should be noted that this equipment alone,
operating without failure, would achieve mission objectives. These components
could be replaced by more advanced designs if desired. This would allow checkout
of equipment late in development without jeopardizing mission success.
Each of the receivers is integrally related with an exciter to provide coherent
translation by (240/221) of the received signal from DSIF. When the receiver is not
phase-locked to a signal from earth, the exciter automatically derives its source
from a separate noncoherent oscillator.
Each transponder is equipped with a turnaround ranging channel. This channel may
be turned on or off by command.
The power amplifier mix is selected.to provide maximum performance consistent
with reliability considerations. Power at 50 wa_s is required to support 8000 BPS*
telemetry until end of mission. Also, 50 watts will support 4 BPS telemetry
through the low-gain antennas after encounter and well into the orbit operation
phase. However, 20-watt devices will certainly have a more impressive history of
reliable performance by the time Voyager is assembled. The design of Figure 3-1
strikes a reasonable compromise.
*Telemetry rates referenced in the text are nominal. The exact rates are given in
paragraph 4.1.1.2.
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j. The system is not complicated by sophisticated on-board switching that attempts to
anticipate multiple failure modes. The normal switching mode is by ground
command. On-board switching or sequencing is specifically limited to:
1. Switching which occurs at a well-defined time in a normal mission sequence of
events.
2. A limited number of failure modes selected to preserve downlink telemetry in
the event of a complete failure in capability to command.
3.1.4 MODES OF OPERATION BY MISSION PHASE
The following discussions summarize normal and backup modes of the radio subsystem by
mission phase.
3.1.4.1 LAUNCH
a. l>relaunch -- 45 to 60 days
Complete checkout on the launch pad. All modes are operative. R-F signals are
transferred through the umbilical from probes located near each antenna {except
for the launch antenna which transmits via a parasitic antenna located on the shroud}.
b. Launch to Shroud Separation -- 0 < T < 225 Seconds
Exciter 1 is on. Telemetry at 100 BPS is transmitted through the launch antenna via
a parasitic antenna located on the shroud. The transmitted power is 100 mw
minimum, sufficient to support 100 BPS telemetry to an approximate range of
1,000 kin, with a ground station having a 10-foot antenna and a 12 db noise figure.
The equipment status is as follows;
1. Exciter 1 is on.
2. All 3 receivers are on.
3. Exciters 2 and 3 are off.
4. All power amplifiers are off.
5. All switches are in the positions shown in Figure 3-1.
c. Shroud Separation to Injection - 225 sec <T < 2460 sec
Exciter 1 is on and transmitting 100 BPS telemetry through the launch antenna
directly (because the parasitic antenna has been ejected with the shroud}. The
transmitted power is 100 mw and the range capability increases to 10,000 kin.
equipment status remains as in Item b above.
The
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3.1.4.2 INJECTION -- 1260 SECONDS < T _ 2460 SECONDS
Operation continues in the same "mode as for shroud separation to injection (Item c above).
3.1.4.3 ACQUISITION-- 41 MINUTES < T < 1111 MINUTES
During the deployment portion of acquisition, power amplifier 1 is automatically turned on
in the 20-watt mode. Transmission is 100 BPS telemetry via exciter 1, power amplifier 1,
and the primary low-gain antenna. The launch antenna is automatically turned off at antenna
switch 3. Capability for backup of automatic functions by ground command is provided.
After deployment, receiver 1 may be addressed via the primary low gain antenna. The
antenna selected for this function is placed to provide hemispherical coverage nearly
symmetric about the spacecraft roll axis. Its gain characteristics (after sun acquisition)
are as follows:
+2 db gain or better from 0 to 25 degrees from Sun axis (cone angle)
-9 db gain at 100 degrees cone angle
-11 db gain at 110 degrees cone angle
After acquisition of Sun and Can.pus, all three receivers may be addressed via their normal
antennas, connected as shown in Figure 3-1. The equipment status after acquisition of Sun
and Can.pus is as follows:
a. Exciter 1 is on.
b. Power amplifier 1 is on in 20 watt mode.
c. Normal transmission is 100 BPS telemetry via exciter 1, power amplifier 1, and
primary low-gain antenna.
do All receivers are on. Normal reception is via receiver 1 and the primary low gain
antenna. Coherent two-way Doppler trackL_g and h_,_rnaround ranging are available
inthis mode. Receivers 2 and 3 may be addressed via the high-gain and secondary
low-gain antennas, respectively, if desired.
e. Exciters 2 and 3 are off.
f. Launch antenna is off.
3.1.4.4 INTERPLANETARY CRUISE BEFORE FIRST MANEUVER
lday<T < lOdays
After acquisition of Sun and Canopus, the equipment is in the proper mode for cruise. No
switching is required.
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3.1.4.5
a. Normal Operation
1. Transmission is 100 BPS telemetry via exciter 1, power amplifier 1 (20-watt
mode), and the primary low-gain antenna.
1 Reception is through receiver 1 via the primary low-gain antenna. Coherent
two-way Doppler tracking and turnaround ranging are available in this mode.
The ranging channel requires ground command for turn-on.
b. Backu p Operation
. Transmitter backup at the 20-watt level or 50-watt level for short periods is
provided by multiple combinations of the three exciters and three power ampli-
fiers, as shown in Figure 3-1. Changes are made by command from DSIF,
except for limited failure mode sequencing.
. Receiver backup is provided by receivers 2 and 3, which remain on throughout
the entire mission unless there is a power shortage. Receiver 2 is normally
connected to the high-gain antenna. Receiver 3 is normally connected to the
secondary low gain-antenna.
3. Antenna backup is provided by the high-gain antenna and the secondary low-
gain antenna. The general characteristics of these antennas are given here:
High Gain - 7-1/2 foot parabola, 32.5 db gain nominal,
4 degree beamwidth (3 db)
Secondary Low Gain Quad dipoles canted 30 degrees. Toroidal
pattern, approximately omnidirectional in
the ecliptic plane. 90 degree half-power
beamwidth in planes normal to ecliptic.
Maximum gain is 1 db at 2295 mc; minimum,
-3 db over 80 percent of sphere.
FIRST MANEUVER - 1 DAY < T < 10 DAYS
a. During Spacecraft Roll, Pitch, and Yaw Motions Prior to Burn (Duration: _ 1 hour)
Communication during this mode is considered optional. There is a good possibility
that a link can be maintained without switching equipment. Since the maneuver is
known in advance, the sequence of turns may be selected to maximize real-time
coverage during this period. If communication is mandatory and the coverage of the
primary low-gain antenna is not adequate, a link may be obtained by switching to the
backup system consisting of exciter 3, power amplifier 3, the secondary low-gain
antenna, and receiver 3. The secondary low-gain antenna provides a minimum gain
of -3 db over 80 percent of a sphere (neglecting shadow effects), thus ensuring the
highest probability of communicating. Summarizing, the operation is as follows:
O
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1. Preferred Mode
No change from Interplanetary Cruise (paragraph 3.1.4.4).
2. Backup Mode
Transmission is 100 BPS telemetry via Exciter 3, 50-watt power
amplifier 3, and the secondary low-gain antenna.
Reception is through receiver 3 via the secondary low-gain antenna.
b. During Stabilized Attitude and Burn (Duration: _ 1 hour)
After the spacecraft is stabilized in the maneuver attitude, communication is
achieved via the high-gain antenna. If communication during roll, pitch, and yaw
motion is not mandatory, change over to this system could be made prior to the
start of the maneuver phase or during turn. Normal mode of operation for this
phase is as follows:
1. Transmission is 20 watts via exciter 2, power amplifier 2, and the high gain
antenna.
Rates 2000 BPS during dump of stored data
100 BPS after data dump.
2. Reception is through receiver 2 via the high-gain antenna. Backup capability
is primarily provided by:
(a) Transmission of 4 BPS telemetry via Exciter 3, 50 watt power amplifier 3,
and the secondary low-gain antenna.
(b) Reception through receiver 3 and the secondary low-gain antenna.
3. During Spacecraft Roll, Pitch, and Yaw Motion _A"^- _-...u....(_,.L_o_ion:_1 Hour)
The same mode as before burn (Item a above).
3.1.4.6 INTERPLANETARY CRUISE AFTER FIRST MANEUVER
Operation immediately following the firstmaneuver is the same as for interplanetary cruise
prior to the maneuver (i.e. ;the combination of exciter i, power amplifier i, the primary
low-gain antenna and receiver 1). Transmission at a higher output power level of 50 watts
is optional.
Operation in this mode continues to a range of approximately 15 million kilometers, where
change over to the high-gain antenna is made. The following is a summary of normal and
backup modes after this change.
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a. Normal Operation
lo Transmission is 100 BPS telemetry via exciter 2, 20-watt power amplifier 2,
and the high-gain antenna. Transmission immediately after a maneuver or a
flare storage dump is at 2000 BPS through the high-gain antenna. While the
low-gain antenna is in use in the early phases, the rate may be lower.
2. Reception is through receiver 2 via the high-gain antenna. Coherent two-way
Doppler tracking and turnaround ranging are available in this mode.
b. Backup Operation
. Transmitter backup at the 20-watt or 50-watt level for short periods is
provided by multiple combinations of three exciters and three power amplifiers
of the radio subsystem. Changes are made by command from DSIF except for
limited failure mode sequencing.
2. Receiver backup is provided by receivers 2 and 3, which are always on. The
receivers are addressed on separate frequencies and through separate antennas.
. Antenna backup is provided by both of the low-gain antennas and, in late cruise,
by the medium-gain antenna. The medium-gain antenna is required to support
100 BPS telemetry beyond a range of approximately 70 million kilometers.
The medium-gain antenna is similar to that used on Mariner C, w_th a nominal
gain of 23.5 db on transmit.
3.1.4.7 INTERPLANETARY TRAJECTORY DEFLECTION
The normal and backup modes are the same as outlined for the first maneuver phase, except
that the data rate during roll, pitch, and yaw motion is 4 BPS.
3.1.4.8 SPACECRAFT CAPSULE SEPARATION
The normal and backup modes are the same as outlined for the first maneuver phase, except
that the data rate during roll, pitch and yaw motion is 4 BPS.
3.1.4.9 F LIGHT CAPSULE TRAJECTORY DEF LECTION AND CRUISE
The normal and backup modes are the same as outlined for the first maneuver phase, except
that the data rate during roll, pitch, and yaw motion is 4 BPS.
3.1.4.10 FLIGHT SPACECRAFT ORBITAL INSERTION AND CAPSULE ENTRY
Again, the normal and backup modes remain the same as outlined for the first maneuver
phase, except for the reduced data rate of 4 BPS.
Q
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3.1.4.11 ORBITAL OPERATIONS
No change is required in the mode of radio subsystem operation until some time well after
insertion into orbit. Orbit operations may be summarized as follows:
a. Early Orbit
1. Transmission is via exciter 2, 20-watt power amplifier 2 and the high-gain
antenna.
2. Reception is through receiver 2 via the high-gain antenna. Coherent two-way
Doppler tracking is available.
b. Late. Orbit
If high rate telemetry is to be maintained, it will be necessary to switch modes
sometime during orbital operations. The normal mode for late orbit is as follows:
. Transmission is 8000 BPS telemetry via exciter 1, power amplifier 1 at 50
watts and the high-gain antenna. Antenna transfer switch 2 is reversed. This
is the only time an R-F switch in the major path must be activated during a
normal mission.
2. Reception is via receiver 1 and the high-gain antenna. Coherent two-way
Doppler tracking is normal in this mode.
Operation in the above mode (Item 2) continues until system threshold or end of mission.
Backup operation as before is provided by multiple combinations of the receivers, exciters
and power amplifiers of the subsystem. The effective communication range for some of the
modes is given in Table 3-1. Calculations are based on conservative estimates of circuit
losses.
3.1.5 ON-BOARD MODE SEQUENCING
On-board sequencing required for the radio subsystem is intentionally limited to modes of
early mission phases and selected failure mode cycling. The objective is to maintain a
simple and conservative approach uncomplicated by sophisticated switching schemes.
Normal sequencing for the radio subsystem is currently limited to:
a. Turn on power amplifier 1 in the 20-watt mode during the deployment portion of
acquisition phase.
b. Turn off launch antenna after acquisition of sun.
c. Sequence change in exciters and power amplifiers during maneuvers.
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Table 3-1. Effective Communication Range
COMMAND
(1 BPS Command, assumes 100 kw and 85-foot antenna on the ground)
Receiver Antenna Range (1)
1,2,or 3 High Gain 2 x 109 kin
1, 2, or 3 Primary Low Gain 3.3 x 10 8 km
2, or 3 Medium Gain 3.3xi08 k_ 3)
TELEMETRY
Ground
Rate (2) Power Antenna Max Range (kin) (1) Station
8533 1/3 BPS 50 w 7-1/2' high gain 2.9 x 108 210 diplex
4266 2/3 BPS 50 w 7-1/2' high gain 4.1 x 108 210 diplex
2133 1/3 BPS 20 w 7-1/2' high gain 3, 6 x 108 210 diplex
8533 1/3 BPS 20 w 7-1/2' high gain 1.8 x 108 210 diplex
533 1/3 BPS 20 w Mariner Med. Gain 2.8 x 108 210 diplex
533 1/3 BPS 50 w Mariner Med. Gain 3.0 x 108 210 diplex
3 1/3 BPS 50 w Primary Low Gain 1.3 x 108 210 diplex
(1)Assumes worst case negative tolerances.
(2)These are the exact bit rates. In the text, these have been rounded off to 8000, 4000, etc
for convenience.
(3)Based on pointing error for nomino! mission.
d. Automatic change-over from noncoherent transmission to coherent transponding for
a given receiver-exciter pair (transponder). When a receiver is in lock, its
associated exciter will automatically operate in the coherent mode.
e. Select ranging interval.
All other mode changes of the radio subsystem would be made by command from DSIF. If
there is no requirement for telemetry during roll, pitch, and yaw motions of the maneuver
phase, the change to transponder 2, power amplifier 2 and the high-gain antenna prior to the
first maneuver could logically be added to the list.
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3.1.6 COMPONENTS
The radio subsystem comprises the following components. A detailed description of these
items is provided in subsequent sections of this document.
3.1.6.1 ANTENNAS
Five antennas are provided. They are:
a. High gain -- 7-1/2 foot parabola
b. Primary low gain -- Mariner C low-gain antenna
c. Secondary low gain -- quad-dipoles
d. Backup medium gain -- Mariner C high gain antenna
e. Launch antenna -- turnstile
3.1.6.2 RECEIVERS AND EXCITERS
Three receivers and three exciters are provided in the form of Mark I S-Band transponders.
Each receiver is thus integrally related with an exciter. Each transponder operates on a
different frequency. The Mark I transponder is selected because of proven capability on
Mariner C and a history of reliable performance.
3.1.6.3 DIPLEXERS
Three diplexers are used to provide simultaneous transmission and reception via a single
antenna, without interference and with minimum loss. Each diplexer works in conjunction
with a power amplifier/receiver pair. The diplexers are identical.
3.1.6.4 POWER AMPLIFIERS
Three power amplifiers are used. The selection of a specific amplifier is still under con-
sideration. The amplifier capabilities are:
a. Power amplifier 1 - 20 watts/50 watts (dual mode)
b. Power amplifier 2 - 20 watts
c. Power amplifier 3 - 50 watts
Power amplifier 3 is considered a backup unit.
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3.i.6.5 R-F SWITCHING AND MONITORING CIRCUITS
Four R-F switches are used in the radio subsystem design. For a normal mission only one
switch is used until late_ in the orbit operations phase. That switch is used to turn off the
launch antenna and its failure would not jeopardize mission objectives. The switches used
are:
a. Antenna transfer switch 1
b. Antenna transfer switch 2
c. Launch antenna switch 3
d. Backup antenna switch 4
All other switching is done without coaxial R-F switches but by means of a combhlation of
hybrid couplers. Although shown separately in Figure 3-1, the couplers which provide the
interface between exciters and power amplifiers will be implemented in a single integrated
unit which reduces line losses and the number of connectors used.
Power monitors are provided for each exciter and each power amplifier. Although these
units are shown separately on the block diagram of Figure 3-1, it is intended that they will
be integrated with other components. Power monitors provided are:
a. Exciter 1 power monitor
b. Exciter 2 power monitor
c. Exciter 3 power monitor
d. Power amplifier 1 power monitor
e. Power amplifier 2 power monitor
f. Power amplifier 3 power monitor
The outputs of these power monitors will be used both for telemetry purposes and failure
mode sensing.
3.2 ANTENNAS
3.2.1 GENERAL ANTENNA FUNCTIONS
Multiple antennas are necessary to satisfy the radio subsystem requirements for all phases
of the Voyager mission. The recommended antenna approach optimizes subsystem per-
formance and reliability with a minimum number of antennas and R-F switches. Five
separate antennas are provided; a high-gain antenna, primary and secondary low-gain
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antennas, a medium-gain antenna, anda launchantenna. The functional relationships for
the various antennas are listed by mission phase in Table 3-2.
During prelaunch and launch phases, telemetry will be transmitted through the spacecraft
launch antenna to an R-F coupling probe and parasitic antenna on the shroud. Prelaunch
checkout of the entire radio subsystem will be accomplished through the umbilical, using
R-F test probes loosely coupled to the high-, low-, and medium-gain antennas. After shroud
separation, during the parking orbit and injection periods, telemetry will be transmitted
directly via the launch antenna. Upon separation from the launch vehicle and extension of
spacecraft antennas, the primary low-gain antenna will be used. This antenna provides
adequate gain and pattern coverage to satisfy telecommunications requirements during
acquisition of external attitude references and during the early part of the interplanetary
cruise phase. The high-gain antenna is available for use during the entire interplanetary
cruise and is the principal means of communications during the latter part of this phase.
Three types of spacecraft maneuvers are anticipated; interplanetary trajectory corrections,
spacecraft-capsule separation, and spacecraft orbital insertion. The antenna functional
requirements are similar for each of these phases. In each case, the secondary low-gain
antenna provides pattern coverage for the transition from cruise to maneuver attitude and for
the return to cruise attitude. However, when conditions permit it is preferable to utilize the
primary low-gain antenna during this transitional period to minimize the number of switching
operations. For data transmission while the spacecraft is in the maneuver attitude, the
high-gain antenna will normally be used.
The flight spacecraft will be in the normal cruise attitude between capsule separation and
orbital insertion, and during orbital operations. For these phases, the primary radio link
will employ the high-gain antenna.
Alternate antennas are available for use during all mission phases except launch and
injection. If the high-gain antenna should fail, the fixed medium-gain antenna will permit the
transmission of substantial scientific data for four to five months of orbital operations.
Throughout the mission, during periods when the spacecraft is in the normal cruise attitude,
the high-gain antenna and the two low-gain antennas are always available (i. e., all three
provide pattern coverage in the direction of Ei_rth). The secondary low-gain antenna provides
., n_-_.,._^_ _'_"° serves oo _good coverage to Earth for at, spacecraft rna_ueuver _.,u_o and, .... , _ _.
alternate to the high gain antenna during these mission phases. The secondary low gain
antenna can also function as a nearly omnidirectional backup antenna if the vehicle attitude
control system fails.
3.2.2 HIGH-GAIN ANTENNA
The high-gain antenna is a rigid, 7.5-foot diameter, parabolic reflector having a 28.8-inch
focal length. The structural design of the antenna is illustrated in Figure 3-2. A mesh-type
construction is employed to reduce the opaque frontal area of the antenna. The parabolic
reflector surface is formed of 0.01 x 0.18-inch aluminum mesh supported by a framework of
six radial ribs and three rings. The middle ring is the main support ring and is located at
the half-area diameter. The frame structure allows transmission of dynamic loads through
the main support ring to the vehicle support points during launch and injection. The antenna
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,Table 3-2.
Mission Phase
Prelaunch, Launch
o
3.
4.
,
,
.
,
Injection
Acquisition
Interplanetary Cruise
a. Early Mission
b. Late Mission
Interplanetary
Trajectory
Corrections
a. Transit between
Cruise and
Maneuver Attitudes
b. Maneuver Attitude
Spacecraft-Capsule
Separation
a. Transit between
Cruise and
Separation
Attitudes
b. Separation Attitude
Flight Spacecraft Cruise
(Separation to Insertion)
Flight Spacecraft Orbital
Insertion
a. Transition between Cruise
and Insertion Attitudes
b. Insertion Attitude
9. Orbital Operations
VB233FD102.
Antenna Functions by Mission Phase
Principal Antenna
Parasitic on Shroud
Fed by Launch Antenna
Launch Antenna
Pr inn ary Low Gain
Primary Low Gain
High Gain
Secondary Low Gain
High Gain
Secondary Low Gain
High "Gain
High Gain
Secondary Low Gain
High Gain
H_h Gain
Alternate Antenna
Secondary LOw Gain
Secondary Low Gain
Primary LOw Gain
Primary Low Gain
Secondary Low Gain
Primary Low Gain
Secondary LOw Gain
Primary Low Gain
Primary Low Gain
Secondary LOw Gain
Medium Gain
Primary Low Gain
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feed, located at the reflector focal point, is supported by a three-member tubular truss
attached to the main support ring. The feed is a turnstile radiator located at the focus.
Details are shown in Figure 3-3. The electrical and mechanical design of this feed is
basically the same as that used for the Mariner C high-gain feed. In its deployed position,
the high-gain antenna is located approximately 180 degrees in clock angle from the Canopus
sensor and planet scanning package, as shown in Figure 3-4. After deployment, the antenna
has two orthogonal axes of freedom with respect to the spacecraft. The antenna can be rotated
at least 225 degrees about the main gimbal axis, which is parallel to the vehicle y-axis.
Limited motion is required about the second gimbal axis. This is obtained by tilting the main
gimbal axis approximately +20 degrees in the y-z plane. With the spacecraft in normal cruise
attitude, pointing angles up to about +45 ° degrees from the -z axis enable the high-gain
antenna beam to be directed at Earth throughout the later mission phases. Use of the high-
gain antenna during maneuvers requires that its beam be directed at Earth for any orientation
of the thrust axis (z-axis). This is accomplished by rotation of the antenna about the main
gimbal axis (y-axis) and a rolling of the vehicle about the thrust axis.
3.2.3 PRIMARY LOW-GAIN ANTENNA
The primary low-gain antenna is a crossed slot radiator identical to the Mariner C low-gain
antenna, as illustrated in Figure 3-5. The radiation pattern of this antenna is approximately
hemispherical and provides positive gain over a sector in excess of +40 degrees from its
axis of symmetry. The antenna installation and pattern orientation with respect to the vehicle
are shown in Figure 3-4. The radiation pattern is centered in the sun pointing axis.
Positive gain is available in the cruise mode during all but very early mission periods. The
crossed slots are fed by a circular wave-guide section. In order to stay within the envelope,
only a short section is used. If clearance exists, it would be desirable to extend the length
to obtain greater distance from the vehicle to minimize pattern obstruction and distortion
within +110 degrees of the antenna axis. Thus, roll axis symmetry would be provided with
usable pattern coverage out to cone angles of 110 degrees. The primary low gain antenna
is used during acquisition of attitude references and early cruise phases for the worst-case
trajectories.
3.2.4 SECONDARY LOW-GAIN ANTENNA
The secondary low-gain antenna consists of four dipole elements spaced 90 degrees apart
around a combination feed and support structure, as shown in Figure 3-6. The four dipoles
are fed in phase and oriented at about 30 degrees with respect to a plane containing their
centers. The radiation pattern is approximately toroidal in shape, and circularity of
polarization is excellent over most of the pattern.
The installation of the secondary low-gain antenna is shown in Figure 3-4. The antenna is
mounted on a single deployable solar panel and located approximately 180 degrees in clock
angle from the high-gain antenna. Installation is such that the toroidal-shaped pattern lies
in a plane parallel to the vehicle x-z plane (i. e., the antenna axis of symmetry is parallel to
the vehicle y-axis). The support mast is made long enough to provide a clear field of view
over +45 degrees from the plane of the dipoles, except for some interference by the conical
tip of-the capsule. Thus, the pattern coverage of the secondary low-gain antenna essentially
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includes the spatial sector capableof being scannedby the high-gain antenna. The secondary
low-gain antenna provides an ideal pattern for periods of transition between cruise and
maneuver attitudes.
3.2.5 MEDIUM-GAIN ANTENNA
The medium-gain antenna is a Mariner C type fixed parabolic reflector having an elliptical
aperture. The major axis of the aperture is 46.0 inches, the minor axis 21.2 inches. The
feed utilizes two turnstile radiators similar to the high-gain antenna feed. The medium-gain
antenna will provide a fan-shaped beam approximately 15.5 degrees by 7.5 degrees at the half-
power points. As illustrated in Figure 3-4, the medium gain antenna will be fixed to the
spacecraft and oriented to optimize gain for the post-encounter period of the mission. This
antenna thus provides an intermediate backup capability, making it possible to obtain four
months of scientific data at a 500 bps rate should the high gain antenna or its pointing system
fail to function properly.
3.2.6 LAUNCH ANTENNA
The launch antenna is a turnstile radiator mounted over a conical ground plane, as shown in
Figure 3-7, and provides a circularly-polarized hemispherical pattern. Installation is such
that the antenna axis is normal to the thrust axis. The antenna is fed from a low-level
exciter output and used for telemetry only during prelaunch, launch, and injection phases
(i. e., with the main spacecraft antennas in the stowed configuration). Figure 3-8 describes
the launch antenna installation in relation to the shroud and its parasitic antenna and coupling
probe. When the shroud is in place, during prelaunch and launch, telemetry is transmitted
through the coupling probe and parasitic antenna. An additional transmission loss of 20 db
is incurred when transmitting via the shroud parasitic antenna. The launch antenna is placed
on the vehicle at a clock angle such that its pattern covers Earth during the stabilized
injection phase.
3.2.7 ANTENNA R-F TRANSMISSION LINES
The Principal R-F transmission line used be.h_..een the electronics package and the antennas
is semirigid, aluminum jacketed coaxial cable one-haif inch in diameter (Spiroline). For
transition across the deployment axes of the high gain and two low gain antennas, RG-142
coaxial cable will be employed. This is a flexible type cable having a solid teflon dielectric.
The same type cable will be employed at one of the gimbal axes of the high-gain antenna,
where the required motion is relatively small. Wherever the flexible cable is used, it will
be kept sufficiently warm to insure that flexibility is maintained. A rotary joint will be used
at the main gimbal axis of the high-gain antenna. The rotary joint will be of the choke-
coupled type with no metal-to-metal contacting surfaces, except for the mechanical bearing.
Type N connectors will be used to mate all antenna transmission line components.
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3.2.8 R-F TEST PROBES AND CABLES
R-F test probes will be provided for the high-gain, medium-gain, and two low-gain antennas
for prelaunch checkout of the complete radio subsystem. These will be small, coaxially fed,
stub-type elements loosely coupled to the spacecraft antennas. The medium-gain test probe
will be permanently mounted to the antenna structure. For the deployable low-gain antennas,
the test probes can also be permanently mounted to the antennas; however, in some cases it
may be more desirable to mount the probe on the spacecraft structure so that it will be in the
field of the stowed antenna. The latter approach eliminates the necessity for routing probe
cables across the antenna deployment axes. Because the high-gain antenna must be
articulated over wide angles after deployment, its test probe will be attached to the spacecraft
structure and located in the field of the high-gain antenna when stowed. The R-F test probes
will be connected through RG-188 coaxial cable to the spacecraft umbilical connector.
Relative positions of the probes and their respective antennas will be carefully controlled so
as to maintain a reasonable VSWR (2.0:1 maximum) on all antenna cables when operating in
stowed positions.
3.3 TRANSPONDERS
Three transponders are used in the radio subsystem design of Figure 3-1. Each transponder
consists of a phase-lock receiver and solid state exciter which perform the following functions:
a. Receive and demodulate an R-F signal from the DSIF via the spacecraft antennas.
b. Operate with an associated exciter to provide coherent translation of the frequency
and phase of the received signal by 240/221 for coherent two-way Doppler tracking.
c. Provide a turnaround ranging channelwhich demodulates the range code to baseband
and conditions it for remodulation on the transmitted signal.
d. Provide a stable S-Band modulated carrier at a level suitable for driving the power
amplifiers and the launch antenna.
e. Modulate the carrier with the telemetry and ranging signals.
The transponders have the same configuration as the Mariner C transponder. The receiver
front end is redesigned to use new components, resulting in a reduced noise figure of 8 +_1 db,
nominally a three db improvement over Mariner C. The threshold tracking loop noise band-
width is identical to the 18 cps implemented for Mariner C. Circuit areas in both the receiver
and exciter where performance, stability, power consumption, or reliability are recognized
as requiring improvement are pointed out. The following paragraphs describe the general
design of the Mariner C transponder. Details of the modules and the proposed changes are
presented in Appendix I.
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3.3.1 RECEIVER DESCRIPTION
The block diagram of the transponder is shown in Figure 3-9. A narrowband, low-loss pre-
selector at the receiver input provides optimum matching into the first mixer. The S-Band
input signal mixes with the local oscillator in a balanced diode mixer and is amplified in a
preamplifier operating at approximately 47.8 mc. The noise figure of the first mixer and
preamplifier is typically 8 db and the R-F to I-F conversion gain is 46 db. The output of the
preamplifier is applied to a gain controlled 47.5 mc I-F amplifier and the second mixer which
provides a 47.8 mc to 9.56 mc conversion gain, controllable over the range from +52 db to
-48 db by the AGC voltage. The fixed-gain, second I-F amplifier contains a narrowband
crystal filter at its input which limits the noise output to a 4.5-kc passband at approximately
9.56 me. The module furnishes a linear output to the coherent amplitude detector (CAD), and
a limited signal output to the R-F loop phase detector.
The receiver contains two R-F phase detectors that are similar in function, but which serve
two purposes. Each compares a characteristic of the incoming signal with a reference signal
generated by the R-F tracking loop voltage controlled oscillator. When the R-F loop is in
lock, the loop phase detector provides an output that is proportional to the phase difference
between the received and reference signals. An error signal is produced at the output of the
phase detector bridge whenever the input signal tends to lead or lag the locally generated
reference signal in phase. This error signal is applied to the loop filter which filters out
high-frequency phase jitter. Low-frequency signal components, including any drift of the
center frequency, produce an error signal that is applied to the VCO, causing the phase of
the locally generated signal to move toward the signal frequency.
The coherent amplitude detector provides an output that is proportional to the amplitude of
the carrier signal. After suitable conditioning in the AGC D-C amplifier, the output of the
amplitude detector is used to control the gain of the I-F amplifier and is telemetered to
provide an accurate measure of signal strength. In both detectors, the bridge-reference
signals are subjected to strong limiting (followed by tuned circuits) to ensure that the
detector output is dependent on the received signal's characteristics only.
_. .... 1, ...... _-..^11._._.._.....-_-"o'_;11_+'_,_n _..h_ d_vlnt_d from its nominal frequency by the D-C
-L I.IL I[_ V I_-J 1 b(:_l,_ q_ q.J q_P 11 II_JI. qJ J. JL _ _._1. ........... . -
voltage output of the loop filter applied to a voltage-variable capacitor in the oscillator series
LC feedback loop. The VCO is the source for the phase detector reference signals, the first
and second mixer injection, and the transmitter signal when suitably multiplied.
Ranging information is detected by comparing the wideband 9.56-me signal with a reference
signal in the 9.56 mc isolation amplifier and detector. The detected ranging signal is
amplified in the video amplifier to the proper level for modulation of the transmitted signal.
Command signals are demodulated to subcarrier baseband in the receiver carrier loop phase
detector. The coherent amplitude detector provides information which operates a bistable
multivibrator that transfers the transponder transmitter signal from an auxiliary oscillator
to the voltage controlled oscillator. The auxilliary oscillator, located in the exciter, provides
a stable transmitter source in the absence of a received signal.
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3.3.2 EXCITER DESCRIPTION
The exciter portion of the radio subsystem provides a stable S-Band modulated carrier at a
level which is suitable for driving the power amplifiers. The exciter consists of an auxiliary
oscillator module, a frequency multiplier module, and the exciter power supply. The signal
source for the carrier may be either the coherent receiver VCO or the stable self-contained
auxiliary crystal oscillator. In operation, the transponder transmitter is phase-locked with
the receiver signal; however, with no receiver input, the receiver voltage controlled oscil-
lator would be subject to the fluctuations of an integrated noise output of a receiver operating
without AGC and at maximum gain. As a consequence, the receiver on Earth would see a
signal that is undergoing phase and frequency variations which may exceed the tracking
capability of the ground receiver. Therefore, the transponder is equipped with an auxiliary
crystal-controlled oscillator that is activated by the absence of receiver AGC voltage. This
fixed frequency oscillator provides a relatively noise-free source on which the ground
receiver can lock.
The exciter also contains the transmitter modulator, which permits phase modulation of the
carrier by preconditioned telemetry and ranging information. Down-link information is
applied to the transponder transmitter in a phase modulator operating at 76.5 mc. Modulation
is accomplished by varying the tuning of a parallel-resonant circuit containing silicon voltage-
variable capacitors. The instantaneous reactance of the circuit is controlled by the amplitude
of the modulating signal. The modulated signal is multiplied by a factor of 30 to provide the
transponder-transmitter output. An isolator at the output of the X30 multiplier prevents
variations in load SWR from detuning the final stage.
3.3.3 RECEIVER AND EXCITER POWER SUPPLIES
The power supplies for the radio subsystc',n are proposed as shown in Figure 3-10. The
functions of the supplies are:
a. Furnish regulated and filtered +15 VDC and -15 VDC to the radio receiver.
bo Furnish regulated and filtered -15 VDC and -25 VDC to the radio exciter.
c. Permit remote switching of DC power to the ranging modules.
d. Permit remote switching of power to the receiver and the exciter.
The Mariner C transformer-rectifier (T-R) unit will be used as a basis for this design.
Series regulators will b e used to provide filtering and regulation in each output. Overall
power supply efficiency will be 75 percent.
Both the transponder receiver and exciter are susceptible to low-frequency (audio) ripple and
transients, since filtering is predominantly at radio frequencies. The undesirable effect of
insufficient filtering is modulation of the receiver command output due to VCO frequency
modulation. Undesirable modulation of the down link is caused by high audio gain in the video
section of the ranging loop and by the VCO incidental FM problem. The low-frequency
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susceptibility is most economically solved (from the standpoint of power consumption) by
regulating the power supply.
The regulator uses a transistor in series with the load. The output of the transistor is
regulated by an active feedback loop which compares a sample of the output voltage with a
Zener reference voltage.
The receiver power supply contains a single power transformer. Each of two secondary
windings provides the secondary voltage for full wave diode rectifiers and R-F filters.
The switching circuits use the stored energy in a capacitor to switch a magnetic latching
relay. There are two identical switches used, the relay steering the input pulse to change
state. The input pulse is a change of state from a positive voltage (15 volts) to a near ground
value of approximately one volt. The pulse turns on a diode which permits discharge of a
capacitor through the relay coil.
3.4 DIPLEXER
The diplexer serves as the connecting link between the antenna and the transponder. By
virtue of the isolating property, it permits transmission and reception to be conducted
simultaneously without interference. In addition, the receive portion performs the functions
of image and local-oscillator: radiation suppression. Although the receive branch of the
diplexer has the electrical characteristics of a preselector, it is necessary to provide an
additional preselector which will be located at the receiver so that the line between the mixer
and the preselector may be adjusted to give optimum receiver noise performance.
The electrical specifications which have been established for the diplexer and preselector
combination are shown in Table 3-3.
Table 3-3. Di
Center frequency (fo)
iiiser_orz 1^_._,_of _3. _v'_,"
O-
VSWR f +3 mc
o-
Rejection
Power Level
)lexer and Preselector Combination Specifications
Receive Transmit
2113mc 2295mc
0.8 0.4
1.2/1
L.O. 60dbatf +45mc
Image 60 db at _'oZ90 me
Xmit 100 db at fo +180 mc
Xmit 100 db at 4226 mc +50 mc
and 6339 mc +50 mc
Negligible
1.2/1
100dbatf +180 me
O--
50 watts
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3.4.1 TRANSMIT ARM
The transmit arm of the diplexer must handle the transmitter power level of 50 watts and
suppress any spurious radiation at the receiver frequency by 100 db. It should have a VSWR
of 1.2:1 or less at the transmitter frequency and as small a value of insertion loss as
possible.
The design of the bandpass filter to accomplish the above goals is a matter of balancing the
rate of cutoff (number of resonators) and passband width to achieve an optimum result.
When the 100 db bandwidth is kept constant at 360 mc and the unloaded resonator Q is taken
to be 4000, the results shown in Table 3-4 are obtained.
Table 3-4• Number of Resonators Required to Balance the Rate of Cutoff
NO. of
Resonant
Elements,
n
BW100
BW BW
BW3d b Qf Qf/4000 Loss db
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
19.25
9.3
5.74
4.09
3.18
2.63
2.27
r
18.6
38•7
62.8
88•0
113
137
158
21.8
46.3
71.3
96.8
121.5
145
166
105
49.6
32.2
23.7
18•9
15.8
13.8
.0262
.0124
.0081
.0059
• 0047
.0040
•0035
• 66
.4
.33
.29
.27
.26
.26
If the number of resonant elements, n, is increased above the values shown in the table,
the overall loss will begin to increase slowly after n exceeds 12 (approximately). To
minimize complexity in adjustment and manufacture, it is probably not advisable to attempt
to develop a filter having as many as 10 resonators, although the useof as many as 5 is
routine and certainly 7 is not beyond the realm of practicability from this standpoint.
However, it is necessary to adjust the bandwidths listed in the table in order to realize the
low loss, and there is some doubt about the practicability of obtaining the coupling required for
the 97-mc, 3 db bandwidth by conventional means. No difficulty should be experienced in
obtaining the bandwidth required in the 5- and 6-resonator designs.
The attainment of the calculated insertion loss is also dependent upon reaching the assumed
value of unloaded Q (which was 4000). This will require a coaxial resonator having an inside
diameter of 1.5 inches• The center conductor of the resonator will be about 1.2 inches long;
if 0.7 inch of clearance is allowed between the free end of this conductor and the enclosure,
the external overall length will be approximately 2 inches.
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3.4.2 RECEIVER SECTION
The receiver branch of the diplexer, in conjunction with the preselector, must protect the
receiver from blocking by the transmitter signal and prevent the radiation of the local
oscillator signal or reception of signals on the image frequency. Of these three requirements,
the one which controls the design is that which requires a rejection, by 60 db, of the L. O.
signal which is 45 mc from the center of the passband.
If a 5-resonator filter is chosenfor this duty, the width of the equal ripple portion of the
passband will be 25 mc or less. This corresponds IDa 3 db bandwidth of 30 mc and a filter
Q of 70. If constructed of resonators having the same size as the transmitter branch, the
unloaded Q will be only slightly less than the transmitter resonators and the passband loss
should be between 0.4 and 0.5 db. With a 60 db bandwidth of 90 mc and 5 resonators, the
image rejection should be 84 db and the transmitter signal suppression about 114 db.
3.4.3 PRESELECTOR
The functions of the preselector, in combination with the receive branch of the diplexer,
are: (1) to prevent saturation of the receiver circuits by the transmitted signals; (2) prevent
reception of signals on frequencies other than the designated band of 2113 mc (especially the
image) ; (3) prevent the radiation of the local oscillator signal; and (4) provide a controlled
point of reflection of image signals from the mixer so that the phase of this reflection can be
adjusted for optimum noise figure.
In order to do this, it is necessary to modify the approach of the preceding section and
separate the preselector into two parts. One part will be located in a fixed relationship to
the transponder and will be constructed within the space outline of a standard transponder
module: It will consist of 4 resonators, each approximately 1.2 inches in inside diameter and
having an unloaded Q of approximately 3300.
If the preselector is designed to reject the local oscillator signal by 40 db, it can have a
ripple bandwidth of 26 mc and a 3 db bandwidth of 34 mc. The passband insertion loss will
be approximately 0.5 db, the image rejection approximately 64 db and the transmitter
rejection approximately 85 db.
The receiver portion of the diplexer will have 3 resonators and, compared with the preselector
will be relatively broadband. It will provide the additional 20 db of rejection to the local
oscillator signal. To do this it will have a ripple bandwidth of 29 db and a 3 db bandwidth of
45 mc. The passband loss will be approximately 0.4 db. The rejection at the image
frequency will be approximately 35 db and at the transmitter frequency approximately 55 db.
3.4.4 INTERACTION
Preliminary studies have indicated that there may be a problem encountered in the operation
of two filters, such as the preselector and receiver portion of the diplexer, separated by an
uncontrolled length of transmission line. This problem is under investigation and several
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solutions have been suggested. One approach is to insert an isolator between diplexer and
preselector. It will be further investigated in this particular case and, if found to still be a
problem, one of the several proposed solutions will be adopted.
3.5 R-F SWITCHING AND MONITORING
3.5.1 NOMINAL MODE swrrCHING
The R-F switching for the radio subsystem is accomplished by ground command and a limited
amount of on-board sequencing. In the nominal mission modes no operational switches will
be required with the exception of launch and late orbital operations.
The nominal mission switching function will be performed at the component power supply
level, i.e., the exciters and power amplifiers will be switched "on vv and Wofi_t via their
respective power supply switches (see Figure 3-1).
During launch, only the launch antenna will be used. Once the launch phase is finished the
launch antenna system is not needed. A coaxial switch is provided in this R-F path to
electrically disconnect the launch antenna from the radio subsystem and to dissipate the R-F
energy from the R-F coupler into a matched load (see Figure 3-1}.
For late orbital operations a transfer switch (see Figure 3-1) is used to switch the high gain
antenna frompower amplifier number two to one of the two 50-watt amplifiers to preserve
the margin in the down link.
3.5.2 BACK-UP MODE SWITCHING
In the event of component failures, the radio subsystem R-F switching allows for operational
switching in the R-F path. This is provided between the R-F diplexers and the antenna system
via two transfer switches and a coaxial single-pole double-throw switch. These switches
permit antenna selection in order to preserve near-nominal communication paths between
DSIF and the spacecraft. The coaxial switch is used only in the event that the high-gain
antenna fails. A functional diagram of the backup mode showing the switches in the switched
position is shown in Figure 3-11.
3.5.3 DESCRIPTION OF SWITCHES
3.5.3.1 TRANSFER SWITCH
The proposed transfer switch is a mechanical latching type. It is basically two single-pole
double-throw switches, interconnected as shown in Figure 3-12. A typical transfer switch
would weigh approximately 14 ounces and would have the dimensions 3 3/4 x 2 1/4 x 2 1/4
inches. The switch action will be to make-before-break, thereby permitting switching with
R-F power applied.
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The switch will be shock mounted to reduce the shock and vibration experienced by the switch
elements.
3.5.3.2 COAXIAL SWITCH
The proposed coaxial switch is a mechanical single-pole double-throw switch. A typical
coaxial switch would weigh approximately 6 ounces and would have the dimensions 2 1/2 x 2 x
1 inches. The switch action will be make-before-break, thereby permitting switching with
R-F power applied.
3.5.4 R-F MONITORING
R-F coupled power monitors will be utilized at the output of the exciters and the power
amplifiers. The output from each power monitor will be conditioned for telemetry trans-
mission to assess the condition of a particular power amplifier or exciter. These outputs
are also used for failure mode sensing.
3.5.5 HYBRID R-F COUPLER PACKAGE
To eliminate operational switches in the R-F path of the radio subsystem, hybrid couplers
are used to provide redundant exciters on each power amplifier. A block diagram of the
exciter-power amplifier interface is shown in Figure 3-12.
The additional hybrid coupler in the output path of exciter 1 is used to couple 100 mw
(minimum) to the launch antenna system.
A 3 db attenuator is used at the input of power amplifier 3 in series with a hybrid coupler to
match the 6 db attenuation present in the R-F input paths of the other two power amplifiers.
To reduce the number ofcormectors and individual components, the exciter output power
monitors, the hybrid couplers, andthe 3 db attenuator are combined in a strip transmission
line package. A sketch of the proposed package is shown in Figure 3-13. The power monitor
outputs will be conditioned to 0.5 +0.2 volt across a 10 K load. The wei_t of the package
will be typically 5-6 ounces.
3.6 POWER AMPLIFIER
The power amplifier for the Voyager radio subsystem will be a complete package containing
the power amplifier, its power supply, and a monitoring device to measure the power output.
The radio subsystem utilizes three power amplifier packages, each of which can be turned
"on" and "oft _' by command.
3.6.1 GENERAL
The output level of S-Band power amplifiers for space applications is 20 watts for the
traveling-wave-tube (TWT) amplifier and the electrostatically focused klystron (ESFK).
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Both types are currently being used, or being considered for use, in NASA's Apollo program. •
At a higher power level of 50 watts there are prototype models available, which in all cases
are the 20 watt models operated at higher voltages.
3.6.2 RECOMMENDED POWER AMPLIFIERS
The three power amplifiers recommended for the Voyager Radio Subsystem would be
selected from the following:
a. 20-Watt TWT
b. 50-Watt TWT
c. 50-Watt ESFK
One of the 50-watt devices would be a dual mode unit with capability for operating at a
reduced power output of 20 watts.
3.6.2.1 20-WATT TWT
The 20-watt TWT will be used as the primary power amplifier during interplanetary cruise
and early maneuvers. During orbit operations the 20-watt TWT will become redundant backup
for the 50-watt devices. A summary of the characteristics of a 20-watt TWT tabulated in
section 5.6 of this document.
3.6.2.2 50-WATT TWT
The 50-watt TWT will be a power amplifier of advanced design developed specifically for
Voyager. A power output of 50 watts was chosen to increase the data capacity of the
telemetry channel and still be consistent with the size, weight, and power allocations for the
radio subsystem. This level is consistent with the anticipated state of the art improvement
over the 20-watt level now available. A summary of its proposed characteristics is tabulated
in Section 5.6 of this document.
3.6.2.3 50-WATT ESFK
The 50-watt ESFK power amplifier will be developed for Voyager as an alternate power amplifier
to the TWT. A summary of its proposed characteristics is tabulated in Section 5.6.
3.6.2.4 POWER CHANGING CAPABILITY
During late orbit operations, the primary power amplifier for the radio subsystem may be a
50-watt TWT or 50-watt ESFK. During early periods of the mission the spacecraft is
supplying power to the capsule and communication ranges do not require 50-watt capability.
During long sun occultations, the transmitter power must be reduced to 20 watts to be
compatible with the battery energy capacity. One 50-watt power amplifier will be
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programmable by commandto operate at either its nominal 50-watt level or at a reduced
level of 20 watts. This will provide backup capability at both the 20- and 50-watt levels.
3.6.3 DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM FOR 50 WATT DEVICE
Parallel development programs will be instituted for development of a 50-watt TWT and a
50-watt ESFK. Prototype models of 50-watt TWT and ESFK power amplifiers now exist.
They are basically 20-watt versions operated at higher supply voltages. However, these
models will not satisfy the requirements for Voyager.
The power amplifier for Voyager must operate efficiently to conserve spacecraft prime
power and to minimize thermal dissipation. This calls for improvements in the tube design,
such as depressed collectors, greater thermal dissipation from the collector, and higher
beam e_iciencies. The power supply must be improved to more efficiently convert raw D-C
power to usable power for the tube.
Other areas in the amplifier design requiring new developments include size and weight
reduction, temperature stability, and external magnetic field reduction. The development
program for a 50-watt power amplifier for Voyager will be parallel efforts by a TWT
manufacturer and an ESFK manufacturer. The parallel development is to insure against
failure of one type of device to meet the Voyager schedule.
4.0 INTERFACE DEFINITIONS
4.1 ELECTRICAL
4.1.1 IN'PUT SIGNALS
4.1.1.1 R-F INPUT
The radio subsystem is designed to receive and demodulate an R-F signal from the DSIF.
Tentative receive frequencies are:
SPACECRAFT A SPACECRAFT B
Receiver No. 1 2117.746142mc 2110.243056mc
Receiver No. 2 2117. 405092 mc 2110.584105mc
Receiver No. 3 2117.064034mc 2110.925154mc
4. i.i. 2 TELEMETRY
The telemetry subsystem shall provide a telemetry subcarrier signal to the phase
modulator input of each exciter (3 exciters are used). The exciter phase modulator input
impedance is 1000 ohms resistive. The telemetry rates are:
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8533-1/3 BPS
4266-2/3 BPS
2133-1/3 BPS
533-1/3 BPS
106-2/3 BPS
3-1/3 BPS
4.1.1.3 COMMAND
Changes of the radio subsystem mode of operation may be achieved by command from DSIF.
A pulse is received to indicate change of state of the following functions:
Command Operation
1. Exciter No. 1 on/off
2. Exciter No. 2 on/off
3. Exciter No. 3 on/off
4. Power Amplifier No. 1 on/off
5. Power Amplifier No. 2 on/off
6. Power Amplifier No. 3 on/off
7. Receiver No. 1 on/off
8. Receiver No. 2 on/off
9. Receiver No. 3 on/off
10. Power Amplifier No. 1 20w/50w
11. Antenna Transfer Switch No. 1 normal/reverse
12. Antenna Transfer Switch No. 2 normal/reverse
13. Backup Antenna Switch No. 4 low gain/medium gain
14. Launch Antenna Switch No. 3 launch/cruise
15. Ranging on/off
16. Early cruise mode (Exc. No. 1, on/off
Ampl. No. 1)
17. Cruise mode (Exc. No. 2, Ampl. on/off
No. 2)
18. Maneuver mode (Exc. No. 3, on/off
Ampl. No. 3)
19. Launch mode (Exc No. 1, on
Launch Antenna)
4.1.1.4 C&S
The normal sequencing and failure mode sequencing of the radio subsystem is initiated by
pulses from the C&S subsystem. The C&S subsystem provides the following inputs:
1. A pulse during the acquisition phase which turns on power amplifier No. 1 in the
20-watt mode.
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A pulse during the acquisition phase which turns off the launch antenna at switch
No. 3.
Pulses to select the desired exciter and power amplifier and turn off the others
during maneuver sequences.
Pulses to establish the ranging mode and turn it off after a selected interval.
POWER
The spacecraft power subsystem provides the following inputs to the radio subsystem:
1. A 50 vrms, 2400 cps square wave from a source regulated +_2 percent or better.
Radio Consumption --- 30 watts
2. Unregulated power from a 30 to 55-volt dc source.
145 wattsRadio Consumption ---
OUTPUT SIGNALS
R-F OUTPUT
The radio subsystem is designed to transmit a modulated R-F signal to DSIF. Tentative
transmit frequencies are:
SPACECRAFT A SPACECRAFT B
Exciter No. 1
Exciter No. 2
Exciter No. 3
2299. 814815 mc
2299. 444444 mc
2299. 074074 mc
2291.666666mc
2292.037037mc
2292.407407mc
4.1.2.2 TELEMETRY
Table 4-1 is a tabulation of radio subsystem telemetry points. These signals are d-c data
outputs of the radio subsystem conditioned to the indicated range. The output impedance for
all telemetry points is 1000 ohms resistive. Sampling period is given in VB220FDl10,
Telemetry Channel Assignment.
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Table 4-1.
Data
1. Power Output
2. Power Output
3. Power Output
4. Power Output
5. Power Output
6. Power Output
7. AGC
8. AGC
9. AGC
10. Static Phase Error
11. Static Phase Error
12. Static Phase Error
13. LO Drive
14. LO Drive
15. LO Drive
16. AGC Coarse
17. AGC Coarse
18. AGC Coarse
19. +15 v TLM
20. -15 v TLM
21. +15 v TLM
22. -15 v TLM
23. +15 v TLM
24. -15 v TLM
25. -15 v TLM
26. -25 v TLM
27. -15 v TLM
28. -25 v TLM
Radio Subsystem Telemetry Points
Source
Power Amplifier No. 1
Power Amplifier No. 2
Power Amplifier No. 3
Exciter No. 1
Exciter No. 2
Exciter No. 3
Rcvr No. 1 (fine)
Revr No. 2 (fine)
Rcvr No. 3 (fine)
Rcvr No. 1
Revr No. 2
Rcvr No. 3
Rcvr No. 1
Rcvr No. 2
Rcvr No. 3
Rcvr No. 1
Rcvr No. 2
Rcvr No. 3
Rcvr No. 1
Rcvr No. 1
Rcvr No. 2
Rcvr No. 2
Rcvr No. 3
Rcvr No. 3
Exciter No. 1
Exciter No. 1
Exciter No. 2
Exciter No. 2
Range
0 to +3.2v
0 to +3.2v
0 to +3.2v
0 to +3.2v
0 to +3.2v
0 to +3.2v
0 to 100 mv
0 to 100 mv
0 to 100 mv
-1.6 to +1.6v
-1.6v to +1.6v
-1.6v to +l.6v
0 to 100 mv
0 to 100 mv
0 to 100 mv
0 to +3.2v
0 to +3.2v
0 to +3.2v
0 to +3.2v
-1.6v to ' 1 _.."rJ-e U¥
0 to +3.2v
-1.6v to +1.6v
0 to +3.2v
-I. 6v to +I. 6v
-I. 6v to +i. 6v
-I. 6v to +1.6v
-i. 6v to +i. 6v
-i. 6v to +i. 6v
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Table 4-1.
Data
29. -15 v TLM
30. -25 v TLM
31. Helix Voltage
32. Collector Voltage
33. Helix Current
34. Collector Current
35. Helix Voltage
36. Collector Voltage
37. Helix Current
38. Collector Current
39. Helix Voltage
40. Collector Voltage
41. Helix Current
42. Collector Current
43. VCO Temp.
44. VCO Temp.
45. VCO Temp.
46. Collector Temp.
47. Collector Temp.
48. Collector Temp.
49. Switch Position
50. Switch Position
51. Switch Position
52. Switch Position
Radio Subsystem Telemetry Points (Cont)
Source
Exciter No. 3
Exciter No. 3
Power Amplifier
No. 1 (assumes TWT)
1 Power AmplifierNo. 2 (assumes TWT)
Power Amplifier
No. 3 (assumes TWT)
Rcvr No. 1
Rcvr No. 2
Rcvr No. 3
Power Amplifier No. 1
Power Amplifier No. 2
Power Amplifier No. 3
Launch Antenna Switch
Backup Antenna Switch
Transfer Switch No. 1
Transfer Switch No. 2
Range
-I. 6v to +I. 6v
-l.6v to +l.6v
-1.6v to +i. 6v
-I. 6v to +i. 6v
-I. 6v to +1.6v
-I. 6v to +1.6v
-I. 6v to +I. 6v
-i. 6v to +i. 6v
-1.6v to +1.6v
-I. 6v to +1.6v
-1.6v to +1.6v
-1.6v to +1.6v
-I. 6v to +i. 6v
-1.6v to +1.6v
0 to 100 mv
0 to 100 mv
0 to 100 mv
0 to 100 mv
0 to 100 mv
0 to 100 mv
0 to 3.2v
0 to 3.2v
0to 3.2v
0 to 3.2v
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4.1.2.3 COMMAND
The radio subsystem shall have a composite signal to the command subsystem from each of
the three receivers used.
4.1.3 UMBILICAL FUNCTIONS
R-F signals are transferred through the umbilical connector via R-F probes located near
each antenna excluding the launch antenna.
4.1.4 DIRECT ACCESS FUNCTIONS
The radio subsystem shall provide direct access test points for checkout with the OSE.
These points (Table 4-2) are provided in addition to the telemetered outputs identified in
paragraph 4.1.2.2.
4.2 MECHANICAL
4.2.1 EQUIPMENT BAYS
The radio subsystem is contained in equipment bays 3 and 4 which provide the mechanical
interface with the spacecraft structure. The details of the equipment bays are given in
Section 6.1.
4.2.2 ANTENNAS
The antennas and their respective cables are the only portions of the radio subsystem located
external to the equipment bays. Suitable clamps and mounting fixtures for these components
are provided on the spacecraft structure. Five antennas are used. They are:
1. Launch Ant.
2. Primary Low-Gain Ant.
3. High-Gain Ant.
4. Secondary Low-Gain Ant.
5. Mariner C Medium-Gain Ant.
4.3 THERMAL
Non Deployed
Non Deployed
Deployed Steerable
Deployed Fixed
Non Deployed
Thermal interface is provided through the equipment bay to the spacecraft structure and via
the thermal control panel mounted on each equipment bay.
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Receiver
Receiver
Receiver
Receiver
Receiver
Receiver
Receiver
Receiver
Receiver
Receiver
Receiver
Receiver
Receiver
Receiver
Table 4-2. Direct Access Test Points
Test Point
No. 1 AGC
No. 2 AGC
No. 3 AGC
No. 1 SPE (Static Phase Error)
No. 2 SPE
No. 3 SPE
No. 1 DPE (Dynamic Phase Error)
No. 2 DPE
No. 3 DPE
No. 1 +15v
No. 1-15v
No. 2 +15v
No. 2-15v
No. 3 +15v
Receiver No. 3 -15v
Exciter No. 1 -15v
Exciter No. 1 -25v
Exciter No. 2 -15v
Exciter No. 2 -25v
Exciter No. 3 -15v
Exciter No. 3 -25v
Power Amplifier 1 All d-c voltages
Power Amplifier 2 All d-c voltages
Power Amplifier 3 All d-c voltages
Ranging off/on
Exciter No. 1 Power
Exciter No. 2 Power
Exciter No. 3 Power
Power Amplifier No.
Power Amplifier No.
Power Amplifier No.
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Monitor Output
Monitor Output
Monitor Output
1 Power Monitor Output
2 Power Monitor Output
3 Power Monitor Output
Signal Characteristics
dc
dc
dc
dc
dc
dc
Signal + Noise
Signal + Noise
Signal + Noise
dc
dc
dc
dc
dc
dc
dc
dc
dc
dc
dc
dc
dc
dc
dc
dc
dc
dc
dc
VB233FD102
4.4 R-F
During prelaunch checkout and launch, R-F signals are transmitted through the launch
antenna via a parasitic antenna located on the shroud. The parasitic antenna is considered a
part of the shroud and shall be located at a point on the shroud adjacent to the launch antenna.
The coupling loss shall be 20 db maximum.
5.0 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
5.1A_E_AS
5.1.1 HIGH-GAIN ANTENNA
Type
Gain (Relative to Circular
Isotropic)
7.5-foot diameter paraboloid
+0.4 db @ 2295 mc
32.5 -0.6
30.3 +1 db @ 2113 mc
Polarization right-hand circular
Ellipticity on Axis
Ellipticity @ 3 db Points
1.0 +1.0 db @ 2295 mc
4. 0 +2.0 db @ 2113 mc
+2.5 db @ 2295 mc
1.0 -0.5
VSWR (Maximum)
+2.5 db @ 2113
4.0 -1.5
1.2 @ 2295 mc
1.5 @2113mc
mc
Beamwidth (3 db) 4.0 degrees
Beamshape
Boresight Error
Figure 5-1 shows beamshape
(Gain versus Pointing Error)
+0.20
0.15 degrees
-0.15
Weight 45 +5 pounds
5.1.2 PRIMARY LOW-GAIN ANTENNA
Type Crossed slots (same as Mariner C Low Gain)
Gain (Relative to Circular
Isotropic)
5.0 +2.0 db @ 2295 mc
5.0 +2.0 db @ 2113 mc
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HIGH-GAIN ANTENNA
(7.5 FOOT PARABOLA)
ill
f 3_o\
m
--31.5/ ,
--31.0/ °
--30.5/ -
'_--30.0
29.5
\
\
\
-2.0 -1.5 -1.0 -0.5 0 0.5 1.0 1.5
POINTING ERROR - DEGREES
2.0
Figure 5-1. Gain at 2295 mc versus Pointing Error
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D
Polarization
Ellipticity on Axis
right-hand circular
+0
3.5 -3.5 db @ 2295 mc
VSWR (Maximum)
+0 db @ 2113 mc
7.0 -7,0
1.4 @ 2295 mc
1.7 @ 2113 mc
Beamshape See Figure 5-2
Weight 4.0 +0" 5
-0 pound
5, 1, 3 SECONDARY LOW-GAIN ANTENNA
Type
Gain (Relative to Circular
Isotropic)
Polarization
quad-dipoles canted 30 degrees
+1.0 db @ 2295 mc
0 -0.5
+ .5db@2113mc
-0.5_1 , 0
right-hand circular
Ellipticity on Axis
Ellipticity +45 ° from
Antenna Axis
1.0 +1.0 db @ 2295 mc
1.5 +1. O db @ 2113 mc
0.5 +.5db@2295mc
1.0 +1 db @ 2113 mc
VSWR (Maximum) 1,2@2295 mc
1, 4 @ 2113 mc
Beamshape See Figures 5-3 and = ALP---_
Weight 0.12 +0,01 pound
5.1.4 MEDIUM-GAIN ANTENNA
D
Type
Gain (Relative to
Circular Isotropic)
46 x 21-inch elliptical parabola
(same as Mariner C High Gain)
+0,25
23.5 db @ 2295 mc
-0,50
+1.3 db @ 2113 mc
20.75 -1.5
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Figure 5-2. Primary Low-Gain Antenna Pattern
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Figure 5-3. Secondary Low-Gain Antenna Pattern
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20 40 60
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1
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Figure 5-4. Pattern Coverage of the Secondary Low-Gain Antenna
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Polarization
Ellipticity on Axis
VSWR (Maximum)
Weight
5.1.5 LAUNCH ANTENNA
right-hand circular
1.0 +1.0 db @ 2295 mc
4.0 +3.0 db @ 2113 mc
1.2 @ 2295 mc
1.4 @ 2113 mc
+1.5
4.41. 0 pounas
Type turnstile over a conical ground plane
Gain (Relative to Circular
Isotropic)
2.0 +0.5 db @ 2295 mc
m
1.3 +0.5 db @ 2113 mc
Polarization right-hand circular
Ellipticity on Axis 1.0 +1.0 db @ 2295 mc
3.0 +3.0 db @ 2113 mc
Ellipticity +45 ° from
Antenna Axis
2.5 +1.0 db @ 2295 mc
4.5 +3.0 db @ 2113 mc
VSWR (Maximum) 1.2@2295 mc
1.4 @ 2113 mc
Beamshape See Figure 5-5
Weight 0.07 +0.01 pound
5.1.6 ANTENNA CABLES
The performance parameters listed for the cables include the full transmission line run from
the electronics package to the antenna terminals, except as noted for the high-gain antenna
where the rotary joint performance is not included. The separate cables comprising the full
transmission line are then listed separately.
5.1.6.1 HIGH-GAIN ANTENNA CABLES
Weight 2.73 +0.1 pound
vsw_ (Maximum) 1.3
Insertion Loss (Does Not
Include Rotary Joint)
1.45 +0.1 db
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Figure 5-5. Launch Antenna Pattern
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Impedance
Transmission Line Breakdown (Function)
a.
be
Electronics Package to Antenna Tilt
Axis
50 ohms nominal
Weight
0b)
1.38
Flexible Cable Across Antenna Tilt
Axis & Deployment Axis to Rotary
Joint
Loss
(db)
5.1.6.2
c. Rotary Joint to Antenna Feed
0.36
0.22 0.79
1.13
TOTAL 2.73
PRIMARY LOW-GAIN ANTENNA CABLES
Weight
VSWR (Maximum) I.30
Insertion Loss
Impedance
5.1.6.3 SECONDARY LOW-GAIN ANTENNA CABLES
Weight
VSWR (Maximum)
Insertion Loss
Impedance
Transmission Line Breakdown (Function)
Electronics Package to Deployment
Axis
Flexible Cable Across Deployment
Axis
a.
bo
0.30
1.45
2.27 +0.10 pound
0.57 +0. i0 db
50 ohms nominal
3.72 +0.1 pound
1.30
1.24 _0.i _'
50 ohms nominal
c. Deployment Axis to Antenna Port
TOTAL
Weight Loss
(Ib) (db)
2.15 0.44
0.19 0.54
1.38 0.26
3.72 1.24
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5.1.6.4 MEDIUM-GAIN ANTENNA CABLE
Weight
VSWR (Maximum)
Insertion Lo ss
Impedance
5.1.6.5 LAUNCH ANTENNA CABLE
Weight
VSWR (Maximum)
Insertion Loss
1.81 @ 0.1 pound
1.3
0.36 +0.1 db
50 ohms nominal
1.98 +0.1 pound
1.3
0.4 +0. i db
Weight
VSWR (Maximum)
Insertion Loss
Impedance 50 ohms nominal
One cable, electronics package to antenna port.
5.1.7 R-F TEST PROBES AND CABLES
5.1.7.1 HIGH-GAIN ANTENNA PROBE AND CABLE
0.19 +0.01 pound
2.0
30.0 +5.0 db (including coupling loss)
Impedance 50 ohms nominal
5.1.7.2 PRIMARY LOW-GAIN ANTENNA PROBE AND CABLE
Weight
VSWR (Maximum)
Insertion Loss
Impedance
0.32 +0.01pound
2.0
30 +5.0 db (including coupling loss)
50 ohms nominal
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5.1.7.3 SECONDARY LOW-GAIN ANTENNA PROBE AND CABLE
Weight 0.32 +0.01 pound
VSWR (Maximum) 2.0
Insertion Loss 30.0 +.._5.0 db (including coupling loss)
Impedance 50 ohms nominal
5.1.7.4 MEDIUM-GAIN PROBE AND CABLE
Weight
VSWR (Maximum)
Insertion Loss
Impedance
5.1.8 ROTARY JOINT
Weight
VSWR (Maximum)
/max VSWR\
Insertion Loss (Maximum)
Insertion Loss WOW
0.19 +0.01 pound
2.0
30.0 +_5.0 db (including coupling loss)
50 ohms nominal
0.35 +0.05 pound
1.10 @ 2295 mc
1.20 @ 2113 mc
1.02 maximum
0.2 db@ 2295 mc
0.2 db @ 2113 mc
0.1 db maximum
5.2 RECEIVER PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
The system utilizes three receivers, each of which is integrally related with an exciter as
part of a Mark I S-Band Transponder. The receivers are identical with the exception of
operating frequency. Their characteristics are outlined in the following paragraphs.
5.2.1 FREQUENCIES
Tentative center frequencies selected for the three receivers are:
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Receiver No. 1
Receiver No. 2
Receiver No. 3
5.2.2 TRACKINGRANGE
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SPACECRAFT A
2117.746142 mc
2117.405092 mc
2117.064034 mc
SPACECRAFT B
2110. 243056 mc
2110. 584105 mc
2110. 925154 mc
The receivers shall have capability to track input frequency variations of +3.0 parts in 105
for received R-F signal levels greater than -120 dbm.
5.2.3 NOISE FIGURE
The noise figure at the preselector input shall be 8 db +1 db.
5.2.4 THRESHOLD
The receiver threshold signal level as measured at the preselector input terminal shall be
-153.6 dbm+_ 1 db,(Threshold is defined as unity signal-to-noise ratio in the carrier tracking
loop bandwidth. )
5.2.5 DYNAMIC RANGE
The receiver shall provide linear performance over the R-F signal input range of -70 dbm to
threshold.
5.2.6 R-F CARRIER APC LOOP CHARACTERISTICS
5.2.6.1 TRANSFER FUNCTION
The transfer function of the automatic phase control loop is designed to be approximately
equivalent to the low frequency filter form of
H(s) design =
3
i+-- S
4fl L
9 S2
1+4_S+ 2
32 flL
where 2ill = the two-sided loop noise bandwidth.
This provides a Type 2 servo loop response optimized for best response to a frequency step.
The filter form is mechanized as shown in Figure 5-6. The transfer function of this assembly
is
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H(S)mech =
H(S)det = Kd
VOLTS / RADIAN
1+
I+T S
S
z i ) TI
I+%s
H(s)filter =
1 + TIS
S2
K
V
H(S)osc - S
RADIANS/VOLT-SEC
___PHASE DETECTOR
_ VOLTAGE '
CONTROLLED
OSCILLATOR
H(S)r n " M
FREQUENCY
,,MULTIPLIER
andif
1
KdKvM << T 2
Figure 5-6. Filter Form Block Diagram
D
H(S)mech
1+ T2S
1 + T2S +
T 1
S2
The mechanized and the design filter forms are identical if
3
T 2 =
4B L
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and
T1 9
KdK 32 2
The parameters, T 1, T 2, K d, Kv, and M are determined by the desired ratio between the
frequencies of reception and-transmission and by the desired performance requirements.
The transponder multiplication system is actually constructed as shown in Figure 5-7 where,
receiver multiplication (M) equals 110 1/2 or (1/2 + 3 - 1 + 108), transmitter multiplication
equals 120, and the ratio between the transmitted and received frequencies is 240/221. The
two local Oscillator signals for double superheterodyne operation, are provided for in the
multiplication system.
5.2.6.2 RECEIVER PHASE CONTROL LOOP RESPONSE
The receiving section _ the transponder is designed with a noise bandwidth (2 _LC) of 18 cps
atthe receiver threshold of -153.6 d_n. As the signal level increases, the noise 15andwidth is
automatically increased up to a limit of 221 cps. This feature is intended to provide easier
acquisition and faster tracking capability at strong signal levels when the narrow bandwidth
is not required. It is achieved by incorporation of a hard limiter at the tracking loop phase
detector input. Suppression of the received signal in the hard limiter, due to noise, results
in a change in phase detector gain and, consequently, a change in loop noise bandwidth. An
analysis of factors affecting phase detector gain and loop noise bandwidth follows.
The receiver loop noise bandwidth can be shown to be
2_L = 2_L (threshold) 1/3 + 2 Kd _-reshold
The phase detector gain (K), a function of the noise-to-signal ratio (N/S) at the limiter input,
is given by
K d = K d threshold ] 1/2
1 + 4 N threshold
S
4 N1+- -
S
Threshold is defined as unity noise-to-signal ratio in the effective threshold loop noise band-
width 2_3LO of 18 cps. Since the predetection noise bandwidth is set at 4.5 K cps by a crystal
filter in the second I-F amplifier, the threshold noise-to-signal ratio at the limiter input is
4500/18 = 250. The ratio of strong signal (4/rr N/S << 1) phase detector gain Kd to Kd at
threshold is then
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z 4 )] 1/2+ (250 = 17.8
Figures 5-8 describes the variation of signal suppression factor _ with signal level where
[1]0l = 4 N1+_ _ 1/2
The receiving portion of the transponder is designed to track an input signal excursion of 260
cps per degree of phase error at the threshold and 4. 6 kc per degree of phase error at
strong signal conditions. This tracking gain is established by setting the gains of the voltage
controlled oscillator, phase detector, and frequency multiplication ratios to
K d = 0.35 v/degree (strong signal}
K = 120 cps/v
V
M = 110.5
These parameters specify the loop filter time constants required to establish the threshold
loop noise bandwidth (2flLo) at 18 cps. The loop filter time constants for this transponder
are computed to be
T = 326 seconds
1
T 2 = 0. 083 seconds
Figure 5-9 shows the receiver phase control loop response obtained when the preceding loop
parameters are used. Figure 5-10 shows the variation of loop noise bandwidth with received
carrier level.
5.2.7 AGC LOOP CHARACTERISTICS
5.2.7.1 TRANSFER FUNCTION
The automatic gain control loop is shown in Figure 5-11. The AGC loop is designed to have
a noise bandwidth of 0.85 to 0.33 cps over the range of input signal levels from -70 to -153
dbm.
The 47.8-Mc I-F amplifier is designed to have a gain control sensitivity of 26 to 10 db per
volt of gain control voltage over the anticipated range of signal levels. The amplitude
detector gain at the controlled input level is 0.1 volt per db of input level change, and the
agc amplifier gain is 15 v/v. The agc loop gain is 15 to 39 with the lower value occurring
near the receiver threshold. The time constant in the loop is provided by feedback around the
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d-c amplifier and is set to be 23 seconds. For loop gain >10, the loop response may be
approximated by
1
H -
T
1+_ S
1 1
H - - at threshold23 1 + 1.53 S
I+T_S
1 1
H - 23 - 1+0.59S strong signal
I+_-_S
where
a : KrKdK
T = RC
5.2.7.2 NOISE BANDWIDTH
The design value of the agc loop noise bandwidth at receiver threshold is 0.33 cps. The
noise bandwidth varies from 0.33 cps at threshold to not more than 1.0 cps at an input signal
level of -70 dbm.
5.2.8 RECEIVER COMMAND CHANNEL
5.2.8.1 FREQUENCY RESPONSE
The amplitude response _.,_.'ll be down 3 db at +2.25 kc +190 cps from the center frequency.
The phase characteristic will be symmetrical within +10 degrees for the center two-thirds of
the 3 db bandwidth. The amplitude and phase modulation response of the receiver measured
at the output of the amplitude and phase detectors will be fiat within +1.5 db from 120 cps to
1.5 kc at any input signal level from -70 dbm to threshold. The response characteristics
are shown in Figure 5-12 and 5-13.
5.2.8.2 COMMAND OUTPUT IMPEDANCE
The nominal output impedance is < 100 ohms.
5.2.9 RESIDUAL PHASE MODULATION
The residual phase modulation (noise) at an input signal level of -70 dbm will be less than 6°
peak.
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5.2.10 TURNAROUND RANGING CHANNEL
5.2.10.1 I-F BANDWIDTH
The bandwidth from the receiver input to the balanced detector will be 3.3 mc minimum at
the 3 db points.
5.2.10.2 VIDEO LIM1TER RISE TIME
The ranging channel video signal rise and fall times will be 70 ns maximum.
5.2.10.3 VIDEO BANDWIDTH
The frequency response of the ranging channel video signal will be down a maximum of 3 db
at 100 cps on the low end and 2 mc on the high end.
5.2.10.4 OUTPUT LEVEL
The ranging channel video output will be limited at 0 +2 dbm.
5.2.11 RECEIVEK IN-PUT IMPEDANCE
The nominal receiver input impedance shall be 50 ohms with a vswr of 1.3:1 or less.
5.3 EXCITER PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
Three exeiters are used in the preferred radio subsystem. Each is integrally related with a
receiver as part of a Mark I S-Band transponder. They are identical with the exception of
operating frequency.
5.3.1 FREQUENCY , J
The tentative frequencies selected for the three exciters are
Exciter No. 1---2299.814815 mc
Exciter No. 2---2299.444444 mc
Exciter No. 3---2299.074074 mc
5.3.2 POWER OUTPUT
The power output will be 400 milliwatts minimum. Variation will not exceed +1.5 db from
the nominal value measured at 25 C.
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5.3.3 PHASE CHARACTERISTICS
5.3.3.1 PHASE CONTROL
The unmodulated phase of the carrier is determined by the phase of the receiver voltage
controlled oscillator (vco) or the auxiliary oscillator. When the receiver is "in lock" the vco
is automatically selected as the exciter source.
5.3.3.2 PHASE STABILITY
The phase stability of the unmodulated carrier when operating in the auxiliary oscillator mode
will not cause more than 9 ° peak phase error in a noise-free phase coherent receiver with a
2_L bandwidth of 20 cps. In the coherent mode, the permissible phase error is 12 degrees
peak. Under vibration, the maximum additional phase error as measured in a 100 cps
receiver will be 4 degrees peak per g peak for band limited white noise, 20-2000 cps.
5.3.4 FREQUENCY STABILITY (AUXILIARY OSCILLATOR)
The oscillator will exhibit a coherence time >7 seconds. The long term stability will be
better than 1 part in 105/year.
5.3.5 PHASE MODULATOR CHARACTERISTICS
Deviation
Linearity
Sensitivity
Telemetry
Ranging
Stability
Bandwidth
dc- 1 mc
1.8 mc
Input Impedance
Telemetry
Pmngmg
+4 r__d_t_-
d7% max. deviation from straight line at 4 radians
1 radian peak +_5% per volt peak
2 radians peak +5% per volt peak
+6% of nominal value
+0.5 db
_3db
1000 ohms
50 ohms
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5.3.6 OUTPUT IMPEDANCE
The exciter output impedance shall be 50 ohms nominal with maximum vswr of 1.3:1.
5.4 DIPLEXERS
The detailed performance characteristics of the diplexers and transponder preselectors are
summarized below.
Loss (db)
BW3d b
VSWR
LO Rejection
Image Rejection
Xmtr Rejection
Rejection at Receive Frequency
Receive Frequency ....
Transmit Frequency . . .
5.5 R-F SWITCH AND MONITORING
5.5.1 R-F SWITCHES
5.5.1.1 TRANSFER SWITCH
Insertion Loss
VSWR
Isolation
Type
Size
Weight
Diplexer Preselector
Receive Transmit
0.4 max 0.4 max 0.5 max
45 mc 45 mc 34 mc
1.2:1 max 1.2:1 max 1° 2:1 max
20 db min° 40 db min°
35 db min. 64 db min°
55 db min 85 db min.
100 db min.
2113 mc Nominal
2295 mc Nominal
O.25 db
1°1 max
40db
Latching
3-3/4 x 2-1/4 x 2-1/4 in.
14 oz.
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5.5.1.2 COAXIAL SWITCH
Insertion Loss 0.2 db
VSWR 1.1 max
Isolation 20 db
Type Latching
Size 2-1/2 x 2 x 1 in.
Weight 6 oz.
5.5.2 HYBRID COUPLER PACKAGE
Type Strip Line
Operating Frequency 2300 mc
Bandwidth 100 mc
Size 3/8 x 6 x 2 in.
Weight 6 oz.
5.5.2.1 HYBRID COUPLER PORTIONS (See Figure 5-14)
Coupling 3 db +0.2 db
m
Isolation 23 db (min)
VSWR 1.15 (max)
5.5.2.2 ATTENUATOR PORTION
Attenuation 3 db +0.2 db
VSWR, bilateral 1.2 (max)
5.5.2.3 TERMINATION
VSWR 1.1 (max)
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5.5.2.4 POWER MONITORS
Output Voltage 0.5 +0.2 volt
Load Impedance 10 K ohms
5.6 POWER AMPLIFIER PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
The following sections provide detailed infomation on power amplifier packages under
consideration for Voyager.
5.6.1 20-WATT TWT POWER AMPLIFIER
The WJ-274 is representative of 20-watt tubes now available and its characteristics are
quoted herein.
5.6.1.1 PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
Frequency Range 2.2 - 2.4 gc
Minimum Power Output 22 watts
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R-F Input
Over-all efficiency including
heater
Total DLc power input
including heater
Cooling
Focusing Means
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Heater voltage
Heater current
Anode voltage
Anode current
Helix voltage
Helix current
Collector voltage
Collector current
Cathode voltage.
Cathode current
MECHANICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Length
Cross section
excluding connectors
Weight
D-C Connector
R-F Connectors
VB233FD102
+22 dbm
35% minimum
64 watts maximum
Conduction only
PPM
3.0 volts
0.95
+100 volts
1.2 ma
Ground potential
7.0 ma
-520 volts
44 ma
-1610 volts
52.2 ma
8.7 inches
0.90 x 0.95 inch max
12 ounces
Fly leads
TNC Female
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5.6. I. 2 WJ-274 POWER SUPPLY
This power supply will operate the WJ-274 traveling wave tube and provides all required
voltages, high voltage time delay function, telemetry signal conditioning of important currents
and voltages, and RFI suppression when mounted in the appropriate enclosure. The tube and
power supply are in a common housing with conduction cooling through the bottom surface to
a heat sink.
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Power supply efficiency (do-de)
including felemetry and time
delay, at worst case conditions
(high line voltage and high
temperature)
Regulation due to Time and Temp
Temperature Range
Power Input for 63 watt d-c output
MECHANICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Dimensions
Volume
Weight
Cooling
3.6.2 50-WATT TWT POWER AMPLIFIER
CHARACTERISTICS
Operating Frequency
Duty Cycle
Output Power
Input Power
Gain (saturated)
85 percent
0.0 7 percent
-40 to +85 C
74 watts
5 x 8-1/2 x 1-3/8 in.
58.5 cu in.
3.5 lb
Conduction only
2.1 - 2.4 gc
cw
50 watts
50 mw
30 db rain
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Efficiency
TWT
Power Supply
Overall Package
Bandwidth, 0.5 db
Noise Figure
Phase Response
Linearity
Phase Jitter, Max
Time Delay
Time Delay, Variation
VSWR , Input & Output
Max VSWR, Stable Operation
Reliability
TWT Operational Lifetime
Overall Package MTBF
Temperature, Operating
Volume, Overall Package
Weight, Overall Package
Induced PM (sensitivity to power
supply ripple)
Cooling
Mounting Plate Temperature
Power Source
VB233FD102
Minimum
4O%
87%
35%
10 mc rain
30 db max
Design Goal
45%
90%
40%
+2.5°/10 mc
2° 2_rms in =
10 nanosec max
0.5 nanosec max
1.4:1 max
3:1
20 cps
50,000 hours min
136,000 hours min
-10°C to 80°C
161 cu in.
8 pounds max
6 pounds design goal
3°/volt max
Conduction
80°C max
30 to 55 de
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5.6.3 50-WATT ESFK POWER AMPLIFIER
PROPOSED CHARACTERISTICS
Operating Frequency
Duty Cycle
Output Power
Input Power
Gain (saturated)
Gain Variation
Efficiency
ESFK
Power Supply
Overall Package
Bandwidth, 0.2 db
Noise Figure
Phase Response
Linearity
Phase Jitter, Max
Time Delay, Absolute
Time Delay, Variation
VSWR, Input & Output
Max VSWR, Stable Operation
Reliability
ESFK Operational Lifetime
Overall Package MTBF
2.1 - 2.4 gc
cw
50 watts min
150 mw max
25 db min
0.5 db/5 mc max
Minimum
4O%
35%
5 Mc rain
30 db max
+2.5°/5- mc max
2° 2_L = 20 cpsrms in
10 nanosec max
0.5 nanosec max
1.4:1 max
3:1
50,000 hours min
136,000 hours rain
Design Goal
45%
9O%
4O%
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5.7
Temperature, Operating
Volume, Overall Package
Weight, Overall Package
Induced PM (sensitivity)
to power supply ripple)
Cooling
Mounting Plate Temperature
Power Source
RADIO SUBSYSTEM CIRCUIT LOSSES
-10°C to +80°C
218 cu in.
8 pounds
3°/volt max
Conduction
80°C max
30-55vdc
Preliminary estimates of circuit losses for the radio subsystem are tabulated in the following
sections:
5.7.1 TRANSMIT CIRCUIT LOSSES
5.7.1.1 P.A. #i TO PRIMARY LOW GAIN ANTENNA
a. Diplexer 0.40 ± 0.1 db
b. Cable (internal) 0.15 +- 0.1 db
c. Transfer switch #2 0.25 db
d. Antenna Cables 1.07 +- 0.1 db
e. Mismatch 0.07 +- 0.07 db
Total 1.94 + 0.37 db
5.7.1.2 P.A. #1 TO HIGH GAIN ANTENNA
a. Diplexer 0.40 +- 0.1 db
b. Cable (internal) 0.15 +- 0.1 db
c. Transfer switch #2 0.25 db
d. Antenna Cables 1.45 +- 0.1 db
e. Rotary Joint 0.25 +- 0.1 db
f. Mismatch 0.07 + 0.07 db
Total 2.57 +- 0.47 db
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P.A. #2 TO PRIMARY LOW GAIN ANTENNA
Diplexer 0.40 + 0.1 dbao
b. Cable (internal) 0.30 + 0.1 db
c. Transfer switch #1 0.25 db
d. Transfer switch #2 0.25 db
e. Antenna Cables 1.07 +- 0.1 db
f. Mismatch 0.07 +- 0.07 db
Total 2.34 +- 0.37 db
5.7.1.4 P.A. #2 TO HIGH GAIN ANTENNA
a. Diplexer 0.40 +- 0.1 db
b. Cable (internal) 0.30 + 0.1 db
c. Transfer switch #1 0.25 db
d. Transfer switch #2 0.25 db
e. Antenna Cables 1.45 _ 0.1 db
f. Rotary Joint 0.25 +- 0.1 db
g. Mismatch 0.07 + 0.07 db
Total 2.97 + 0.47 db
5.7.1.5 P.A. #2 TO SECONDARY LOW GAIN ANTENNA
a. Diplexer 0.40 +- 0.1 db
b. Cable (internal) 0.30 ± 0.1 db
c. Transfer switch #1 0.25 db
d. Backup Antenna
Switch #4 0.20 db
e. Antenna Cables 1.24 + 0.1 db
f. Mismatch 0.07 + 0.07 db
Total 2.46 + 0.37 db
5.7.1.6
a.
b.
P.A. #2 to Back Up Medium Gain Antenna
Diplexer 0.40 + 0.1 db
Cable (internal) 0.30 + 0.1 db
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c. Transfer switch #1 0.25 db
d. Backup Antenna
Switch #4 0.20 db
e. Antenna Cables 0.36 • 0.1 db
f. Mismatch 0.07 +- 0.07 db
Total 1.58 +- 0.37 db
5.7.1.7
a.
b.
C.
d.
e.
f.
5.7.1.8
P.A. #3 TO PRIMARY LOW GAIN ANTENNA
Diplexer 0.40 +- 0.1 db
Cables (internal) 0.30 ± 0.1 db
Transfer switch #1 0.25 db
Transfer switch #2 0.25 db
Antenna Calbes 1.07 + 0.1 db
Mismatch 0.07 +- 0.07 db
Total 2.34 +- 0.37 db
P.A. #3 TO HIGH GAIN ANTENNA
a. Diplexer 0.40 + 0.1 db
b. Cables (internal) 0.30 +- 0.1 db
c. Transfer switch #1 0.25 db
d. Transfer switch #2 0.25 db
e. Antenna Cables 1.45 ± 0.1 db
f. Rotary Joint - 0.25 +- 0.1 ffD
g. Mismatch 0.07 +- 0.07 db
Total 2.97 + 0.47 db
5.7.1.9 P.A. #3 TO SECONDARY LOW GAIN ANTENNA
a. Diplexer 0.40 +- 0.1 db
b. Cables (internal) 0.30 + 0.1 db
c. Transfer switch #1 0.25 db
d. Backup Antenna
Switch #4 0.20 db
e. Antenna Cables 1.25 ± 0.1 db
f. Mismatch 0.07 +- 0.07db
Total 2.47 ± 0.37db
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P.A. #3 TO BACK UP MEDIUM GAIN ANTENNA
a. Diplexer 0.40 +- 0.1 db
b. Cables (internal) 0.30 + 0.1 db
c. Transfer switch #1 0.25 db
d. Backup Antenna 0.20 db
Switch #4
e. Antenna Cables 0.36 + 0.1 db
f. Mismatch 0.07 +- 0.07 db
Total 1.58 +- 0.37 db
5.7.2 RECEIVER CIRCUIT LOSSES
5.7.2.1 RCVR #1 VIA PRIMARY LOW GAIN
a. Diplexer 0.4 + 0.1 db
b. Cables (internal) 0.45 + 0.1 db
c. Transfer switch #2 0.25 db
d. Antenna Cables 1.07 + 0.1 db
e. Mismatch 0.35 + 0.35 db
5.7.2.2
Total 2.52 ± 0.65 db
RCVR #1 VIA HIGH GAIN ANTENNA
a. Diplexer 0.4 ± 0.1 db
b. Cables (internal) 0.45 +- 0.1 db
c. Transfer switch #2 0.25 db
d. Antenna Cables 1.45 +- 0.1 db
e. Rotary Joint 0.25 +- 0.1 db
f. Mismatch 0.35 + 0.35 db
Total 3.15 +- 0.75 db
5.7.2.3 RCVR #2 VIA PRIMARY LOW GAIN
a. Diplexer 0.40 ± 0.1 db
b. Cable (internal 0.90 ± 0.2 db
c. Transfer switch #2 0.25 db
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d. Transfer switch #2
e. Antenna cables
f. Mismatch
Total
5.7.2.4
a.
b.
C.
d.
e.
f.
g.
5.7.2.5
a.
b.
C.
d.
e.
f.
VB233FD102
5.7.2.6
a.
b.
C.
d.
e.
f.
0.25 db
1.07 + 0.1 db
O.35 +- O.35 db
3.22 + 0.75 db
RCVR #2 VIA HIGH GAIN
Diplexer
Cable (internal)
Transfer switch #1
Transfer switch #2
Antenna cables
Mismatch
Rotary joint
Total
0.40 _ 0.1 db
0.90 ± 0.20 db
0.25 db
0.25 db
1.45 +- 0.1 db
0.35 + 0.35 db
0.25 +- 0.1 db
3.85 +- 0.85 db
RCVR #2 VIA SECONDARY LOW GAIN
Diplexer
Cable (internal)
Transfer switch #1
Backup antenna
switch #4
Antenna cables
Mismatch
Total
0.40 + 0.1db
0.90+0.2 db
0.25 db
0.20 db
1.24 +- 0.1 db
0.35 + 0.35 db
3.34 + 0.75 db
RCVR #2 VIA BACKUP MEDIUM GAIN ANTENNA
Diplexer
Cables (internal)
Transfer switch #1
Backup antenna
switch #4
Antenna cables
Mismatch
Total
0.40 +- 0.1 db
0.90 + 0.20 db
0.25 db
0.20 db
0.36 +- 0.1 db
0.35 + 0.35 db
2.46 ± O.75 db
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5.7.2.7
a.
b. Cables (internal) 0.90 + 0.20 db
c. Transfer switch #1 0.25 db
d. Transfer switch #2 0.25 db
e. Antenna cables 1.07 +- 0.1 db
f. Mismatch 0.35 + 0.35 db
Total 3.22 + 0.75 db
5.7.2.8
RCVR #3 VIA PRIMARY LOW GAIN ANTENNA
Diplexer 0.40 + 0. I db
RCVR #3 VIA HIGH GAIN
a. Diplexer 0.40 + 0.1 db
b. Cables (internal) 0.90 + 0.2 db
c. Transfer switch #1 0.25 db
d. Transfer switch #2 0.25 db
e. Antenna cables 1.45 ± 0.1 db
f. Mismatch 0.35 + 0.35 db
g. Rotary Joint 0.25 + 0.1 db
5.7.2.9
Total 3.85 + 0.85 db
RCVR #2 VIA SECONDARY LOW GAIN ANTENNA
a. Diplexer 0.40 + 0.1 db
b. Cables (internal) 0.90 + 0.2 db
c. Transfer switch #1 0.25 db
d. Backup antenna
switch #4 0.20 db
e. Antenna cables 1.24 +- 0.1 db
f. Mismatch 0.35 ± 0.35 db
Total 3.34 + 0.75 db
5.7.2.10 RCVR #3 VIA BACKUP MEDIUM GAIN ANTENNA
a. Diplexer 0.40 +- 0.1 db
b. Cables (internal) 0.90 + 0.2 db
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c. Transfer switch #1
d. Backup antenna
switch #4
e. Antenna cables
f. Mismatch
Total
0.25 db
0.25 db
O.36 + 0.1 db
0.35 + 0.35 db
2.51 + 0.75 db
5.8 PROBABILITY OF SUCCESS
The probability of success for the radio subsystem has been apportioned by mission phase.
Table 5-1 is a summary of this apportionment.
Table 5-1. Reliability Apportionment
Phase
Time
Reliability
Launch
T=2 hrs.
0. 99978
Cruise
T = 2772 hrs.
0.9816
Encounter
T = 48 hrs.
0. 99978
Orbit
T -- 720 hrs.
0. 9969
Overall
T = 5042 hrs.
0.9781
The last column is the reliability apportionment of the radio subsystem for the entire mission.
This apportionment was based on the primary mission objectives for the Voyager 1971 mission
as stated in the Preliminary Voyager 1971 Mission Specification. The probabilities of success
listed for each phase in Table 5-1 were considered design goals for the radio subsystem.
5.8.1 SUBSYSTEM RELIABILITY
The mission for the radio subsystem was divided into the same basic four phases as were used
for the reliability apportionment. For each phase of the mission, there are several operational
modes that could be used. In order to evaluate the incremental probability of success for each
mission phase, the time intervals listed in Table 5-1 were used. The incremental probability
of success for each operational mode to be used during a particular mission phase was evaluated.
A summary of the probability of success for the radio subsystem for each mission phase is
listed in Table 5-2.
5.8.2 RELIABILITY ANALYSIS
A detailed reliability analysis of the radio subsystem was made for each possible mode of
operation incklding backup modes. Each mode was analyzed by considering the various sub-
system components needed to satisfy the operational requirements of that mode. A list of
the component failure rates used in the analysis is shown in Table 5-3. A summary of the
results for each mode listed in Table 5-4 together with their incremental probabilities of
success.
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Table 5-3.
VB233FD102
Component Failure Rates Radio Subsystem
Component
Exciter (1 or 0.4 w)
Exciter (100 or 200 row)
Receiver
Power Amplifier
Transmit Switch Normal
Transmit Switch (Activated)
Transfer Switch (Normal)
Transfer Switch (Activated)
Diplexer (3 conn)
Hybrid (2 conn)
Directional Coupler (2 conn)
Failure Rate (%/1000 Hrs. )
0. 9707
0. 9266
1. 7169
0. 7826
0. 025
0. 250
0. 020
0. 200
0. 030
0. 010
0. 010
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Table 5-4. Operational Modes and Backup Modes Reliability Analysis Summary
Mode
Receive High Rate
Command
Receive High Rate
Command
*Receive Low Rate
Command
Transmit Telemetry
Transmit High Rate
Telemetry
Transmit High Rate
Telemetry
Transmit Cruise
Telemetry
Transmit Cruise
Telemetry
Transmit Cruise
Telemetry
Transmit Maneuver
Telemetry
Transmit Maneuver
Telemetry
Doppler Tracking
Ranging
Type
of
Mode
Nominal
Nominal
Backup
Nominal
Nominal
Nominal
Nominal
Nominal
Backup
Nominal
Backup
No m inal
Nominal
Mission Phase
Cruise
Encounter & Orbit
Over-all Mission
Over-all Mission
Encounter
Orbit
Launch
Cruise
Over-all Mission
Maneuver
Over-all Mission
Over-all Mission
Over-all Mission
Time
(Hours)
4272
768
5042
5042
48
720
4272
5042
4272
5042
5042
5042
Probability
of
Success
0.999331
0.999619
0.975916
0.999774
0.999997
0.999914
0.999844
0.999958
0.999774
0.999947
0.999913
0.995876
0.993031
*Includes Command Subsystem
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6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND CONSTRAINTS
6.1 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
6.1.1 SUBSYSTEM, RADIO
The radio subsystem is physically contained in spacecraft equipment Bays 4 and 3. The
general configuration is such that two complete transponders occupy half of Bay 4 and the
remaining portions occupy Bay 4 and 3.
The subsystem is divided into various subassemblies, each of which has arigid housing
designed to fit within the depth dimension of 6 inches established for each eqmpment bay.
Since it is required that these subassemblies provide equipment bay stabilization, the housings
are designed to attach to both the inner and outer bay plates as well as the vehicle structure.
The general approach to spacecraft equipment packaging is for the equipment to be standardized
into a modular form, if possible, so that the equipment may be adaptable to any bay. In the
case of the radio subsystem this approach cannot be completely adhered to; one reason being
that the coaxial lead lengths must be minimized to insure low power losses. Therefore, it
is not always possible to locate components in a position which is convenient from a stand-
ardization standpoInt. Another reason for deviating from a standard packaging concept is
that the coaxial connectors must be of a manual type rather than rack and panel type.
The radio subsystem is packaged as shown in Figures 6-1 and 6-2 Voyager,
Bay 4, Relay and Radio," and "Voyager, Bay 3, Radio," respectively. A listing
for the subsystem is included in Table 6-1. As may be noted in Figure 6-2, Bay 3 is not
totally filled. The layout is based on estimated figures from the power amplifier manufac-
tures. Since these dimensional figures are not firm and could possibly increase, the unfilled
space will remain available for the radio subsystem. If it is determined during the design
phase that the power amplifiers do not totally fill this space, and it is further determined that
the inner and outer plates require structure in the unfilled portions for stabilization, fillers
will be added. On a weight basis, this approach is felt to be more economical than providing
a larger, heavier housing.
Total maximum subsystem weight with Klystrons has been computed, and is 85.7 pounds.
With the twt's it is 79.4 pounds. Maximum subsystem power dissipation at any one time
with 3 receivers, I exciter, and 1 power amplifier is 118.1 watts. Total subsystem volume
is 2404 cu. in. with the twt's and 2778 cu. in. with the Klystrons.
Bay 3 has a maximum weight of 57.1 pounds with the Klystrons and 50.8 pounds with the
twt's. The maximum power dissipation is 110.0 watts and the minimum is 44.6 watts.
volume with twt's is 1882 cu. in. and with the Klystrons is 2056 cu. in.
The
Bay 4 radio subassemblies contribute 28.6 pounds. The power dissipation is a maximum of
22.6 watts and a minimum of 14.3 watts. The total volume occupied in this bay by the radio
subassemblies is 1044 cu. in.
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The subassemblies form a rigid tie between the outer shear panel and the vehicle structure and
furnish the required strength and stiffness to withstand the rigorous shock and vibration inputs.
With this design, the shock and lower frequency vibration pulses will be transmitted to each
housing at approximately one to one. The housing will move as a rigid unit for these inputs
with no detrimental movement between individual components. The high frequency vibration
pulses will be attenuated by the vehicle structure. However, there will be some input of
these high frequencies which will excite housing resonances. Degradation of circuit perform-
ance, as a result of relative movement of components, is reduced because the amplitude of
this movement is small at high frequencies.
The housing is also used as a conduction thermal path for the dissipated power. The heat is
transferred through the housing to the outer plate so that it may be radiated to space during
the mission.
During the pre-launch phase, it will be necessary to provide conditioned air to the plate.
Preliminary calculations show that 16°C air at a nominal velocity of 4 ft/sec, will provide
component temperatures well below their maximum rated limits.
During the launch phase of the mission there will be less than normal equipment power
dissipation. The major source of heat will be the aerodynamic heat input from the outer
spacecraft shroud. However, due to the short time period C_. 100 sec) and the intervening
spacecraft members, very little of this heat will be transmitted to the equipment.
6. I.2 SUBASSEMBLIES, RADIO
The subsystem is packaged in the subassemblies shown in Table 6-1 and are defined as
fo 11ows:
6.1.2.1 TRANSPONDERS
There are three transponders, each containing a receiver, exciter, power supplies and
power monitor. A typical transponder outline is shown in Figure 6-3 "Trans-
ponder Assembly." The transponder utilizes a modular configuration identical to the
Mark I S-Band Transponder used on Mariner C. The basic functional blocks are located
within their own separate compartments and the components mounted to a "T-frame". This
provides good RFI shielding, excellent conduction paths for removal of the dissipated power,
and a structurally sound housing.
6.1.2.2 DIPLEXERS AND R-F SWITCHING AND MONITORING CIRCUITS
These components are located in one enclosure. Since there is a need for minimum length
cabling, many of the interconnects are made internal to this housing. The diplexer is
located so that the output from the power amplifier is in close proximity; again a cable length
consideration. The housings will be designed to be capable of bay structure stabilization.
Very little power is dissipated in these subassemblies.
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6.1.2.3 POWER AMPLIFIERS
The power amplifiers take two forms, one form being TWT's and the other Klystrons. The
preferred power amplifier has not yet been selected and parallel approaches are under
consideration. Since these components all dissipate a large amount of power in concentrated
locations, they will be located so that the heat is near the center of the outer plate. This
will provide an optimum effective fin for the dissipation of the heat. It is necessary that good
thermal contact be made between the power amplifiers and the outer plate. It is also necessary
that the plate be able to distribute this power over a large area so that the temperature gradients
remain small and the power amplifiers operate within their temperature limits. It is required
that the outer plate to which the power amplifiers mount be maintained at temperatures below
80°C for proper operation. It should be noted that only one power amplifier will be dissipating
heat at any one time.
6.1.3 THERMAL ANALYSIS
A computer implemented thermal analysis of Bay 3 was performed. This analysis was
designed to define any problem areas in this bay. Bay 3 was selected, since it contains
components with high dissipations which are concentrated over small mounting areas.
The mounting (outer) plate was assumed to radiate to space as a sink and conduct to space-
craft structure at a temperature of 10°C° The local mounting plate was assumed to be
1/8-inch thick. The transponder dissipates 15 watts, the twt power amplifier 95 watts and
the load 0.5 watt.
The resulting temperatures derived from the computer analysis may be condensed to the
following list for particular locations of interest. All temperatures quoted are on the mounting
plate proper under the component noted.
TWT Collector - 66°C
TWT Power Supply - 49°C
Load - 35°C
Transponder - 21°C
From past measurements on similar equipment, the analysis has been extended to indicate
maximum component temperatures within the transponder of 35°C. This temperature is well
within the maximum allowable limits and will ensure reliable operation.
The above analysis was a two-dimensional solution. The design phase will include a three-
dimensional analysis for each equipment bay to fully evaluate component temperatures.
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APPENDIX I
1.0 TRANSPONDER DESIGN
In this section, the designs of the receiver and exciter are discussed in detail. The designs
are essentially the Mariner C designs, but specific circuit improvements are discussed.
2.0 RECE_ER
2.1 R-F CONVERTER
The r-f converter section of the receiver is represented by the simplified block diagram of
Figure I-1. This section consists of a preselector filter, balanced mixer, i-f preamplifier,
and X36 frequency multiplier. This portion of the receiver heterodynes the received r-f
signal to an Intermediate frequency, amplifies the i-f signal, controls the image and local
oscillator impedance as seen by the balanced mixer, amplifies and multiplies the local
oscillator reference signal to the proper local oscillator signal for the balanced mixer, and
provides a monitor voltage indicative of mixer diode bias current.
In order to obtain the specified over-all receiver performance, the r-f converter will be
capable of meeting the following requirements:
Input r-f signal
LO reference signal
I-F output signal
R-F to i-f gain
R-F input vswr
Noise figure
Signal bandwidth
LO (216 fo) interference
Transmitter signal (240 fo)
rejection
Signal linearity
Diode current monitor
D-C power
Operating temperature range
100 of 130
-70 dbm to -153 dbm
+10 dbm
-24 dbm to -107 dbm
221 fo'
6 fo'
5 fo'
46 db
1.5:1 maximum over +- 10 Mc bandwidth
8+ldb
+ 5 Mc minimum
-46 dbm maximum at r-f input
80 db minimum to preamp Input
to -20 dbm output (0.5 db gain compression)
-> 10 mv dc
775 mw
-10C to +75C
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The r-f converter will be packaged on a dual T-frame chassis consisting of the balanced
mixer, i-f preamplifier, and X36 LO multiplier with the preselector filter mounted on a third
T-frame.
2.1.1 PRESELECTOR
The preselecter is a four-pole, coaxial cavity bandpass filter. This preselectur filter is
required to isolate the effect of the diplexer and interconnecting cable on converter noise
figure, to reduce local oscillator signal (216 fo} interference at the r-f input and to reduce
transmitted signal (240 fo} power to the mixer. Without the preselector the image frequency
(211 fo) and local oscillator impedances seen by the mixer diodes are set by the diplexer and
the cable length between the diplexer and the r-f converter. Variation of converter noise
figure with this cable length is eliminated by defining the image and local oscillator impedances
seen by the mixer with the preselector filter. The potential interaction between the preselecter
and diplexer filters is minimized by maintaining a narrower preselector bandwidth.
The required coaxial preselector filter has the following characteristics:
insertion loss (221 fo)
Image (211 fo ) rejection
LO (216 fo } rejection
Transmitter signal (240 fo) rejection
Bandwidth (3 db}
VSWR
Weight
Volume
0.5 db maxImum
60 db minimum
40 db minimum
80 db minimum
33 Mc minimum
1.2:1 maximum
9 ounces maximum
7.6 cubic inches
2.1.2 BALANCED MIXER
The balanced mixer uses silicon point contact diodes. A balanced mixer is used because of
its inherent local oscillator noise suppression. The diode current monitor will provide a low
level d-c voltage (_> 10 my) derived from the d-c bias through each mixer diode.
The balanced mixer will have a typical noise figure of 5.5 db with a conversion loss of 5.5 db.
The isolation between LO and r-f signal ports at the LO frequency (216 f ) will be 10 db
minimum and each input port vswr will be 1.3:1 maximum at the signal _equency. The
mixer LO drive required to obtain this performance is 4 row.
2.1.3 I-F PREAMPLIFIER
The i-f preamplifier has sufficient gain to establish the first i-f noise figure and is integrated
directly with the balanced mixer to optimize the noise figure obtained. The preamplifier
consists of two cascaded cascode pairs. The cascode amplifier has good gain stability and
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and excellent input-to-output isolation. The mixer-cascode input matching network is designed
to minimize noise figure. Low-noise silicon transistors, such as the 2N2857 and 2N3880, are
used in the first cascode amplifier.
The i-f preamplifier meets the following specifications:
Power gain
Noise figure
Bandwidth (3 db)
Linearity
D-C power
51.5 db
2.5 db maximum
20 Mc maximum
to -20 dbm output within 0.5 db.
75 mw
2.1.4 X36 LOCAL OSCILLATOR MULTIPLIER
The X36 multiplication is obtained as shown in the block diagram Figure I-2. Two transistor
doublers followed by a transistor limiter will provide a stable, clean, 125 mw 24 fo signal.
The X9 multiplication is provided with a step recovery diode. Filtering of the 216 fo local
oscillator signal is accomplished with a double coaxial cavity bandpass filter. The 216 fo
filter is spectrally pure to 80 db for all harmonics of the 6 fo driving signal. The local
oscillator signal output power has a + 1 db variation over the temperature range and 3 db
variation in 6 fo input level. The approximate stage gains and efficiencies are shown on the
block diagram with a total d-c power requirement of 700 row.
2.1.5 MOTOROLA CAPABILITY
Table I-1 shows the noise figure performance of S-band r-f converters on current and recent
NASA supervised contracts at Motorola. All the r-f converter systems shown utilize balanced
diode mixers. The typical converter noise figures are for +25°C ambient temperature. Noise
figure degradations of approximately 0.5 db for hot carrier diode mixers and 1 db for point
contact diode mixers are realized at +75°C.
Tl_e noise figure requirement of thc r-f converter proposed for the Voyager program is not
considered a difficult design task. Motorola is confident that the 8db noise figure is achievable
by using selected matched pairs of low-noise, point-contact silicon diodes, 2N3880 low-noise
transistors and a Motorola-designed, low-loss coaxial cavity preselector.
2.2 THE FIRST I-F AMPLIFIER
The 47.8 Mc i-f amplifier provides a constant 9.56 Mc output signal to the second i-f amplifier
and the ranging circuits over the full dynamic range of receiver input signal levels.
The major electrical characteristics required of the first i-f amplifier are:
Conversion Gain (max) 52 + 2 db
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Dynamic Range (0 to -Tv agc)
Linearity (agc)
Bandwidth
Frequency
Mixer Injection
104 db (min)
Within ± 2 db to -6 dbm
+-3.5 Mc (rain)
47.8/9.56 Mc nominal
57.3 Mc nominal
Although the Mariner C design has sufficient gain, some redesign of this module is necessary.
Limiting occurs below -10 dbm on some units resulting in saturation of the automatic gain
control system when operating near receiver threshold signal level. High noise levels are
encountered in this amplifier because of the wide bandwidth required by the ranging information.
This coupled with changes in performance at temperature extremes may result in less than
optimum agc performance near threshold.
It is proposed that the last cascode stage be redesigned and the balanced diode mixer be
replaced with a balanced transistor mixer which will provide the needed increase in power
handling capability.
Another factor to be considered in the redesign of this amplifier is the noise figure of the last
cascode stage. This has a considerable effect on the ranging S/N ratio at strong signal
conditions. The block diagram of the amplifier is shown in Figure I-3.
2.3 SECOND I-F AMPLIFIER
This module amplifies the 9.56 Mc signal from the first i-f amplifier and provides the linear
output to the coherent amplitude detector and a limited output to the phase detector.
The Mariner C design is recommended without change.
The block diagram of the second i-f amplifier is shown in Figure I-4. The electrical charac-
teristics (gross) are listed below:
Linear Output
Gain
Line ar ity
54 + 2 db
Within + 2db to + 8 dbm
Limited Output
Gain +15 dbm output for signal input variation
from -46 dbm to -80 dbm
Bandwidth
Phase _ift Variation
4.5 kc + 190 cps
+ 15 ° maximum from input to limited outputs
over the temperature range of -IO°C to 75°C
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2.4 PHASE DETECTOR AND LOOP FILTER
The 9.56 Mc phase detector module compares the phase characteristics of the signal from
the limited output of the second i-f amplifier with a reference signal generated by the voltage
controlled oscillator. The module contains a reference input limiting amplifier, a detector
bridge, the loop low-pass filter, a command signal a-c amplifier, and a static phase error
telemetry amplifier.
The reference amplifier provides an a-c peak voltage of 22 volts across each half of the
detector bridge with a nominal reference input level of +10 dbm. The limiter output power
variation is less than 1 db for inputs down to +4 dbm.
The signal input voltage is applied directly to the opposite sides of the diodes through d-c
blocking capacitors.
When a reference and signal appear simultaneously at the detector, each diode functions as
a signal detector to provide a d-c voltage which is proportional to the relative phase between
the signal and reference voltages across the diodes. The diode load resistors are connected
in series to give a differential d-c output from the detector. When the reference and signal
inputs are exactly 90 degrees out of phase, the d-c voltages developed are equal and the
bridge d-c output is zero. If the phase difference is greater or less than 90 degrees, the
voltages become unequal and the bridge develops a d-c output. The d-c output is filtered to
eliminate excessive 9.56 Mc interference at the inputs to the isolation amplifiers and the loop
tracking filter.
The detector is capable of developing +- 20 vdc at the bridge output with a nominal + 10 dbm
applied to the reference terminal and +15 dbm to the signal terminal. The detector is also
capable of linear detection of 9.56 Mc signals phase modulated up to + 30 degrees with
command signal modulation frequencies as high as 2 kc. The output of the detector bridge
is connected to the paralleled inputs of a command signal isolation amplifier, a static phase
error d-c isolation amplifier, and a loop tracking filter.
The command signal isolation amplifier provides a relatively low-impedance output to the
command decoder. The output of the a-c amplifier is direct-coupled. The bandwidth of the
command amplifier is from approximately 0.1 cps to 5 kc. This total ba_udwidth is over
lapped in the receiver by the crystal filter which limits it to approximately 2.25 kc on the
high end and by the tracking capability of the loop at a given signal level on the low end. The
output impedance of the amplifier is 1000 ohms.
The block diagram of the phase detector module is shown in Figure I-5. The gross charac-
teristics are defined below:
Electrical Characteristics
Detector Gain
Reference Limiter
20-volt peak "_' curve for +15 dbm signal
Full "S" curve with +7 dbm ref, -1 db "S"
curve with +4 dbm ref
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Bandwidth
Balance
Ref and noncoherent signal
Phase variations
Symmetry
Time constant, loop filter
1 = 326 sec (R 1 + R2) C sec.
_'2 = 0. 083 sec R2C sec.
5 kc minimum
0 +- 250 mv
+ 10 ° over the temperature range of
-10°C to 75°C
200 millivolts
2.5 VOLTAGE CONTROLLED OSCILLATOR
The voltage controlled oscillator provides the fundamental coherent frequencies for the
receiver and the exciter. The module consists of a crystal controlled oscillator stage,
three buffer amplifier stages, and two isolated frequency multiplier stages. It supplies
common outputs at the oscillator frequency and two outputs at three times the oscillator
frequency. The oscillator frequency is controlled by the loop error signal from the loop
filter. The block diagram of the vco is shown in Figure I-6.
The proposed vco will be the same as the Mariner C.
It will provide the following transfer functions:
Sensitivity 120 + 10 cps/volt
Isolation 50 db minimum attenuation to 10 Mc between
the output to the frequency divider and the
input to the local oscillator multiplier
2.6 FREQUENCY DIVIDER
The frequency divider will be similar to the Mariner C design with the exception of the input
(driver) stage. This circuitry is regenerative, occasionally producing very low level signals
which are difficult to discern on the module level, but when amplified in the ranging video
amplifier and multiplied to S-band, become evident. The input stage will be redesigned to
eliminate this problem.
The block diagram of the frequency divider is shown in Figure I-7. The frequency divider
provides the three 9.56 Mc reference signals used in the phase detector, coherent amplitude
detector, and the wideband ranging detector. The reference signals are generated by dividing
the vco output by a factor of two. The phase detector and the ranging detector reference
signals are capable of being phase shifted through an 80 degree range to obtain optimum receiver
phase relationships.
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Electrical characteristics required of the module are listed below:
Isolation
Output Phase
The 9.56 Mc signal appearing at the input
to the divider should be less than -50 dbm.
AGC Detector
Phase Detector
Ranging Detector
0 degree-reference
90 degrees with 80 degree adjustment range
90 degrees with 80 degree adjustment range
2.7 COHERENT AMPLITUDE DETECTOR
The electrical characteristics of the coherent amplitude detector (CAD) are listed below:
Detector gain
Limiter
Linearity
Balance
Reference and noncoherent signal .
i. 0 volt peak "S" curve for -22 dbm signal
input
Full "S" curve with +7 dbm reference
signal
Constant gain +1 db with signal input from
-22 dbm to +7 dbm
• 0 + 400 mv
The block diagram of the module is shown in Figure I-8. The module contains a phase
coherent amplitude detector bridge with reference _nd signal amplifiers, an agc operational
amplifier which supplies the agc voltage, the telemetry agc voltage, and a transfer command
signal which selects the exciter source.
The function of the agc detector portion of this module is to detect variations in the
amplitudes of the incoming signal and to supply the operational amplifier with a d-c voltage
proportional to the signal variations. The output of the operational amplifier is then applied
to the 47.8 Mc i-f amplifier to control the receiver gain and maintain a constant receiver
predetection signal level. The reference signal is phased so that the agc detector d-c output
is maximum when the receiver is phase-locked to an incoming signal.
The reference limiting amplifier is identical to the amplifier driving the phase detector. It
serves the function of supplying a constant reference voltage to the detector bridge. The
gain of the signal amplifier is constant within +-1 db for signal level inputs to +8 dbm, 30 db
above the nominal signal level. The bridge d-c output is linear within 1 db up to 30 volts,
which corresponds to a signal input of +8 dbm. This capability is necessary in order to
ensure linear performance under maximum noise conditions.
The detector d-c output is applied directly to the input of an operational amplifier. The
proposed operational amplifier is shown in Figure I-9. The existing Mariner C design will
O
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be replaced with the proposed circuit in order to provide improved gain stability over the
temperature environment. The proposed amplifier has been evaluated for the Lunar Orbiter
transponder. The circuit is a differential input, operational amplifier with potentiometric
feedback. The amplifier has two differential gain stages and a single-sided output buffer.
The gain is adjusted to 15 by selecting feedback resistor R2. Capacitor C2 determines the
time constant. Resistor R1 is adjusted for the proper system agc operating point.
The operational amplifier also drives the transfer command bistable multivibrator. Transfer
Command 1 is used to gate the vco signal in both the auxiliary oscillator and vco modules.
When the operational amplifier output is more negative than -1 vdc, the Transfer Command
1 output is - 0.1 vdc. This is the coherent transmission mode and the vco output amplifier
is biased to conduct the vco signal. Additionally, the auxiliary oscillator circuit is biased off.
In the noncoherent mode, the operational amplifier output is more positive than -1 volt and the
Transfer Command 1 and Transfer Command 2 voltages are reversed. The vco input is
thereby attenuated and the auxiliary oscillator is turned on.
2.8 RANGING AMPLIFIER AND BALANCED DETECTOR
This module contains a wideband, linear, isolation amplifier, a 9.56 - Mc balanced phase
detector, and a video amplifier. The block diagram is shown in Figure 1-10. The module
is unchanged from the Mariner C design. The electrical characteristics desired of the
module are:
Input Signal Level
Conversion GaIn (9.56 Mc to baseband}
Video Bandwidth
Reverse Attenuation
-76 dbm
12+- 3 db
100 cps to 2 Mc
105 +3 db@9.56 Mc
The 9.56-Mc isolation amplifier operating with zero db gain provides the signal input to the
balanced detector. The amplifier has an 8-Mc bandwidth and provides 105 db of reverse
attenuation to the 9.56-Mc reference signal applied to the balanced detector. The cascode
circuit design provides greater reverse attenuation than a single transistor stage.
The balanced detector operates as a phase detector to demodulate PM information on the
received signal to baseband. The detector output is amplified in a video amplifier which
provides isolation and impedance matching at the module output.
2.9 VIDEO AMPLIFIER LIMITER
This module is the same as the Mariner C design. The block diagram is shown in Figure 1-11.
The limiting video amplifier requirements are briefly:
Bandwidth (3 db)
Gain
100 cps to 2 Mc
70 db (3 db in limiting)
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Rise and Fall Time
Output Level
100nanoseconds max
o dbm nominal
J1 L1 J2
INPUT _--_ _ OUTPUT
-70 dbm" t_ 0 dbm
Figure 1-11. Block Diagram Video Amplifier
The video amplifier raises the level of the pseudo-noise ranging code to provide modulation
of the transmitter at the proper modulation index and impedance. The amplifier contains
a network which is tuned to improve the high frequency response by series peaking.
3.0 EXCITER
3.1 AUXILIARY OSCILLATOR, X4 MULTIPLIER, AND PHASE MODULATOR
The auxiliary r-f oscillator provides a 76-Mc signal to the transmitter X30 frequency
multiplier in either of two modes of operation: coherent or noncoherent. In the coherent
mode (transponder receiver in phase-lock} a 19-Mc input signal from the voltage
controlled r-f oscillator provides the signal drive to the transmitter. In the noncoherent
mode, a self-contained 19-Mc crystal oscillator stage provides the necessary transmitter
u, _,_ _'..e trm_._r command signals from the multivibrator in the coherent amplitude
detector and AGC amplifier module determine the mode of operation. A phase modulator
stage provides modulation capability for the pseudo-noise range code and telemetry data•
The block diagram for the module is shown in Figure 1-12. The major performance param-
eters for the module are:
Modulation Sensitivity
Ranging Input
Telemetry Input
Modulation Bandwidth
(+0.5 to -3 db)
Spurious Outputs
2 radians peak/volt peak
1 radian peak/volt peak
DC to 1.8 Mc
> 40 db down from unmodulated carrier
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Several modifications to the Mariner design will be considered. This module has been re-
designed for the Lunar Orbiter transponder and improvement verified. The vco amplifier
transistor has been changed from a 2N708 to a 2N917. The series diodes, formerly used
to attenuate the vco signal in the off mode, have been deleted. Instead the amplifier is
biased off.
The oscillator bias has been changed so that the bias is from the -15 vdc supply. The
oscillator is turned off by applying -9 vdc to the transistor base in the same manner as it
is applied to the vco amplifier stage.
An additional change which must be considered is the addition of a buffer stage between the
X4 multiplier and the phase modulator. This isolation is considered necessary to provide
a stable input to the modulator for both modes of drive over environmental extremes.
A stable input to the modulator is necessary in order to maintain a stable modulator
sensitivity.
3.2 X30 FREQUENCY MULTIPLIER
A block diagram of the power amplifier chain is shown in Figure 1-13. A schematic diagram
is shown in Figure 1-14. The first stage, a 2N2219A transistor, is operated as a class-A
76.5-Mc amplifier to provide for low signal operation. Its input is nominally 50 ohms. The
second stage, also a 2N2219A, is operated class-C and serves to amplify and double the
input of 153 Mc.
MW'_ AMPL
+9.5 db
I 1153MclOR_R|x2 _ 1300_]AMPL 1
+5.5 db +4 db
153Mc.=]mWER_
800 MW_ i AMPL
+5.5 db
I I
-4 db -3 db
2295M"=CI [ [2295M O.6WI--1 ISOL FIL 0.45W
-1.3 db
Figure 1-13. Power Amplifier and X30 Frequency Multiplier Chain
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The third stage is a stud-mounted 2N3375 power transistor, and acts as a 153-Mc class-C
pov_ r driver. It is operated well into saturation so that the stage gain is low. The final
transistor amplifier is also a 2N3375, and is driven into saturation and operates class-C.
Overall efficiency of the amplifier chain is greater than 50 percent. Typical power output
vs. temperature characteristics are shown in Figure 1-15.
A schematic diagram of the 153-765 Mc quintupler is shown in Figure 1-16. The design of the
multiplier was divided into two parts, selection of a varactor and synthesis of a circuit.
Varactor selection was accomplished by following the procedure outlined in "Varactor
Application," by Penfield and Rafuse. Either an RCA V6321 or a Motorola MV1806 varactor
could have been used. The Motorola varactor was thought to be more of a high power step
recovery diode than the varactor. The characteristics of both devices are similar enough
so that a single circuit design was used to evaluate them.
The design of the circuit was analytically based, with empirical adjustment of matching and
LC ratios to obtain stable operation and minimum loss. The synthesis procedure called for
a partial fraction expansion of the desired admittance expression. This operation resulted
in a second Foster form having poles at f, 2f, 4f, and 5f with zeros interlaced, and a pole
(for bias) at zero frequency. The selection of the locations of the zeros was based on
engineering experience with the design of low loss multipliers. These locations were con-
trolled by the LC ratios which were evaluated by testing the completed circuit. Impedance
matching was accomplished by RC coupling and/or filters.
It is imperative that all undesired harmonics in the output of a multiplier be greatly reduced
before a following multiplier is added. For this reason, a 765-Mc filter is required between
the X5 multiplier and the X3 multiplier.
Considering the frequency involved, the smallest and yet most efficient filter for this use is
either a comb-line or helical resonator filter. A three-pole filter having a bandwidth of 10
percent or less is deemed sufficient. Both types of filters were constructed and tested.
The results and shortcomings of each are compared below.
765-Me Comb-Line Bandpass r_:l*^_,_,
3 db bandwidth ....... 54 Mc
Midband insertion loss ..... 0.9 db
Physical size ...... 5/16 x 1-1/4 x 2-1/4 in.
Midband vswr ....... < 1.2 to 1
Disadvantages ....... Hard to tune due to the small size
Advantages ....... Lends itself to slab line construction
765-Mc Helical Resonator Bandpass Filter
3 db bandwidth .......
Midband insertion loss .
Physical size ......
74 Mc
0.3 db
9/16 x 7/8 x 1-3/4 in.
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Midbandvswr
Disadvantages.
Advantages .....
<1.05 to 1
Contains many separate parts
Ease of alignment
The helical resonator is proposed, as it appears to be the best solution.
The triplet presents a different problem from the X5 multiplier in that lumped constant
circuits cannotbeused at the high frequencies involved. Coaxial lines (or strip transmission
line) are used to resonate the varactor at f, 2f, and 3f. Figure 1-17 shows a X3 frequency
multiplier that produces over 1 watt at S-band. Figure 1-18 shows the schematic diagram.
Line F-C-F resonates the diode at 2f. A null occurs at point C where additional lines
cannot affect this resonance. Line E-B-C places an open at point C at 3f, then line C-D and
the value of C2 are such as to resonate the varactor at 3f with the impedances reflected by
point F and point G. A null occurs at point B where additional lines cannot affect the 3f
resonance. Line A-B-C resonates the diodes with C1 and the impedances reflected by point
F and point D.
The filter is a slab-line interdigital filter and is an integral part of the X3 multiplier assembly.
The filtered power output at 2295 Mc is nominally 450 mw. This allows for degradation over
the temperature environment.
3.3 NONHARMONIC SPURIOUS OUTPUTS FROM MULTIPLIER CHAINS
The actual mechanisms of spurious generation in a varactor multiplier are not easily analyzed.
There is, however, a general class of parametric behavior that can be applied to these
devices. Other effects such as "dynamic detuning" and "hysteresis effects" under variation
of drive power are only secondary problems that complicate alignment procedure and stability
of multiplier chains under environmental stresses.
The basic mechanism that creates the greatest system problems is similar to an unstable
parametric amplifier. Each varactor multiplier has the capability of oscillating at any fre-
quency below the output frequency, but generally below the input driving frequency of the
multiplier stage. This spurious oscillation will, in turn, modulate the normal harmonics
of the input frequency and may appear at the output terminals at any or all of the inter-
modulation produced frequencies.
To cite a specific example, consider an X3 multiplier on the output of a transmitter with a
center frequency of 2250 Mc. If a spurious oscillation occurs at 30 Mc within the X3 multiplier
the output spectrum will contain at least the following frequencies: 30 Mc, 750 Mc + 30 Mc,
1500 Mc + 30 Mc _ 2250 Mc + 30 Mc, 3000 Mc +30 Mc, etc.
The magnitude of the spurious outputs will depend on a number of factors: First, the
magnitude of the resistive loading at the spurious frequency at the varactor terminals; next,
the amount and type of filtering in the post r-f circuitry or that built into the multiplier will
drastically affect the magnitude of these spurious signals. A quite important factor is how
well the multiplier is operating as a basic multiplier circuit itself.
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If the spurious oscillation is of large magnitude, another effect is commonly observed which
will quite seriously affect system performance. When the spurious oscillation current
through the varactor approaches in magnitude the normal harmonic currents, the power at
the center frequency will be reduced. In addition, a "relaxation oscillation" may occur
where the spurious oscillation grows and decays at a rate normally set by the bias circuit
RC time constants. This rate is normally at a few magacycles which, in turn, modulate
all other frequency components. The output spectrum previously cited as an example
would now contain 2-Mc modulation components as well as the 30-Mc modulation components.
The cause of the low frequency oscillations is best explained by treating the varactor multiplier
as a parametric amplifier. The input signal F serves as the pump frequency. If the varactor
diode sees an inductive reactance across its terminals at some lower frequency, F s, this is
equivalent to tuning the varactor at the signal frequency. The idler frequencies (Fp _=Fs}
are normally tuned to frequency Fp because of the bandwidth of the circuit. If the resistive
loading at F s is small, the conditibns for unstable oscillations of the parametric amplifier
have been met. The amount of power available for the oscillations at F s is dependent on how
optimally the varactor is loaded at its output frequency, nFp, and any idlers. Therefore,
under some conditions, the spurious oscillations may not exist, but under load changes, drive
power variations, or environmental stresses, the diode may suddenly break into oscillations.
If it is recognized that these oscillations are similar to an unstable parametric amplifier,
a number of general design criteria can be formulated which should minimize this unstable
condition:
a. Provide enough internal filtering in each multiplier stage so that the low frequency
impedance terminations are independent of the driving circuit and load circuit
impedance levels.
b. Rigorously design and optimize each stage so that its performance as a multiplier
is the most efficient possible with the particular varactor diode.
C. Where thermal and mechanical conditions permit, insert a parallel RC circuit in
series with the varactor so that at low frequencies a resistance is inserted in series
with "-- _,A_^LII_ UlUU_.
d. Avoid fixed bias where possible or use a resistor to decouple the fixed bias to
avoid another tuned circuit at low frequencies.
e. Use varactors with adequate C and breakdown voltage to avoid overdriving at the
required input drive power. Experience has shown that overdriven varactors
display a greater inclination to spurious oscillations than do varactors operating
at the optimum driver power.
The previously listed set of design rules have proven most effective when applied to the
problem of preventing spurious oscillations in varactor multiplier chains. While there are a
number of other types of parametric instabilities that can occur, past experience has shown
that the low frequency oscillations most commonly encountered can be cured by application
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of one or more of the general rules. The design of the varactor multiplier described in
the preceding paragraph followed these rules andhas exhibited no spurious output with
expectedtemperature or power level variations.
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i.0 SCOPE
This section covers the functional requirements for the Voyager spacecraft command sub-
system including detection, synchronization, and decoding necessary to determine the pres-
ence of commands at the output of the spacecraft radio receiver and routing the commands
to the recipient spacecraft subsystem.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
Reference to the following documents is required for completeness in this description:
VB220SR101
VB220SR102
VB220 FD107
VB220FDl12
VB220FDl13
VB233FD101
GMG-50109-DSN-A
VB233AA103
Design Characteristics
Design Restraints
DSN Interface
Flight Sequence
Layout and Configuration
Telecommunication Subsystem
Design Specification - Telecommunications Development -
GSDS Command System - Ground Subsystem, 20 October 64
(Command Verification Equipment} JPL
Trade-off Study, Flight Command Subsystem
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
3.1 GENERAL
The Command Subsystem described in this document is based upon and is an expansion of
the Mariner B and C Command Subsystems.
3.1.1 BASIC SUBSYSTEM FUNCTION
The modulated subcarrier signals are transmitted to the spacecraft and are recovered in
one of the spacecraft (S/C} radio receivers (Figure 3-1, Voyager Command Flow Diagram}.
The radio receiver output is then applied to its associated command detector. The command
detector recovers the sub-bit information and sync, routes the sub-bits and sub-bit sync
to the program control which recovers the information bits and bit sync. Command bits
and sync are then presented to the decoder through the decoder access unit. The addressed
decoder determines which command has been sent and issues an output to the designated
spacecraft subsystem. A block diagram of the Command Subsystem is presented in
Figure 3-2.
3.1.2 COMMAND TYPES
There are two types of commands:
a.
2 of 34
Discrete commands (DC) - Commands which result in a single momentary closure
of an isolated switch. One hundred eighty-five (185) discrete commands (see
VB220FDl12) have been identified for the 1971 Voyager mission.
VB233FD103
b. Quantitative Commands (QC) - Commands which result in the transfer of binary
information to the spacecraft user through isolated switches. Six quantitative
commands (see VB220FDl12) have been identified for the 1971 Voyager mission.
Valid command addresses are chosen from a nine-bit code utilizing those addresses which
contain 3, 5, and 7 "ones."
The Command Subsystem is thus designed to accommodate up to 246 total command outputs
within the command address structure, so that sufficient growth potential exists within the
Command Subsystem to permit the addition of other commands, if required.
The maximum number of QC command bits is constrained by the CVE to be 53 bits since
the command address requires 10 bits.
3.1.3 COMMAND VvORD FORMAT
A command word will consist of a word synchronization pattern and a 10-bit command address
which may be followed by any number of quantitative bits up to a maximum of 53 bits. The
first 10 bits of any word are designated the command address block. The first of the 10 is
the Decoder Address bit and the last nine are the command address. The number of
quantitative command bits is determined by the spacecraft user. Command bits are trans-
mitted at a rate of either 1/2 bit/sec or 15 bits/sec. The 15 bit/sec rate is used for high
rate reprogramming of the C&S and the DAE and, in general, for command through the
spacecraft high gain antenna.
3.1.3.1 COMMAND BIT ENCODING
For the purpose of transmission, each command bit is coded into two sub-bits (Manchester).
A command "one" bit is coded into the two sub-bits "01". A command "zero" bit is coded
into the two sub-bits "10". Sub-bits are transmitted at a rate of 1 sub-bit per second or
30 sub-bits per second.
In the event two spacecraft are in flight at the same time, command bit encoding for the
second spacecraft will be the complement of the encoding for the first spacecraft, which
was described above. Although it is intended to have different frequency receivers in the
second spacecraft, complementing the sub-bit transmission to the spacecraft is added
protection against the possibility of the command subcarrier information being modulated
on a carrier frequency assigned to other spacecraft.
3.1.3.2 WORD SYNCHRONIZATION
For the purpose of word synchronization within the Command Subsystem, all word trans-
missions are preceded by a unique sub-bit pattern of six sub-bits. The word sync sub-bit
pattern is 111000 for spacecraft "A" and 000111 for spacecraft "B". Table 3-1 shows the
relationship of command bits to sub-bits of a typical QC command transmission.
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Table 3-1. CommandWord Format
COMMANDBITS
Transmitted
Sub-bits
S/C - "A"
Transmitted
Sub-bits
S/C- "B"
WORDSYNC
111000
000111
COMMAND
DECODER
ADDRESS
BIT
01
10
BITS2 THROUGHl0
COMMANDADDRESS
0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1
!1010 O1 O1 O1 O1 O1 10 O1
01 01 10 10 10 10 10 01 10
BITS 11 THROUTH 63
QUANTITATIVE
(Actual No. Depends on User)
1 0 1 1 1 0 1..X
O1 10 O1 01 O1 10 O1..._X
i0 01 i0 i0 i0 01 10..XX
3.1.3.3 COMMAND PROBABILITIES
In a command system, the probability of a command being accepted and correctly executed
is a very important number. Even more important is the probability of an erroneous command
being accepted and executed. These, and other probabilities are examined in the following
section.
3.1.3.3.1 PROBABILITY OF CORRECT COMMAND EXECUTION
The probability of executing a correct command is multinominal distributed. The sub-bit
error rate is defined as P SB < lx10-5 = q, at threshold.
e
Within the decoding of a Manchester coded bit the only defined states are "01" and "10".
The States "11" and "00" are undefined and represent the case where a sub-bit error has
occurred and the bit is rejected as being incorrect. Therefore within the decoding process,
there are three separate probabilities associated with an information bit. There are:
eI = probability that the bit is decoded correctly, ie, both sub-bits are correct.
e2 = probability that the bit is decoded incorrectly, ie, both sub-bits are in error.
e3 = probability that the bit is rejected as being in error, ie, the undefined state
was detected, one sub-bit error.
Since each bit is independent, the binominal distribution may be used to calculate the above
probabilities:
n k n-k (3-1)
b (k;n, p) = (k)p q
(binominal distribution)
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where
k = number of correct sub-bits/bit
n = number of sub-bits/info bit
p = probability of success (sub-bit)
q = probability of error (sub-bit)
q = 1-p
It follows that:
2
91 = b(2;2,p) = p
2
82 = b(0;2,p) = q
(?3 = b(1;2,p) = 2(1--q)q
The multinominal distribution for computing the following probabilities is given by
Equation 3-2, in which:
PCW = Probability of a correct word (accepted and correctly executed)
PRW = Probability of a word being rejected before execution.
PEW = Probability of a word being in error (incorrect command execution)
f (X 1, X 2, X 3)
/m_ /m -Xl, X 1 X2
(1-(? 1 (72) m-Xl-X2
= k ) _).Xl X 2 (71 (72 -
where
(3-2)
X 1
X 2
X 3
m
(?l +(?2 +
number of correct information bits
number of bits in error
m - X 1 - X 2 = number of bits rejected as incorrect
number of information bits per word.
(?3 = 1
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The probability that the Command Subsystem executes a correct command, rejects a
command, or executes an incorrect command is given below. The command address
structure is such that the last nine bits must be correct for proper command execution.
The first bit, the decoder address bit, is used to address redundant decoders and may be
in error without affecting the probability of command execution. Valid command addresses
shall be chosen from a nine-bit code utilizing those addresses which contain 3, 5, and 7
"ones". This guarantees a distance of two between valid command addresses.
m,m 11e2X2e3mXlX233
PCW Xl=mk ]k]Xl X2
where
X2 = 0, X 1 =m
PCW -_ 1 - 2 mq
m - 2
PEW =
X 1 = 1,3,5,
, . e
4
=. m_.(m-1) q
PEW- 2
m - X I m (m -
(3-4)
PRW = 1-Pcw-PEw__2mq
Table 3-2 presents a tabulation of the threshold probabilities of correct and incorrect
execution of some typical commands through the command subsystem together with the
probability that the word is rejected by the Command Subsystem before complete trans-
mission.
3. i. 3.3.2 OUT OF LOCK PROBABILITY
The probability of an out of lock indication one db below threshold is 1 x 10 -5. This
corresponds to a probability of out of lock at threshold of less than 1 x 10 -6. The first
factor to render the system inoperative is the sub-bit error detection capability of the
Manchester code. The second factor to render the system inoperative is the out of lock
probability. The synchronization channel and command channel are essentially independent
above threshold and the probability of a sub-bit error given an "out of lock", is equal to
the probability of a sub-bit error.
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D Table 3-2. Probability of Command Execution
Discrete Command
Quantitative Command
Addressed
35 bit quantitative command:
given address
53 bit quantitative command:
given address
PCW
P(executed
& correct)
0.99982
0.99982
0.9993
0.99894
,,,, ,
PEW
P(executed
& incorrect)
-19
3.6x10
-19
3.6 xl0
-18
5.95 x I0
-17
i.38 x i0
, m
PRW
P( rej coted
before
completion)
-4
1.8x10
-4
1.8 xl0
-4
7x 10
-3
1.06 x 10
3.2 SUB-BIT DETECTOR DESCRIPTION
3.2.1 GENERAL
A condensed block diagram of one of the redundant detectors is presented in Figure 3-3.
The trade-off of single-channel versus two-channel modulation and detection for the
command link is discussed in VB233AA103. This tradeoff concludes that for the command
link the two channel system is the preferred method. The command sub-bits are trans-
mitted via a coherent phase shift keyed (PSK) subcarrier with the reference frequency
and sub-bit sync transmitted in the form of a pseudo-random code (PN).
The PN Code for the 30 sub-bit/sec detector is approximately 1/30 of the PN code length
of the 1 sub-bit/sec detector. Both PN sequences are maximal length. The 2f s freq-
uencies of the two different sub-bit detectors are separaLvu in frequency to _n¢,,_ fhnt th_
cross correlation of the two different PN codes willnot produce a lock indication in the un-
desired detector.
The composite subcarrier (PN _ 2f s + cos 2y2f st) is essentially between 20 and 800
cps (similar to Mariner C) for both the 30 and 1 SBPS rates). The command detector
separates the command and reference signals. The filtered reference is then used to
demodulate the command information coherently, and the command sub-bits are detected
in a matched filter. The detected binary pulse train is presented to a program control unit
along with sub-bit timing pulses. The sub-bit detector provides a sub-bit error proba-
bility of 1 x 10 -5 or less for normalized composite signal-to-noise density ratios of +16
db/eps for the 1 sub-bit/sec detector and +28 db/cps for the 30 sub-bit/sec detector. The
command detector is divided into two functional parts; (1) the synchronization channel,
and (2) the command channel. Command detector B (30 sub-bits/sec)is capable of being
switched to any radio receiver output by ground command.
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3.2.2 SYNCHRONIZATION CHANNEL
The synchronization channel is comprised of the chopper-demodulator, fs bandpass filter,
limiter, phase locked loop (PLL}, PN Generator, and out of lock circuits.
The command subcarriers from the radio receiver consist of the following signals linearly
added:
a. A command sub-bit information subcarrier bi-phase modulated, sinusoidal signal:
command sub-bit information = + V cos(21r2fst), where + cos (2y2fst),
corresponds to a binary zero, and - cos (2y2fst) corresponds to a binary one.
b. A sync information signal consisting of a pseudo- noise (PN) coded sequence
modulo-two added to a square wave signal 2f s (PN clock} frequency. The sync
information is represented by:
Sync inf. = PN {_ 2f s
The two signals are added to form the command composite signal to give Ps/Pc = 1, where
Ps represents the sync signal power and Pc represents the command sub-bit information
subcarrier power.
The subcarrier synchronization signal is the product, PN {_ 2f s. This signal is multiplied
in the chopper demodulator by the locally generated PN (_ fs- When the PN sequences
are in time coincidence, the output of the chopper demodulator is a square wave with a
frequency of fs and a phase angle of 90 degrees with respect to the locally generated detector
fs. This signal is filtered in the fs bandpass filter and amplitude limited to decrease the
dynamic range requirements of the phase detector, which follows. The signal has the re-
quired phase relationship with respect to the detector fs frequency for a stable lock condition.
The shift pulses (2fs) for the PN generator are derived from the PLL. Once the transmitted
and detector PN codes are in time coincidence, the PLL maintains the synchronism. Should
the two PN codes not be time coincident, the output of the choppcr-demo@Aator is random
and the subcarrier is offset from the vco frequency to drive the detector PN code past the
transmitted PN code at a slow rate until frequency and code lock is achieved. The out of
lock signal is generated by multiplying the sync channel fs signal with the quadrature fs
signal and integrating the output in a matched filter. A bias voltage is introduced in the
threshold detector such that an out of lock signal is presented until the PLL achieves
frequency lock.
3.2.3 COMMAND CHANNEL
The command channel is comprised of the 2f s bandpass filter, linear amplifier, coherent
phase detector, and the matched filter. The biphase command information described in
paragraph 3.2.2 is filtered and amplified before demodulation in the coherent phase detector.
The binary sub-bit information is detected by an "integrate and dump" matched filter. Each
11 of 34
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sub-bit is stored at sub-bit sync time in the sub-bit storage flip-flop and presented to the
program control unit.
3.3 PROGRAM CONTROL UNIT
The program control unit (Figure 3-4) accepts the sub-bit information from the sub-bit
detector along with sub-bit sync and lock information. The program control unit reconstructs
the command bits and provides bit sync, word sync, QC bit sync, matrix interrogate and
end of word pulses to the decoder access unit. The "out of lock" signal inhibits the program
control from processing the incoming binary sub-bit information. After detector lock is
established the word sync and bit detector look for the word sync pattern. Upon recognition
of the word sync pattern the sub-bit counter is enabled and allowed to count; otherwise the sub-
bit counter is reset at every sub-bit time. The recognition of word synchronization also
establishes bit synchronization. The incoming sub-bit code is interrogated at every bit
time to ensure that a sub-bit error has not occurred. Upon the recognition of the bit codes
"11" or "00" (invalid bit codes), the program control unit is inhibited until the recognition of
a new word sync pattern. If this invalid bit code is detected after the word sync pattern,
an event pulse is provided to the telemetry subsystem for transmission to the ground. This
informs the ground monitoring personnel that a command was not received correctly. This
same sub-bit error detector is used to signal the C & S if a symbol error is made in the
quantitative portion of the C & S word. This enables the C & S to "dump" the partial word
which would result.
The operation of the Program Control Unit is a direct function of the transmitted word
length. In the event of a discrete command transmission, only the matrix interrogate
pulse is issued from the time count matrix. In the event of a C & S type quantitative
word the matrix interrogate and end of word pulse are issued. For the other type QC
words only the matrix interrogate pulse is issued.
3,4 DECODER ACCESS UNIT
The decoder access unit (Figure 3-5) is activated by an in-lock condition of any sub-bit
detector. Sufficient logic is incorporated to ensure that the spurious lock indications from
other than the desired sub-bit detector will not switch out the addressed detector. Therefore
the sub-bit detector indicating a locked condition will supply all bit and timing information
through its associated program control unit to the redundant decoders.
3.5 COMMAND DECODER
A condensed block diagram is presented in Figure 3-6.
3.5.1 DECODER INHIBIT
When the selected detector lock signal indicates detector lock, the decoder ini_ibit
pulses inhibit all decoder funct;ons until a word sync pattern is recogqlized by the
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appropriate program control unit. Should the detector lock signal indicate detector out-
of-lock, or a sub-bit error occur at some time before or during the processing of a command
word, the inhibit signal immediately inhibits the decoder function and allows no farther
processing until the program control unit receives a new word sync pattern.
3.5.2 DECODER FUNCTION
When the command word sync pattern is recognized in the program control unit, the flip-
flop counter begins a binary counting sequence to provide the timing signals through the
decoder access unit. In the meantime the address bits are being shifted into the decoder
address storage register. At the proper binary count (10 bits) the address register is full
and a matrix interrogation pulse is presented to the decoder gate matrix. The matrix gate
is open for approximately 900 milliseconds when transmission is at 1 sub-bit/sec and 30
milliseconds when transmission is at 30 sub-bits/sec. In the case of a DC command word,
the proper DC isolation switch, or switches, are closed (saturated) for a minimum of 2
milliseconds (900 ms max). In the case of a QC word, one of a possible six QC word
flip-flops is set by the matrix interrogation pulse. The QC word flip-flop allows the
command bits following the address portion of the command v_ rd to be gated to the QC
word user. An alert pulse is gated to the user coincident with the matrix interrogate pulse.
Bit sync pulses coincident with the command word bits are issued to the S/C subsystem
during the QC readout. In the case of the C & S quantitative command, the QC F/F also
gates the end of word pulse to the S/C telemetry subsystem.
All output pulses from the command decoder are indicated by the saturation of isolated
output solid state switches. The output of these switches is isolated from the command
subsystem ground. In order to reduce the size and weight of the Voyager Command
Subsystem and in order to achieve greater degree of standardization between isolated
pulse and isolated step switch outputs, a study of alternate circuit techniques will be
undertaken in phase IB. This study will include a consideration of the use of integrated
circuits to accomplish this function. One such proposed circuit is shown in Figure 3-7.
3.5.3 DECODER REDUNDANCY
Complete redundancy of the command decoder shall be incorporated to enhance the reliability
of the command subsystem. The output switches of Decoder "A" shall be tied in parallel
with the output of the corresponding command at Decoder "B". This is shown in Figure 3-8.
3.6 COMMAND TELEMETRY
The block diagram of the Command Telemetry Interface is shown in Figure 3-9.
3.6.1 DETECTOR TELEMETRY
Each detector lock signal and sub-bit sync are directed to the S/C DH&S subsystem through
isolated switches to be encoded into telemetry words that represent each detector vco
frequency and the state of the detector lock signal.
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IS SWITCH
COMMAND "N"
DECODER A
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
IS SWITCH !COMMAND "N"
DECODER B I
I
I
TO SPACECRAFT
SUBSYSTEM
COMMAND USER
TO SPACECRAFT
_SUBSYSTEM
COMMAND USER
Figure 3-8. Typical Parallel Connection Redundant Decoder Output
3.6.2 DECODER TELEMETRY
Decoder event pulses axe directed through isolation switches to the S/C DH&S subsystem
as tabulated below:
a. Matrix Interrogate - One pulse issued at command bit number 10 by either
decoder A or B. At the low command rate this pulse can occur every 26
seconds for a DC command. At the high command rate this pulse can occur
every 26/30 seconds for a DC command.
Do End of C & S word - One pulse issued at the end of the 37 bit QC for the C & S.
This pulse can occur every 100 seconds at the low command rate and every
100/30 or 3 1/3 seconds at the high command rate.
c. Sub-bit error indication - One pulse for every sub-bit error detected after
the word sync pattern.
d. Change in lock indication - One pulse for each indication of a change in the
out-of-lock signal from whichever detector is in lock.
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COMMAND SUBSYSTEM
SUB-BIT ERROR
DETECTOR
CHANGE IN LOCK
C ONDITION
l_
V
TELEMETRY
"COMMAND ERROR SIGNAL"
TO
TWO-BIT EVENT COUNTER
(SAMPLED EVERY 5 SEC)
MATRIX INT. I
(1/3 SEC @ HI RATE) I
_o_s_o_oSD--__-
(1/3 SEC @ HI RATE)
"COMMAND ACCEPT SIGNAL"
TO
FIVE-BIT EVENT COUNTER
(SAMPLED EVERY 5 SEC)
DETECTOR A LOCK
DETECTOR B LOCK
DETECTOR C LOCK
DET A SUB-BIT SYNC
DET B SUB-BIT SYNC
DET C SUB-BIT SYNC
DC LEVEL •
DC LEVEL
DC LEVEL
!PPS !
1 PP-----SI ,IP
1 PPS
I
ENCODED INTO
THREE 7-BIT WORDS
(SAMPLED EVERY 50 SEC)
Figure 3-9. Command Telemetry Interface
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3.7 TRANSFORMER RECTIFIERS
The transformer-rectifier system for the Voyager Command Subsystem consists of two
redundant supplies. These are shown in Figure 3-10.' Each supply provides power for one
of the 1 sub-bit/sec detectors and one decoder. Both supplies are combined to provide
power for the 30 sub-bit/sec detector and the decoder access unit. Isolation diodes and
quadding of the filter capacitors as indicated in Figure 3-10 ensures greater reliability
and extends the power supply redundancy to the 30 sub-bit/sec detector and decoder access
unit.
3.8 OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
The following are a list of considerations concerning the operation of the Command
Subsystem.
a.
No command word can be executed during periods when the selected detector
is out of lock. Upon detector lock up, the program control must receive a
word sync pattern before command decoding can be accomplished.
b. Both the command word information subcarrier and the sync information sub-
carrier must be contained in the command signal upon transmission to the S/C
command subsystem.
Co When attempting to "lock up" the 30 sub-bit/sec detector, the maximum offset
frequency between the transmitted command signal 2f s frequency and the
detector generated 2f s frequency shall be 3 cps in order to insure a high
probability that the detector lock up at the first correlation of the command
signal and in the detector. The maximum time required for the detector to
lock up with this offset shall be 5 seconds/code try.
do When attempting to "lock up" the 1 sub-bit/sec detector, the maximum offset
frequency between the transmitted 2f s frequency and the detector generated
2f s frequency shall be 1.5 cps in order to insure a high probability that the
detector lock up at the first correlation of the Pseudo Noise codes in the
command signal and in the detector. The maximum time required for the
detector to lock up at this offset is 5.5 minutes/code try.
e. The means of acquiring detector lock with the command signal described above
implies the knowledge of the detector 2f s frequency offset from the transmitted
command signal 2f s frequency through telemetry information. Telemetry is
required to indicate whether or not the detector has locked up with the command
signal. If detector telemetry is not available, the transmitted 2f s frequency
of the command signal must be made to scan the range of possible detector
2f s frequency at a slow enough rate to insure detector lock up once the scanning
is accomplished. However, without telemetry, no knowledge of the actual
state of the detector lock signal can be obtained.
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Command word transmissions may be up to 63 bits in length, however, every
command word transmission must be preceded by a word sync pattern as
described in paragraph 3.1.3.2. Each transmitted command word must be
followed by either the transmission of a word sync sub-bit pattern or the
transmission of sub-bit "zeros":
1. High rate transmission of typical command words may be as follows:
DC =
30 sub-bit/sec
= 1.15 words/sec
26 sub-bit/word
30 sub-bits/sec
= 96 sub-bits/word = 0. 313 words/secQC
30 sub-bits/sec
QC2 =132 sub-bits/word = 0.227 words/sec
2. Low rate transmission of typical command words is as follows:
26 sub-bits/word
DC = 1 sub-bit/sec = 26 sec/word
96 sub-bit_/word
QC1 = 1 sub-bit/sec = 96 sec/word
132 sub-bits/word
QC2 = 1 sub-bit/sec = 132 sec/word
The switching of the radio receiver input to Detector B shall be inhibited
whenever Detector B indicates a locked condition.
High command usage situations may occur when it is desired to reprogram the
C & S. For example, it may be reasonable to send as many as 100 consecutive
quantitative commands to the C & S. In this event the tolementry signals must
be carefully evaluated to determine if any detection errors were made. In most
of the command situations the telemetry sampling rate will be once per 6.9
seconds. In telemetry mode 5, however, it is possible to have 6 samples per
second which simplifies the detection of which commands, if any, were received
in error. This mode may be available (depending on the Mars orbit period)
once for each Mars orbit.
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_.0 INTERFACE DEFINITIONS
4.1 ELECTRICAL INTERFACE
4. I. 1 INPUT SIGNALS
• a. The command subcarriers from the S/C radio subsystem receiver shall be in
accordance with paragraph 3.2.2 and Figure 4-1. The radio subsystem output
impedance shall be less than 500 ohms. At command detector threshold, the
command signal rms voltage level shall be 100 mv + 2 5 percent. At detector
threshold, the S/C radio transponder limiter suppression factor is approxi-
mately 0.16. Therefore, the maximum signal rms voltage level will be 620
+ 150 my. The maximum rms noise voltage (assuming white Gaussian noise}
at detector threshold is 1.13 volts with a 3 _ deviation of 6.8 volts peak-te-peak.
b. 50 v, 2400 cps power from S/C power subsystem.
Co The Command Subsystem ground is connected to the S/C central ground through
the S/C radio subsystem via the interface between the S/C radio and the command
detector. This approach is utilized due to the command spectrum being at base-
band, 20 cps to 1000 cps, and to eliminate the necessity of an audio transformer
between the command subsystem and the S/C radio subsystem.
4. I. 2 OUTPUT SIGNALS
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
Discrete command (DC) word outputs from the command decoder to the space-
craft subsystems. See VB220FD112.
Quantitative command (QC) word outputs from the command decoder to the
spacecraft subsystems. See VB220 FDll2.
Command detector lock signals and bit sync signals from the command detector
to the DH&S subsystem. The bit sync signal from Detector "B" (30 sub-bit/sec)
shall be divided by 30, prior to presentation to the data handling and storage
subsystem. See paragraph 3.6 and Figure 3-9.
Decoder event pulses to the spacecraft DH&S subsystem. See paragraph 3.6
and Figure 3-9.
Direct access test points from various command functions to the S/C direct
access plug. All direct access test points shall be isolated within the command
subsystem by a resistance that will insure no degradation of the signal
under test. See Table 4-1.
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Table 4-1. Direct Access Test Points to OSE
Command Detector A, B, and C. (10 test points/det)
1. Composite command signal
2. Detector 4f s (square wave)
3. Sub-bit sync (pulse)
4. Sub-bit sync (delayed) (pulse)
5. Command sub-bits (DC)
6. Sync channel limiter emitter follower (square wave + noise)
7. Loop phase detector (AC)
8. Command phase detector (AC)
9. Detector lock signal phase detector (AC)
10. Detector lock signal (DC)
Program control units A, B, and C (1 test point/unit)
1. Program counter set pulses
Command Decoder Access Unit (Digital Signals)
1. Decoder Bit Sync
2. Decoder QC Bit Sync
3. Decoder Command Bits
4. Decoder Matrix Interrogate
5. Decoder Inhibit
6. End of C & S word
7. Detector Select A
8. Detector Select B
9. Detector Select C
Command Decoder A and B (2 test points/decoder) (Digital)
1. Test command
2. Event pulse to data encoder
Command Transformer Rectifier A and B (3 test points/TR)
I. +28 V de
2. +V
3. -V
4. Return
There are a total of 53 direct access test points.
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4.1.3 DISCRETE COMMAND INTERFACE
The utilization of the universal isolated step switch as defined in paragraph 4.1.3 will
allow discrete command switch closures from 2 ms to 900 ms. When used as an isolated
pulse switch, the output shall be a minimum 2 milliseconds + 5%. When used as an
isolated step switch, the output shall be a minimum of 100 ms but less than 900 ms. See
Figure 4-2 for typical DC connection.
4.1.4 QUANTITATIVE COMMAND INTERFACE
Figure 4-2 presents a typical QC connection to the spacecraft user. The alert pulse shall
occur approximately 1/2-bit period prior to the first QC sync pulse. The QC sync pulse
shall be centered between each command bit level. QC Alert, Sync, and Sub-bit error
pulses shall be 2 ms + 5% in duration. Figure 4-3 presents a timing diagram for QC
words.
4.2 MECHANICAL INTERFACE
4.2.1 EQUIPMENT BAY
The Command Subsystem is located in equipment bay 11 which provides the mechanical
interface with the spacecraft structure. The details of the equipment bay are discussed
in paragraph 6.1.
4.3 THERMAL INTERFACE
Thermal interface is provided through the equipment bay to the spacecraft structure and
via the thermal control panel mounted on each equipment bay.
5.0 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
The following is a list of performance parameters for the Command Subsystem.
5.1 DETECTOR "A" AND DETECTOR "C" - 1 SUB-BIT/SEC
Performance parameters for Detectors "A" and "C" are:
a. The sub-bit rate shall be 1 sub-bit per second. The command bit rate shall
be 1/2-bit per second.
b. The detector threshold is +16 db in a 1 cps noise bandwidth.
C.
d.
The sub-bit error probability at threshold shall be less than P SB < 1 x 10 -5
e
The Sync phase-lock loop noise bandwidth shall be 2 + 25% cps when out of
lock and 0.5 + 25% cps when in lock at threshold.
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e.
-10
The probability of an information bit error shall be <_ 1 x 10
in the program control unit.
after reconstruction
5.2 DETECTOR "B" - 30 SUB-BITS/SEC
a. The sub-bit rate shall be 30 sub-bits/second. The command bit rate shall be
15 bits per second.
b. The detector threshold shall be +28 db in a 1 cps noise bkndwidth.
c. The sub-bit error probability at theshold shall be less thanP SB <
e --
1 x 10-5.
d. The sync phase-lock loop noise bandwidth shall be 3 + 25% cps.
_ 10-10e. The probability of an information bit error shall be < 1 x after
reconstruction in the program control unit.
5.3 RESOLUTION OF THE TIME ACCURACY IN TRANSMITTING AND EXECUTING
COMMANDS AFTER DETECTOR LOCK.
It is assumed that the CVE time of execution (TOE) will be resolved into one-second
increments GMT. The actual time of execution will be the difference between TOE and
the next sub-bit sync from the command modulator which may be resolved to + 2 ms,
i.e.,
t 1 = TOE ÷ _t (5-1)
The resolution of the time of execution in the spacecraft (te) can then be calculated by the
following equation.
6T
t e = t1 + t2 + NT + _- (5-2)
where t 2 = Transmission path delay
N = Number of sub-bits/Discrete Command
T = PN cede length (sec)
2f s (code shift frequency)
6T
5 - Decoding delay
Therefore, knowing the PN code length, the shift frequency, 2f s, and the transmission path
delay, the actual execution time can be calculated within 1 2 ms. The variance in the time
of execution within the command subsystem is less than 200 _s and can be neglected.
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5.4 PROBABILITY OF SUCCESS
The probability of success for the Command Subsystem has been apportioned by mission
phase. Table 5-3 is a summary of this apportionment.
Table 5-1. Reliability Apportionment
Phase
Time
Reliability
T,_unch Cruise Encounter Orbit
T=-2 hrs T = 4272 hrs '1"=-48hrs T=-720 hrs
0. 99957 0.9653 0.99957 0. 9942
Over-all
I
T=-5042 hrs
!
O. 9590
The last column is the reliability apportionment of the Command Subsystem for the entire
mission. This apportionment was based on the primary objectives for the Voyager 1971
mission as stated in the Preliminary Voyager 1971 Mission Specification. The probabilities
of success listed for each phase in Table 5-1 were considered design goals for the Command
Subsystem.
5.4.1 SUBSYSTEM RELIABILITY
In order to evaluate the probability of success for the Command Subsystem, the mission was
divided into four different phases. These corresponded to the four phases listed in the
apportionment. The probability of success for each of these phases was determined by
evaluating each time period as a part of the over-all mission. Thus, the probability
of success for the over-all mission could be presented as the product of the incremental
probabilities for each phase.
The Command Subsystem evaluation was divided into two different modes as 1 sub-bit per
second command and 30 sub-bit per second command. The low rate mode was evaluated
considering, in addition to the Command Subsystem, the receiving portion of the radio
subsystem. This was done because the radio subsystem receivers and the 1 sub-bit per
second detectors were configured as single string equipments. Although this was not the
configuration with the highest probability of success, it proved to be the most feasible.
The probability of success for the low rate mode cannot be compared to that of the apportion-
ment without considering the radio subsystem.
In the trade-off analysis for the command subsystem, the probability of 1 sub-bit per
second was found to be 0. 981815 with a design margin of 1300 hours above the proposed
nominal mission of 5042 hours which exceeds the apportionment for the nominal mission.
The 30 sub-bit per second command subsystem was included in the command system because
the up-link channel capacity was adequate to support the higher rate. The probability of
success was evaluated for this mode, also. To improve the reliability of this mode, a
switch was added at the input to the detector. The switch provided parallel redundancy
of the radio subsystem receivers.
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A summary of the reliability analysis is tabulated in Table 5-2 for the 1 sub-bit per second
mode and the 30 sub-bit per second mode. It is clear from the results that the proposed
command meets and exceeds its apportionment.
Table 5-2. Summary Command Subsystem Reliability
Operational
Mode
High Rate
Command
* Low Rate
Command
Phase I
T=2 hrs
0.999886
0.999964
Phase H
T=4272 hrs
0.967794
0.981445
Phase III
T=-48 hrs
0.999643
0.999669
Phase IV
T=720 hrs
0.994022
0.994731
Over-all
T=5042 hrs
0.961555
O.975916
*Includes receiving portion of radio subsystem.
6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND CONSTRAINTS
6.1 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
6.1.1 SUBSYSTEM, COMMAND
The Command Subsystem is physically contained in equipment bay 11. The subsystem is
divided into eight functional subassemblies which are fitted into the standard spacecraft
modular configuration. The two redundant decoders are packaged in three subchassis
in order to make a sufficient number of output pins available. This is shown in Figure 6-1,
"SK-79-833 Voyager - Bay 11." The subassemblies are mounted between the two plates
which make up the equipment bay and furnish structural rigidity to these plates.
The subassemblies utilize the 10-inch standard subchassis, locked and bolted tegether to
maintain structural integrity. This standard possesses a suitable form factor for packaging
the command electronics.
The subchassis are designed to withstand the rigorous shock and lower frequency vibration
inputs from the spacecraft. With this design, the shock and lower frequency vibration
pulses will be transmitted to each subchassis at approximately one to one. The subchassis
will move as a rigid unit for these inputs. The high frequency vibration pulses will be
attenuated by the vehicle structure. However, there will be some input of these high fre-
quencies which will excite subchassis resonances. Since the amplitude of this movement
is small, the internal components will not be degraded.
The subchassis will be used to conduct the power dissipated internally to the outer plate
for radiation to space. A preliminary thermal analysis shows that the outer plate will
reach a maximum temperature of 10 ° C during the mission when radiating to space. The
resulting integrated circuit stick and cordwood module temperatures will be very nearly
24°C. A nominal 15°C temperature rise is expected within the cordwood modules and
.r
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and integrated circuit sticks. The components will, therefore, arrive at a maximum
temperature very nearly 39°C which is well within their allowable limits. During the
pre-latmch phase it will be necessary to provide conditioned air to this plate. Preliminary
calculations show that 16°C air at a nominal velocity of 2 ft/sec will provide component
temperatures well below their maximum rated limits. During the launch phase of the
mission there will be a minimum power dissipation within the equipment bay. The major
source of heat will be the aerodynamic heat input from the outer spacecraft shroud.
However, due to the short time period (_100 sec) and the intervening spacecraft structure,
very little of this heat will be transmitted to the equipment.
Table 6-1 is a physical characteristic summary of the command system.
Table 6-1. Physical Characteristics Bay 11 - Command
Component
1. Command Det. & Prog.
Cont.
2. Decoder
3. Power Supply (Redundant
Unit)
4. Decoder Access Unit
5. Cables (Est. of cables
internal to bay)
TOTAL
Volume
Cu. In.
150
225
Weight
Pounds
4.2
5.6
75 3.1
75 3.0
3.0
10 50 32.9
Power Watts Reliability
Drain Dissip %/1000 Hrs.
2 2 0. 550746
(Meas)
4.5 4.5 3.7460
20.2 5.0 (ea. half)
0. 1244
0.2 0.2 0. 0220
20.2 20.2
Quantity
3
6.1.2 SUBCHASSIS, COMMAND
The subsystem is packaged in the subchassis shown in Figure 6-1 and defined as follows:
6.1.2.1 DECODERS
There are three decoder subchassis for the two redundant decoders. Each contains
potted sticks of integrated circuits mounted in sandwich form to printed wiring boards.
A large portion of the circuitry consists of output switches which require a large number
of output wires. Therefore, because of the number of connectors used a large volume
within the subchassis is not usable. Potting of the I/C's and the particular sandwich
construction affords excellent shock and vibration protection to the circuits. It also
provides a method of conducting the heat from the module.
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6.1.2.2 DETECTORS AND PROGRAM CONTROL
There are three subchassis which make up the detector and program control portion of the
command subsystem. These are the same basic configuration as the decoders, except
that the output wiring is not a problem. Therefore, the total volume within the subchassis
is usable and a pair of sandwiches are used. These contain hybrid circuits of potted
integrated circuits and cordwood modules.
6.1.2.3 DECODER ACCESS UNIT
This subchassis contains all potted integrated circuits in a single sandwich. The total
volume of the housing is utilized to the fullest extent possible.
6.I.2.4 POWER SUPPLY UNIT
This subchassis contains the command system power supply and consists of a subchassis
equivalent to the decoder access unit. Discrete components and cordwood modules are
utilized in this subassembly.
6.2 CONSTRAINTS
The constraints imposed on the command system are:
a. The command equipment shall be located in spacecraft Bay No. 11.
b. The maximum allowable weight is 35 pounds.
c. The maximum power dissipation shall be less than 25 watts.
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1.0 SCOPE
This document describes the 1971 Voyager Relay Radio Subsystem. Since the capsule system
has not been defined various assumptions were made on the capsule relay radio subsystem.
These assumptions are stated in Section 3.1. This section contains a functional description
of the receiver, detecter, and output selector in the spacecraft relay radio subsystem.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
Reference to the following documents is required for completeness in this description.
VB220SR101 -
VB220SR102 -
VB220FD109 -
VB220FD112 -
VB220FD113 -
VB233FD101 -
VB233AA104 -
Design Characteristics
Design Restraints
Telemetry Criteria
Flight Sequence
Layout and Configuration
Telecommunication Subsystem
Trade-off Study, Relay Radio Subsystem
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
3.1 GENERAL
3.1.1 FUNCTION
The 1971 Voyager Relay Radio Subsystem is designed to perform the following:
a. Recdive the r-f signal transmitted from the capsule to the spacecraft from capsule
separation to impact on the planet.
bo Demodulate the received signal and obtain bit sync and data. The data bit stream,
bit sync, and an indication of received signal strength will be sent to data handling
and storage.
3.1.2 COMPONENTS
The relay radio equipment in the spacecraft orbiter is comprised of the following components:
a. Antenna
b. Receiver
c. Detector
d. Output Selector
e. Power Supply
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3.1.3 SUBSYSTEM DESCRIPTION
A block diagram of the configuration for the relay radio subsystem is shown in Figure 3-1.
It contains one spacecraft antenna with hemisperical coverage, and a single preselector and
preamplifier which feeds two identical receiver and detector combinations. The output
selector provides data, bit sync and an indication of "signal present" from one receiver/
detector only. The selector bases its decision on receiver agc and a lock indication from the
loop in the detector which provides bit sync. If either or both of these inputs are not present,
the selector chooses the other receiver/detector. If the indications from both combinations
indicate good data, only one output is selected.
-3
Since the telemetry channel is to have a maximum bit error rate of 5 x 10 it would be de-
sirable to have the relay link at least one order of magnitude better. Therefore, a bit error
rate of 5 x 10 -4 or better is the design goal for the relay link.
A carrier frequency of 200 Mc is chosen as it reduces the capsule and spacecraft antenna
size and weight while maintaining the communication link under maximum range and maximum
interfering noise spectral density conditions.
The following is a list of ground rules and assumptions that were used:
a. Maximum Range for Communication. The communication link margins are based
upon a maximum range of 8000 kin.
b. Range Rate. The maximum expected value of _ is 3 km/second.
c. Range Acceleration. The maximum estimated value of r" is 0.5 km/second 2.
de Oscillator Stability. The transmitter and receiver oscillator stabilities will be
on the order of +15 ppm over a temperature range from -10 to +75C for a 7
month duration.
e. Interfering Noise Spectral Density. The maximum interfering noise spectral
density originating from the spacecraft equipment is -150 gDm/cps. For _he
purpose of analysis this noise is assumed to be white.
fe Acquisition Time. The time for 90 percent probability of acquiring the received
signal shall not be greater than 10 seconds.
g. Capsule Data. The capsule transmits PCM data at a 10 bps rate.
he Capsule Power. The maximum capsule power will be 20 watts and it will be on
at all times following capsule separation (the possibility exists of a lower transmit
power soon after capsule separation and later switching to the 20 watt mode}.
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From the studies (VB233AA104) on various methods of communicating between the capsule
and the spacecraft, one modulation technique which provided a satisfactory link was PSK/
FM/PM. A system employing this technique is described to illustrate a typical spacecraft
relay receiver. In this system, the capsule 106 ps PCM data phase shift keys (PSK) a
coherent 20 cps tone. A 10 cps bit sync tone is also transmitted to provide both bit sync
and a coherent reference for detecting the data. The two signals are summed and the com-
posite signal frequency-modulates a 25-kc subcarrier. This subearrier is then phase
modulated on to the 200-Mc carrier in the capsule transmitter.
The spacecraft relay radio subsystem employs a carrier-tracking phase lock receiver which
will bring the subcarrier down to baseband. The receiver has automatic acquisition which
will have a 90 percent probability, of locking to the carrier within 10 seconds under worst
signal conditions. The receiver output subcarrier is demodulated in the detector by a dis-
criminator having a narrow predetection bandwidth. Bit sync and the data demodulation re-
ference are obtained from a phase lock loop which also provides an in-lock indication which
is used as an input to the output selector. The data is coherently detected and filtered in an
integrate and dump circuit.
The design worst case signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) into the discriminator is 9.5 db which is
close to the discriminator threshold where impulse noise degrades the bit error rate. How-
ever, for this type of modulation and SNR, a bit error rate of 5 x 10 -4 (which is one order of
magnitude better than the over-all telemetry link) can be attained.
3.1.3.1 RELAY ANTENNA, CABLE, AND TEST PROBE
The relay subsystem antenna provides pattern coverage for communication with the flight
capsule from the time the capsule separates from the flight spacecraft until it comes to rest
on the surface of the planet. During this period, the spacecraft assumes three different
orientations: (1) capsule separation attitude, (2) normal cruise attitude, and (3) spacecraft
orbit insertion attitude. A properly oriented hemispherical type pattern will satisfy the relay
While in the capsule separation attitude the communication range is short and antenna cover-
age is not considered critical. The variation of the direction of the line-of-sight from the
spacecraft to the capsule during the capsule approach and entry phase is usually less than
O
40 ; however, the situation is complicated by the requirement that the spacecraft assume its
orbit insertion or retro attitude some time before capsule entry. Therefore, the spacecraft
must be able to receive communications from the capsule while it is in the retro attitude as
well as in the cruise attitude. Since these two attitudes differ considerably, the antenna
coverage must be fairly broad.
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For the standard spacecraft and capsule trajectory, (Arrival No. 2, 1971 orbit inclination
40 °, landing site 10 ° N latitude} the direction of the spacecraft-capsule line of sight after
separation with the spacecraft in the cruise attitude is -
cone angle = 133.0 °
clock angle = 201.8 °
The line of sight direction just before entry with the spacecraft in the retro attitude is
cone angle = 39.0 °
o
clock angle = 265.5
assuming that the retro roll attitude is such that the vehicle Y axis is perpendicular to the
Earth-Mars line.
The total angle between these two directions in vehicle coordinates is 113 ° .
Since the Earth-Mars line is less than 15° away from the retro thrust direction, any roll
angle in the retro attitude is permissible, and will allow the high gain antenna to be pointed
towards the earth by rotating it about the hinge axis. A retro roll attitude which is more
favorable from the relay antenna standpoint can therefore be used. If a roll attitude is used
such that the line-of-sight clock angle is the same as the line-of-sight clock angle in the
o
cruise attitude (i. e., 201.8 ) the difference in the two directions is then a minimum and is
just the difference between the two cone angles or about 94 ° .
The relay antenna is located such that its center line has a cone angle of 80 ° and a clock angle
of 200 ° . The angular separation between the antenna and the line-of-sight is 53 ° in the cruise
attitude, and 41 ° in the preferred retro attitude. These are the highest angular differences
that can be expected; at all other times from separation to impact the angles between the
antenna and the capsule line-of-sight are less.
The retro attitude is favored over the cruise attitude (41 ° vs 53 °) since the spacecraft-capsule
range is largest at entry and good communication is more important at this time.
The relay antenna consists of turnstile radiating elements over a conical ground plane as
shown in Figure 3-2. The conical ground plane is approximated by a number of straight
conducting elements. This configuration provides more nearly hemispherical pattern
coverage than a conventional turnstile over a flat ground plane. The antenna must be stowed
during launch and deployed to a position sufficiently removed from the spacecraft structure
so that the pattern is not obstructed or distorted.
The r-f cable for the relay antenna is type RG-142, a flexible cable having a solid teflon
dielectric. Where the cable crosses the antenna deployment axis, it will be kept sufficiently
warm to maintain flexibility. Type N connectors are used at the antenna and cable terminals.
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Figure 3-2. 200 Mc Relay Antenna
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For prelaunch checkout of the complete radio relay subsystem, an r-f test probe will be
attached to the spacecraft so that it is in the field of the stowed relay antenna. To minimize
the size of this probe, an electrically small radiating element will be used. This probe will
be less than 3 inches in over-all dismensions and will be connected through RG-188 coaxial
cable to the spacecraft umbilical.
3. i. 3.2 Receiver Description
The purpose of the receiver is to acquire the r-f signal from the capsule and detect the 25 kc
subcarrier such that in the detection process a bit error rate of 5 x 10 -4 or better can be
achieved. The receiver is a carrier tracking type 1, 2nd order phase lock loop. A block
diagram of the configuration is shown in Figure 3-3. The single preselector and preamplifier
will drive both receiver/detector pairs so as not to increase the subsystem noise figure. The
following paragraphs describe the individual functions of each loop functional circuit.
Preselector and Preamplifier. Provides amplification with a low noise figure and sets the
maximum amount of noise power into the amplifier and mixer.
Mixer. Provides an i-f frequency by mixing the incoming frequency with a multiple of the
vco frequency.
I-F Amplifier. Provides suitable amplification and provides an output to the agc detector and
to the loop phase detector. Includes a predetection filter which reduces the amount of noise
power that the phase detector has to handle.
Phase and AGC Detector. The phase detector is used to lock the vco to the received signal.
The agc detector is identical to the phase detector except for a 90-degree phase shift at the
reference input.
AGC Filter Amplifier. This amplifier conditions the signal from the agc detector. The gain
is set to provide proper agc action in the agc loop. The filter establishes the time constant
for the agc action.
Loop Filter and VCO. The loop filter sets the loop noise bandwidth to 200 cps. The output of
the filter drives the vco. The vco has a transfer function of K/s where K is in cps/volt.
Frequency Multipliers. Provide the proper LO injection and phase detector reference
frequencies.
AGC Sensor and Sweep Oscillator. The agc sensor activates the sweep oscillator unless the
agc voltage is at a predetermined minimum. The sweep oscillator provides a sawtooth sweep
with an effective sweep rate of 2 kc/second.
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The receiver may be subjected to interfering signals from other spacecraft subsystems
which may produce a broadband noise level of - 150 dbm/cps. The system is designed to
operate satisfactorily in the presence of such a strong interference. However, in order to
take advantage of the improved performance that is possible if the interference is not present,
the receiver is designed to have a noise figure of 4 db. In the absence of interference, the
improvement in performance can be as great as 20 db.
The phase-lock loop-noise bandwidth is 200 cps. and is essentially constant over the dynamic
range. The SNR in the loop with a 1.2 radian modulation index is 6 db at threshold. The
sweep range is 20 kc to accomodate the transmitter and receiver oscillator uncertainties,
plus the maximum Doppler Shift. For a 10 second sweep period, the probability of acquisition
is greater than 90 percent.
The subcarrier frequency on which the data and bit sync signals are frequency modulated was
chosen to be 25 kc. This frequency is high enough so that under the worst case instabilities
and Doppler shift, the carrier loop will not lock on to the sidebands. The subcarrier bandpass
filter has a bandwidth of 100 cps, resulting in a small filter with a reasonable Q. For the
modulation index of 1.2 radians, the SNR in this filter preceding the subcarrier discriminator
is 9.5 db.
3.1.3.3 DATA DETECTOR
The data detector consists of a 25-kc discriminator and a bit detector. Simplified block
diagrams of the data modulator and demodulator are presented in Figures 3-4 and 3-5.
Typical waveforms are shown in Figure 3-6.
In the data modulator, the PCM data is phase shift keyed (PSK) onto a 20-cps coherent tone
at a data rate of 10 bits per second. A bit sync tone is transmitted directly at 10 cps to
provide both bit sync and a coherent reference for detection. These two signals are linearly
summed and the resulting composite signal frequency modulates a 25-kc subcarrier oscil-
lator, the output of which phase modulates the transmitter carrier.
In the data detector the 10-cps sync tone and 20-cps data are recovered in the 25-kc sub-
carrier discriminator. The 10-cps sync reference is recovered in a phase locked loop which
is capable of maintaining sync with signal-to-noise ratios far below the level at which correct
detection of bits can be made.
The information contained in the 20 cps tone is demodulated in a phase detector. The
reference signal for this demodulation is obtained from the phase locked loop. The demod-
ulator output is either positive or negative, depending upon the information contained in the
phase modulation of the 20-cps tone. The output of the demodulator is integrated for a period
of 1 bit (100 ms) and at the end of this integration time the polarity of the voltage on the
integrating capacitor is sampled. The sampling is accomplished by shorting the capacitor to
ground through a transistor. This rapid change in potential is differentiated and fed to the
matched filter amplifier. The matched filter amplifier saturates to one logic polarity or the
other, depending upon the polarity of the impulse input, and maintains the information for a
period in excess of 50 _s. The output of the matched filter amplifier is stored in a flip-flop
10 of 26
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Figure 3-6. Modulator and Detector Waveforms
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50 _s after the integrator is sampled. The sampling of the integration capacitor begins at
the end of a bit and after 50 _s the storage flip-flop is triggered. The 50 _s delay allows
the information to be set into the flip-flop before the flip-flop is triggered. The integration
of the signal introduces a delay of I bit and in addition the 50/_s required for the matched
filter to make a decision is also added to the delay.
The phase lock indicator is incorporated to indicate the absence or presence of phase lock in
the data detector. The composite signal from the 25-kc discriminator is phase compared
with the quadrature 10 cps derived from the phase locked loop. When the loop is out-of-lock
the phase detector output has zero mean; whereas during in-lock the 10 cps components are
correlated and there is a net dc voltage from the quadrature detector. The phase detector
output is integrated and followed by a threshold detector with the level adjusted so that it
does not lock onto noise. The demodulator lock signal and a similar agc lock indication from
the receiver are compared in a logical AND function, the output of which indicates system
lock. The outputs of the data demodulator are 10 bits per second data, 10 cps bit sync and
the lock indication.
3.1.3.4 OUTPUT SELECTOR
The relay link utilizes redundant receivers and demodulators. Figure 3-7 presents the inter-
face circuitry which is employed to combine the redundant outputs to the Data Handling and
Storage equipment. The JK flip-flop provides for exclusive selection of one channel when
both subsystems are locked. The data and bit sync outputs for the excluded channel are
inhibited by the associated negated lock output. The channels are combined in an OR function
by connecting isolated switch output leads together. The isolated switches provide isolation
between the relay and the Data Handling and Storage Subsystem.
3.1.3.5 POWER SUPPLY
Each receiver/detector combination has its own power supply. Each contains a diode capacitor
relay switch which connects the spacecraft primary supply of 50 volts rms 2400 cps square
wave to the transformer rectifier. Thus, until the encounter phase of the mission, the relay
radio subsystem will utilize essentially no power. Upon command both relay power supplies
can be turned on or off.
Initially, one power supply is used to provide power to the output selector. However, if it
should fail, the remaining supply will furnish the required power to the selector.
Each supply shall have its own internal regulation and filtering. Sufficient filtering will be
provided to prevent low frequencies from the detector circuitry from finding their way to the
receiver circuitry. It is very important to prevent any low frequency signals from being on
the supply line which feeds the receiver vco as it would tend to frequency moduiatc it. The
over-all efficiency of the power supplies is about 75 percent.
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4.0 INTERFACE DEFINITIONS
4.1 ELECTRICAL INTERFACE
4. i. 1 INPUT SIGNALS
4.1.1.1 R-FINPUT
The relay radio subsystem will receive, demodulate, and detect the r-f signal from the
capsule relay radio subsystem. The received nominal frequency will be 200 Mc.
4.1.1.2 COMMAND
Upon capsule separation, a signal is sent to the relay radio subsystem which turns on the
relay radio power supplies.
4.1.1.3 POWER
The spacecraft power subsystem provides a 50 v rms 2400 cps square wave from a +2 percent
or better regulated source. Total power consumption is 11.2 watts.
4.1.2 OUTPUT SIGNALS
4.1.2.1 CAPSULE DATA
Following is a list of the inputs to the data handling and storage equipment.
a. The 10bps data
b. Bit sync
c. indication of signal present (combination of receiver and detector lock indications).
4.1.2.2 TELEMETRY
Table 4-1 lists the relay radio subsystem telemetry monitoring points. The sampling
period is given in VB220FDl10, Telemetry Channel Assignment.
4.1.3 UMBILICAL
R-F signals are transferred through the umbilical connector via an r-f probe attached to the
spacecraft in the field of the relay antenna.
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Table 4-1. Telemetry Monitoring Points
DATA
1. AGC
2. AGC
3. AGC
4. AGC
5. Static
Phase
Error
6. Static
Phase
Error
7. +15 v TLM
8. -15 v TLM
9. +15 v TLM
10. -15 v TLM
11. +6 v TLM
12. -6 v TLM
13. +6 v TLM
14. -6 v TLM
15. +6 v TLM
16. -6 v TLM
SOURCE
Receive r
Receiver
Receiver
Receiver
Receiver
1 (fine)
2 (fine)
1 (coarse)
2 (coarse)
1
Receiver 2
Receiver 1
Receiver 1
Receiver 2
Receiver 2
Detector 1
Detector 1
Detector 2
Detector 2
Output Selector
Output Selector
RANGE
0 to 100 my
0 to 100 mv
0 to 3.2v
0to 3.2v
-1.6 to +1.6v
-1.6 to +1.6 v
0to 3.2v
-1.6 to +1.6 v
0 to 3.2v
-1.6 to +1.6 v
0to 3.2v
-1.6 to +1.6 v
0to 3.2v
-1.6 to +1.6 v
0to 3.2v
-1.6 to +1.6v
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4.1.4 DIRECT ACCESS
In addition to the telemetered outputs identified in Table 4-1, the following direct
access test points will be provided for check out with the OSE.
Test Point Signal Characteristics
1. Receiver 1 AGC DC
2. Receiver 2 AGC DC
3. Receiver 1 SPE DC
4. Receiver 2 SPE DC
5. Receiver 1 DPE AC
6. Receiver 2 DPE AC
7. Receiver 1 +15v DC
8. Receiver 1-15v DC
9. Receiver 2 +15v DC
10. Receiver 2-I5v DC
11. Detector l+6v DC
12. Detector 1-6v DC
13. Detector 2 +6v DC
14. Detector 2-6v DC
15. Output Selector +6v DC
16. Output Selector -6v DC
17. Lock Indication DC
18. Data 20 bps
19. Sync 10 cps
During subsystem checkout, access to the 10.5 Mc i-f will be provided.
4.2 MECHANICAL INTERFACE
4.2.1 EQUIPMENT BAY
The relay radio subsystem is located in equipment bay 4 which provides the mechanical inter-
face with the spacecraft structure. The details of the equipment bay are discussed in sub-
section 6.1.
4.2.2 ANTENNA
The relay radio antenna must be stowed during launch and then deployed to a position suffi-
ciently removed from the spacecraft. Suitable clamps and mounting hardware are provided
on the spacecraft.
4.3 THERMAL
Thermal interface is provided through the equipment bay to the spacecraft structure and via
the thermal control panel mounted on each equipment bay.
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4.4 R-F
For prelaunch checkout of the relay radio subsystem all r-f signals are sent via an r-f
probe located near the stowed relay antenna.
5.0 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
The following sections list the performance parameters of the antenna, receiver, and data
detector.
5.1 ANTENNA PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
5. i. 1 RELAY ANTENNA
Type
Gain (Relative to Circular
Isotropic)
Beamshape
Polarization
Ellipticity on Axis
Ellipticity + 45 ° from
Antenna Axis
VSWR (Maximum)
Weight
turnstile over a conical ground plane
2.0+0.5db@ 200Mc
See Figure 5-1.
right hand circular
1.0 + 1.0db@200Mc
2.5 + 1.0db @200Mc
1.2 @ 200 Mc
2.3 + 0.10 pounds
5.1.2 RELAY ANTENNA CABLE
Weight
VSWR (Maximum)
Insertion Loss
Impedance
0.55 + 0.10 pound
1.2
+0.20.50
-0.0 db
50 ohms nominal
5.1.3 RELAY ANTENNA PROBE AND CABLE
Weight
VSWR (Maximum)
Insertion Loss
Impedance
0.30 + 0.05 pound
2.0
30.0 + 5.0 db
m
50 ohms nominal
5.2 RECEIVER PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
The receiver as configured in Figure 3-3 will be a carrier tracking Type 1 second order phase
lock loop with automatic acquisition. Its purpose will be to acquire the r-f signal from the
capsule and bring the subcarriers down to baseband where the 10 bps data can be detected
with amaximum bit error rate of 5 X 10 -4.
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For the transmit frequency of 200 Mc, the uncertainty in the transmit and receiver oscillators
plus frequency offset due to Doppler will give an uncertainty of + 10 kc. The information
(subcarrier) will be spaced sufficiently far away from the carrier that the receiver will not
lock onto the subcarrier during acquisition. Thus the preselector will be wide enough to pass
the information sidebands and the offset due to frequency uncertainty. The subcarrier fre-
quency will be 25 kc, which is outside the acquisition sweep range.
Also the narrower the preselector the lower will be the noise power into the mixer. However,
if the preselector is made wide enough, it can be configured with lumped components in a
small package. Thus a bandwidth of about 4 Mc is reasonable. Since the gain in the preamp-
lifter will be about 50 db, the m aximum noise power into the mixer would then be -34 dbm.
The 200-Mc preamplifier will have a nominal gain of 50 db and a nominal noise figure of
4 db. This will effectively give an over-all 20 db performance improvement, if the inter-
fering noise spectral density is not present or is less than the receiver KTB noise. The
preamplifier will provide r-f limiting for those times when operation is in the strong signal
conditions experienced immediately after capsule separation.
The intermediate frequency will be 10.5 Mc. The multiplication in the loop will allow a
narrowing of the predetection filter such that it will have to pass only the first sidebands of
the subcarriers and about one-nineteenth of the original uncertainty due to oscillator instabil-
ities and Doppler; but at the same time it has to be narrow so as to reduce the amount of
noise the loop phase detector has to handle. The 10-Mc predetection filter will be a 3-pole
crystal filter and have a 3 db bandwidth of 70 kc. Thus at weak signals the N/S ratio into the
loop phase detector could be as high as 17 db.
The sum of the frequency excursions is
Oscillator instabilities
Doppler Offset
12 kc
4 kc
hf Total 16kc
The loop gain for a tracking error of 10 ° rms is 580,000 sec -1
The maximum expected Doppler rate is 333 cps/second. This will introduce a phase lag of
less than 4 ° for a 2_]L of 200 cps.
For 90% probability of lock in 10 seconds, the loop noise bandwidth 2/_L = 200 cps.
The total received power at maximum range (8000 kin) is -117.5 dbm. Thus for a dynamic
range of 80 db the preamplifier will be designed to limit on all signals greater than -55 dbm.
It is possible that the capsule may be programmed to transmit a signal in the neighborhood
of 200 mw after separation and switch to the 20 watt mode a precalculated time after separation.
A curve of SNR in the discriminator predetection bandwidth versus range is shown in Figure
5-2. This assumes a noise spectral density of -150 dbm/cps.
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Figure 5-1. Relay Antenna Pattern
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5.2.1 GENERAL PERFORMANCESPECIFICATION
Loop Noise Bandwidth... Constantat 2ilL of 200 cps + 10%.
Signal Acquisition... The loop shall be capableof acquiring the received signal with 90%
probability of lock within 10 seconds.
Sensitivity ... The sensitivity of the tracking loop is defined as the signal level of an ideal
input signal at which the output phase noise deviation is equal to or less than 0.35 radians
rms for a zero steady state tracking error. For a 2EL of 200 cps the carrier threshold
power is -147 dbm.
Receiver Noise Figure ... 4 db.
AGC ... The receiver will have coherent agc over an 80 db dynamic range.
Preselector Bandwidth... 4 Me at the 3 db point.
Predetection I-F Bandwidth... A 3 db bandwidth of 70 KC by employing a three pole crystal
filter.
Spurious Response... The loop will not lock to any signal other than the desired carrier.
Oscillator Stability... Shall be + 15 ppm from -10 to + 75°C for the first seven months.
Acquisition Sweep Rate . .. 2 k cps/seeond + 10%.
Acquisition Sweep Range ... + 10 kc at 200 Mc + 10%.
Input Frequency... 200 Mc + 5 kc (includes capsule instability and Doppler only).
Error Point Transfer Function...
1 - H(s) =
9 S2
32EL 2
3 9 S 21+ S +
4E L 32flL2
5.3 DATA DETECTOR PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
The 10 cps filter in the data detector has a noise bandwidth (2 EL) of 0.25 cps, whereas the
matched filter used to detect the data has a noise bandwidth of 10 cps. The 20 cps data will
have a SNR of 10 db (7.4 db + 2.6 db pad for Pe = 5 x 10 -4) in a 10 cps bandwidth to provide
bit error rates of less than one in ten thousand. The filtered 10 cps tone will have a SNR of
20 db in order to prevent degradation of the signal due to a noisy reference. The 10 cps tone
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then requires 6 db less power than the data. The composite input SNR required from the
25-kc discriminator for an error rate of less than one in ten thousand is 5 db in a 40 cps
bandwidth.
The predetection bandwidth of the discriminator is 100 cps and the discriminator thresholds
with a SNR of 9.5 db in this bandwidth. The 100 cps bandwidth allows a peak subcarrier
frequency deviation of approximately 20 cps which provides for a SNR in the information at
the discriminator output in excess of 5 db in a 40 cps noise bandwidth. The threshold of
the data demodulator is determined by the minimum usable SNR in the predetection bandwidth
which is nominally 9.5 db.
The noise bandwidth of the phase-locked loop is 0.25 cps and the stability required on the data
source and the 320 cps oscillator are + 0.5% of center frequency. The noise bandwidth of
the filter at the input to the lock channel crossover detector is 0.5 cps, which gives a SNR
of 17 db at the detector threshold.
5.4 RELIABILITY
Since the relay radio subsystem is in series with the telemetry subsystem, the relay should
have a higher probability of success than the telemetry. The TLM design goal for proba-
bility of success during encounter is 0.99978. This apportionment was based on the primary
objective for the Voyager 1971 mission as outlined in the Preliminary Voyager 1971 Mission
Specification.
For the proposed configuration of two receivers and two detectors with monitoring to insure
correct operation of each receiver and detector separately, the following indicates the pro-
bability of success.
Probability of
Total Hours Phase Success
48 Encounter 0. 99996
The failure rates in per cent per 1000 hours for the various items are:
individual Item
Failure Rate in %
per 1000 Hours
Preselector and
Preamplifier 0. 220
Receiver 1.838
Detector 0. 5398
Power Supply 0.1244
Output Selector 0. 044
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6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND CONSTRAINTS
6.1 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
6.1.1 RELAY RADIO SUBSYSTEM
The relay subsystem is physically contained in equipment bay 4 with two radio subsystem
transponders. The subsystem is divided into 5 subassemblies. These subassemblies are
as described in Table 6-1 dimensionally. The packaging configuration used is, for the most
part, compatible with the standard modular packaging proposed for the other spacecraft
subsystems. It may be noted that the subassemblies are 10 inches wide, locked and bolted
together, rather than the full 20-inch bay width. The subassemblies are mounted between
two plates which make up the equipment bay and furnish structural rigidity to these plates.
The subchassis are designed to withstand the rigorous shock and vibration inputs from the
spacecraft. With this design, the shock and lower frequency vibration pulses will be trans-
mitted to each subchassis at approximately one to one. The subchassis will move as a
rigid unit for these inputs. The high frequency vibration pulses will be attenuated by the
vehicle structure. However, there will be some input of these high frequencies which will
excite subchassis resonances. Since the amplitude of this movement is small and the
components for the most part are in potted cordwood modules, the internal components will
not be degraded.
The subchassis will also be used to conduct the power dissipated internally to the outer
plate for radiation to space. Preliminary calculations show that the outer plate will have a
maximum temperature of 10°C when allowed to radiate to space. With this plate temperature,
a maximum cordwood module temperature of 16°C is anticipated. This will allow the component
temperatures to be well within their allowable limits. During the pre-launch phase, it will
be necessary to provide conditioned air to this plate. Preliminary calculations show that
16 °C air at a nominal velocity of 2 ft/sec will provide component temperatures well below
their maximum rated limits. During the launch phase of the mission, there will be a minimum
power dissipation within the equipment bay. The major source of heat will be the aero-
dynamic heat input from the outer spacecraft shroud. However, due to the short time
period ( _ 100 sec ) and the interve,iiiig spacecr_t struc.h_,re_ very little of this heat will
be transmitted to the equipment.
The total weight of the relay subsystem is 14.6 pounds, the volume occupied in the bay is
375 cubic inches, and the power dissipated is 11.2 watts.
6.1.2 RELAY SUBASSEMBLIES
Each subassembly contains potted cordwood modules mounted in sandwich form to printed
wiring boards. Potting of these discrete components and the particular sandwich construction
used afford shock and vibration protection to the components. It also provides a method by
which the dissipated power may be conducted from the components.
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1.0
This sectkm describes the ftmcti(ms and operation of the preferred 1971 Voyager Data
Handling and Storage (DH & S) subsystem. A brief functional description of the preferred
subsystem is given first. This is followed by a description of the operation of the subsystem
which is keyed to the Voyager mission sequence and serves to define the operational sequence
of both the data encoder subsystem and the data storage subsystem.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
3.0
VB220SR101
VB220SR102
VB220FD106
VB220FD108
VB220FD109
VB233FD101
VB233FD106
VB233FD107
VB233FD105
Design Characteristics
Design Restraints
Capsule Interface
Science Interface
Telemetry Criteria
Telecommunication Subsystem
Data Encoder Subsystem
Data Storage Subsystem
i Data Handling and Storage
VB233FD112 i Flight Sequence
FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
3.1 FUNCTIONS
The functions of the DH & S are:
as Collect and condition engineering data from all spacecraft subsystems in support
of normal mission operation, diagnosis of failures, and verification of spacecraft
design to support future development.
b, Convert engineering data samples to 7 bit digital words and commutate In accor-
dance with fixed frame formats to allow unambiguous sample identification.
c. Collect digital scientific data from the DAE.
d. Collect digital capsule data until capsule impact.
e.
f.
Store and play back digital engineering. DAE, and capsule data as required to
achieve the mission requirements.
Time-multiplex both stored and real time engineering, DAE, and capsule data for
transmission to earth.
gO Modulate a shale subcarrier with the time multiplexed digital data and bit, word,
ami frame synchrc|xization information.
\
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h. Provide a PSK modulated telemetry signal which shall phase modulate the RF carrier
of the prime S-band link to earth.
io Provide suitable control and timing signals to execute these functions in accordance
with one of a set of operational modes; modes shall be selected by either the C&S
subsystem or by ground commands.
3.2 BLOCK DIAGRAM AND SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF DH&S SUBSYSTEM
3.2.1 GENERAL
The basic operation of the data handling and storage subsystem is described below, and is
shown on the simplified block diagram of Figure 3-1. The diagram shows data flow by con-
tinuous lines and control signal flow by dashed lines. In this description, redundant elements
are omitted and in general, detail is omitted in the interest of clarity.
3.2.2 TIMING SIGNAL GENERATION
The Frequency Divider receives a 153.6 kc clock signal from the spacecraft C&S clock. This
signal is divided down to give the appropriate telemetry subcarrier frequencies (2fs) corres-
ponding to the six command selected transmission bit rates. The bit rates are: 8533 bps,
4267 bps, 2133 bps, 533 bps, 106.66 bps, and 3.33 bps.
The 2f s output from the frequency divider drives a Pseudonoise (PN) generator which gen-
erates a continuously repeating 63 bit pseudo random code (The 63 bit code is equal in time
duration to a 7 bit telemetry word, giving 9 PN bits to one (1) data bit). Data handling timing
signals (bit sync, word sync; interrogate, and dump) are derived from the PN code sequence
and sent to the format programmer.
The Format Programmer also receives MODE command_, signals from either the C&S or
command subsystems. It also receives signals _dr_ the tape recorder control unit and core
memory control unit. From the tape recorder co'trollY unit are received two signals which
indicate: (1) that valid playback data is present or (2) the end of _.e tape stored da_. From
the core memory control unit are received two signals which indicate: (1} that 39 minor
frames (49,210 bits) of orbital mode engineering and non-scan DAE data have been stored,
or (2) that the data has been played back three times.
The format programmer generates and/or distributes the timing and control signals which:
a. Determine the format of the engineering data
b. Determine the format of the transmitted data.
The format programmer controls the commutator (descrfl_ed below) by generating the high
speed deck address, thereby determining which portion of the commutator will be used, and
hence establishes the engineering data format.
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3.2.3 ENGINEERING DATA ENCODING
The Commutator is a multispeed, multiposition device which time division multiplexes analog
engineering measurements into the analog-to-digital converter. It consists of a 90 position
high speed deck, eleven 10 position medium speed decks, and five 20 position low speed
decks. The medium and low speed deck rates are 1/10 and 1/200 respectively, of the high
speed deck rate.
The A/D Converter digitally encodes each commutated analog input sample into a seven bit
binary word. This word is tranferred, in parallel, from the A/D converter to the transfer
register.
The Event Counters receive event pulse engineering data from various subsystems and en-
code this data into binary words, by suitable counting logic. The event counters' contents
are transferred, in parallel, to the transfer register.
The Transfer Register is a parallel input, serial output device. Seven bit input words are
received from the A/D converter, event counters, and from registers in other subsystems.
The seven bit word is shifted out serially, by the bit sync signal, into the data selector.
3.2.4 CAPSULE DATA BUFFERING
Prior to spacecraft-capsule separation, capsule data, is received by the Capsule Relay
Buffer (CRB) Control through an umbilical line from the capsule. At separation, a signal is
received from the C&S which switches its input from the umbilical line to the relay radio
subsystem output enabling post-separation capsule data to be received by the CRB control.
The CRB control routes the serial, 10 bps capsule data into a Capsule Relay Buffer.
The _Capsule Relay Buffers are 99 bit shift registers which are loaded by bit sync received
from the capsule. They are unloaded by bit sync from the format programmer, into the data
selector. The CRB control selects a pair of CRBs and alternates simultaneous loading and
unloading of them to enable the capsule data to be synchronously inserted into the trans-
mission format.
3.2.5 DAE PLANET SCAN DATA STORAGE
During orbital operations, planet scan data is received by the Magnetic Tape Recorder
(MTR) Control from the DAE. A command from the DAE to record a fixed lenarth (106bit)
frame of scan data is also received. This command causes the MTR control to select one
of three MTRs, and enables it to record the data. The MTR control causes the MTRs to be
consecutively loaded by the DAE.
Each Magnetic Tape Recorder (MTR) has a storage capacity of 200 frames (106 bits each).
They record at a single rate of 50 Kbps, with either a start/stop interv_.or l_¢,c,_adJ_ll_-
record ___rv_be._.tween frames. They are played back synchronously with bit and word
sync received from the format programmer, at one of four command selected ratesoJ8533
b_4267 bPS, - 2133 bps, 533 bps ). During playback they generate serial data and a "data
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present" signal. This signal is used by the format programmer to distinguish the playback
of scan data from the playback of the tape interval between frames. The MTR control com-
mands the loaded MTRs to playback consecutively. The playback data is sent to the data
selector.
3.2.6 MAGNETIC CORE MEMORY DATA STORAGE
During the playback and transmission of a scan data frame, 39 minor frames of orbital eng-
ineering data and non-scan DAE data are collected at a total rate of 1/20 of the transmission
rate. This data is received from the data selector by the Magnetic Core Memory (MCM)
Control and sent to a magnetic core memory, for temperatory storage. It is played back
and transmitted during the interval between scan data frames.
In addition to non-scan orbital data, the MCM control receives maneuver engineering data
at 3.33 bps from the data selector during spacecraft maneuvers for storage in a MCM as a
back up to the simultaneous 3.33 bps transmission. The MCM control also receives capsule
data for storage in an MCM. Capsule data is stored during maneuvers as well as during the
high priority capsule entry of the Martian atmosphere.
During interplanetary cruise, the MCM control also receives flare data from the DAE. The
MCM control enables flare data to be stored in an MCM whenever the MCMs are empty and
otherwise unneeded. It is played back and transmitted by a command from the ground.
Three Magnetic Core Memories are provided, each having a store capacity of 28,665
bits. They may be serially loaded or unloaded at any rate less than 100 Kbps. The MCM
control selects and sequences the loading and unloading of the MCM's in such a way as to
functionally provide one 57.3 Kbit memory and one 28.6 Kbit memory, to meet the functional
requirements discussed above.
During the storage of data, it generates and inserts appropriate ground synchronization pre-
ambles. Upon a memory dump command from the C&S or the command system, itcauses
the MCMs to be played back completely, three times at 2133 bps. Upon command from the
format programmer during orbital operations, it causes the 39 minor frames of non-scan
orbital data to be played back once at the transmission rate.
3.2.7 TELEMETRY SIGNAL GENERATION
The Data Selector receives the following serial data inputs:
a. Engineering data from the transfer register
b. Non-scan science data from the DAE
c. Approach guidance data from the G&C subsystem
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d. Scan science data from the magnetic tape recorder control
e. Temporarily stored data from the magnetic core memory control
f. Capsule data from the capsule relay buffer control.
The data selector uses gate signals received from the format programmer to select data
inputs in the sequences and combinations required by the various mission phases. Two
output serial PCM data streams are generated by the data selector. The first is data for
transmission, which is sne__ttto the subcarrier modulator. The second is data for temporary
storage, which is sne__t to the MCM control. When active, this output differs from the first
to the extent that it never contains storage playback data.
The Subcarrier Modulator PSK modulates a single square wave subcarrier (2fs) receiver from
the frequency diver with the composite PCM data signal received from the data selector and
the PN code received from the PN generator. This single channel modulator generates a
telemetry signal containing both data and synchronization inform ation which is sent to the
radio subsystem. This signal phase modulates the RF carrier of the prime S-bank link to
earth.
3.3 NORMAL MISSION SEQUENCE OF DATA HANDLING AND STORAGE SUBSYSTEM
OPERATIONS
The following description indicates how the data handling and storage subsystem will operate
through the 1971 mission. Table 3-1 gives a summary of the subsystem operation by
mission phase.
3.3.__ PRE-LAUNCH PHASE
During the 45 to 60 day ep.__,launch period, all modes, rates and operational sequences of
the subsystem will be checked out by the LCE. Commands and data to support the various
prelaunch tests will be transferred through the radio link and the umbilical lines.
Nine minutes before launch, the DH&S system will be commanded to the cruise mode and
the t_ne recorders wi;!l be commanded to the launch mode. Data is transmitted through the
launch vehicle telemetry system and the S/C radio subsystem.
In the cruise mode, 71.1 bps of cruise engineering data, 25.4 bps of cruise science data,
and 10.1 bps of capsule data are formatted into 105 word minor frames and transmitted at
106.66 bps. In the following sections this mode will be referred to as the ,'100 bps cruise
mode."
No data storage, other than the rate buffering of capsule data, is required in the cruise
mode.
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3.3.2 LAUNCH AND INJECTIONPHASE
During the 21 to 41 minute launch and injection phase, the DH&Sis in the 100bps cruise mode.
The tape transports are operated in a launch mode where the three transports are simultan-
eously running at the high speedplayback rate.
3.3.3 ACQUISITIONPHASE
During the acquisition phasethe system remains in the 100bps cruise mode. The data is
transmitted by the S/C radio subsystem. No storage is required. Forty-three minutes after
launch, the tape transports are turned off, terminating their launch mode, and are ready for
the normal mission operations. The 100bps cruise modeprovides adequatesampling to
allow for system status cheeksas well as science instrument calibration sequences.
3.3.4 FIRST INTERPLANETARY CRUISEPHASE
During the oneto ten day first cruise phase, the DH&Ssystem remains in the 100bps
cruise mode. In the eventof a solar flare, the DAE may sendflare data to the DH&Sfor
storage in the core memories. Presence of stored flare data is indicated by the cruise
engineering data. A groundcommandcausesthe system to transmit this data, by command-
ing the DH&Ssystem to the memory dump mode. In this mode, the core memories are con-
secutively playedback three times. The memory data is transmitted at the 2 Kbps (2133bps)
rate, which requires 2 minutes, during which time _e ocgllectionof all cruise data is inhibited.
Uponcompletion of the memory dumpthe DH&Ssubsystem is automatically returned to the
100bps cruise mode.
3.3.5 FIRST INTERPLANETARY CORRECTIONPHASE
3.3.5.1 DURINGORIENTATION
During the first 68minutes of this phasewhile the S/C maneuvers into the required motor
burn orientation, the data transmission is through the omni-directional antenna. The C&S
commandsthe DH&Ssubsysteminto the maneuver mode.
In the maneuvermode, 3.33bps of selected maneuver engineering data is formatted into 46
word minor frames andtransmitted at 3.33 bps. Collection of non-scan science data from
the DAE is inhibited. Simultaneous with the transmission, the 3.33 bps of engineering data
is stored in one of the core memories to back up the transmission. The 10 bps of capsule
data is not transmitted and instead also stored in the core memories for later transmission.
3.3.5.2 ORIENTATION COMPLETED
During the first two minutes of stabilized attitude, following the S/C orientation maneuver,
the C&S commands the Dtt&S into the memory dump mode causing the capsule and engineer-
ing data stored during the maneuver mode period to be transmitted at the 2 Kbps rate. All
data collection is inhibited during this 2 minutes.
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3.3.5.3 DURING PRE-ENGINE BURN
Following the memory dump, the C&S commands the DH&S back to the 100 bps cruise mode
for the remaining pre-burn interval.
3.3.5.4 DURING ENGINE BURN
At the initiation of the engine burn phase, the C&S commands the DH&S to the maneuver mode
at 106.6 bps. Engine burn parameters in the maneuver format are sampled at a fast rate.
3.3.5.5 DURING POST-BURN ORIENTATION
Following the motor burn, the C&S commands the DH&S into the 4 bps (3.33 bps) maneuver
mode, for the 102 minute interval during which the spacecraft reacquires cruise orientation.
As described in 3.3.5.1, the maneuver engineering data and capsule data are stored in the
core memories. Science data collection is inhibited.
3.3.5.6 REACQUISITION COMPLETED
Upon acquisition of cruise attitude, the C&S commands the DH&S into the memory dump
mode. Engineering and capsule data stored during cruise re-acquisition are transmitted at
the 2 Kbps rate, for 2 minutes. Data collection is inhibited during the dump mode.
3.3.6 SECOND INTERPLANETARY CRUISE PHASE
Following the memory dump mode, the DH&S subsystem automatically returns to the 100 bps
cruise mode, for the duration of the second cruise phase. No storage, except for flare
data, as described in 3.3.4, is required.
3.3.7 SECOND TRAJECTORY CORRECTION PHASE
During the second trajectory correction, the same sequence of DH&S operations as was used
during the first trajectory correction phase, (3.3.5) are used.
3.3.8 THIRD INTERPLANETARY CRUISE PHASE
3.3.8.1 INITIAL CRUISE PERIOD
Following the second trajectory correction phase, the C&S will command the DH&S to the
100 bps cruise mode as in earlier cruise phases, until four days before encounter. Flare
data may be stored.
3.3.8.2 APPROACH GUIDANCE PERIOD
Starting at approximately four days before encounter, the C&S will command the DH&S into
the approach guidance mode. In this mode, digital data from the G&C subsystem is essen-
tially added to the cruise mode data. Specifically, 50.8 bps of cruise engineering data, 27.6
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bps of G&C approachguidancedata, 18.1 bps of cruise science data and 10.1 bps of capsule
data is formatted into 147 word minor frames and transmitted at the 100 bps rate (106.66
bps).
Flare data may be stored in the core memories if required by the DAE. No other storage
is required.
3.3.9 SPACECRAFT - CAPSULE SEPARATION AND THIRD TRAJECTORY CORRECTION
PHASE
3.3.9.1 DURING S/C-CAPSULE SEPARATION ORIENTATION
At the start of the 32 minute interval, during which the spacecraft acquires the proper
attitude for capsule separation, the C&S commands the DH&S from the approach guidance
mode to the maneuver mode, transmitting the maneuver engineering data at the 3 1/3 bps
rate through the omni-antennas. As in earlier maneuvers, the engineering data is also
stored in the core memories along with the capsule data. Science data collection is inhibited.
3.3.9.2 ORIENTATION COMPLETED
Upon acquisition of separation attitude, the C&S commands the DH&S into the memory dump
mode at the 2 Kbps transmission rate. Maneuver engineering data and Capsule data stored
during orientation maneuver are then transmitted three times, requiring 2 minutes. Data
collection is inhibited during this interval.
3.3.9.3 DURING PRE-SEPARATION, SEPARATION, AND POST-SEPARATION
Following the memory dump the DH&S automatically returns to the 100 bps cruise mode and
remains in this mode until capsule separation. At separation, the C&S sends a command to
the DH&S subsystem to switch from the capsule umbilical line to the relay radio subsystem.
This enables the capsule data, via VHF relay link, to continue to be collected at 10.1 bps
by the DH&S subsystem.
3.3.9.4 DURING PRE-BURN ORIENTATION
Following separation, the C&S commands the DH&S to the maneuver mode for approximately
the next 35 minutes. During this time, the spacecraft acquires the proper orientation for the
third trajectory correction motor burn, requiring the maneuver data to be transmitted through
the omni-antenna at the 3 1/3 bps rate.
The maneuver engineering data is also stored in the core memories along with the capsule
data received via the relay radio. Collection of DAE data is inhibited.
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3.3.9.5 ORIENTATION COMPLETED
Upon acquisition of the motor burn attitude, the C&S commands the DH&S into the memory
dump mode at the 2 Kbps rate, thereby transmitting the stored capsule and engineering data
for 2 minutes. Data collection is inhibited.
3.3.9.6 DURING PRE-B URN
Following the memory dump, the DH&S automatically returns to the 100 bps cruise mode for
approximately the next 49 minute pre-burn interval.
3.3.9.7 ENGINE BURN
At the initiation of the engine burn phase the C&S commands the DH&S to the maneuver mode
at 106.6 bps. Engine burn parameters in the maneuver format are sampled at a fast rate.
3.3.9.8 DURING POST-BURN ORIENTATION
Following motor burn, the C&S commands the DH&S into the maneuver mode for 102 minutes.
During this time the spacecraft reacquires cruise attitude and data is transmitted at the 3.33
bps rate. As in earlier maneuvers, capsule and maneuver engineering data are stored in
the core memories and collection of DAE data is inhibited.
3.3.9.9 REACQUISITION COMPLETED
Upon reacquisition of cruise attitude, the C&S commands the DH&S into the memory dump
mode at the 2 Kbps rate. The previously stored capsule and engineering data are transmitted
for 2 minutes.
3.3. i0 FOURTH INTERPLANETARY CRUISE PHASE
Following the memory dump mode, the C&S commands the DH&S into the approach guidance
mode. The details of this mode were described in 3.3.8.2. Cruise data plus approach
guidance data from the G&C are transmitted at the 100 bps rate (106.66 bps) until the start
of the orbit injection phase.
3.3.11 ORBIT INJECTION PHASE
3.3. ii. 1 DURING RETRO FIRE ORIENTATION
During the 36 minute interval in which the retrofire attitude is acquired, the C&S commands
the DH&S into the maneuver mode at the 3 1/3 bps rate. Engineering and capsule data are
stored in the core memories and collection of DAE data is inhibited.
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3.3. ii. 2 ORIENTATION COMPLETED
Upon acquisition of the retorfire attitude, the C&S commands the DH&S into the memory.
dump mode at the 2 Kbps rate for 2 minutes. Previously stored maneuver engineering and
capsule data are transmitted while data collection is inhibited.
3.3.11.3 CAPSULE ENTRY TO CAPSULE IMPACT
Following the memory dump, the DH&S automatically returns to the 100 bps cruise mode.
The start of the capsule entry of the Martian atmosphere, is signaled by the C&S, causing
the DH&S subsystem to store the capsule data (via the relay radio link) in the core memories,
in addition to transmitting it as part of the cruise mode data. This provides a back up to the
transmission, protecting the high priority entry data against transmission interruptions. The
capsule entry data is held in storage until the normal orbit mode is commanded by the C&S.
3.3. ii.4 DURING RETRO FIRE
Following capsule impact, no further capsule data is eonected. At the initiation of the
engine burn phase, the C&S commands the DH&S to the maneuver mode at 106.6 bps. Engine
burn parameters in the maneuver format are sampled at a fast rate.
3.3. Ii. 5 DURING POST-BURN ORIENTATION
Following retrofire, the C&S commands the DH&S into the maneuver mode for 102 minutes,
during which time, the spacecraft reacquires cruise attitude. The 3 1/3 bps maneuver
engineering data is transmitted and stored simultaneously in the core memory that does not
contain capsule entry data.
3.3. ii. 6 REACQUISITION COMPLETED
Upon reacquisition of the cruise attitude, the C&S commands the DH&S into the memory
dump mode at the 2 Kbps rate. The previously stored capsule entry data and maneuver
engineering data is transmitted for 2 minutes.
3.3.12 ORBITAL OPERATIONS PHASE
3.3.12.1 DURING FIRST ORBIT
Following the memory dump, the DH&S is commanded by the C&S to the 8533 bps non-
scanned orbit mode. in this mode, 4267 bps of orbital engineering data and 4267 bps of
orbital non-scan DAE data are forn_tted into 180 word minor frames for transmission.
Also at this time, planet scan data is collected from the DAE at 50,000 bps and stored in the
tape recorders. A maximum of 600 frames (106 bits each) spaced one or more seconds
apart, can be stored. As soon as the first tape recorder is filled normal orbit operations
begin.
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3.3.12.2 NORMAL ORBITAL OPERATIONS
In this mode, 106 bit scan data frames stored on the tape recorders during the previous scan
periods are played back and transmitted at the 8 Kbps orbit rate. Between scan data frames,
39 minor frames of non-scan science and engineering data are transmitted at the same 8
Kbps rate. These 39 minor frames (49, 210 bits) are collected during the transmission of
the scan frame and stored in the core memory. The ',data present" signal from the tape
recorders is used to initiate this stored data dump. In the normal orbit mode, 213.33 bps
of orbital engineering data and 213.33 bps of non-scan DAE data are formatted into 180 word
minor frames. No flare data is stored by the core memories during the orbital phase. A
minimum of 120 days of sun occultation-free orbital operations are expected.
3.3.12.3 DURING SUN OCCULTATION
During a sun occultation, (180 minutes, maximum) the DH&S remains in the normal orbit
mode, but the playback rate of the recorder is reduced proportional to the reduced data rate,
as required.
3.3.12.4 DURING EARTH OCCULTATION
During an Earth occultation (maximum duration of 61 minutes), the C&S commands the DH&S
to the maneuver mode. 3.33 bps of maneuver engineering data is transmitted and simultane-
ously stored in the core memory.
Following the earth occultation, the C&S commands a memory dump at the 2 Kbps rate before
returning the DH&S to the normal orbit mode.
3.3.12.5 DURING USE OF THE MEDIUM GAIN ANTENNA
In the event of a failure of the high gain antenna in orbit, a C&S command will change the
orbit transmission rate to 533 bps and switch in a medium gain antenna. The DH&S will
remain in the normal orbit mode. However, the non-scan collection rates are reduced by a
JLQ_,.;I_IJ.IL UJL J-U, _k) _f_)e U;J U IJ_I _ .ILJL,[O_*2_JLL.Ik4LLll U.IL I _ .IL.IL_IL£,I_,_ V.ll. _._l.a¢4J.,IL I_1.¢,_._¢4. _.a_l_.¢ /,./v_* b,ll.r.a_.aL_lJaa,a_b_..*_l.
orbit.
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Mission Phase
1.0 Pre-Launch
2.0 Launch and Injection
3.0 Acquisition
4.0 First Interplanetary
Cruise Period
4.1 Normal
4.2 Flare
5.0 First Interplanetary
Trajectory Correction
5.1 During pre-burn
orientation
5.2 Orientation
Completed
5.3 Pre-engine burn
5.4 Engine Burn
5.5 During post burn
orientation
5.6 Reacquisltion
Completed
6.0 Second interplanetary
Cruise Phase
7.0 Second Trajectory
Correction Phase
Table 3-1. Data Handling and Storage Subsystem Operation
Time
T < 60 days
21 min.
< T <_
41 min.
1 day _< T
T -< 10 days
68 min.
2rain.
90-102 rain.
2rain.
as required
same as
first
correctien
Collection Storage
(all modes, formats and rates as per the LCE Test Requirements
71.1 bps of cruise engineering
25.4 bps of cruise science
10.1 bps of capsule umbilical
data via 70 bit buffer registers
No data stored
71.1 bps of cruise engineering
25.4 bps _ cruise science
10.1 bps of capsule umbilical
data via 70 bit buffer registers
No data stored
71.1 bps of cruise engineering
25.4 bps of cruise science
10.1 bps of capsule umbilical
data via 70 bit buffer registers
No data stored
In ad:lition, DAE flare data can
be collected at any rate less than
100 gbps and stored, upon com-
mand from the DAE.
If collected, DAE flare data
stored in core memories,
max storage of 85,995 bits;
engineering data signals
groend control that flare data
has been stored;
3.33 bps of maneuver engineer-
ing
10.1 bps of capsule umbilical
data
Maneuver engineering data is
stored in a core.memory as a
back up to the simultaneous
transmission
Capsule data is stored in a
core memory for later trans-
mission.
No Data Ceilecbcd No data stored
71.1 bps of cruise engineering
25.4 bps of cruise science
10.1 bps of capsule umbilical
data via 70 bit buffer registers
No data stored
106.66 bps of maneuver
engineering data
Capsule data is stored in a
core memory for later
transmission.
3.33 bps of maneuver
engineering data
10.1 bps of capsule
umbilical data
Maneuver engineering data is
stored in a core memory as a
back up to the simultaneous
transmission.
Capsule data is stored in a
core memory for post maneuver
transmission.
No data collected No data stored
71.1 bps of cruise engineering
25.4 bps of cruise science
10.1 bps of capsule umbilical
data via 70 bit buffer registers
No data stored
Same as first correction phase
(5.0)
Same as first correction phase
(5. o)
Transmission
AD collected data formatted into
105 word cruise mode minor frames.
Transmitted through Launch Vehicle
Telemeter at 106.66 bps.
All collected data formatted into
105 word cruise mode minor frames.
Transmitted by S/C radio subsystem
through low gain antenna at 106.66 bps.
All collected data is formatted into
105 word cruise mode minor frames;
transmitted by S/C radio subsystem
through the primary omni antenna at
106.66 bps
Upon ground command, stored flare
data is transmitted three times at
2133 bps through high gain antenna.
Only the maneuver engineering data
is transmitted at 3.33 bps through the
omnl antenna. The data is formatted
into a 46 word maneuver mode minor
frames.
The C&S commands the playback of the
core memories. The stored maneuver
engineering data and stored capsule
data is transmitted three times at 2133
bps through the high gain antenna.
All collected data is formatted into
105 word cruise mode minor frames;
transmitted by S/C radio subsystem
through high gain antenna at 106.66 bps.
Only the maneuver engineering data
is transmitted at 106.66 bps through
the omni antenna. The data is for-
matted into a 46 word maneuver mode
minor frames.
Only the maneuver engineering data is
transmitted at 3.33 bps through the
omni antenna. The data is formatted
into a 46 word maneuver mode minor
frames.
The C&S commands the playback of the
core memories. The stored maneuver
engineering data and stored capsule
data is transmitted three times at
2133 bps.
All collected data is formatted into
105 word cruise mode minor
frames; transmitted by S/C radio
subsystem through high gain
antenna at 106.66 bps.
Same as first correction phase
(5.0)
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Table 3-1.
Mission Phase Time
8.0 Third Interplanetary Cruise
Phase
8.1 During Initial period as required
8.2 Approach guidance T < 76 hours
9.0 Spacecraft-Capsule Separation
and Third Trajectory Correction
9.1 During S/C Capsule
separation orientation
36 rain.
9.2 Orientation
Completed
2 min.
9.3 DurIng preseparation,
separation, post-separation
9.4 During pre-bulm
orientation
35 raIn.
9.5 Orientation
Completed 2 mill.
9.6 During remaining pre-
burn period.
9.7 Engine Burn
9.8 During post-burn
orientation 102 rain.
9.9 Re acquisition
Completed
2 mill.
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Data Handling and Storage Subsystem Operation (Cont'd)
Collection Storage Transmission
71.1 bps of cruise engineering
25.4 bps of cruise science
10.1 bps of capsule umbilical
data via 70 bit buffer registers
No data stored All collected data is formatted into
105 word cruise mode minor
frames; transmitted by S/C radio
subsystem through high gain
antenna at 106.66 bps.
50.8 bps of cruise emgineering
27.6 bps of approach guidance
engineering
18.1 bps of cruise science
10.1 bps of capsule umbilical
via 90 bit buffer registers
No data stored All collected data is formatted
Into 147 word, approach guidance
mode, minor frames. Transmit-
ted by S/C radio subsystem through
high gain antenna at 106.66
3.33 bps of maneuver engineer-
ing
10.1 bps of capsule umbilical
data
Maneuver engineering data is
stored in a core memory as a
back up to the simultaneous
transmission.
Capsule data is stored in a
core memory for post
m aneuver transmis sien.
Only the maneuver engineering data
is transmitted at 3.33 bps through the
omni antenna. The data is formatted
into a 46 word maneuver mode minor
frame.
No data collected No data stored The C&S commands the playback of
the core memories. The stored
maneuver engineering data and stored
capsule data is transmitted three t_nes
at 2133 bps through the high gain
antenna.
71.1 bps of cruise _gineering
25.4 bps of cruise science
10.1 bps of capsule umbilical
data via 70 bit buffer registers
No data stored All collected data is formatted into
105 word cruise mode minor frames;
transmitted by S/C radio subsystem
through high gain antenna at 106.66 bps.
3.33 bps of maneuver
engineering
10.1 bps of capsule relay data
Maneuver engineering data is
stored In a core memory as a
back up to the simultaneous
transmission.
Capsule data is stored in a
core memory for later trans-
mission.
Only the maneuver engineering data
is transmitted at 33.3 bps through the
omni antenna. The data is formatted
into a 46 word maneuver mode minor
frames.
No data collected No data stored The C&S commands the playback of the
core memories. The stored maneuver
engineering data and stored capsule
data is transmitted three times at
2133 bps through the high gain antenna.
71.1 bps of cruise emgineering
25.4 bps of cruise science
10.1 bps of capsule relay data
via 70 bit buffer registers
No data stored All collected data is formatted into
105 word cruise mode minor frames;
transmitted by S/C radio subsystem
through high gain antenna at 106.66 bps.
106.6 bps of maneuver
engineering data
Capsule data is stored in a
core memory for later
transmissien.
Only the maneuver engineeringd ata is
transmitted at 106.6 bps through the
omhi. The data is formatted into a
46 word maneuver mode minor frames.
3.33 bps of maneuver-
engineering
1O. 1 bps of capsule relay data
Maneuver engineering data is
stored in a core memory as a
back up to the simultaneous
transmission.
Capsule data is stored In a
core memory for later trans-
mission.
Only the maneuver engineering data
is transmitted at 3.33 bps through the
omni antenna. The data is formatted
into a 46 word maneuver mode minor
frames.
No data collected No data stored The C&S commands the playback of the
core memories. The stored mmaeuver
engineering d ata and stored capsule
data is transmitted three times at
2133 bps through the high gain antenna.
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Table 3-1. Data Handling and Storage SubsystemOperation (Cont'd)
Mission Phase Time
10.0 Fourth Interplanetary T < 76 hours
Cruise
11.0 Orbit injection
11.1 During retrofire
Orientation
36 raIn.
11.2 Orientation 2 rain.
Completed
11.3 During capsule entry 58 min.
to capsule impact (max)
11.4 During retrofire
11.5 During S/C post burn 102 rain.
Orientation
11.6 Reacquisition 2 mln.
Completed
12.0 Orbital Operations
12.1 During first orbit < 20 hours
12.2 During continuing orbits
until sun occultation 120 days
(minimum)
12.3 During sun occultation 180 rain
(maximum)
Collection Storage Transmission
50.8 bps of cruise engineering
27.6 bps of approach guidance
engineerIng
18.1 bps of cruise science
10.1 bps cl capsule umbilical
via 90 bit buffer registers
No data stored All collected data is formatted into
147 word, approach guidance mode,
minor frames. Transmitted by S/C
radio subsystem through high gain
antenna at 106.66 bps.
3.33 bps of maneuver
engineering
10.1 bps of capsule relay data
Maneuver engineering data is
stored in a core memory as a
back up to the simultaneous
transmission.
Capsule data is stored in a
core memory for later
transmission.
Only the maneuver engineering data is
transmitted at 3.33 bps through the
omni antenna. The data is formatted
into a 46 word maneuver mode minor
frames.
No data collected No data stored The C&S commands the playback of
the core memories. The stored
maneuver engineering data and stored
capsule data is transmitted three times
at 2133 bps through the high gain
alltenila.
71.1 bps of cruise engineering
25.4 bps of cruise science
10.1 bps of capsule re_la data
via 70 bit buffer registers
Capsule entry data is stored
in a core memory as a back up
to the simultaneous transmission.
All collected data is formatted into
105 word cruise mode minor frames;
transmitted by S/C radio subsystem
through high gain antenna at 106.66 bps.
106.6 bps of maneuver
engineering data
No data stored Only the maneuver engineering data
is transmitted at 106.6 bps through the
omni antenna. The data is formatted
into a 46 word maneuver mode minor
frames.
3.33 bps of maneuver
engineering
Maneuver engineering data is
stored in a core memory
(separate from previously stored
capsule entry data) as a back up
to the simultaneous transmission
Only the maneuver engineecing data
is transmitted at 3.33 bps through the
omni antenna. The data is formatted
into a 46 word maneuver mode minor
frames.
No data collected No data stored The C &S commands the playback of
the core memories, containing
maneuver engineering data, and cap-
sule entry data three times at 2133 bps.
4267 bps of orbital engineering
4267 bps of orbital non-scan
DAE: frames of DAE planet
scan data at 50,000 bps;
Planet scan DAE data stored
on cascaded tape recorders,
in 106 bit frames, separated
by a minimum of 1 second.
Maximum storage of 6x108
bits (600 frames) per orbit.
Orbital engineeringd ata and non-
scanned orbital DAE data formatted
into 180 word orbit mode minor
frames, and transmitted through high
gain antenna at 8533 bps.
213.33 bps orbital engineering
213.33 bps orbital non-scan DAE
data;
frames of DAE planet scan data
at 50,000 bps;
7020 words of engineering
and non-scan DAE data are
stored in the core memories
during the playback and trans-
mission of each scan data frame.
Planet scan DAE data stored in
cascaded tape recorders in 106
bit frames, separated by a
minimum of 1 second. Maximum
storage of 6x108 bits per orbit
(600 frames).
53.33 bps orbital engineering
53.33 bps orbital non-scan
science frames of DAE planet
scan data at 50°000 bps
7020 words of engineering
and non-scan DAE data are
stored in the core memories
during the playback and trans-
mission of each scan data frame.
Planet scan DAE data stored in
cascaded tape recorders in 106
bit frames, separated by a mini-
mum of 1 second. Maximum
storage of 6x108 bits per orbit
(600 frames}.
106 bit scan data frames, alternated
with 49,210 bit blocks (39 minor frames)
of non-scan engineering and DAE data
are played back at 8533 bps through
the high gain antenna. Engineering
and non-scan DAE data is formatted
into 180 word, orbit mode, minor
frames. The core memories, con-
taining the non-scan data, are played
back during the passing over the tape
recorder play back head of each data
free gap between scan data frames.
106 bit scan data frames, alternated
with 49,210 bit blocks (39 minor frames
of non-scan engineering and DAE data
are played back at 2135 bps through
the high gain antenna. Engineering
and non-scan DAE data is formatted
into 180 word, orbit mode, minor
frames. The core memories, con-
taining the non-scan data, are played
back during the passing over the tape
recorder play back head of each data
free gap between scan data frames.
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Table 3-1. Data Handlingand Storage SubsystemOperation (Cont'd)
Mission Phase
12.4 During earth
occultation
12.5 Earth occultation
period completed
12.6 During use of medium
gains S/C antenna (Science
Back up)
Time
61 mln.
(maximum)
2 rain.
Collection Storage Transmission
3.33 bps of maneuver
engineering
No data collected
13.33 bps orbital engineering
13.33 bps orbital non-scan DAE
data frames of DAE planet scan
data at 50,000bps;
Maneuver engineering data
is stored in a core memory
as a back up to the simultan-
eous transmission.
No data stored
7020 words of engineering
and non-scan DAE data are
stored in the core memories
during the playback and
transmission of each scan
u_L_-*f^rame.
Planet scan DAE data stored
in cascaded tape recorders
in 106 bit frames, separated
by a minimum of 1 second.
Maximum storage of 7.3 x
107 bits (73 frames) per orbit.
The maneuver engineering data
is transmitted at 3.33 bps fl]rough the
omni antenna. The data is formatted
into a 46 word maneuver mode minor
frames.
The C&S commands the playback of
the core memories, containing
maneuver engineering data, three
times at 2133 bps.
106 bit scan data frames, alternated
with 49,210 bit blocks (39 minor
frames) of non-scen engineering and
DAE data are played back at 533 bps
through medium gain anterma.
Er_mecring and non-acan DAE data
is formatted into 180 words, orbit
mode, minor frames. The core
memories, containing the non-sca_
data, are played back during the passing
over the tape recorder playback head
of each data free gap between scan
data frames.
@
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1.0 INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE
This functional description covers the 1971 Voyager spacecraft Data Encoder which
performs the commutation and encoding of various spacecraft engineering and scien-
tific parameters for transmission to earth.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
The following documents pertain_to this functiomal description:
a. VB220SR101 Design Characteristics
b. VB220SR102 Design Restraints
c. VB220FD110 Telemetry Channel Assignment
d. VB233FD105 Data Handling and Storage
e. VB233TA106 Data Encoder Subsystem
f. VB220FD103 Spacecraft Component Design Parameters
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
3.1 GENERAL
This section contains a functional description of the Voyager data encoder. The
functions of the data encoder and a summary of the basic operation is followed by a
more detailed description of the major functional elements.
3.1.1 FUNCTIONS
Analog Signal Inputs: The data encoder accepts analog signals from the Voyager
spacecraft subsystems. The signals are conditioned by the subsystems to three stand-
ard ranges; 0 to 100 MV, + 1.6 volts, 0 to 3.2 volts.
Serial Digital Inputs: The data encoder accepts serial NRZ data from the DAE, cap-
sule, data storage, and the G & C subsystem.
Parallel Digital Inputs: The data encoder accepts parallel digital data words from the
Voyager spacecraft subsystems.
Event Signal Inputs: The data encoder accepts and keeps a cumulative count of space-
craft events.
t
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Signal Conditioning: The data encoder conditions analog signals to a standard 0 to 3.2
volt range for digitizing.
Encoding: The digitized analog signals, parallel digital signals, and event signals are
encoded into a 7-bit binary, NRZ word format.
Commutation: The data encoder time division multiplexes the digitized analog signals,
accumulated event signals, parallel digital signals, and serial digital signals into a
serial format for transmission to earth.
Synchronization: The data encoder generates a 63 bit length pseudo-noise synchroni-
zation code, and provides bit, word, and frame synchronization.
Modulation: The square wave subcarrier is modulated with digital data and synchroni-
zation information providing the telemetry signal which modulates the RF carrier of
the prime S-band length to earth.
Control and Timing: The data encoder provides suitable control and timing signals
to execute these functions in accordance with a set of operational modes. The fol-
lowing transmission modes can be selected by either ground commands or stored
commands.
MANEUVER MODE
(MODE I) (3.33 bps or 106.6 bps)
Selected engineering data.
CRUISE MODE
(MODE II) (106.66 bps)
Engineering data multiplexed with capsule
data and interplanetary science data.
ORBIT MODE
(MODE III) (8.533Kbps)
Recorded planet scan data blocks, with
non-scanned science and engineering
data inserted between scan intervals.
CORE MEMORY DUMP MODE The data contained in the storage sub-
is outputted through the data encoder.
NON SCAN ORBITAL MODE
(MODE V) (8.533Kbps)
Engineering data multiplexed with non-
scanned science data.
APPROACH GUIDANCE MODE
(MODE VI) (106.66bps)
Approach guidance data multiplexed with
the normal cruise format.
NOTE" The mode commands also select the nominal bit rate for the mission phase.
These rates are shown with the modes above.
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3.1.2 SUMMARY DESCRIPTION
The basic operation of the Data Encoder is described below, and is shown on the
simplified block diagram of Figure 3-1. The diagram shows data flow by continuous
lines, and control signal flow by dashed lines. In this description, redundant elements
are omitted, and in general, detail is omitted in the interest of clarity.
The Frequency Divider receives a 153.6 kc clock signal from the spacecraft C&S
clock. This signal is divided down to give the appropriate telemetry subcarrier fre-
quencies corresponding to various commanded bit rates of 8.533 Kbps, 4.267 Kbps,
2.133 Kbps, 533 cps, 106.66 cps and 3.33 cps.
The 2 fs output from the frequency divider drives a pseudo-noise (PN) Generator
which generates a continuously repeating 63 bit pseudo random code. (The 63 bit
code is equal in time duration to a 7 bit telemetry word, giving 9 PN bits to 1 data
bit.) Telemetry timing signals (word sync, bit sync, digitize, and dump) are derived
from the 63 bit PN code and sent to the format programmer.
The Format Programmer also receives mode command signals from either the C&S
or command subsystems. It also receives signals from the Storage subsystem in-
dicating "data present" or "end of stored data". The format programmer generates
and/or distributes the timing and control signals which:
a. determines the format of the engineering data.
b. determines the format of the transmitted data.
The format programmer controls the commutator (described below) by generating
the high speed deck address, thereby determining what portion of the cummutator will
be used, and hence establishing the engineering data format.
The Commutator is a multispeed, multiposition device which time division multiplexes
analog engineering measurements into the analog-to-digital converter. It consists of
a 90 position high speed deck, eleven, 10 position medium speed deck sampled at 1/10
the high speed deck rate, and five, 20 position low speed decks, sampled at 1/200 the
high speed deck rate. For those deck positions reserved for digital data, the com-
mutator deck drive generates the address of the appropriate accumulation register.
This register is dumped into the transfer register by the programmer dump pulse.
The A/D Converter converts each commutated analog input into a 7-bit binary word.
The conversion process is driven by the C&S clock signal input. After conversion,
the 7 bit word is parallel dumped into the transfer register.
The Transfer Register is a parallel input, serial output device. Seven bit input words
are received from the A/D converter, digital data accumulators and from registers in
other subsystems. The 7 bit word is shifted out serially, by bit sync, into the data
selector.
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The Data Selector receives the following data inputs:
a. Engineering data from transfer register.
b. Sciencedata (non-scan) from DAE.
c. Sciencescandata from the magnetic tape recorder (MTR).
d. Stored data from the magnetic core memory (MCM).
e. Capsuledata via capsule relay buffers (CRB).
f. Approachguidancedata from G&C.
The various gate signals received from the format programmer are used by the data
selector to select the sequencesand combinations of data required by the various
mission phases. The outputdata stream is sent to the modulator.
The Subcarrier Modulator is a single channel system in which the square wave sub-
carrier is modulatedwith digital data and synchronization information providing the
telemetry signal which modulates the RF carrier of the prime S-bandlink to earth.
3.2 DETAIL BLOCK DIAGRAM
Figure 3-2 is a block diagram of the data encoder showing major element redundancy
and interface lines. Each of the major elements are descirbed in the following sections:
a) Signal Conditioning
b) Commutator
c) Commutator Switch
d) A/D Converter
e) PN Generator
f) Data Transfer Register
g) Digital DataAccumulation
h) Format Programmer
i) Data Selector
j} Rate Control
k} Mode Control
1) Address DecodingMatrix
m) Subcarrier Modulator
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3.3
n) Power Supply
o) Redundant Elements
SIGNAL CONDITIONING
3.3.1 TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS
The temperature measurements are mechanized as shown in Figure 3-3. The con-
stant current generator output is switched to the various temperature transducers,
one at a time. This current generates a voltage across the transducer which is pro-
portional to the transducer impedance and thus temperature. A parallel resistor
(Rp) shunts the transducer resistance change to a standard 100-ohm change for all
ranges. A series resistor (Rs) is added to bring the total network resistance to 500
ohms at the low temperature end. At the high temperature end, the total resistance
of the network is 600 ohms. Since a one milliampere constant current is fed to the
network, the voltage across the network varies from 0.5 volt to 0.6 volt from low-
band to high-band temperatures. This voltage is commutated through a second switch
and bucked down by a series 0.5 volt bucking supply so that 0 to 100-millivolt signals
are presented to the low-level amplifier.
R S
R S
Rp I_TN
ANALOG SWITCH
Z s:A:L: U REN'r
10 v / TO ADC
(OR SUBCOMM
SWITCH)
Figure 3-3. Temperature Measurement Technique
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3.3.2 LOW LEVEL SIGNALS
Low level signals are amplified by the low level amplifier to the standard range of
the ADC.
3.3.3 BIPOLAR SIGNALS
Bipolar signals are routed through a series bucking supply. Thesesupplies are dc
isolated from the encoder ground and do not lower input impedanceon the commutator
channel. After beingbucked, the signals are treated as the standard 0 to 3.2 volt
range.
3.4 COMMUTATOR
A }_lock diagram of the commutator arrangement is shown in Figure 3-4. The com-
mutator is arranged in four groups. Group A contains 25 high speed deck positions
and 30 medium deck positions arranged in 3 decks of 10 positions per deck. Group B
contains 21 high deck positions and 40 medium deck positions. Group C contains 24
high deck positions, 50 medium deck positions and 100 low deck positions arranged
in 5 low decks of 20 positions per deck. Group D contains 20 high speed positions.
This arrangement allows three basic sampling ratios. The medium decks are sampled
at 1/10 the high speed deck rate and the lower decks are sampled at 1/200 the high
speed deck rate.
The commutator groups are selected by the format programmer. This allows
only the groups pertinent to a particular mission phase to be sampled. The sampling
rate for each real time data source is shown for each mode in Table 3-1.
3.5 COMMUTATOR SWITCH
The commutator analog switch schematic is shown in Figure 3-5. This switch is
used for both high and low level applications. The switch consists of a P channel
junction FET and redundant inverter drivers. When the control gate voltage is low
the control transistors are off and +V is applied to the gate (G) of the FET pinching
the FET OFF. When the switch is to be turned "ON" the control gate input goes high
saturating the control transistors. This removes the +V from the FET gate allowing
it to conduct. Capacitor C 1 speeds up the turn on time of the FET.
The redundant diodes prevent forward biasing of the FET allowing the gate to float at
the source potential. The saturation resistance of the FET is the ohmic path of the
P channel, which is approximately 200 ohms. The FET has zero offset voltage.
3.6 ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL CONVERTER
Figure 3-6 is a block diagram of the analog-to-digital converter. The ADC utilizes
the successive approximation technique, of 7-bit resolution. Conversion takes place
10 of 42
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Figure 3-6. ADC Successive Approximation Block Diagram
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in seven cycles of the 153.6 KC clock. The reference voltage for the ladder network
is 3.2 volts. The digitizing command, supplied by the programmer, generates a
digital one in the first stage of the digitizing sequence generator. This digital one is
shifted through the digitizing sequence generator by the 153.6 KC clock. As the digi-
tal one is shifted through the sequence generator, a one is set into succeeding bits
of the storage register, and succeeding legs of the ladder network are closed to the
reference voltage. The bit of the storage register either remains set or is reset
depending on the result of the comparison. This operation is repeated until a 7 bit
digital word representing the analog input is stored in the storage register. The
dump pulse, supplied by the programmer, then dumps the parallel word into the data
transfer register. The digitized word is then clocked serially into the data selector
by the next seven bit sync pulses.
3.7 PSEUDO-NOISE GENERATOR
The PN generator, Figure 3-7 is a shift register counter based on the maximum
length sequence generator principle. The PN generator generates a 63 bit pseudo-
random code which is synchronous with the subcarrier. The data encoder timing
pulses-word sync, bit sync, digitize, and dump are also derived by decoding distinct
states of the generator.
:IsQIs sc Q]Rc RC R
2fs FROM O [ [ [
RATE CONTROL
_5
°-QI:c Q Q sE FC Q R C Q
Q & Q OUTPUTS FROM GENERATOR
13
WORD
SYNC
DECODE MATRIX I
BIT DIGITIZE DUMP
SY NC C MD C MD
PN CODE
Figure 3-7. PN Generator
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3.8 DATA TRANSFERREGISTER
The data transfer register, Figure 3-8, is a parallel input, serial output 7 bit data
storage register. Data is dumped in parallel form into the register by the programmer
dump pulse. The data is then stored in the register until arrival of bit sync which
clocks the data out of the register in serial form into the data selector.
3.9 DIGITAL DATA ACCUMULATOR
The digital data accumulator consists of the necessary logic circuits to perform the
collection of miscellaneous bits and words of non standard digital signals (not in NRZ
serial form) and the conversion of these signals into the standard NRZ format. The
digital data accumulator includes the event counters, the command detector monitors,
antenna A and B gimbal angle positions, and science instruments scan platform gimbal
angle positions A, B and C.
3.9.1 EVENT COUNTERS
The event counters consist of four 3-bit counters for the accumulation of spacecraft
events. The counters will be read out in two words. Each word will consist of the
data contained in two of the counters.
DUMP o,,
BIT SYNC o
DATA INPUT
I 1 1 1 1
LpRIp :ip :lP oLPR:Ls s s @s QS sA B C D E FR R R R R R
C C C C C C
I 1 1 1 1 l I
SERIAL DATA
Figure 3-8. Data Transfer Register
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3.9.2 COMMANDDETECTOR MONITOR
Three seven-bit words are included, one for each VCO, which indicate VCO lock and
VCO frequency variation. The mechanization of these monitors will be similar to
those used in Mariner C. A seven-bit word will also be included to indicate reception
and action upon a command. The first 5 bits of the word will be read from a 5 bit
counter (32 count capacity) in which an increment will indicate that a command was
accepted. The following two bits will be read from a counter which indicates that a
command was rejected.
3.9.3 GIMBAL ANGLE POSITION COUNTERS
Two antenna gimbal angle position counters and three science instruments gimbal
angle position counters will be provided. These gimbal angle position indicators will
be mechanized as shown in Figure 3-9. Two inputs will be received by each counter.
The first input will be a dc level change to indicate left or right angle change (count
up-count down). The second input will be a pulse train which will be accumulated in
a bit counter to indicate the gimbal angle. Two additional bits are included to indicate
right and left stop. The length (n) of each counter is shown below.
Word n
Ant. Gimbal Angle Position A
Ant. Gimbal Angle Position B
Sci Instrument Pkg. Gimbal Angle A
Sci Instrument Pkg. Gimbal Angle B
Sci Instrument Pkg. Gimbal Angle C
10
7
9
9
10
3.10 FORMAT PROGRAMMER
The format programmer is the data encoder control unit. The major elements of the
programmer are the timing pulse gating, the real time data formatter, and the data
selector control. Each of these units are discussed in the following paragraphs.
Figure 3-10, which is a diagram of the data formats for each transmission mode, is
included to aid in this discussion.
The timing pulse gating consists of the logic necessary for gating of the timing signals
for operation in the orbit (Mode HI) mode. In the orbit mode the engineering and non-
scanned science data is stored in the magnetic core memories contained in the storage
subsystem while planet scan data is being transmitted. The storage rate (collection
rate) is 1/20 of the transmission rate while in the orbit mode. Therefore, while
planet scan data is being transmitted the timing signals bit sync, word sync, digitize,
and dump must be divided by a factor of 20 while in this mode. The necessary logic
for this operation will consist of a + 20 counter and gates which routes the proper
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Figure 3=9. Gimbal Angle Indicator Mechanization
timing signals through the counter while in mode III and the tape recorder is being
played back. Between tape recorder blocks, the stored data is transmitted at the trans-
mission bit rate.
Figure 3-11 is a logic diagram of the real time data formatter. This circuit controls
the formattIng of all real time data. Flip-flops D through H are connected as a length
32 synchronous counter which counts the clock pulse starting at the all ones condition
and counting to the all zero condition. This counter controls the number of words to be
read into the data format and generates the fast deck address for the engineering com-
mutator. Flip-Flops A, B and C generate the address of the data source. The decoding
of ABC is as follows:
STATE DATA SOURCE
ABC
000
10 0
01 0
1 1 0
001
Engineering Commutator Group A
Engineering Commutator Group B
Engineering Commutator Group C
Engineering Commutator Group D
Non- S_an Science
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1 0 1 Capsule Relay Buffer
0 1 1 Approach Guidance
1 1 1 Approach Guidance
Registers I, II, HI and IV contain the data source sequencing instructions for Modes I,
II, III and VI respectfully. In mode IV, the MCM is dumped and no real time data is
collected. In mode V, the normal orbit format (Mode III) is transmitted at the 8 KC bit
rate. The length of each register is determined by the number of data sources in the
format and the number of words to be read from each data source. The register out-
puts, when decoded, indicate which of stages A through H are to be reset. The words
contained in the storage registers for the modes shown in figure 3-10 are shown in
Table 3-2. A 1 indicates that the stage is to be reset. Each advance in state occurs
on receipt of an advance clock pulse (D E F G H . Dump).
The following is an example of the formatter's operation for the Mode I format. State 1
resets stages A through H to the 00011000 condition. This selects group A of the engi-
neering commutator and starts the synchronous counter at count 24. Each clock pulse
then decreases the count by one giving a total of 25 words from group A of the engi-
neering commutator. When the all zero state and the programmer dump pulse are true,
the synchronous counter is set to the all ones condition and the storage register is ad-
vanced to state 2. This state resets stages A through H to the 10010100 which selects
engineering group B and starts the counter at count 20 giving a total of 21 words of en-
gineering commutator in group B. This completes a minor frame of the maneuver
format. The process continues until a mode change command is received selecting
another data format. Operation for modes II, III and VI data formats (figure 3-10) is
analogous to that for mode I.
The data selector control is also shown in Figure 3-11. The control signals for switch
1 of the data selector are derived by the ABC decoding gates. The control signals for
switch 2 of the data selector are derived by the switch 2 control gates. In the maneuver
mode (mode I), the real time gate is high continuously and the maneuver format is
transmitted. In the cruise mode (mode II) the real time gate is high continuously and
the cruise format is transmitted. In the orbit mode (mode III) when MTR data present
is high, then MTR gate is high sending bit and word sync to the MTR and the proper
control gate to data selector switch 2. During this mode engineering and non-scanned
science data is collected in the MCM while MTR data is being transmitted. The Engi-
neering and non-scanned science data collection is continued at 1/20 of the transmis-
sion rate until a signal (MEMORY FULL) is received from the storage subsystem. This
signal indicates that the MCM has stored 39 frames (7,020 WORDS) of the non-stored
orbit format (90 words engineering/90 words non-scan science). When this signal is
received, the data encoder commutator, and thus real time collection, is stopped until
the planet scan frame is complete and the MCM has been played back. The MCM play-
back is initialized by a low, data present, logic level. When the command is received for
the memory dump mode (MODE IV), the MCM gate is high until the end of the dump
signal is received from the storage subsystem. This signal commands the data encoder
from the memory dump mode to the cr_u!se model: In the non-scan orbit mode (MODE
V), the real time orbit format is transmitted at the orbital transmission rate. This
mode is normally commanded by the MTR storage empty signal from the storage sub-
system. In the approach guidance mode (MODE VI), the format shown in figure 3-10
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Table 3-2
REGISTER I
A B C
1 1 1
0 1 1
D
0
0
E
0
1
F
1
0
G
1
1
H
1
1
REGISTER II
A B C D E F G H
STATE 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1
STATE 2 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1
STATE 3 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
STATE 4 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1
STATE 5 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0
REGISTER III
A B C D E F G H
STATE 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1
STATE 2 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1
STATE 3 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
STATE 4 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0
STATE 5 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
STATE 6 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
STATE 7 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0
REGISTER IV
A B C D E F G H
STATE 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1
STATE 2 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1
STATE 3 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
STATE 4 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1
STATE 5 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0
STATE 6 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
STATE 7 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
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is transmitted. This format is basically the same as the cruise format with 38 words
of approach guidance data added.
3.11 DATA SELECTOR
Figure 3-12 is a diagram of the data selector showing the data and control inputs.
Each switch consists of logic gates which in the presence of the proper control signal
gates the data source output to the modulator. The data formats are shown in fig-
ure 3-10.
3.12 RATE CONTROL
The rate control consists of the logic required to store the rate commands received
from ground command or the C and S subsystem and the frequency divider which di-
vides down the C and S clock to give the appropriate telemetry subcarrier for the
selected bit rate.
3.13 MODE CONTROL
The mode control consists of the logic to store the mode commands.
3.14 ADDRESS DECODING MATRIX
In the address decoding matrix, the group number is "anded" with the five bit switch ad-
dress before the switch is selected. This technique allows only one high deck switch
to be ON at a time.
3.J5 SUBCARRIER MODULATOR
Figure 3-13 is a logic diagram of the single channel subcarrier modulator. The sub-
carrier squarewave (2 fs) is MOD 2 added to the pseudonoise code (PN). The output
of the first MOD 2 adder is then MOD 2 added to the data (D). The composite output
(PN_2f _D) is used to modulate the exciter.
s
3.16 POWER SUPPLY
The data encoder power supply will transform the 2.4 KC primary power into the fol-
lowing voltages:
+ 20 VDC - analog voltage
- 20 VDC - analog voltage
+ 3.2 VDC - ADC reference
+ 3.5 VDC - Logic voltage
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The 4- 20 volt supplies will be used to power the ADC comparator, the low level ampli-
fiers, and the constant curren_ generators. Circuits can be designed for these appli-
cations which will allow ± 5 percent variations in the supply voltages and stay within
the accuracy requirements of the system. The * 5 percent variation in the * 20 volt
supplies can be met with no additional regulation other than the specified q- 2 percent
primary power input regulation. The 3.5 volt logic supply will also require no addi-
tional regulation. The 3.2 volt ADC reference supply will definitely require regulation
to minimize ADC error. For this application a series regulator will be used.
3.17 REDUNDANT ELEMENTS
Three analog-to-digital converters, PN generators, and format programmers are
used in stand-by redundancy. Power is applied only to the circuit in use. The data
transfer register, data selector and modulator combinations are used in operational
redundancy. Which modulator output is being transmitted is determined by a radio
exciter on/off level. Two power supplies are used in operational redundancy. Either
supply will be capable of carrying the complete load.
4.0 INTERFACE CHARACTERISTICS
4.1 PERFORMANCE DATA
The number and type of channels shall be adequate to handle all signals listed in the
telemetering channel assignment. The following signals will be accepted by the data
encoder.
High Level Analog
Voltage - 0 to 3.2 volts DC
Impedance - less than 10 K
Low Level Analog
Voltage - 0 to 100 millivolts DC
Impedance - less than 10 K
Bipolar Analog
Voltage - q- 1.6 volts DC
Impedance - less than 10 K
Digital Pulses (Events)
Voltage - "0" = 0 volts DC; "1" = 3.5 volts DC
Time Duration - 3 milliseconds
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Serial Digital Data
Voltage - "0" = 0 volts DC; 1 = 3.5 volts DC
Type - NRZ; synchronous with D/E bit sync
Parallel Digital Data
Voltage - "0" = 0 volts DC; 1 = 3.5 volts DC
Type - Pulse data dumped in parallel on receipt of D/E dump pulse.
4.2 INPUT INTERFACE TABLE
Table 4-1 shows the data encoder input interface requirements.
4.3 OUTPUT INTERFACE TABLE
Table 4-2 shows the data encoder output interface characteristics.
4.4 DIRECT ACCESS INTERFACE TABLE
The data encoder direct access functions are shown in Table 4-3.
4.5 UMBILICAL CONNECTOR INTERFACE TABLE
The data encoder umbilical functions are shown in Table 4-4.
5.0 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
5.1 RELIABILITY
A preliminary reliability analysis presents the estimated Data Encoder (D/E) reliabil-
ity by mission phases, showing a mission reliability profile as well as total mission
reliability. Redundant element configurations are extensively employed to assure
achievement of apportioned reliability goals.
5.1.1 RELIABILITY MODEL
A reliability model of the D/E subsystem (Figure 5-1) shows the following elements in
series. Redundancy is indicated where used:
a. Power Supply -- Double stand-by redundancy
b. Mode Control
c. Rate Control
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Table 4-3.
Function
1. Monitor A/D Converter #1
2. Monitor A/D Converter #2
3. Monitor A/D Converter #3
4. Monitor P/N Generator #1
5. Monitor P/N Generator #2
6. Monitor P/N Generator #3
7. Monitor Programmer #1
8. Monitor Programmer #2
9. Monitor Programmer #3
10. -20 volt TR Monitor
11. +3.5 volt TR Monitor
12. Data Encoder Return
Direct Access Functions
Signal Characteristic
Voltage Level
Voltage Level
Voltage Level
Voltage Level
Voltage Level
Voltage Level
Voltage Level
Voltage Level
Voltage Level
Voltage Level
Voltage Level
Table 4-4. Umbilical Interface Functions
lo
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
Function Signal Characteristic
Modulated Subcarrier A
M_,u!ated _,,h_v
Modulated Subcarrier C
Word Sync
Bit Sync
Frame Sync
Mode II Command
Modulated Square Wave
Modulated Square Wave
Modulated Square Wave
8. Data Encoder Return
9. 2fs
Positive going 3.5 volt pulse
Positive going 3.5 volt pulse
Positive going 3.5 volt pulse
Positive going 3.5 volt pulse
3 ms or greater duration
Square Wave
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Table 4-5. Command List
SOURCE
PRI_V[ARY
1. Select T/M Data Mode #1 _Maneuver Mode) _3 1/3 bps) C&S
2. Select T/M Data Mode #2 _Cruise Mode) {106 2/3 bps) C&S
3. Select T/M Data Mode #3 _Orbit Mode) (8533 bps} C &S
4. Select T/M Data Mode #4 {Memory Read-Out} C&S
{2133 bps)
5. Select T/M Data Mode #5 (Non-scanned Orbit Mode) C&S
{8533 bps}
6. Select T/M Data Mode #6 fApproach Guidance Mode) C&S
f106 2/3 bps)
7. Decrease High Data Rate (+ 2) CD
8. Switch to Back-Up Data Rate _533 bps) CD
9. Switch to Cruise Data Rate (106 2/3 bps) CD
10. Switch to A/D Converter #1 CD
11. Switch to A/D Converter #2 CD
12. Switch to A/D Converter #3 CD
13. Switch to PN Generator #1 CD
14. Switch to PN Generator #2 CD
15. Switch to PN Generator #3 CD
16. Switch to Programmer #1 CD
17. Switch to Programmer #2 CD
18. Switch to Programmer #3 CD
BACK-UP
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
C&S
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d. P-N Generator - Triple stand-by redundancy
e. Programmer - Triple stand-by redundancy
f. Commutator
g. A-to-D Converter - Triple stand-by redundancy
h. Digital Accumulator
i. Modulator - Triple operating redundancy
j. Data Selector - Triple operating redundancy.
5.1.2 SUBASSEMBLY FAILURE DEFINITIONS
Certain subassemblies of the data encoder having unique redundant configurations or
criticality have been assigned specific failure definitions for this analysis.
5.1.2.1 COMMUTATOR
Only the high speed switches are considered with one failure allowed. 70 switches are
used in mission phases 1, 2, and 3. 90 switches are used in mission phases 4 and 5.
In the worst case failure (short) one group of approximately 21 high speed channels
would be lost.
5.1.2.2 DIGITAL ACCUMULATORS
A worst case failure would cause loss of one of the digital words which is not con-
sidered critical. Therefore one failure is allowed.
5.1.2.3 RATE CONTROL
Separate frequency dividers are used for each rate except the two lowest rates. Re-
dundant configurations will provide the two lowest bit rates, 106.66 bps for cruise,
and 3.33 bps for manuever. The choice and period of operation of any given bit rate
may be a matter of operational real-time decision. Therefore a worst-case reliability
estimate is made for rate control using the longest non-redundant divider (five flip-
flops) with one failure allowed.
5.1.3 FAILURE RATE ANALYSIS
Failure rates for elements of the data encoder are tabulated in Table 5-1. These
rates, expressed in expected failures per million part-hours, are the basis for the
mission reliability profile estimates. Part failure rates used are also included in
Table 5-1.
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5. I. 4 MISSION RELIABILITY PROFILE
The mission reliability profile is derived from the assumed Mission Operational Pro-
file, Table 5-2. Mission phases 1 through 5 are described by the events encompassed
in each phase, time period per phase, and cumulative elapsed time. With the exception
of the commutator, all elements of the data encoder function continuously throughout
the mission.
Mission reliability profiles have been estimated for each element of the Voyager Data
Handling Subsystem. These are shown in Table 5-3 as separate totals for each mis-
sion phase and for the entire mission.
Table 5-2.
1
Mission Operational Profile
Mission Phase Duration
Phase Mission Events Days Hours
Launch and Injection
2
Acquisition
First Cruise
4
End - of- Phase
Cumulative Time
Days Hour s
1/24 1.0 1/24 1.0
First Trajectory Correction
Second Cruise
Second Trajectory Correction
Third Cruise
S/C - Capsule Separation
Third Trajectory C orrection
Fourth Cruise
Orbit Injection
Early Orbital Operation
178
3O
4271
24
720
178
179
209
4272
4296
5016
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5.2 TRANSMISSION RATES
The data encoder transmission rates are as follows:
a. 8. 533 Kbps
b. 4. 267 Kbps
c. 2. 133 Kbps
d. 533 bps
e. 106.66 bps
f. 3.33 bps.
5.3 TRANSMISSION MODES
The data formats for each transmission mode are shown in Figure 3-10.
5.4 ANALOG SIGNAL INPUTS
The accuracy of a measurement as read from the input to the data encoder to the ADC
output shall be maintained at + 3 percent of full scale for 3.2 volt and ± 1.6 volt signals,
ar_t ± 5 percent of full scale for 0 to 100 millivolt and all temperature measurements.
This accuracy shall be maintained for the mission lifetime requirements and under all
specified environmental conditions.
The linearity of the encoder as read from the measurement voltage input to the ADC
output shall be within ±. 5 percent of full scale to the nearest straight line.
5.5 COMMUTATION
5.5.1 SAMPLING RATE
The real time collection rates are shown in Table 3-1.
5.5.2 FRAME SYNC
To establish frame sync, a unique word of seven ones is provided at the beginning of
each cycle of the high speed deck. Full scale (all ones) is prohibited from occuring
in the engineering data.
5.5.3 DECK SYNC
Two words are included in the high deck which indicate the medium and low deck
position.
G
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5.5.4 MODE IDENTIFICATION
A word is included in the high deck which indicates the mode being transmitted.
5.6 SYNCHRONIZATION
5.6.1 PNCODE
The PN code is as follows:
1-0-0-0-0-0-1-1-1-1-1-1-0-1-0-1-0-1-1-0-0-
1-1-0-1-1-1-0-1-1-0-1-0-0-1-0-0-1-1-1-0-0-0-
1-0-1-1-1-1-0-0-1-0-1-0-0-0-1-1-0-0-0-0-.
5.6.2 WORD SYNC
Word sync is derived from the PN code, and is coincident with a unique state of the
PN generator.
5.6.3 BIT SYNC
Bit sync is derived from the PN code and is coincident with every ninth PN bit start-
ing with word sync.
5.7 MODULATED OUTPUT
The output of the data encoder will be a time multiplexed NRZ signal consisting of the
pseudo noise code mod 2 added to the 2 fs subcarrier. This combination is rood 2 added
to the data to form the single channel modulated signal.
5.8 MODULATOR-DEMODULATOR PERFORMANCE
5.8.1 THRESHOLD SNR
The threshold signal-to-noise ratio in all cps noise bandwidth that must be present at
the demodulator data detector is given below for the different bit rates:
Bit Rate (S/No= (E/No)R
(bps) (db)
8533 45.2
4267 42,2
2133 39.2
533 33.2
106.66 26.2
3.33 13.2
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5.8.2 CLOCK TRACKINGPLL THRESHOLDSNR
The clock tracking phaselocked loop threshold signal-to-noise ratio in the threshold
noise bandwidth,aL, will be
aL = 17.0 db for the 3-1/3 bps data rate
a L _ 24.0 db for all other data rates
5.8.3 AVERAGE TIME REQUIRED TO SYNC
The mean time to acquire bit sync at the threshold SNR for the different data rates
is:
Data Rate Average Time to Sync (No Decision Error)
(bps) (sec.)
8533 0.258
4267 0. 517
2133 1. 034
533 4.13
106.66 20.64
3.33 132.3
5.8.4 PROBABILITY OF LOSS OF SYNC
The probability of loss of bit and word, sync per second for threshold SNR at the data
detector will be approximately:
b w -11
PL = PL = 3.8 x 10 for 3-1/3 bps
-16
= < 10 for 106-2/3 bps or greater
6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
(1)
The Data Encoder Subsystem is packaged in Bay 7 of the spacecraft. The packaging
configuration for Bay 7 and locations of each section of the Data Encoder electronics
are shown in Figure 6-1. Table 6-1 itemizes the weight and volume of data encoder
equipment.
Seven magnesium trays are used to house the data encoder electronics. One half of a
double width tray contains the data encoder power supplies. One edge of each tray is
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DATA SELECTOR
MODULATOR
PN GENERATOR
MAGNETIC CORE
MEMORY &
POWER SUPPLY
DATA
J
J
J
ADC & TRANSFER
REGI SIER
CAP SULE
i-- BUFFER & CONTROLS
POWER SUPPLY
DATA STORAGE
Figure 6-1. Electronic Assembly No. VII, Data Encoder
Table 6-1. Bay 7 Equipment
E qui pme nt We ight Volume*
Commutator
A.D.C.
Control and Mod
Data Encoder Power Supply
Bay 7 Data Storage Equipment
Harness, chassis, Sensors
Totals
14. O lbs
4.0 lbs
5. O lbs
4.8 lbs
19.5 lbs
10.9 lbs
58.2 lbs
3 trays
1 tray
3 trays
1 tray
4 trays
12 trays
3
*Useable volume per tray is 142 in
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fastened to a thermal integrating plate. Thermal control louvers a r e  used to regulate 
the temperature of the integrating plate. This will allow the operating temperature 
of each tray to be stabilized within controlled limits. 
The electronics trays are mounted between the thermal integrating plate and the inner 
plate as shown in Figure 6-1. The inner plate contains the interconnect wiring and 
connectors, Inter-tray connectors are Cannon 50-pin D ser ies ;  input-output connec- 
tors ,  Bendix type PT07. 
Each t ray contains three or more pairs of component car r ie r  boards. 
boards in each tray are mounted face to  face. Conventional components are packaged 
in "cordwood" modules and integrated circuits are welded directly to the circuit card. 
Many cards  employ a combination of the two packaging methods to achieve maximum 
component density. 
The circuit 
The parallel-gap welding techniqx  used in assembling the integrated circuits is shown 
in Figure 6-2. The resistance welding process used in assembling cordwood modules 
is illustrated in Figure 6-3. 
7 . 0  SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS 
Al l  interface between the ground equipment and the data encoder are protected by 
isolation amplifiers. 
Figure 6-2. Parallel Gap Welding Technique 
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i 
Figure 6-3. Resistance Welding Process  
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1.0 INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE
This document describes the preferred design of the 1971 Voyager Data Storage Sub-
system. The operation of the system is described together with the design charac-
teristics of the storage and control components.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
a. VB233FD105 Data Handling and Storage
b. VB233FD103 Spacecraft Component Design Parameters
c. VB233TA107 Data Storage
d. VB220SR101 Design Characteristics
e. VB220SR102 Design Restraints
f. VB220FD106 Capsule Interface
g. VB220FD108 Science Interface
3.0 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
3.1 GENERAL
The Data Storage Subsystem provides for storage of binary digital data as required
by the mission data handling requirements. The system is composed of magnetic
tape recorders, magnetic core memories, shift register buffers, and the control
units and power supplies required for their operation.
3.1.1 FUNCTIONS
The Data Storage Subsystem performs the following functions:
High capacity storage of planet scan data in orbital scan intervals for trans-
mission over an orbital period.
Short term buffering of non-scan science and engineering to allow multiplexing
with scan data transmission.
Buffering of capsule data from the relay radio or umbilical link to allow inser-
tion into transmission formats.
Storage of capsule data during spacecraft maneuvers when the transmission
capacity is reduced.
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Storage of spacecraft engineering data during maneuvers as a backup to low
rate transmission.
Storage of capsule data during capsule entry as a backup to transmission of the
same information.
Storage of scientific data during flare periods for later transmission.
Generation of identifying preambles for identification of stored data blocks during
decommutation.
Generation of control and status signals to allow proper sequencing of stored
data into the transmission formats.
3.1.2 BLOCK DIAGRAMS AND SUMMARY DESCRIPTION
The simplified block diagram of the Data Storage (D/S) Subsystem, Figure 3-1,
shows the basic functional elements and interface connections for the subsystem.
The Capsule Relay Buffer Section provides phase and rate buffering of capsule data
during the mission until capsule impact. This buffering allows the synchronous inser-
tion of the data into the transmission formats.
The Magnetic Core Memory Section functions, during various mission phases, as a
storage for science flare, capsule, and maneuver engineering data; and as a rate
buffer for orbital engineering and non-scan science data. In addition, it generates
and stores decommutation identification information (Preamble Code) for each data
type stored.
The Magnetic Tape Recorder (MTR) Section functions in orbital periods to store
planet scan data at 50 kbps and replay it in bit synchronism with the 8,4, 2, or 0.5
kbps transmission rates. Signals are also supplied to the D/E to allow time multi-
plexing of b'_fered non-scan science and engineering data with the Scan data playback.
Table 3-1 summarizes the operations of the D/S subsystem, and is organized on the
basis of mission sequence events that effect the D/S subsystem.
Figure 3-2 is a block diagram of the major elements and interface connections for the
D/S subsystem. Detailed descriptions of the major physical elements is given below:
a. Capsule Relay Buffers and Control.
b. Magnetic Core Memories and Control.
c. Magnetic Tape-Recorders and Control.
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Figure 3-1. Data Storage Subsystem Functional Block Diagram
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I Table 3-1. Data Storage Subsystem Durational Requirements and Operations
I II III IV V VI
Requirements on Capacity Description of Storage Subsystem
Mission Phase Storage Subsystem Input Rates Output Rates Required Operating Configuration
Normal Cruise Buffer Capsule Umbil- 10.1 bpe At transmis- 70 bits Capsule Relay Buffers CRBI and
ical data to allow in- continuous sion rate in CRB2 alternately load 70 bit (I0
sertion into transmis- buffering bursts to fit words) of data and read out to DE
sion format. No other format, input. Magnetic Core Memory
storage required. (MCM) section on standby. Mag-
netic Tape Recorder (MTR) sec-
tion not required until orbit phase.
Science Flare in Store flare science As high as NA As large as
Cruise data from DAE at practical practical
high rate.
MCM1, MCM2, and MCM3 cas-
caded to store flare data in any
format and at any rate <- 100
Kbps. Maximum storage is
85p939bitsV 56 bit preamble. If not
dumped, may be overwritten by
maneuver data.
Spacecraft Maneuvers Store capsule data 10.1 bps cap- NA As required by
during maneuver, sule duration of
Store engineering maneuver
data in parallel
with transmission.
MCM1, MCM2 cascaded to store
capsule data from relay or umbil-
ical link at 10.1 bps for a maxi-
mum of 5640.4 sec. 57,274 bits
+ 56 bit preamble.)
3.33 bps engin- NA. As required by
eering duration of
maneuver
MCM3 stores maneuver data at
3.33 bps for a maximum of
8597.5 sec. _,2g,609bits +56 bit
preamble.)
Core Memory Dump Dump stored NA Matched to NA
maneuver, capsule, transmission
or flare data for rate
high rate transmis-
sion
MCMI, MCM2 dump contents in cas-
cade 3 times, then MCM3 dumps 3
times, all at transmission rate
(usually 2.133 Kbps). Dump duration
is (257,985/Rate); e. g. I20.9 sec
at 2.133 Kbpe,
Capsule Cruise Buffer capsu|e relay I0.I bps conttn- Tranamission 70 bits
data to allow insertion uous buffering rate in bursts
into transmission for- to fitformat
mat.
Capeula Relay Buffer Registers
CRBI and CRB2 alternately load
70 bits (10 words) of data and read-
out to DE input.
Capsule Entry Provide storage of I0.I bps 3600 NA
entry data from cap- sec. Nominal
sule relay as backup duration
to simultaneous trans-
miss ion.
35,570 bit MCM1. MCM2 store (in cascade)
capsule relay data for a maximum
of 5640.4 sec. (57,274 bits + 56 bit
preamble) CRB section functions
as during capsule cruise.
Provide high capacity 50 Kbps scan
storage for planet scan data + 426.67 bpe
data at a 50 Kbps rate, engineering and
buffer non-scanned non-scan science
science and engineer- data
ing, Playhnck scan data
multiplexed with nutz-
scanned science and
enginee ring,
Normal Orbit (A)
(B) Scau data exhausted. NA
Scan not in process.
(C) Scan data exhausted Scan
Transmission
rate
NA
NA
6 x 108 bit
(Nominal)
+
buffering
capacity
Recorders MTR1, MTR2, and MTR3
cascaded to store 6x108 bits of
planet scan data at an input rate of
50 Kbps. The data is recorded in
data blocks of 106 bits or less fol-
lowed by 56 bit identification blocks
and separated by one second data-
free gaps or MTR stop/stop opera-
tions. The playback is bit ayncl_ro-
nous with the transmission rate and
is continuous. During playback,
MCM1 and MCM2 are cascaded to
store 39 frames (49,140 bits) of
non-scan science and engineering
during the transmission of a scan
frame. (115.17sec at 8.533 Kbps).
This data is damped (bit synchronous)
into the transmission stream during
the passing of each data free gap or
stop/start blank over the MTR play-
back head. (5.759 sec at 8.533 Kbps).
The playback continues until all scan
data is exhausted.
NA No storage required.
6 x 108 bit MTRI records until filled,then
from previous scan.
Scan data being
generated.
50 Kbpe (Nominal) playback begins. MTRI will begin
playback as MTR2 and MTR3 record
scan data, MCM units do not function
until playback begins, as in Normal
Orbit (A),
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Figure 3-2. Data Storage Subsystem
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3.2 •CAPSULE RELAY BUFFERS AND CONTROL
The Voyager Capsule Relay Buffers are three 99 bit integrated circuit shift registers,
of which two are operating at all times. The third CRB register is a spare, which
can be substituted for either of the other two.
3.2.1 FUNCTIONS
The CRB section provides phase and rate buffering of capsule data to allow its in-
sertion into the D/E transmission format.
Figure 3-3 is a block diagram of the CRB section of the D/S subsystem, showing
both external interfaces and internal signal paths.
The Capsule Relay Buffer Control, which is formed by the Store/Dump Toggle and
Function Permutation Switches, receives capsule data and bit sync continuously at
10.16 bps, switching from the umbilical to the radio relay input line upon receipt of
a C&S capsule separation signal. Data and sync inputs are toggled between two
operational Capsule Relay Buffer (CRB) registers. The contents of the filled reg-
isters are gated on request, to the Data Encoder. The contents are gated out at the
transmission rate in blocks of 70 or 98 bits as required by the transmission mode.
CAPSULE RELAY DATA
BIT SYNC
CAPSULE UMBILICAL DATA
,._ mT SYRC
_z
APPROACH GUIDANC E _ _[O[) _: \[)
•.1 [-, SEPARATION SIGNAL
i l I':XCII.\NGE CRB FI XCTIOS
STORE/DUMP
TOGGLE
SWITCH
FUNC_ON
CHANNEL A PERMUTA_ON
SWITCH
CHANNEL E
CLEAR
DATA IN
SYNC (_I1FT)
DATA OUT
Err #71 _l
BIT #99 ffi1
!
I
I SAME AS
] CRR I
I
I
SAME AS
CRB 1
99 RITS_IIFT
REGISTER
CRB 1
99 BIT _IIFT
W_dgrER
CRB 2
99 BIT SHIFT
REGISTER
CRB 3
H
+3.5 VDC
FROM D 'S SUPPLY
Figure 3-3. Capsule Relay Buffers
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The CRB Control may also, on command, substitute a standby register for either of
the two operational registers in caseof a malfunction.
The Capsule Relay Buffer Registers accept serial data from the CRB Control and
indicate whenthe contents has reached 70 and 98bits. Data output is serial from
either the 70th or 98thbit locations.
3.2.2 PHYSICAL ELEMENTS
The Store/Dump Toggle Switch toggles the input and output lines between channels
A and B. A "1" is inserted into a register at the beginning of each cycle after the
register is cleared. Data is shifted into the register and when "Bit 71 = 1" during
the Cruise Mode on "Bit 99 = 1" during the Approach Guidance Mode the register is
toggled.
The Function Permutation Switch may be commanded to cyclically permute the chan-
nel - CRB register assignments. This permits the placing of a malfunctioning reg-
ister in the inoperative position as a repair function.
The CRB Registers are 99 bit SIC (Silicon Integrated Circuits) shift registers, composed of
99 SIC flip-flops and 5 SIC shift driver units. Outputs are available from Bits "71" and 99"°
Upon receipt of a "clea_ v signal prior to loadingt all bits are set to "zero" with the exception
of bit"l"o During the load operationt the arrival of this 1 at location 71 or 99 indicates that
either 70 or 98 bits of data have been loaded.
3.3 MAGNETIC CORE MEMORIES AND CONTROL
The basic Voyager Magnetic Core Memory (MCM) is a coincident-current organized
ferrite toroid store of 28,665 bits arranged as 4,095 seven bit words. Full cycle
(read/write) operation is employed to obtain effective NDRO operation. The address
is internally commutated for sequential access. The input and output are serial NRZ
synchronized with an external clock at any rate up to 100 kbps.
3.3.1 FUNCTIONS
The MCM sect'ion stores science flare, maneuver engineering, capsule, and com-
bined non-scanned science/engineering data as required during various mission
phases. The total storage is 85,995 bits divided into three entirely independent
28,665 bit MCM sections physically combined in one enclosure.
3.3°2 BLOCK DIAGRAM
Figure 3-4 is a block diagram of the Magnetic Core Memory (MCM) section of the
Data Storage Subsystem showing both interfaces and internal connection paths.
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The Magnetic Core Memory (MCM) Control selects the proper input data and bit sync
lines for the three MCM storage elements on the basis of mission sequence signals
from the C&S and storage requests from the DAE and Data Encoder (D/E). The in-
coming data blocks are supplied with an identifying decommutation preamble and
routed to the appropriate MCM store. Input data is externally synchronized by the
source at rates up to 100 kbps. Upon receipt of a dump command from thelD/E, the
MCM Control sequences the readout of the MCM stores to obtain the proper dump
format. The MCM Control also supplies the D/E with the signals necessary to allow
proper timing and multiplexing of MCM load and dump operations.
During normal cruise intervals, the MCM control is in a standby condition. When a
signal is received from the DAE indicating the presence of science flare data, and
no other data is st0re.din the memor.y, the MCM Control generates a 56 bit identify-
ing preamble, which is loaded into the MCM storage. Flare data is then accepted in
any format and at rates up to 100 kbps, and stored in the cascaded MCM units to a
maximum capacity of 85,939 data bits. A signal indicating the presence of flare data
is generated as engineering data for transmission. A ground commanded dump order
from the D/E causes the entire 85,995 bit contents of the MCM units to be dumped
three times at the 2. 133 kbps transmission rate.
During spacecraft maneuvers, the MCM control is signalled by the D/E to store two
• data t_ _ule data is preamble tagged and stored in two MCM units to a
capaci_bf 57 i 274 data bits. Maneuver engineering data and its preamble is also
stored at 3.33 bps to a capacity of 28,609 data bits as a backup to its transmission.
The MCM control permits this data to over-write any flare data in the MCM stores.
Automatic dump of this data is instituted at the end of the maneuver by C&S command
and proceeds for three full MCM cycles.
During the capsule entry mission phase, the MCM control stores capsule data in the
two cascaded MCM units to a capacity of 57,274 data bits + 56 bit preamble. This
operation is instituted and terminated by C&S capsule entry and capsule impact sig-
nals respectively. The data is then dumped on command. In case the capsule entry
data is not received either through the normal relay function or by the memory dump,
a ground command can inhibit further use of the memory until the capsule data has
been received.
During transmission Mode III (Normal orbit) operations, the MCM Control permits the
storage of 39 frames (49,140 bits) of non-scanned science and engineering at 426.66
bps during each scan frame transmission interval. Decommutation preambles are
generated and stored at the beginning and end of the data block and signals are supplied
to the D/E for sequence control. A single cycle dump is performed on D/E signal and
consists of only the49, 252data and preamble bits stored.
In addition to its sequence and control functions, the MCM control is capable of ex-
changing the storage assignments of the MCM units as a commanded repair function.
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The three Magnetic Core Memories each store, on commandfrom the MCM Con-
trol, 28,665 bits. The storage is internally organized into 4095 sevenbit words.
Data input andoutput are serial NRZ and are bothword and bit synchronized ex-
ternally. Readout is made effectively non-destructive by the use of full cycle read/
rewrite operation. The MCM units provide address selection signals to the MCM
control, which are used to toggle input/output functions or generateother control
signals.
3.3.3 PHYSICAL ELEMENTS
The physical elements of a Voyager MCM and the MCM control are shown in Figures
3-5 and 3-6 respectively. These elements are described in the following sections,
where they are grouped by related function.
The Memory Input Electronics chain converts the serial data stream to 7 bit parallel
words in an Input Register and generates the appropriate bit inhibit drives for the
memory write cycle in the Write Control. In addition, during a read cycle, the Write
Control accepts inputs from the Output Register to allow restoration of the data during
the succeeding write cycle.
The Address Register is a 4 section self-commutating magnetic switch that advances
the word address after each read/write or clear/write cycle. Address propagation is
unidirectional and the address may be reset to the first word location at any time.
The Address Register also supplies the MCM control with outputs which indicate the
selection of words number 3518 and 4095. The Current Drivers generate the two half-
select currents required by coincident current operation, with the magnitudes com-
pensated for temperature variations.
The MCM contains seven Memory Planes. Each plane is composed of 4095 wide-
temperature ferrite toroidal cores, and the wiring required for the memory matrix.
Storage and interrogation is performed by full reversals of the magnetic flux in the
toroids.
The Memory Output Electronics consist of the 7 Sense Amplifiers with their associated
strobe timing circuitry, and an output register. The Sense Amplifiers increase the
magnitude of the small memory output voltage to a useful level and discriminate be-
tween signals corresponding to a stored "one" or "zero". The Output Register re-
ceives the parallel sense amplifier outputs and shifts them out as a serial NRZ stream.
The Channel Input Selector Switches gate the appropriate source data and sync lines to
the memory input channels. The channel A-A' input may consist of science flare,
capsule umbilical, capsule relay, or orbital non-scanned science/engineering data.
Channel B inputs may be maneuver engineering or flare data carryover after the
channel A and A' MCM units are filled. The selection of the input lines is done on
the basis of mission phase condition as indicated by C&S input signals and D/E input
signals. The Channel Selector Switches also control the generation and storage of
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the identifying preamble stored with each data block. The Channel A-A' switch con-
tains an interlock which can be employed on the A-A' channel to prevent further data
input until capsule entry data is received.
The Preamble Generators produce, on command from the Channel Input Selector
Switches, the 56 bit preamble codes employed to identify stored data blocks during
decommutation. This preamble is stored as the first 8 words of each data block.
The Channel A-A' Toggle Switch toggles the input and output functions of the Channels
A and A' MCM units and generates memory address reset signals. It is activated
by end of memory signals from the MCM unit in the loading stage. For other than
orbital operations, this signal occurs at the selection of word 4095. For orbital
operations, the signal is generated by the selection of word 3518. The switch is also
toggled to channel A by a command to initiate the dump process.
The Dump Control sequences the outputs of the MCM units to obtain the three readout
cycles required during MCMdump operations. It also controls the single cycle read-
outs required during the orbital multiplexing operations.
The MCM Function Permutation Switch allows the cyclic permuting of MCM units and
channel assignments. This permutation may be commanded as a repair function.
The MCM section receives its power from the D/S Power Supply, which provides three
filtered d.c. voltages, +28 volts, -3 volts, and +3 volts. None of these voltages are
regulated beyond the regulation provided by the 2400 cycle DC power line. No power
switching is employed.
3.4 MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDERS AND CONTROLS
The Voyager Magnetic Tape Recorder 0VITR) is a 16 track parallel recording type with
a data storage capacity of 2 x 108 bits. It employs a peripheral mylar belt drive sys-
tem and phase locked speed control for bit synchronous playback. The recorder ac-
cepts serial NRZ data at a fixed rate and replays it in reverse order in synchronism
with any of four transmission rates.
3.4.1 FUNCTIONS
The MTR section stores planet scan data generated in orbit by the DAE at a rate of ......
50 Kpbs. Storage is done in 106 bit blocks separated by either a 1 second data free
gap or a stop/start operation of the MTR. The total operational storage capacity is
6 x 108 bits equally divided between three recorders. Playback is continuous, and
bit synchronous with the transmission rates of 8.533, 4.267, 2. 133, or 0. 533 Kpbs.
Data free gaps in the playback bit stream are sensed, and indicated to the Data En-
coder by a "data validity" signal, to allow multiplexing of real time data into the gaps.
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3.4.2 BLOCK DIAGRAMS
Figure 3-7 is a block diagram of the Magnetic Tape Recorder (MTR) section of the
Data Storage Subsystem, showing both interface and internal connection paths. Fig-
ure 3-8 shows the major functional elements of the three identical MTR's, and
Figure 3-9 details the major elements of the MTR control units.
The Magnetic Tape Recorder Control controls the data recording and playback proc-
esses of the three MTR units. During a scan period, the MTR control connects the
NRZ data and sync inputs to the three MTR units in succession to obtain the full
6 x 108 bit capacity. Data storage i sdone atth e rec!uest of the DAEin 106 bit fr_es,
to each of which the MTR control adds a56 bit decommutation preamble. The frames
are separated by data free gaps to allow time multiplexing with engineering and non-
scanned science during playback. After one MTR unit is filled, the MTR control sig-
nals the D/E to begin the playback sequence. During playback, data replay proceeds
in inverted order for each MTR group of 200 frames as the MTR units are succes-
sively played back. Signals are provided by the MTR control to the D/E to indicate
the presence of dataless gaps in the playback bit stream and the completion of all data
playback. At the end of playback, the MTR goes to a record standby condition.
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Figure 3-9. Voyager Magnetic Tape Control-Functional Blocks
In addition to its sequencing and control operations, the MTR control has two other
functions. It controls the exercising of the MTR units during the launch phase, and
has the capability of changing MTR unit assignments as a commanded repair function.
Each of the three MTR units provides storage for 2 x 108 data bits. On command from
the MTR control, the MTR unit will accept 50 kbps serial NRZ data input, or will
play back a serial NRZ stream at 8.533, 4.266, 2.133, or 0.533 kbps in bit and word
synchronism with an external clock. Storage or playback functions are available
one second after the reception of the appropriate signal. The MTR provides the
MTR control with the data gap detector and end of tape signals required for its con-
trol functions.
3.4.3 PHYSICAL ELEMENTS
The physical elements of the Voyager MTR and MTR control are shown in Figures
3-8 and 3-9 respectively. These elements are described and discussed in the follow-
ing sections, where they are grouped by related functions.
The Record Electronics chain converts the serial data stream to 14 bit parallel words
for storage on the tape. The 14 bits, together with a clock track bit and a validity
track bit, then generate the proper waveforms which are amplified to the level
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necessary to drive the record heads. All of the record electronics are implemented
in integrated circuitry with the exception of the output stages of the Record Ampli-
fiers, which employ conventional semiconductor circuitry.
The Playback Electronics chain is composed of the Playback Head, which generates
waveforms corresponding to the magnetic patterns on the moving tape; the Playback
Amplifiers, which increase the amplitude of the waveforms to a level suitable for
"detection; the Signal Detectors, which convert the waveforms to binary information;
and the Output Register, which converts the parallel data to an NRZ serial string in
synchronism with an externally supplied pulse train.
The Playback Amplifiers have first stages composed of integrated circuits, which
are physically located in the head assembly to minimize low level signal path lengths.
The gain of the Playback Amplifier is compensated for speed related signal level
variations by commands from the speed range control.
The Signal Detector supplies the Output Shift Register with data at logic levels; and
in addition provides a clock track output to the Phase Locked Speed Control and data
validity signals to the MTR Control.
The Playback Synchronization Control is a phase locked loop which compares the re-
corded data clock output to an external pulse train with a period equal to two data
encode_ word times, and acts to lock the phase of the two signals. This control is
accomptt_ by driving a synchronous motor from a Voltage Controlled Oscillator
(VCO), whose frequency is varied by the phase error in the loop. The bit timing
stability obtained is high enough to permit the use of the one word de-jitter buffer
inherent in the output parallel-to-serial conversion.
The Voyager MTR has a single record speed, which is obtained by driving the syn-
chronous Record Motor from an externally supplied stable 400 cps--3 phase source.
Playback bit rates of 8. 533, 4.267, and 2. 133 Kbps are obtained by counting down the
VCO output by binary stages and suitably altering the Power Amplifier output level
to obtain proper Playback Motor operation. A lower rate of aoo bps l_ a_t_ompt._,_u
by means of an electromechanical Clutch, which introduces speed reducing pulleys in
to the drive chain. This reduction is arranged so that the phase locked loop and motor
may operate in their most efficient range.
The mechanical elements that transmit the motor torque to the Tape Pack are the
Record/Playback Clutch, a mylar belt and pulley train, and two capstan peripheral
mylar belt drive.
Since recording is done only in one direction and playback in the other, the Record/
Playback Clutch is of the simple, reliable spring-loaded over-running type.
One unique Performance Data output is required by the MTR, in addition to the usual
voltages and temperatures associated with electronic equipment. This is an indication
of the atmospheric pressure in the recorder case. This measurement is necessary
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becauseof the dependanceof proper operation on the _ e_enceof a minimum atmos-
pheric pressure; and allows the detection of imminent mechanical failures as well as
determination of their cause. The measurement of case pressure is doneby a stand-
ard potentiometric pressure transducer.
The DC Power Supplycontainedin eachMTR consists of a transformer, rectifier and
filter combination operating from the 2400cps distribution. It provides separate
voltage levels for the logic circuitry and the power amplifier supply. The MTR control
receives 3.5 v. logic power from the D/S Power Supply.
The MTR power switching is activated by a record or playback command, and switches
both the DC supplies and the 3 phase-400cycle record motor power. Whenneither
commandis present, all MTR power is off.
While starting in the record mode, an Optical Detector is employed to measure tape
speed. A frequency comparison betweenits output and a 400 cycle reference is made
to detect the reaching of the proper record speed. Uponreceipt of this signal, the
MTR control initiates data recording.
The End Of Tapes Sensor signals the approach of either end of the tape pack, thus
enabling the MTR Control to transfer the record or playback function to another re-
corder. The signal is generated in the record mode when sufficient tape remains to
hold a minimum of 2 data blocks and stop/start gaps. In the playback mode, the sig-
nal should be generated during the last data block. The MTR transfer is then inhibited
until the data validity signal indicates the frame end.
End of tape signals are generated optically and are backed up by motor overcurrent
actuated reversal switches and solid tape reel anchorage.
The Scan Frame Timing Sequence Generator operates to properly arrange the tape
format shown in Figure 3-10. Figure 3-11 is the flow diagram for this sequence.
The Preamble Generator produces a fixed 56 bit binary sequence that is employed in
the transmission decommutator to identify the beginning and end of the scan data
frames.
The Record/Playback Function Transfer Switch has the function of cycling the input
and output data and control signals to and from the appropriate functioning recorder
channels. Upon receipt of end-of-tape signals the switch advances or generates
memory filled/memory empty signals.
The MTR Function Permute Switch may be command actuated to cyclically permute
the channel-MTR arrangement to permit the shifting of a malfunctioning unit to the
least critical channel assignment.
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3.5 DATA STORAGE POWER SUPPLY
The Voyager Data Storage Subsystem Power Supply is composed of two identical, fully
independent supplies that convert 2400 cycles power to three dc voltages for the Data
Storage Subsystem. All voltages are filtered but unregulated. Each supply normally
carries half the total power load, although it is capable of full load operation without
high component stress. Load switching to compensate for supply failure is done pas-
sively by a diode bridge. The efficiency is 80 percent for all voltages.
3.5.1 FUNCTIONS
The D/S Power Supply provides three voltages to sections of the D/S subsystem.
These voltages are +3.5 volts dc, required by all integrated logic circuits; +28 volts
dc, required by the MCM current drivers; and -3.0 volts dc required by non-integrated
circuitry in the MCM sections.
3.5.2 BLOCK DIAGRAM
Figure 3-12 is a block diagram of the D/S Power Supply, which also shows the circuit
details of important physical elements.
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50V EP ,I,
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NETWORK
NETWORK
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FILTER ]
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O
Figure 3-12. Data Storage Power Supply Functional Blocks
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3.5.3 MAJOR PHYSICAL ELEMENTS
am Transformer: Each of the two sections contains on Transformer with three
center-tapped secondary windings. The construction is of the E-I lamination
type, lending itself to high reliability construction techniques.
Do Rectifier Network: Each Rectifier is a full wave type operating from a
center-tapped winding. The Rectifier bridge is an eight-diode serial/parallel
redundant type.
c. Filters: The Filter sections are of the simple single-section RC type.
dB Load Sharing Networks: The load sharing networks are identical in form
with the Rectifier network, and function to shift the full load to the surviving
section if one supply fails.
4.0 INTERFACE CHARACTERISTICS
4.1 ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
The Data Storage Subsystem interfaces electrically with Data Encoder, DAE, Com-
mand, C&S, Capsule Umbilical, Capsule Relay, and Power Subsystem points. In ad-
dition, it has outputs to Direct Access test points.
Interface lines, with the exception of Direct Access connections, are shown for the
four basic D/S subsystem sections in Figures 3-3, 3-4, 3- 7, and 3-11, where they
are grouped and identified by interfaces.
Table 4-1 lists the D/S subsystem inputs. The D/S Input Characteristics are SIC
logic gate inputs unless otherwise specified. Similarly, the Signal Characteristics
are the standard 3.5 volts NRZ SIC logic levels unless otherwise indicated.
Table 4-2 lists the D/S subsystem signal outputs. The D/S output characteristics and
signal characteristics are SIC gates and 3.5 volts NRZ levels unless otherwise in-
dicated.
Figure 4-1 is a power profile for the D/S subsystem.
4.2 MECHANICAL INTERFACES
The MTR units and the MTR control are located in Bay 6.
subsystem is located in Bay 7.
The remainder of the D/S
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Table 4-1. D/S SubsystemSignal Interfaces--Input
D/S Input
Input Source Characteristics
CRB Read Gate D/E
CRB Bit Sync D/E
lligh Speed Logic Clock
MCM Word Sync
MCM Bit Sync
MCM
Maneuver Data
MCM Store Gate
Maneuver Data
D/E
D/E
D/E
D/E
D/E
MCM Begin Dump D/E
MTR Word Sync D/E
MTR Bit Syr_
MTR Speed Range
MCM Flare Data
D/E
D/E
DAE
DAEMCM Flare Data Bit Sync
MCM Store Flare Signal DAE
MTR Scan Data DAE
MTR Scan Data Bit Sync
MTR Start MTR Command
DAE I
DAE
MTR Scan Frame End DAE
Signal
MTR Scan Data Gap Signal DAE
Capsule Data Capsule
Umbilical
2 parallel SIC
gate inputs
Capsule Data Bit Sync Capsule 2 parallel SIC
Umbilical gate inputs
Capsule Data
Capsule Data Bit Sync
Capsule Separation
Signal
Begin Cruise
Begin Capsule Entry
Capsule Impact
Begin Orbit
I.;xc hange CRB
Functions (3)
Exchange MCM
Functions (3)
Change MCM State
ON/OFF
Capsule
Relay
Capsule
Relay
c&s
C&S
c&s
C&S
C&S
Command
Command
Command
CommandExchange MTR
Functions (3)
2 parallel SIC
gate inputs
2 parallel SIC
gate inputs
2 parallel SIC
gate inputs
Signal
Characteristics
Logic Level
RZ pulse train
RZ pulse train
RZ pulse train
RZ pulse train
NRZ Data
Logic Level
Logic Pulse
RZ Pulse Train
RZ Pulse Train
Logic Level
NRZ Pulse Train
RZ Pulse Train
Logic Level
NRZ Pulse Train
RZ pulse train
Logic Level
Logic Level
Logic Level
NRZ Pulse Train
RZ Pulse Train
NRZ Pulse Train
RZ Pulse Train
Logic Pulse
Logic Pulse
Logic Pulse
Logic Pulse
Logic Pulse
Logic Pulse
Logic Pulse
Logic Pulse
Logic Pulse
Notes
Bit syne for readout only. 106.67 bps rate.
C & S Clock+2
Distributed to MCMandMTR controls.
One of four line high to indicate playback speed.
Indicates presence of Flare condition.
Routed to CRB and MCM sections.
Routed to CRB and MCM sections,
_r
Routed to CRB and MCM scctions.
Routed to CRB and MCM sections.
Routed to CRB and MCM sections.
Routed to MCM section.
Routed to MCM section.
Routed to MCM section.
Routed to MCM section.
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4.3 THERMAL INTERFACES
MTR Section
The MTR Section will require the dissipation of 9.75 watts of power during launch.
During orbital operations, the average peak dissipation will be 10.75 watts while
simultaneously recording and playing back data. Standby dissipation is 750 mw.
MCM Section
The maximum average thermal dissipation occurring in the MCM section is 680 row.
The standby dissipation is 250 mw.
CRB Section
The thermal dissipation required by the CRB Section is continuous at 1.2 watts.
Power Supply
The maximum dissipation required by the D/S Power Supply is 2.5 watts during
•launch. During other periods, the maximum average will be 2.1 watts.
4.4 UMBILICAL INTERFACE
The D/S Subsystem will have one direct umbilical connection.
a. Recorders to Launch Mode.
4.5 DIRECT ACCESS INTERFACE
The D/S subsystem is provided with 26 direct access points to facilitate system tests.
Outputs
Table 4-3 lists the outputs obtained from direct access points.
Inputs
5.0 PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
5.1 CRB SECTION
The performance parameters for the CRB units are given in Table 5-1.
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Table 4-3.
Output
+ 3.5 volt
+28 volt
- 3 volt
2 Motor Temperatures
Tape Motion Indicator
Power Amplifier Output
Loop Error Signal
ScanDataOutput
ScanData Gate
DumpData Output
Driver Current
Waveform
VB233FD107
Direct Access Interface - Outputs
Source
D/S Power Supply
D/S Power Supply
D/S Power Supply
Each MTR
Each MTR
Each MTR
Each MTR
MTR Control
MTR Control
MCM Control
Each MCM
CRB Data Output CRB Control
CRB Filled Signal CRB Control
Signal Characteristic Notes
Voltage Level
Vo itage Level
Voltage Level
Analog Signal 0 - 5 volt
Voltage Waveform
Voltage Waveform
Voltage Waveform
3.5 volt NRZ Data
3.5 volt Logic Level
3.5 volt NRZ Data
Voltage Waveform
3.5 volt NRZ Data
3.5 volt Logic Level
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5.2 MCM SECTION
The performance parameters for the MCM units are given in Table 5-2.
5.3 MTR SECTION
The performance parameters for the MTR units are given in Table 5-3.
5.4 D/S POWER SUPPLY
The performance parameters for each section of the D/S power supply are given in
Table 5-4.
5.5 RELIABILITY
A preliminary reliability analysis of the D/S subsystem is presented below. The
calculations are organized by mission phases, giving a mission reliability profile as
well as total mission reliability figures. Reliability is calculated separately for each
of the major D/S sections, since, except for the common power supply, each section's
operation is independent of the others. The reliability figures obtained also reflect
the effect of the redundant configurations described in preceding sections.
5.5.1 RELIABILITY MODEL
A reliability model of the D/S subsystem, Figure 5-1, shows the Magnetic Tape Re-
corder (MTR), Magnetic Core Memory (MCM), and Capsule Relay Buffer (CRB) sec-
tions as separate elements. The operating functions and redundant configurations of
each section have been described in preceding sections. Power supply reliability is
included separately with each D/S element. The Mission Reliability Profile, Table
5-5, is derived from the assumed Mission Operational Profile, Table 5-6. For each
D/S element the operating time and reliability is tabulated for each phase of the mis-
sion and for the total mission.
5.5.2 FAILURE RATE ANALYSIS
Power Supply: The failure rate of each power supply is essentially that of the power
transformer and three R-C filters. Since the rectifier networks and the load-sharing
networks consist of series-parallel diodes, their failure rate is comparatively negli-
gible. Using the recommended Voyager part failure rates, the power supply total is
1.00 per million hours for one unit. For all estimates reliability is calculated for
two units in parallel operating redundancy.
Magnetic Core Memory: Based on information obtained for the design of AOSO, each
28 kilobit capacity MCM has an MTBF of 68,000 hours, or a failure rate of 14.7 per
106 hours. Reliability is calculated for two units active with one standby, which is
the normal orbital configuration. The MCM control contains 165 SIC's which are con-
sidered as series elements with a total failure rate of 8.25 per 106 hours.
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Table 5-1. CRB Perfromance Parameters
Bit Rate: 100 bps (max)
Capacity: 99 bits
Signal Levels: "one" = 3.5 ± 0.5 v
"zero" = 0.5 :I: 0.5 v
Reliability: The MTBF exceeds 2x105 hours for each CRB
Table 5-2. MCM Performance Parameters
Bit Rate: 100 kbps (MAX) NRZ input and output
Capacity: 28665 bits organized as 4095 words
Record Standby: The MCM is able to accept the first data 10
seconds after receipt of a store command.
Dump Standby: The MCM provides the first output bit 125D
seconds after receipt of a dump command.
Signal Levels: External interfaces must utilize
Binary zero = 0. + 0.5 v
Binary one =3.5 v±0.5v
Reliability: The MTBF exceeds 68,000 hours
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MTR Performance Parameters
Capacity:
Bit Packing Density:
Number of Tracks:
Data Input:
Data Output:
Output timing stability:
Signal Levels:
Tape Star Time:
Tape Stop Time:
Stop/Start length (X):
Maximum Signal dropout:
Lifetime:
Reliability:
2x108 bits in blocks of 106 bits separated by
start/stop gaps.
1000 bit/inch {parallel).
16 tracks/ 1 inch {parallel).
50 Kb/sec binary NRZ + bit sync.
(Kb/sec) (record/playback ratio).
8.533 1:6.25
4.267 1:12.5
2.133 1:25
0.533 1:100
Serial NRZ with externally supplied sync.
synchronization to external signal to + 0.01 per-
cent.
binary zero = 0.v * 0.5 v
binary one =3.5v+0.Sv
1.0 second.
1.0 second.
3.54 inches = X = 4.0 inches.
2x103 bits in 2x 108 bits.
8 months nonoperating.
(Cruise)
6 month operating with capacity fully cycled each
24 hours
(200 start/stop operations/24 hour).
MTBF = 104 hours (operating).
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Table 5-4. D/S Power Supply Section Performance Parameters
Input:
Outputs:
Filtering:
Regulation:
Reliability:
50 V. peak to peak 2400 cycle 1 phase square wave.
+3.5vdc 600ma (MAX)
+ 28 v d c 400 ma (MAX)
- 3.0 v d c 100 ma (MAX)
R. C. Filtering to + 1 percent ripple on all voltages.
No active regulation.
- 5 percent (MAX) regulation between half and full load.
The MTBF exceeds 50,000 hours for full load operation.
Magnetic Tape Recorder: Projected vendor estimates indicate that an MTBF of 10,000
hours may be expected for the Voyager tape recorder. This is a failure rate of 100
per 106 hours. The MTR control is estimated to contain 200 SIC's, a third of which
are considered to be associated with each MTR, giving a failure rate of 3.3 per 106
hours, each channel. All three MTR's are operated in normal orbital operations.
Reliability is also calculated for the survival of one and two out of three MTR's,
equalling 1/3 and 2/3 capacity survival. One third capacity survival will be considered
still successful for reliability calculations.
POWER
SU P P LY
J MCM
-[ CONTROL
MAGNETIC CORE MEMORY
2 ACTIVE, 1STANDBY
POWER
_PPLY
I MTR
CONTROL
MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDER
3 ACTIVE
POWER
SUPPLY
CRB
CONTROL
CAPSULE RELAY BUFFER
2ACTIVE, 1STANDBY
Figure 5-1. Reliability Model, Data Storage Subsystem
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Table 5-5.
./S. Element
(1) Power Supply
(2a) MTR Control (3/3)
(2b) MTR Control (2/3)
(2c) MTR Control (1/3)
(3a) 3 MTRS
(3b) 2/3 MTRS
(3c) 1/3 MTRS
Mission Reliability Profile D/S Subsystem
Phase 1
1 Hour
.999999
.999999
.999999
.999999
.999990
Phase 2
4271 Hours
.999979
Phase 3 Phase 4
24 Hours 720 Hours
.999999 ,999999
9579 99999 9929
9980 99999 99997
99999 99999
Not Used Not Used
99999
,806000
.999990 Not Used Not Used .990410
.999990 Not Used Not Used .999690
.999999 .994660 .999970(4) CRB Control Not Used
(5) 2/3 CRB's .999999 .999482 .999999 Not Used
(6) MCM Control .999999 .961750 .999802 .996050
(7) 2/3 MCM's Not Used .999710 .999942 .998820
(550 hr) (482 hr)
(8a) Total 3MTR (lx2ax3) .999988 9578 99999 80027
9979 99999
99998 999_9
.994124 .999970
.961690 .999789
91569 99976
91568 91546
99038
99968
.994510
79588
90167
.999999
.999999
.999999
99998
99998
99999
99999
99999
99999
95403 99976 98494
95402 95380 93943
(8b) Total 2/3MTR (lx2bx3b)
(8c) Total 1/3MTR (lx2cx3e)
(9) Total 2/3CRB (lx4x5)
(10) Total 2/3MCM (6x7)
Max Capability (Sax9xl0)
By Phase
Cumulative
2/3MTR (Sbx9xl0) By Phase
Cumulative
Minimum Capability (8cx9xl0)
By Phase
Cumulative
95602 99976
9557995601
99419
95023
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Table 5-6. Mission Operational Profile
Mission
Phase
2
3
Mission Events
LaunchandInjection
Acquisition
First Cruise
First Trajectory Correction
SecondCruise
SecondTrajectory Correction
Third Cruise
S/C - CapsuleSeparation
Third Trajectory Correction
Fourth Cruise
Orbit Injection
Early Orbital Operations
Phase Duration
days Hours
1/24 1.0
178 4271
1 24
30 720
End-of-Phase
Cumulative Time
days Hours
1/24 1.0
178 4272
179 4296
209 5016
Capsule Relay Buffer: Each Capsule Relay Buffer contains 99 stages, each consisting
of one SICflip-flop (.005%/K hours). In addition, each register contains a 5 SIC shift
drivers (. 005%/Khours 106hours). Total failure rate for each CRB is 5.2 per 106
hours. CRB reliability is calculated for two buffers active and one standby. The
CRB control contains 25 SIC's which are considered as series elements with a total
failure rate of 1.25 per 106hours.
5.5.3 MISSIONRELIABILITY PROFILES
The mission reliability profile for the Data Storage Subsystem is derived fromthe
assumed Mission Operational Profile, Table 5-6. Mission phaseand total reliabilites
are estimated on the basis of the foregoing failure rate analysis and the various phase
operating times. Table 5-5 is a tabulation of the D/S mission reliability profiles for
each element of the Data Storage Subsystem. Minimum and maximum capability sur-
vival reliability are also computedfor the overall system.
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(Data Storage Subsystem)
6.0 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AND CONSTRAINTS
6.1 BASIC CHARACTERISTICS
6.1.1 SIZE, WEIGHT, AND LOCATION
The MTR Section of Data Storage Subsystem is contained in all of Bay 6. The re-
mainder is contained in part of Bay 7. The packaging configuration for these two bays
are shown in Figures 6-1, 6-2 and 6-3. The weight and volume of each component of
the Data Storage Subsystem is listed in Table 6-1.
The volume of the Data Storage equipment in Bay 6 is 1560 cubic inches and the total
weight of these units is 46.5 pounds. Data Storage equipment in Bay 7 has a volume
of 568 cubic inches and a weight of 19.5 pounds. The total weight of the D/S Sub-
system equipment is 66 pounds and the actual volume is 2100 cubic inches.
6.1.2 PACKAGING
Each of the magnetic tape recorders is enclosed in a cast magnesium housing. Each
casting is pressurized with dry nitrogen to prevent sublimation of lubricants in the
recorder mechanism.
MAGNETIC TAPE
RECORDERNO.3._
TAPE
Figure 6-1. Electronic Assembly No. VI Data Storage
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TAPE RECORDER#1
MOTOR CONTROLS
STRUCTUAL 0
0
0
0
0
0
c
0
0
r TAPE RECORDER #_
Figure 6-2. Electronic Assembly No. VI Data Storage
COMMUTATOR
DATASELECTOR_,,L_'_.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ "_////"-_.
MOOULATOR_-_._ _ _ "-...__ "-_ _
PR_R_MER_-_,_. "_ _ _o_ _ __
MAGNETICCORE ADC & TRANSEER
BUFFER& CONTROLS
POWERSUPPLY
DATA STORAGE
Figure 6-3. Electronic Assembly No. VII Data Encoder
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TABLE 6-1
D/S SUBSYSTEM VOLUME AND WEIGHT
Bay Equipment Volume Weight
(in 3) (Pounds)
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
MTR # 1 500
MTR # 2 500
MTR # 3 500
MTR Control 60
Bay 6 D/S Equipment Total 1560
Chassis
Shutter Sensor
Bay Temperature
Harness
Miscellaneous
Bay 6 Total 1560
15
15
15
1.5
46.5
3.8
0.44 _
0.06
2.6
1.0
54.4
D/S Power Supply
MCM Units & MCM Control
CRB Units and CRB Control
Bay 7 D/S Equipment
D/E Equipment, Harness, etc
Bay 7, Total
(1) Useable tray volume = 142 in 3.
1 tray (1)
2 trays
1 tray
4 trays
8 trays
12 trays
5
1Q
J.¢$
1.5
19.5
38.7
58.2
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Tape recorder castings and the MTR control enclosure are bolted directly to the 
thermal integrating plate of Bay 6. Thermal control louvers are used to regulate 
the temperature of the integrating plate. This allows the temperature of the data 
storage units to be stabilized within controlled limits. 
Integral fittings on the tape recorder housing provide structural support and the inner 
plate, shown in Figure 6-1 contains the interconnect wiring and connectors. Inter- 
tray connectors a re  Cannon 50-pin D ser ies ;  input-output connectors are Bendix type 
PT07. 
Integrated electronics used in the Data Storage Subsystem are packaged on high den- 
sity printed circuit cards. Integrated circuits are attached to cards with the parallel- 
gap welding technique. This welding process is illustrated in Figure 6-4. 
6.2 OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS 
6.2.1 MAGNETIC FIELD 
The configurations and materials employed in all D/S components are chosen to min- 
imize external magnetic fields, particularly those of low frequency. 
Figure 6-4. Parallel-Gap Welding Technique 
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6.2.2 ANGULAR MOMENTUM
The total angular momentum of the MTR units never exceeds 0.03 ft.lb/sec.
6.3 ENVIRONMENTAL TOLERANCES
6.3.1 TEMPERATURE
All components of the D/S Subsystem conform to the type acceptance temperature
test except the MTR units. They are limited to a maximum temperature of 70 °C.
6.3.2 GENERAL
All D/S components meet all environmental requirements set forth in volume
VB 220FD 103.
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